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CONTRIBUTORS·
Material published in tnis oversi'le issue is unusually varied. Besides the familiar
names of- regular contributors, many new ones appear. DR. JOHN P. WERNETI'E, nationally
known economist and newly appointed President of the University of New Mexico, appears
here for the first time with "The Full Employment Standard: Key to Prosperity," a con·
densation of the main th~me of his book called Financing Full Employment, soon to be
published by the Harvard University ~ress. Another contributor new to these pages is
MATHURIN DONDO, professor of French at the University of California, Berkeley. Professor
bondo, besid~ being a playwright, poet, and classical scholar of distinction, is known both
in America and abroad for his textbooks. DR. JOHN D. CLARK, author of "Superannuates,
Inc.," as his article indicates, has retired from teaching chemistry at the University of
New Me~ico after thirty-five years of distinguished and varied service. KEEN RAFFERTY,
formerly of the Baltimore Sun, is now on the teaching staff of the University of New Mexico.
VERNON A. YOUNG, a competent literary critic of growing reputation, has appeared frequently in the NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY REVIEW as a book reviewer. "The Art of Katherine
Anne Porter" is his first,full-Iength critical article to appear here.
HOWARD O'HAGAN, a native of Canada now living in- Berkeley, Califomia, makes his
first appearance here with his story "The Tepee." Mr. O'Hagan is author of a novel
published in London, andbis stories have appeared in Queen's Quarterly, Story, and other
magazines. Stories by CHRISTINE WESTON have been published in the New Yorker and other
magazines; she has appeared in these pages formerly. CHARLES NEIDER will be remembered
by readers of this magazine as the author of an article on Thomas Mann in a recent
issue. His story, "The Sisters," is the first of his fiction to appear in these pages. He has
abOut completed a novel. WILUS KNAPP JqNES, translator of the Urugu3lYan sketch by
Juan Morosoli, is professor of Romanic langUages at Miami University, Oxford, Ohio.
, Contributors of poems to this issue are both new and old. Information concerning the
new ones is disappointingly scanty: CLARENCE ALVA POWELL'S home is in Detroit, Michigan;
GROVER SMITH lives in New York City and ORlAN DEPLEDGE in Sacramento, California. Of
former contributors, J. V. CUNNINGHAM, author of The Helmsman, left Stanford this fall
to accept a position in the English department of the University of Hawaii. ROSAMUND
DARGAN THOMSON last summer left for Europe to join her husband, professor at the University of Colorado and specialist in Central and Eastern European affairs. LINCOLN
FITZELL, of Berkeley, California, is author of In Plato's Garden and Morning Rise and
Other Poems. HELEN SCALES, whose first published poem appea.red in the last issue of this
_magazine, lives in Chapel Hill, North Carolina. JOHN NERBER, after a period in the maritime service, has returned to his home in Bloomfield, Connecticut. HOWARD RAMSDEN
lives in Leaksville, North Carolina. KATHLEEN TOOLE, of Baton Rouge, has published
poems and a story here under the name of Kathleen Hough; she is at present living in
Berkeley, California. GUSTAV DAVIDSON is editor of the Fine Editions Press of New York
and author of several books of poems.

>

Regular readers of the book section will recognize most of the reviewers in this issue
as former contributors. COLEMAN ROSENBERGER, an attorney living in Washington, is
author of The Virginia Poems and of articles" reviews, and verse published in numerous
magazines. GEORGE HEDLEY teaches economics at Mills College, Oakland, California.
IRVING BRODKIN, of Brooklyn, New York, is a free-lance writer in the field of public relations. LT. ALBERT R. LOPES, on leave from the University of New Mexico, teaches Portuguese at the U. S. Naval Academy. LT. COMDR. ALBERT C. F. WESTPHAL, also on leave
from teaching duties (City College, New York) , now in the U. S. Navy, makes his home
in New York. CHARLES JUDAH, author of Tom Bone, an historical romance, is in the social
science department of New Mexico Highlands University. THELMA CAMPBELL is head of
the Spanish department, La Grange (Illinois) "Junior College. HECTOR LEE is director of
the -Utah Humanities Research Foundation at the University of Utah. MARGARET PAGE
HOOD is a Las Cruces, New Mexico, newspapenvoman. VERNON A. YOUNG, already mentioned as the author of an article in this issue, lives in Tucson, Arizona. ALLAN G. HARPER,
appearing here for the first time, lives in Bethesda, Maryland. LYLE SAUNDERS, whose
"Guide to the Literature of the Southwest" appears regularly in this magazine, is research
assodate, School of Inter-American Affairs, University of New Mexico. He is at present
doing graduate work at the University of Chicago. ALAN SWALLOW, poetry editor of this
magazine, writer of verse and criticism, has just received his discharge from the Army.
T. M. PEARCE, HUBERT ALEXANDER, and VERNON G. SORRELL are all :r;nembers of the teaching
staff of the University of New Mexico.
'
"On and On" is written by SPUD JOHNSON, of Taos, New Mexico, a newspaperman
and staff member of the Harwood Foundation of the University of New Mexico; "Los
Paisanos" by JULIA KELEHER, University EngHsh department.
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THE FULL EMPLQYMEN.T
STANDARD: KEY TO PRbSPERITY

1.

:;

P. Wernette

UR COUNTRY'S NUMBER ONE ~~ONOMIC PROBLEM today is the same
. as it was before the war started, namely, how to' achieve and
maintain prosperity and full employment-how to provide jobs for all
willing workers, continuously, year in and year out.
This statement does not mean that there. will necessarily be adepression soon, in the immediate "postwar period. Indeed, .accumulated shortages of civilian goods plus accumulated purchasing power
will probably make the transition period a fairly prosperous time.
But sooner or later-five or ten years from now-there will be a depression; and periodically thereaft€r, there will be other depressions
pun~tuating 'the customary condition of moderate unemployment,
unless something effective is done to prevent this wretched condition.
This Raper undertakes to present,.in co~densed form, a key factor
in the solution of this· problem. The proposal, is that a modernized
monetary system, the Full Employment Standard, replace the present
Gold-and-Bank-Credit Standard. The aim of the system is to guarantee that the American people have enough money to buy all the
goods that can be produced, thus keeping private industry prosperous
and enabling industry to provide full employment.

O

, WHAT Is THE FULL EMPLOYMENT STANDARD?
As is well known, additions to our country's supply of money~
under our p\:esent monetary arrangements, result from gold increments
and the expansion of bank credit; decreases in our money from r~duc
tions in gold and bank credit. There is no basic plan or philosophy
o

2 69
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that controls these increases and decreases; and this failing causes
business cycles.and unemployment.
The Full Employment Standard proposes instead:
1. That control of the total amount of money be assumed by the
Federal government, and exercised through a Federal Stabilization
Board.
2. That this Board shall have the power of creating new money
to be used in financing deficits in the Federal budget and in paying off
the Federal debt.
.
~
3. That the Board, guided by' reliable statistics on employment
and unemployment and other economic factors, issue such new money
in whatever amounts may be necessary, any time that '3: depression
threatens, so as directly and indirectly to stimulate and maintain employment at the practicable maximum.

~

The secular need .for more money in the United States runs to
such large figure.s that it seems unlikely that gold producers and the
banks will always produce enough to satisfy the national "money hunger." If so, the Board will have the opportunity of supplying a. good
many billions of dollars when future depressions threaten.
Specifically, this fprecast is based upon the monetarY history of
the United States and a projection. of monetary needs into the future,.
In 1800, there was only $38,000,o06:in ~sh and bank deposits in the
little country; in 1940 the figure was $66,952,000,000. Until 1929, the
rate of growth was fairly steady-during that period, the total amount
of mon'ey in the United States'doubled every thirteen years.
The following projec~ed figures show the following probable
amounts of money needed to properly fill the tills and pockets of
America in the decades immediately ahead.
~

MONEY NEEDED BY THE UNITED STATES, 1940-1980

Total Amount'
Net!ded

Increment Needed
During the Dt!cade
~~

1950

$119,000,000,000

1960

$173,000,000,000

1970

$255,000,000,000

$ 54,000,000,000

$ 82,000,000,000
$ I 08,000,000,000

1980

$363,000,000,000
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THE OPERATION OF THE FULL EMPLoYMENT STANDARD

The objects of Federal expenditure would have to be chosen with
care. They should be as nearly non-eompetitive ~ith. private industry;
as possible, in order not to discourage private enterprise and investmeilt. They probably could not quite equal the, Gold Standard _in
this respect, since it is, of course, the Supreme Boondoggle-first the
gold is dug out of the ground, then it is refined, then it is put back
. into the ground at Fort Knox.. There are, however, many other items
which are admittedly appropriate objects of public expenditure, such
as highways, libraries, school houses,~ and flood control projects. Also
the payment of unemployment benefits and the retirement of the
public debt comprise proper uses of governmental funds.
The technical apparatus for creating and paying out the money
inciementswould be simple. The Federal Stabilization Board would
issue new monetary certificates in large amounts, and deposit them .in
the Federal Reserve banks for the. account of the United States Treasury.These amounts would be added to whatever deposit credit the
Treasury haq at the moment.
'The Treasury would not differentiate between the dollars thus
added to its bank accounts and those obtained from any other source;
Qut. woufd merely draw checks in the usual fashion. Thus the increments to the mon~y supply would be spent in payment for goods and
services by the Federal government.. Tl;1e Feder~' budget would thus
be in.. a condition of secular unbalance. It would not, howeve:r, and
should not be unbalanced every. year.
At this point, a. crucial difference between the Full Employment
Standard and some current plans for FeC:1eral spending to give employ~
rnent should be noted: the Full Employment Standard does not contemplate an indefinitely rising Federal debt. On the contrary, use
of the Full Employment Standard would assist in paying off the huge
war debt,' and reducing taxes. A domestic Federal debt is a burden
and should be avoided. What the country needs is not more debt, but
more money!
~
( § .
So much for the technical set-up, operation, and basic philosophy
of the Full Employment Standard. Now let attention be given to
the two basic questions:
i;!<
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Material published in this oversize issue is unusually varied. Besides the familiar
names of regular contributors, many new ones appear. DR. JOHN P. WERNETIE, nationally
known economist and newly appointed President of the University of New Mexico, appears
here for the first time with "The Full Employment Standard: Key to Prosperity," a condensation of the main theme of his book called Financing Full Employment, soon to be
published by the Harvard University Press. Another contributor new to these p'ages is
MATHURIN DON DO, professor of French at the University of California, Berkeley. Professor
Dondo, besides being a playwright, poet, and classical scholar of distinction, is known both
in America and abroad for his textbooks. DR. JOHN D. CLARK, author of "Superannuates,
Inc.," as his article indicates, has retired from teaching chemistry at the University of
New Me'Fico after thirty-five years of distinguished and varied service. KEEN RAFFERTY,
formerly of the Baltimore Sun, is now on the teaching staff of the University of New Mexico.
VERNON A. YOUNG, a competent literary critic of growing reputation, has appeared frequently in ,the NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY REVIEW as a book reviewer. "The Art of Katherine
Anne .Porter" is his first full-length critical article to appear here.

.

HOWARD O'HAGA{:J, a native of Canada now living in ..Berkeley,. California, makes his
first appearance here with his story "The Tepee." Mr. O'Hagan is 'author of a novel
published in London, and his stories have appeared in Queen's Quarterly, Story, and other
magazines.. Stories by CHRISTINE WESTON have been published in the N,ew Yorker and other
magazines; she has appeared in these pages formerly. CHARLES NEIDER will be remembered
by readers of this magazine as the author of an article on Thomas Mann in a recent
issue. His story: "The Sisters," is the first of his fiction to appear in these pages. He has
about completed a novel. WILLIS KNAPP JONES, translator of the Uruguayan sketch by
Juan Morosoli, is professor of Romanic languages at Miami University, Oxford, Ohio.
Contributors of poems to this issue are both new and old. Information concerning the
new ones is disappointingly scanty: CLARENCE ALVA POWELL'S home is in Detroit, Michigan;
GROVER SMITH lives in New York City arid ORlAN DEPLEDGE in Sacramento, California. Of
former contributors, J. V. CUNNINGHAM, author of The Helmsman, left Stanford this fall
to accept a position in the English department of the University of Hawaii. ROSAMUND
DARGAN THOMSON last summer left for Europe to join her husband, professor at the University of Colorado and specialist in Central and Eastern European affairs. LINCOLN
FITZELL, of Berkeley, California, is author of In Plato's Garden and Morning Rise and
Other Poems. HELEN SCALES, whose first published poem appeared in the last issue of this
magazine, lives in Chapel Hill, North Carolina. JOHN NERBER, after a period in the maritime service, has returned to his home in Bloomfield, Connecticut. HOWARD RAMSDEN
lives in Leaksville, North Carolina. KATHLEEN TOOLE, of Baton Rouge, has published
poems and a story here under the name of Kathleen Hough; she is at present living in
Berkeley, California. GUSTAV DAVIDSON is editor of the Fine Editions Press of New York
and author of several books of poems.
Regular readers of the book section will recognize most of the reviewers in this issue
as former contributors. COLEMAN ROSENBERGER! an attorney living in Washington, is
author of The Virginia Poems and of articles, reviews, and verse published in numerous
magazines. GEORGE HEDLEY teaches economics at Mills Colleg~, Oakland, California.
IRVING BRODKIN, of Brooklyn, New York, is a free-lance writer in the field of public relations. LT. ALBERT R. LpPES, on leave from the University of New Mexico, teaches Portuguese at the U. S. Naval Academy. LT. COMDR. ALBERT C. F. WESTPHAL, also on leave
from teaching duties (City College, New York) , now in the U; S. Navy, makes his home
in New York. CHARLES JUDAH, author of Tom Bone, an historical romance, is in the social
science department of New Mexico Highlands University. THELMA CAMPBELL is head of
the Spanish department, La Grange (Illinois) Junior College. HECfOR LEE is director of
the Utah Humanities Research Foundation at the University of Utah. MARGARET PAGE
HOOD is a Las Cruces, New Mexico, newspapen~oman. VERNON A. YOUNG, already mentioned as the author of an article in this issue, lives in Tucson, Arizona. ALLAN G. HARPER,
appearing here for the first time, lives in Bethesda, Maryland. LYLE SAUI':DERS, whose
"Guide to the Literature of the Southwest" appears regularly in this ,~agazine, is research
as~ociate, School of Inter-American Affairs, UnIversity of New Mexi¢o. He is at present
doling graduate work at the University of Chicago. ALAN SWALLOW, poetry editor of this
magazine, writer of verse and criticism, has just received his discharge from the Army.
T. M. PEARCE, HUBERT ALEXANDER, and VERNON G. SORRELL are all members .of the teaching
staff of the University of New Mexico.
"On and On" is written by SPUD JOHNSON, of Taos. New Mexico. a newspaperman
and staff member of the Harwood Foundation of the University of New Mexico; "Lo,c;
Paisanos" by JULIA KELEHER, University English department.
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THE FULL EMPLOYMENT
STANOARD: KEY. TO P&OSPERITY
]. P .. Wernette
UR COUNTRY'S NUMBER ONE ECONOMIC PROBLEM today is the same
.
as it was before the war 'Started, namely, how to achieve and
maintain prosperity and full employment-how to provide jobs for all
willing workers, continuously, year in and year out.
This statement does not' mean that there will necessarily be a
depression soon, in the .immediate postwar period. Indeed, accumulate4 shortages of civilian goods plus ~ccumulated purchasing power
will probably make the transition period a fairly prosperous time.
But sooner or later-five or ten years from now-there will be a depres- •
sion; and periodically thereafter, there will be other depressions
punctuating the -customary condition of moderate unemployment,
unless something effective is done to prevent this' wretched condition.
This paper undertakes to present, in condel}sed form, a key factor
in the solution of this problem. The proposal is that a modernized
monetary system, the Full Employment Standard, replace the present
Gold-and-Bank-Credit Standard. The ,aim af the system is to gUarantee that the American people have enough money to buy all the
goods that can be produced, thus keeping private industry prosperous.
and enabling insIustry to provide full employment.

O

WHAT' Is THE FULL EMPLOYMENT STANDARD?
As is 'well known, additions, 'to our country's' supply of money,
under our present monetary arrangements, result from gold increments
and the expansion of bank credit; decreases in our money from reductions in gold and bank credit. There is no basic plan or philosophy

26 9
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Would not the injection of so much new money be inflationary?

Would the injection of these amounts of new money really
prevent depressions and unemployment?
2.

WOULD THE FULL EMPLOYMENT STANDARD BE INFLATIONARY?

The answer is No, provided that the amounts of new money did
not exceed what would otherwise be a vacuum in the money supply.
Our old friend, the quantity theory of money, presupposes a
fixed amount of production. The United States, however, is an
expanding economy. The population is gr9wing and potential per
capita production increases rapidly.. These two factors are multiplicative and:, together with the greater wealth and income that they create,
explain why an expanding economy needs more money, and can absorb
it without price inflation.
Do the facts of American history bear out this claim? Most emphaticallyl In 1940 the amount of money was 1,762 times as large
as in 1800. And what of the price level? The 1940 price index was
78.6; it was actually lower than the 1800 figure of 101.61
Thus both theory and history support the proposition that the
United States can absorb very large monetary increments without price
inflation.
'@

WOULD THE FULL EMPLOYMENT STANDARD REALLY PREVENT
DEPRESSION-UNEMPLOYMENT?

Thi~

question can best be answered bX'l reviewing the past operation of our country's present monetary system, and 'contrasting it with
the proposed system.
American economic history since 1800 shows tha~ the total amount
of money expanded during this. long period at a fairly satisfactory
(and very rapid) rate until 1929. In 1800, there was about $38,000,000
total cash in the little country. By 1929, that figure had grown to
. $55,171,000,000. To be sure, the growth was not always at the right
rate. Under the stress of war, too much money was added between
1860 and 1865; and again between 1915 and 1919. Even in these
instances, however, the country soon "grew up to the currency".
Throughout'this long period (to 1929) the rapidly growing
American economy was nourished, and stimulated by this somewhat
irregular and definitely enormous increase in the quantity of money.
The population rose from 5,308,000 to nearly 120,000,000. Produc-
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tion grew even faster-the production index rose at least one hundred
times.
Up to 1929, then, th~ American monetary system, largely by
accident, produced increasing am!>unts of money. It did so somewhat
irregularly, to be sure, and often with bad timing; but it did feed
more and more lubricating oil into t~ crank~ase of the enormously
expanding American economic engine.
But after 1929, the accidental nature of this good. fortune" became
clear. The money-producing machine 'slowed down, and even went
into reverse gear! By 1933, the total amount of money in the United
States had dropped to $41,680,OQo,ooo. A growing-boy economy that
typically needed more monetary blood each year, was being drained _
of money! And we all know what happened: Our country experienced a terrible depression, from whose dulling 'effects we have not
yet recovered.
The appalling impact of the Great· Depre~ion could have been
avoided if the men thrown out of work could have been employed-on
.public works, financed by newly created money. Their spending would
have prevented cumulative loss of jobs by others; and the newly created
money eventually would have found its way info the pockets and bank
accounts of people who wanted to sq,ve, but did not want to invest., In
this way and in this way only, can widespread desire to save-withoutinvesting, whicl:l is the basic cause of depression, he satisfied w~thout
widespread unemployment.
.
Furthermore, we now have had some actual experience that
re-enforces this claim. World War II has provided an instance of the
operation of something resembling the Full Employment Standard;
and it in fact produced' full employment. The Federal government
financed the war in large part by the sale of seeurities to banks. As aresult, the amc;>unt of money in the United States shot up from the
1940 figure of $66,952,000,000 to $1l7,700,0_00,0~0 in June, 1944-a
four-year increase of $50,748j'000,000. From a strictly economic point
_of view, tha~ was too large a jump-bigger than necessary to produce
full employment; it put pressure on the price level and tended ~o
generate price i!1flation.
.
Under the'impact of this stream of new dollars, however, unemployment disappeared. Were it not that half of the output was in the
form of war goods, the Americap people in 1943 and 1944 would have
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enjoyed a real national in!:ome one half greater than ~ 1929's, and
nearly three times as large as 1932's.
One very important respect, however, in which this war-time
ope~ation differed from the Full Employment Standard is that the
war spending was financed by expansion of the Federal debt, whereas
ther=Full Employment Standard.would finance it by new money.
This actual war experience, added to theoretical analysis, proves
beyond any doubt that unemployment can in fact be extinguished by
the creation and expenditure of large amounts of money. The war
wil~ not have been entirely wasteful if that l~sson sinks in.
COMPLEMENTARY PROGRAMS AND POLICIES

The Full Employment Standard is such a powerful device that
it would, all by itself, probably produce stabilized prosperity. It does
not ne~d, however, to stand alone as the only weapon in the armory
of pros.perity. It is not inconsistent with other helpful policies and
mechanisms.
Brief mention may be made of som~ other complementary programs.
1. Governmental policies to encourage business enterprise. Such
policies would include tax reductions; a sensible, vigorous antimonopolistic program; and active enforcement of the laws against
unfair competitiOIi. In this connection, it is worth noting and emphasizing that the alleged harassmeht of business by the government during
recent years is, in my opinion, a rationalization designed to explain
the baflling inability of the e~onomic system to get going again. In
truth, the trouble with the system was not alleged unsound governmental policies" but rather a grave deficiency in the country's monetary supply.
Sensible price policies by' business. Business concerns would
not help the-program if they were to raise prices more or-less continuously. On the contrary, they should (as many have done in the past)
reduce prices whenever manufacturing improvements and cost reductions permit such action.
2.

3. Sensible wage policies by labor unions. Wages will rise gradually through !he decades. Attempts, however, by organized labor to
secure wage increases more rapidly than justified would probably
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reduce industrial profits below the level necessary as a reward for
enterprise and a return on invested capital.
4. Credit control. The control of credit by' the mechanisms of
the Federal Reserve System would continue to be' an effective means
of influenCing t~e tempo of business, especially if restrictive action
were necessary; Credit control has been likened to a rope-you can
pull on it, but you can't push on ,it. It is not a very powerful. device
for stimulating an expansion of business activity; but it is extremely
potent as a method of damping down a tendency toward over-expansion.
Is

THE FVLL EMPLOYMENT STANDARD A CONSERVATIVE
OR A RADICAL PROPOSAL?

Th~ principal suggestion o£ this paper-the Full Employment

Standard-is unorthodox. Moreover, the basic idea of the entire program is that the Federal government has the ultimate responsibility
for maintaining the conditions qf full employment. It may seem,
therefore, that the program represents a long step away from the
American free en~erprise system as we have known it in the past~ and
a long step in the direction of a govern~ent-controlled economy.
This is not true. The program is posited upon a continuation
of private enterprise. The purpo&e of the program is to ~eep private
enterprise from collapsing in some great future depression; to keep
private enterprise alive by underwriting a big market for the- goods
and services which private business ca~ produce.
The proposed Full Employment Standard may seem radical. In
the broadest sense of the word, however, it is not; it is conservative.
It aims at conserving the free enterprise system hy keeping .it strong
and prosperous and able to' provide full employment for our people.

~:
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PROFESSIONAL MOURNER
Juan Josi Morosoli
Translated by Willis Knapp ]ones
professional mourners, but none like
Natividad Vega. She knew how t~ playa wake as one plays a
guitar. She could put new ~nergy into the mourning when it was
dying down, ~hen the crowd of women in the dead man's room were
nodding and beginning to mumble, lulled by the very monotony of
their praying which, in itself, is a lullaby. She knew how to draw
out moans and bring relief when one of the relatives got choked up
with heartfelt but unuttered cries, a perilous condition which is apt.
to have bad effects. With a cup of herb tea and some comforting words,
she could always ease the anguish. Natividad was really pricelessowhen
it came to ·holding a successful wake over tht; dead.
When the late Pedro Denis' came to his end-the fellow who
couldn't get along with his wife-Mrs. Denis said that she ~Cwasn't going
to look at him again, even in his bqrial clothes." . People went hunting
for her~ to have her take her farewell of the corpse, but she said right
out loud [0 Benito Pena, "If they'll let me laugh out loud, I'll go to
his funeral."
Mrs. Denis was one of those women who lose their souls at the
threshold of earth and find them again at the <;loot as they are leaving
this world, but even in this woman, Natividad .produced tears.
At seven o'clock in the evening Denis died, and by eight o'clock
the women were thronging in, pushing the tables around to make
room for the flowers, or rushing to find smelling salts to give the
widow, .who was having an attack of nerves. And afterward they had
a pencil sketch of the dead man made by a man who took magazine
subscriptions. He used to give a pencil sk€tch as a premium. Nobody
read the literature. They bought it to get the picture.

T
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Natividad was slight, with. flat breasts, straight as a board, with
wasp hips and with feet toeing in like magpies'. Her only companion
was a hairless dog, one of those th.~.t are allowed to sleep at a person's
feet in winter to ward off colds and rheumatism. Once she had had a
husband.
The same thing happened to her that had happened to so many
. women a?out the same time: she married a sturdy Italian, one of those
fellows who immigrated in answer to the advertisements and when \
they couldn't find any more work, they went away~ t04Jsing back a
"Look for me again wli~n you see me." People said the men already
,
had wives back in Italy.
What Natividad liked best was to drink deep draughts of dawn air.
She would supply everybody with endless cups of herb tea all night.
Nobody ev~r heard her say, "Thank you.." because she was always
serving others, and preparing anise seed cookies to go with the tea.
But when the sky began to brighten with the dawn, the crowd used
. to descend on her.
"Aren't you going to eat anything, Miss Natividad? The' whole
night on 'an empty stomach!"
. And she would reply: "Well, put a piece of meat oyer the coals,
will you?"
.
Natividad in her black gown with its few strands of fringe would
then take her place at the '£oot of the corpse.
"Let's give thanks to Heaven for our friend's first day in Heavenl"
Then she would raise her arms, and her flowing black sleeves would
look like the fluttering of wings.
.
"Put out the candles!" she would tell the candle snuffer. "Close
his eyes so that God may take the. soul of the late lamented." And
then, after a brief pause: "All right. Light the lights again. Now
the poor soul is at rest. I'll go and sink my teeth into something."
In the grassy yard, amid, the glistening tracks of worms and snails,
with the scent of fennel and pine about her as the birds were awaking,
Natividad would stand beside the blossoming cactus and while the
sun glinted on the broken glass on top of the wall (put there'so the
.youngsters couldn't climb over and steal the fruit) she would eat
. the barbe'cued meat slowly, setting her teeth into a morsel of it, held
between two. slices of bread, and cutting off a lllouthful with a knife.
The sound of the church bells seemed to release. clouds of pigeons
that winged wide over the fields.
Ii!>

•

•
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Through the door of the dead man's house all sorts of people
thronged in to sign the visitors' book and gaze a moment in silence:
his gambling friends, chased by daylight from the cafe, with their
faces drawn after a night of play, and his companions from the meatpacking plants, summoned to their work by the gEorious light of
mornIng.
Natividad also disappeared when daylight came. She had a deep
and ancient friendship with' the night. '
As the years passed, Natividad shriveled with age in the same

way that the black wings of her gown appeared to en~arge. Amid the
candles at each corner of the corpse, she seemed a butterfly whose flying
days were over.
Her prayef-The Fifth Credo-became more feeble, like the flame
in the cherry-red brazier which she covered with ashes when she went
out, so that it might heat the room without dying out.
No longer inspired by her, the chorus of mourners sounded more
like the buzzing of listless bees. "The Gir!," a forty-year-old woman
" whom Natividad used to bring with her to teach her the craft ("Some
day i'll be leaving, too," she used to say), tried to animate them with
the opening words: "Almighty Father-" And Natividad with a cup of
herb tea in her hand, took up the prayer: ""':"'who art come to judge
the quick and the dead!"
She would wave her arms, sprinkling holy water on the corpse, but
her gestures grew continually more feeble.
When the candles sent out streamers of light, "There's something
wrong with these candles," she would say. "Why don't you snuff
them, girl?"
And the othet would reply: "It's your eyes, Miss Natividad.
They're just flickering a bit."
In addition, she would hurry the entrance' of the late lamented
into Heaven, not waiting till dawn for the ceremony, as she used to.
Besides, she refused to attend wakes very far fro.m her home and no
longer offered her services to the very poor.
One time, in hurrying the mourning ritual, she caught her long
black sleeve in the seven-branched candlestick and knocked it onto tIle
floor.
"Confound it!" exclaimed Vicenta,' the new professional mourner.
"Can't you see the candles?"
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One June dawn, while the constellation of the Southern Cross
still gleapled in the clear winter sky, the dog howled in the old
mourner's room. Natividad had remained quiet and tiny under her
bedclothes, her thinning grey hair cold about· her sunk~n temples.
The black cloak, hanging open on a chair, looked like two wings
withou"t a body.
NOTE ON THE AUTHOR
Juan Jose Morosoli, born in Minas, Uruguay, of Swiss parents, in 1899, is a
shy, likable man who remains ~Minas as a protest against the belief that literary
people should flock to the capital, Montevideo. But even away from Uruguay's
main literary stream, he has found success. Beginning as a newspaperman at the
age of twenty, he wrote poetry in his spare time and in 1925 published his first
volume, Balbuceos' .(Babblings). Three years later appeared Los juegos (Games)1
a book for children. Then deciding, as he expressed it, "No nad poeta (I wasn't
born a poet)," he turned to prose. His first attempt, the novel Hombres (Men)1
won the 1932 national prize offered by the Uruguayan Ministry of Public Instruction and broke precedent by even going into a second edition, in 1942.. 'In 1936
he published Los Albaniles de los Tapes (Tapes Masons) (Indians who helped build
Montevideo), a collection of short stories and local-color sketches, including "La
Rezadora," the plotless sketch above,' translated ·as it appeared reprinted in the
September 24. 1936, Sund~y issue of Montevideo's newspaper La Manana. "La.
Rezadora" is based on a custom still continuing in some parts of Uruguay where
mourners are hired to be sure that wakes for the dead go off with a flourish.
This translation is published with the express permission pf the author.
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is almost in darkness. .Flickering cf;lndles at
__ the head and feet, incense-bearing flowers. Behind the corpse
a black velvet backdrop. On the right, beyond the peeling plaster, a
basin and yellowed plumbing. The creaking floor, the coffin, the
attendant lingering furtively in the background among the shadowy,
empty chairs. Between the cha.~Ts, and the coffin two- gr01!lpS of people:
on the right against the wall a ·W9Jl1an and two daughters, a dark mass
blurred and unsteady in the yellow light, the sisters suppot:ting their
mother. She is 'small and shriveled; with a lean, lined, kindly face
and a new upper plate and tWit<;hitig corners of her mouth as if in
absent painful thought. Her head hangs low; she holds a handkerchief
in front of her twisted mouth; she sobs quietly, slowly, regularly. The
sisters hold her firmly, one on each side, frown, but otherwise show
no emotion. On the left two white men, a Chinese and a Negro. The
white men have been telling filthy sex jokes and the Chinese and the
Negro have been listening attentively, embarrassed, curious and
puzzled. The Negro's name is Sam. His brother, David, is the
younger sister's husband, now in the Army overseas. Both Sam and
David are small delicate men with fine features and light skin. Ruth
married David about a year ago on one of his furloughs from training
camp. They knew each other ~ell, had been lovers for two years.
The Chinese, Sao Hsin-Min, is a representative of Ruth's trade union.
The women fall to Whispering. Ruth has suggested to her mother .
that Daddy's wedding ring be removed to be treasured as a souvenir.
She has flaxen hair and astonishingly clean blue eyes and, aside from
her radical fervor, she is mild and almost placid. She is aJ large woman
in her late twenties, given io quiet sympathy and warm easy smiling.
She is a shipya~d welder and has been living with heli parents. A
moment of indecision and then she disengages from the mass and
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silently and determinedly approaches the corpse. She approaches it
with mixed feelings but without fear, only with some remnants of the
antagonism she had felt toward her father because of his tyrannical
behavior in her youth and only with soine irritation~ toward her sister
because of the presence of her sister's former lovers.
Her sister, Margaret, who has flown in from Boston and will spend
only this one night here in New York, is thinking of the meeting she
must address in Boston tomorrow evening. She watches Ruth' sympathetically and half malignantly and experiences ,a similar but more
violent antagonism toward the co~pse and then a feeling of forgiveness
toward the dead. She supports her mother's arm and feels her sobs and
tries to repress the erotic thoughts' which insistently surge.
She thinks: I can have either of them for my lover tonight. Which
will-it be, if any? And ~he' feels wonder and doubt and excitement,
and then is caught up by shame and represses these thoughts.
But Ruth is having trouble. She is bent over the corpse, seemingly
wrestling with it. The corpse in all its majesty is defying her. It
isa gruesome moment.
Margaret thinks with vexation: Why don't they help her? Margaret is quite beautiful and strong. Like her sister she is blond. She
is in her early thirties and has begun to show her age. Her eyes and
mouth indicate weariness and at times despair. She is clear-minded
and even brilliant, dynamic and headstrong and passionate, with '
many of the manners and the outlook of a man:
"
"They" are Larry and Jona,than. Jonathan and Larry have both
pleasant and unpleasant associations in common,' which account for
the odd and jealous glances they give each other. Both, although married, have been lovers of Margaret. Larry's wife at this moment is
chatting in the waiting room with the other visitors, and jonathan's
is visiting relatives in Chicago. Last spring Larry left his wife and
for a week lived with Margaret and the latter's family,; That was before
Margaret was transferred by her union, where she is an economist,
from the New York office 'to Boston. Then Larry, suffering conscience pangs, returned limply and sheepishly to his agonized. and
brooding wife. As for Jonathan, his affair with Margaret was neat
and brief.. It became known to the family, of cou~se, as all private
matters inevitably did. But Mother and Daddy liked him as before.
They liked Jonathan's wife toq, a small, dynamic, black-haired woman
who suffered in silence over Margaret,. whom she loved. Larry is
')
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short, bald, but quite forceful. He is a "big man" in trade unions
and writes for liberal journals and often for the Times. His mind is
direct and keen, and he is surprisingly masculine with women. JonathaQ is slender and at times so sensitive that he gives .the impression
of being effeminate. He is brown-haired, with brown eyes, and is
rather tall. He is a librarian ;it the public library and is extremely
restless in his job.
Larry at last sees Ruth's trouble but holds his ground. He fears
corpses and hates to draw near them. And then Jonathan notices
and responds.. Larry eyes him smolderingly and looks involuntarily
at Margaret. The latter avoids his gaze.
'
Jonathan will remove it, she is thinking. But why am I so cool
about this; why don't I feel that this scene is macabre? There must
"
.be something monstrous about me!
Jonathan, because he liked Daddy, handles him tenderly, and
Ruth is moved. Margaret too can sense his tenderness from a distance.
Mother.does not look; the scene is too painful. The cold dead hands '
resist, as though grimly intent on holding their own.
But Jonathan will get it off, Margaret thinks.. It must be offensive to him, yet how sweetly he does itt Yes, he~is sweet and gentle.
Ah, now he has removed it and noW Ruth has it. Now why couldn't
Larry have done it? He is still lightly talking as if that weren't my
dead father there. But then I'm a piece of ice myself; I feel neither
sorrow nor sympathy. Larry is watching Jonathan with hate. Yes, he
has lots of hatred in him. .'
And now, the job done, Jonathan feels faintly nauseated. But
he remains beside the corpse and studies it. Death ... he thinks, so
monstrous and so silly, so grave and so obscene. Silently and respect·
fully he eyes the gray summer suit (Abel had purcpased it recently
for next summer) and the rosary entwined in the clasped 'thin waxen
hands, and he recalls his last and painful visit, alone with Daddy while
Mother, after three days and nights of nursing him, went to the street
for air, re~alls Daddy's fleshless body on the special cot which one
. ,could raise orJower at the head, recalls his faded blue and ,milky 'eyes,
almost not eyes at all, staring at the poorly plastered ceiling for long
, moments and unblinking, indicating neither thought nor emotion,
blue and faded and somehow horribly unhuman. And occasionally
these sad bits of jelly turned mildly on him, sometimes recording comprehension, sometimes not; then soon they flickered back to ·their

T
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ceiling ~ontemplation, steadfast and cosmically mild, until the black
and wet cigar 'ascended slowly to the white hard lips. The occasional
puffs were ritualistic in their ponderous dignity, but ritualistic only
because the old-seeming ~an's life burned at its lowest ebb, for at
bottom the slow dignity of the puffing was more mechanical than
deliberate. B~t t~e white, weary lips managed\to part as though
,hungry for the black lascivious cylinder; they puffed lingeringly and
with a horrible deliberation and weariness and softly exhaled thin
blue clouds as the wan fleshless hand traveled wearily downward.
Then later, when Mother had sat on his, other side, the oldseeming man had said, "leaving them wondering, "I was close."
And a little later, "Very close."
"Close to what?" she as~ed, in the tone one uses for a child, and
leaned forward so that her warm breath caressed his face.
He 'turned accusing eyes on her and did not answer. Then he
turned away from her in order not to see her and- she blushed at
Jonathan and smiled pathetically, asking slIently for the sympathy
and understanding she already knew he gave her.
Still later ,Daddy said to himself, "I felt :death's breath; I felt it
here," feeling his chest and looking at nothing in particular, and Jonathan marveled at the man's poetry. S~n Abe1- groaned and balanced'
himself precariously on the side which temporarily did not pain him.
Mother tried to keep silent but couldn't. '
"Daddy! Hush! Don't say such dreadful thingsl"
He eyed her lingeringly and accusingly and t~en distastefully and
slowly turned-and eyed Jonathan too.
"I say it's true," he said bitterly to the ceiling. Then he turned
to her and said, "I wasin the shade, Mother,," and his eyes grew watery
and hu'man. "I alm9Sbdied, Mother. I almost left you, dear."
She began sObbing and covered her face with her thin fingers, but
Daddy seemed either unaware or else unmoved by it. He inserted the
cylinder between. his lips and soon they heard him say, "I was close,
very close," deliberately, with his cosmic calm, y~t with an edge of
contempt and bitterness.
.
"H~sh, dear! Now you're going to get well!" she b1ubbered.
"You mustn't think of such·things! The doctors said you're going to
get well!"
"I almost died," he said, turning his eyes w:earily from her and
puffing again ~n the black cigar.
j
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And then, later, Jonathan rose slowly and awkwardly, ready to
leave.
"Well, good-bye, Abe}," he said, feeling tall and brutally healthy,
lording it mountainous over the bitter fleshless wan old man.
"Good-bye," Abel said ironically as if good-byes were a joke.
"I hope you feel much better by evening," Jonathan said, feeling
his face growing heavy with stupidity. "You're going to get well soon,
and then we'll have those drinks we were talking about, plenty of
them!"
Abel regarded him in silence and as if scientifically, and gradually
a bitter film s~emed to cover his faded blue ~yes and he said, almost
without moving his lips and with a shocking vulgarity penetrating his
utter weariness:
"You ~oo! You too giving me that crap about gettiQ-g well! I'm
dying, don't you see? You too are dishonest, like the rest of them!"
And he turned slowly and painfully and deliberately away from
Jonathan and said no more. And jonathan's face was heavy and
hot and his heart pounded suffocatingly. The room swam and Abel
and Mother looked blt,lrred~ Jonathan stared frightened and uncomprehending at Mother and hated his eyes because they prevented him
from seeing. And then he saw that her face was red and terribly
distorted and he realized that he ;had been hearing her bitterly weeping
and he turned to her and then 'turned and left the room and left the
apartment, his bursting heart nauseating him,' everything swimming
so that he st~mbled and fumbled, still uncomprehending, still visioning
Abel's gaunt face and faded eyes and the bitterness of his mouth, the
yellow teeth uncovered as though in death, as he spoke the words, which
clanged and reclanged like horrible bells ~n Jonathan's frightened and
distorted inner ear.
Jonathan remembers vividly the flesh hanging from Abel's britt~e,
blue-tinted legs which seemed without warmth or life. And he recalls
with shame the sight of the thick yellow toenails, which had sent a
nauseating shivet: through him, the sagging milk-blue calves and the
hollow cavernous thighs and remembers painfully the sight of the
wetted bed as he held the old man's legs aloft while the ·visiting nurse,
tenderly matter-of-fact, changed the sheets and sponged him. And he
vividly recalls Abel's sickly smile of shame and helplessness while all
these things were done to him.
And he recalls that Abel suffered monstrously at the hospital the
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ve~y, t:1ext night after his last visit to Abel's apartment, suffered mon-

strously. in those last hours' in spite of all the injections. Margaret
was still in Boston, Ruth' and Mother at home' exhausted, and -only
Jonathan .there wi~h Abel. D~ath was not expected for days if at all.
But Abel complained that acids were boiling in his chest and that
people were pumping air into his head and trying t6" explode it. He
had writhed and clenched the sides of the bed, staring glas,sily upward,
and suffered· enormously and silently, like an ,animal without vocal
power. Then he mercifully fell into a coma.. And deep in the middle .
. of the night, with a frost lying on the black str.eets and the wind
whistling past the window, his shallow breathing grew heavy and
hollow, catching in his throat, and Jonathan was there to stir from
his uneasy sleep and rush to Abel's side t~ hear his last catchings and
his final exhalation.
The next afternoon the cause of death was known: all his vital
organs had been eaten a~ay by s;:ancer. And tqat afternoon, after the
autopsy, Abel was already only a shell, the vital parts removed for
careful study.
,
Abel, so th.is is he; but not he, for isn't this merely hi~ physical
self? Yet not even that, this Abel is only a shell. Then where is he,
the man who softly spoke and 'weakly smiled, who wore the brown felt
slippers and the blue smoking jacket and loved a hot whisky and a
strong cigar, John Marshall and Daniel Webster and Stephen Foster
and Verdi and even the late Wagner? Is he C;lnly in the memory
now? But. there' are now two Abels, not one-the warm remembered
Abel and this strange cold alter ego here, this iinposter here who only
faintly resembles him and who is so much more august and substantial. The chee.ks now: full, almost puffy; and the flaring nostrils,
the arched eyelids, the grimly outthrust chin. Tl1is is a· dandy, beautifully shaven and powdered and meticulously.' combed. And he is
younger.
resembles a prosperous Wall Streeter rather than the ~
broken character the real Abel was.' Is it faintly obscene, this homage
to an imposter? Abel was pale or faintly pink; this newer Abel is
waxen. Abel was gaunt in those last few days; this later Abel has
jowls and a jutting chin. But of course if you stare at the latter a '
litt1~ he becomes somewhat silly and if you lean forwar~ and stare
h!rn full in' his face he is anything but grim for then you grasp that
his cheeks are .not symmetrical, that the side exposed to view is a
theatrical fa~ade,. that the opposite cheek is lean ~nd that the mouth

He ..
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on that side ludicrously ,sags, and it is then that you catch sight of
the wisp of cotton within the waxed and flaring nostril and then that
the little shiver'runs furtively up youT spine.
The corpse there in the box, so proud and willful in death, with
more dignity and keenness than the body possessed in life, and the
. broken little Catholic mother with her nose craw from silent weeping
and her back bent by the soul-shattering contrast of her present icy
loneliness and the sweet desperate memories haunting her i.nsistently:
these two, the rigid and the soft, the cold and the tepid, the dead and
the dying: these two are done for, their authority long broken, their
voices cracked, their mythology shattered. Dependency for bread' and
board, failure of Daddy as a lawyer, the savage heavy smiting of the
Great Depression, the loss of friends and roots: now they are old and
midwest strangers in a young and eastern town.
When was it, two weeks, three weeks ago? Daddy, who had lost
his grip, who was too damned tired to hold on, who regarded the
young with contempt and scorned the old,' Daddy had sat there in his
new strange way with the thick black cigar between his wan fingers, •
rocking-with' death gnawing obscenely at his chest-in the faded,
tarnished, chipped old rocker, smiling weakly on occasion with those
echoes of an old forgotten charm which struggled with his present
bitterness, striving to give an air of comfort, grace, and warmth. And
Mother, fighting to bridge the growing gap, to hold Daddy in line,
to keep him with the living .although unaware of his impending death,
scurrying to keep up with her daughters, holding desperately, blindly,
to the necessary rituals, the masse~ and confessions, Mother had laughed
stridently in her late manner and' played her role of comrade and sister
solicitously, with a sharp appetite and not witho~t strains of the erotic.
Quite unexpectedly Jonathan is overcome by revulsion, not
toward the dead but toward the living, not toward the old but toward
the young as he thinks of the lives of the two sisters and of how their
lives must have seemed monstrous to Abel and Mother, Ruth marrying
a Ne~o and Margaret bringing her married lovers into the house for
a week at a time, the indecisive lovers with the atheistic thoughts. ~nd
he feels revulsion for their impetuousness and impracticality, which,
because of their monomaniacal intensity, strike him as being diseased.
Yet he "feels it is good that the sisters have broken with the mythology
of the parents and turned their ardor from Catholicism toward science
and a fresh future. But it takes'more than ardor to create the brave
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world, he thinks. It requires discipline and imagination and
these necessitate a measure 'of restraint. The progress of generations,
he thinks wearily: the old broken a~d the new not fully born, confused, incoherent, blundering, self-tormenting.
He turns toward the women with an effort. The ring is being
:closely examined. It is the sarpe Mother .gave Daddy on their wedding
day, a plain gold band floridly engraved inside with Daddy's and
Mother's initia~s and the date: August 17, 1904.- The ring is passed
around from one woman to another; it has not been closely examined
for years.
"
The four men gather round. Larry is overly attentive to Mother
and aggressive. to Margar~t. He places his arm around Mother's
shoulder and softly ·fingers Margaret's arm. Jonathan stands sympaclose to the sorrowing widow. Margaret, sensing
thetic and wat<:;.hful,
.
his nearness, reinembers inv0luntarily that as a lover he behayed more
sensitively and honorably than the rest. Yet she knows she dislikes
and resents him because of his femininity and that she is perversely
attracted to Larry because of the latter's coarse maleness. Again she
senses that she will come to a decisi0n
. and have one ot them
. for a lover
tonight. And now she makes no effort to suppress the thought. Which
will it be? she wonders.
And then there is a muted cry as of a sudden intake of breath,
a ringing, of metal and a soft clatter· and then mumed exclamations.
For Margaret has dropped the wedding band and it is nowhere to be
-seen. The furtive attendant is notified. He fetches a ,flashlight, with
no results. The men crawl around among the shadowy cha1rs, searching. There' are only three of them now, Jonathan, Larry, and Sara
Sao Hsin-Min has joined the others in the waiting room.
- Time passes, the searching continues, the suspense grows brittle.
And each of the women,' because of the momentary frustration,
feels su(]denly and acutely alon¢. As the first wave of loneliness strikes
and chills Mother, a s~ries of wild frightened thoughts flutter through
her mind and she has the first full realization that Abel is now incontrovertibly d~ad and she feels that she and Abel are out of' time and
place here and that it is ugly and mean of her to permit hill). to suffer
the final indignity of lying among strangers. And she feels that all
her life is in the past and that the future augurs nothing for her but
her own merciful death. Then suddenly she feels that her daughters
are strangers to her and that they have betrayed and will betray her

.
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and succeeding waves of loneliness burst over her in torrents, rising
to engulf her, and she falls into hard sobbing out of frustration and
bewilderment. But for Ruth the shock of loneliness is comparatively
mild. She thinks of her David in the war across the sea and of the
bitter beautiful life they will face together and she glances gratefully
at Sam, David's brother, and at his color. As for Margaret, for her
the shock is acute and she remembers suddenly the men who have
brutalized her and she feels betrayed by her own interminable struggles
with herself and by the seemingly neverending process of the psychoanalysis she is undergoing and by her failure to achieve even a career
success and by her mad irrational torments which threaten to destroy
her and it seems to her that no one in the world is capaQle of aiding
her and then'she feels herseif retreating into a state of animal dumbness
and pain.
.
But then quite magically their loneliness is banished. For there
is Jonathan, flushed and smiling from his efforts, wi.th the lost ring
resting innocently on his palm. Had Larry been less fearful of the
dead he might have retrieved it. But he did not really search for it
although he pretended to, for he is afraid of touching Abel's property.
But Jonathan, out of sympathy for Mother and because he sensed he
was making a good impression on Margaret and might again become
her fover, looked desperately for it and found it. Now there are cries
of joy from the women as Jonathan basks in success while Larry eyes
.him with poorly disguised envy and even ha,tred.
The women praise Jonathan volubly.
"Oh, Jonathan!" Mother utters.. "I'm so grateful!"
Jonathan smiles and blushes and glances triumphantly at Larry.
Arid then, a little later, as thou.gh out of nowhere, Mother has a
thought.
"Jonathan," she says warmly, ((why don't you come to our place
for the night? We need a man. And besides, it'll be so late and you
have so far to travel. . . . "
jonathan's heart leaps at the suggestion and h~ glances hopefully
at Margaret. Margaret's face is strange to see, torn by doubt, revulsion,
and joy.
Then Ruth says, in her maternal way, "Yes, Jonathan, do come.
We'd love to have you," remembering how tenderly Jonathan removed
the ring.
.
And now Margaret says, with a knowing, i~pish smile, the doubts
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and revulsion erased, "Yes, why don't you?" and looks grimly at Larry.
Jonathan hastily accepts, realizing giddily that he has Mother and Ruth
to thank and that knowingly or unknow~ngly they haye appointed
him Margaret's lover for th~ night. Again he turns to view Larry
triumphantly but Larry is disappearing beyond the door.
And now the friends who have been chatting in .the adjoining
room, the waiting room, march in, Sao Hsin-Min among them, and
the strange and minor interlude is ended.

.
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ART AND CIVILIZATION
Mathurin Dando
pernicious errors of modern times is the belief
. in the goodness of nature, considered as the origin and fount of
all physical, moral and aesthetic perfection. Through a singular
perversion of thought, modern man has even fallen into a most' reprehensive idolatry in his deification of nature, which he worships as the
all-powerful, the all-helpful, the all-merciful, the all-bountiful Mother.
The germs of this fallacy were first scattered on the soil of European culture by the hand of the Renaissance, but it was not until the
eighteenth century that the Rousseauistic cult of nature spread with
all its devastating consequences: the return to nature, the eulogy of
primitive man, the glorification of the noble savage, the propaganda of
natural religion, the attibution to nature of all poetry and beauty.
Christian tradition has rightly considered nature as the origin
of evil, the source of material and moral turpitude, the prime mover
of sin. All things and beings in their natural state were deemed
afflicted with malice, malignity, and malevolence. Nature was man's
greatest enemy, to be feared and fought and mastered with the help
of a superior"and spiritual force, the power of divine grace.
The fundamental truth of the perversity of nature does not
require elaborate theological or philosophical demonstration. Common experience is enough to convince even the most ignorant of how
little good, if any, there is in the so-called Mother Nature. The only
positive benefit we may grant her is that she teaches us to eat, drink,
sleep, reproduce, and take shelter, as best we can, from, her p~rils and
inclemencies. But it is the same Mother that urges man to rape and
r~b, torture and kill his fellow creatures. It is nature that engenders
drought and flood and storm, war, famine, and pestilence.

O

NE OF THE MOST
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The noble savage invented by the imagination of the philosophers
was addicted to cannibalism-, infanticide, and parricide. The gorilla
. and the chimpanzee may be regarded as models of innocence and virtue
with as much justification as was primitive man. His portrait has
been painted by Lucretius, in lines which are none too flattering:
During thousands of revolutions ot the sun, men dragged along their
existence in the manner of wild beasts; ... What . . . th~ earth produced
by itself was their sole subsistence . . . they did not know yet how to tame
things with .fire, nor to make use of animal skins for clothing their bodies
... they lived in the forests and in the mountain caves . . . ignorant of
laws, and of social order. With their powerful hands and agile feet, they
hunted the beasts of the woods, overpowering some, hiding from others.
At night, like wild boars, they stretched their naked bodies on the ground,
cove~ing themselves with branches and foliage. (De Rerum Natura, Liber V)

The law of the j:ungle is natural.
Cri~e, cruelty, brutality are natural.
The :good is '.lrtificial. Virtue is artificial.
Goodness, orderliness, moral and social virtues do not exist per se,.
nor do they spring full grown from the womb of Mother Nature. L~ke
all human values, they are the fruit of man:s efforts and achievements,
the result of his immemorial fight against nature, of his perpetual
desire to master her savage ferocity.
The very word virtue implies the idea of strength and power,
necessary to resist the natural impulses and oppose .the innate inclinations. The good is so far remote from nature that in all times and
in all countries, gods and pries~s and prophets have been needed to
teach it, legislators have had to formulate it, policemen have been
maintained to enforce it, jails and gallows to punish its infractions.
But evil is done without effort, without struggle, without instruction.
Evil is innate, instinctive, natural. The long and arduous efforts of
m~n to overcome natur~ are what is properly called civilization.
Civilization is artificiat the wor~ of the artificer, the priest, the
teacher, th~ poet, the artist, all of whom are engaged in the endless
battleD against the natural. Were it not for all his arts and artifacts,
man would have remained on the same level as the brute, in whose
kingdom he was born, whose mode of existence he has shared for
millions of years, and to whose habits he is still bound by nature.
Civilization is that which sets off man from all other animals. But
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civilization is little understood and appreciated, because we are
immersed in"' it from birth and take it as our legitimate heritage. Let
it be remarked in parenthesis that 'py civilization is not meant the
European or American mode of life, nor the superiority of any race or
country that calls itself civilized. It is difficult for us to imagine man
without built shelter, which is artificial; without made clothing,
which is artificial; without speech, which is artificial; without fire or
tools or implements, all of which are artificial.
I t is even more difficult for us to go farther back in time and
picture man without mind or spirit or soul. And yet mind and spirit
and soul are not an original part of man's equipment. They are not
natUral. They were painfully acquired and are carefully nurtured
and transmitted by an ever vigilant education.
,
Of all the manifestations of the human mind, the greatest accomplishment is language. Speech is undoubtedly the supreme art of man.
But speech is not an expression of thought or the' conveyance of ideas
as philosophers teach us. Words are deeds. Words are wonder-working acts. WOTCh create things w'hich otherwise could not exist. By
virtue of the miraculous power of words, man has created for himself
another ~orld, entirely aside from the natural world. With words
man has crreated his gods, his religious and social intercourse, his conception of family, of country, of good and evil. All these, which are
.of man's making and imagining, consti~ute his own kingdom,. his
artificial worlq, which he has peopled with his dreams and visions, his
gods and his heroes, his exemplars, his ideals. For man conceived
his gods and demigods in the shape of magnifiea, idealized, non-natural
men, superior to him, whom he believed more capable than himself
of directing the course of nature in his favor. And he gave them
semblance and substance by fashioning images and symbols, and for
their .'worship he built temples and churches and mosques and
cathedrals. And he peopled these shrines with statues and ornaments.
And in joy or sorrow, in.contentment or wrath, he praised and
lamented, he danced and sang and interceded, imposing upon the
intonations of his voice and the movements of his body the same laws
of rhythm, cadence, and harmony which he had conferred on the
volumes and the masses, on the lines and the colors of his sacred fanes.
Re thereby introduced into his spiritual life that sense of order, balance, and discipline by which~he strove to govern his social activities.
Thus to serve and please ap.d placate his gods, man created the
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arts, which, in the course of time, were also directed to his pure
enjoyment. But art was not originated in view of aesthetic pleasure.
Art was the necessary medium of converse between man and his gods.
Religion was not an abstraction, but the whole of life, the consecration
of life, the stimulation of the will to live and to do. And art was the
great stimulant, through which man was capable of generating a new,
an inexhaustible source of power, of spiri,tual energy. It w~s -this
power which enabled man to rise above his natural level, above the
brute and the beast of the jungle.
The preceding remarks .on man and nature may help to fprmulate
certain propositions in regard to art. It has already become evident
that ,art begins where the artist departs from nature,' that art is born
whenever man imposes upon volumes and planes and sounds and
colors a law, a discipline, an order of his own volition.
The Pastoral Symphony of Beethoven, far from being an imitation
of the sounds of nature, is composed of sounds dictated by the will
of the musician and subjected.to a rhythm of his own invention. But
•
this rhythm, with its purposeful designs and controlled movements,
remains a pure abstraction, a mere concept of the mind, without concrete substances, without relation to the II!aterial world: it is not
natural.
The Venus of Milo, the "Last Supp~r" of da Vinci; sculpture and
painting are less abstract arts than music, but only in appearance.
Fundamentally they are baSed on the same qualities as music is, the
difference being the medium. Our ears are traine.d to be susceptible
to the rhythmic combination of sounds and to accept the musical
work of art without probing into the representational meaning of
these sounds. On the other hand, the aesthetic education of our eyes
has been much neglected and more often perverted: To the average
onlooker the associations of the subject-omatter are apt to blind him
to the essential qualities of a work of art. He makes of verisimilitude
the criterion of artistic excellence, disregarding the prerequisite factors,
the balanced relation, the rhythm, the harmony of color and mass and
plane. And yet by these abstract qualities alone is a work of art to
be distinguished from a -work of nature.
Mass, form, color, sound are in fact attributes of matter, but in
themselves they are void of any artistic quality. They enter into the
composition of the work of art only from the moment they are submitted to the laws of man. In obedience to the will of man, matter
(\
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is raised to a higher degree, transmuted into a finer substance, trans·
ported from a world of accidenti into a world of permanence. Art is
not a figuration, but a transfigunition of matter.
The balanced planes of the Egyptian statue, the controlled
arabesque of a Botticelli painting, the rational composition of a Claude
landscape, the architectonic ordonnance of a Cezanne still life, these
are the significant qualities of all works of art. They are to be sought,
not in nature, but in the mind of man. And they constitute what, by
convention, we call beauty.
Beauty also is itself an abstraction, without reality outside the
mind of man. No beauty exists in nature, in natural objects, things,
or beings. Nothing in nature is either beautiful or ugly, for beauty
and ugliness are not positive elements of matter. Beauty exists only
in the work of art and is revealed to man through his art. We oecome
aware of beauty through art, and acquire the habit of transferring it
from the work of art to the various aspects of nature. We learn from
the artist to see beauty in a tree, a mountain, a landscaPe, a sunset.
Before the. artist had opened our eyes to their aesthetic significance,
the diverse accidents and elements of nature left us either indifferent,
or interested only in their pra.ctical use.
. It is extremely doubtful whether the highly cultured but anthropocentric Greek mind was capable of dis,cerning beauty in the inanimate
world. In the whole of Greek literature there is not a single known
reference to man's aesthetic reaction to the outside world.
In the time of the European Renaissance the beauty of mount~in
scenery was a closed book to even the most sensitive mind.Petrarch
relates, in a ten-page printed letter, his ascension of a. mountain in the
Proven~al Alps. This ,was an eccentricity for which the poet pleads
as an excuse. the example of Philip of Macedonia, Who had ascended
..
Mount Haenus in a similar spirit of enterprise. But in his long naqation, which contains much information about the hardships, dangers,
and fatigue of the eXPedition, there is no hint of emotional response
to nature in her most majestic mood, no word of aesthetic appreciation
by the foremost poet of the time.
Even objects which· repulse us, scenes which avert our sympathy
may become attractive when r~created by the artist's skill. A toothless
old hag is rendered beautiful 'by Rembrandt's magic. Whistler gives
charm to a dingy London fog. A banal table cloth is glorified by the
witchery of Cezanne. No throne of king or potentate was ever be-
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decked with, such splendor as a drab kitchen chair metamorphosed
by the enchantment of Van Gogh.
. '
Beauty therefore is not an inherent attribute of things, but an
effect of ar,t or, more precisely, a conception of the artist's mind. If
nature were the source and essence of beauty, the beautiful would
be immutable, not subject to'change and constant mutations. But the
ideal of beauty changes with successive generations; it varies with race
and country; it differs with individuals; it even fluctuates in the mind
of t~e same pe;son. On the ~ther hand, the fundamental qualities,
the essential values set up by. art are constant. They alone are universal' and permanent. However, they are far from being natural
to man, far from being inborn. Appreciation and enjoyment of those
qualities are strictly a matter of education and development.
Without education m~n is in~apable of aesthetic feeling in regard
to nature as well as in regard to art. The degree of our enjoyment
of a landscape, 'for example, is in direct relation to our capacity of
composing the natural site in terms of pictorial values. The average
tourist becomes aware of scenic interest when he perceives by the
"highway the sign: 'Picture.. Kodak. Thousands of people view Niagara
Falls or Yosemite with the same curiosity as they would admire the fat
woman and the monkeys of the 'circus. The circus attraction leads the
crowd to the art museut.!!, where they listen open-mouthed to the professional guisIe quoting the price of a painting or" the antiquity of a
statue. The circus attraction brought countless visitors to the first
eXhibit of Cubist art in New York City. The circu~ attraction caused
the schools of San Francisco to be closed on the occasion of an exhibit
of Van Gogh's works, so that high school adolescents and kindergarten
infants might be regaled with the melodrama of the artist's life and
death.
Besides this vulgar curiosity, there is, however, on the part of
the average spectator, a nobler attitude toward nature, which commands respect and attention. Scenic grandeur awakens in the. minds
of most of us some sort of religious emotio~, some stirring of the sense
of the divine. The religious reaction to natural spectacles is so deeply
ingrained and so persi-stent that it affects and- determines to a large
degree our sense o~ -appreciation. Awed by the immensity of the'
ocean, we 'direct our thoughts toward the· Infinite'. The fury .of the
storm echoes the voice of the divine avenger. The glory of God is
manifested by the magnificence of the setting sun. Wherever nature

"
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shows a lavish display of color or some unusual combination of form~
one is apt to hear a bystander exclaim, "No artist can paint that!'
And by such a remark he defies man to emulate the work of thl
Creator.
~
However, aesthetically speaking, the most remarkable seener;
would remain meaningless to us if our sensibility had not been attune<
to its equivalent pictorial qualities. We would show but indifference
to a spectacular sunset had not a Claude Lorrain, a Turner, a Monel
revealed to us its symphonic values, even though our familiarity witl
. the work of these artists were limited to a chromolithograph on Oul
kitchen wall.
To what degree, then, of refinement, of cultured- taste a persoll
mij.st reach in order to be thrilled by the shadow of' a twig on a wall:
the pattern of a barren tree against the twilight, by the curve oj
a reed over stagnant waters!
1'1evertheless the beauty of nature in all its stages and nuances
and infinite gradations cannot be other than the aesthetic qualities
which our minds attribute to material objects. The 'beauty of nature
is conceived by us and remains our own creation, and possesses that
degree of excellence which we are capable of appreciating.
~ Such a statement appears so obvious that one is liable to forget
its fundamental value in solving some of the most interesting problems
in aesthetics. One of these problems, which presents itself to our
.attention, is to decide whether our enjoyment of nature can equal our
enj<;>yment of a correspondent pictorial representation, and whether
in both
cases our sensation. is' of the same order and of·;, the same
.
quality.
Before a solution'can be proposed it is necessary to" restate the
fundamental point under discussion. Our delight in any display of
nature, let us say in a sunset, is. in proportion to our ability to com·
pose an artistic figuration of the spectacle, to analyze the juxtaposition
of colors in the sky, to appreciate the values of their reflection in the
water, to judge the tonality of their luminous effects on the land.
This process, in most cases unconscious, enables us to form a pictorial
image which pleases our eye and moves our sensibility according to
our artistic development and in conformity with our present mood.
It is obvious that the picture we have just created is purely mental,
and a mere abstraction. It is not therefore, nor can it be a work of
art, since by definition art is of necessity an objective figuration, a

bi
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material visualization, a perceptible exterIorIzation of our mental
image, by means of skill, technique, or learned process of one kind
or another.
'.'
The contemplation of the natural spectacle may procure us
pleasure of a high order. However, the feelings we experience in the'
presence of a work of art belong to a totally different category. To
define' them simply as a mode· of aesthetic pleasure seems quite inadequate, if' not err0Il;eous.. Art is to man much more than pleasure.
Art is the source of a unique sensation which escapes analysis and
which we may only attempt to explain by some analogy. We may venture· to say that it is an emotion, or rather a commotion which, if not
akin, is at least cC?mparable ~o love rapture or religious transport. It
is an uplift of our spiritual self, not different from the kinetic exultation of our whole being under the rhythmic spell of music and of dance.
Art is one of the,'greatest meaI,ls of generating human energy, of
creating a surplus of power whic,h not only enables man to continue
living, bU:t to aim at a higher mode of existence. From the caves of
Les Eyzies to the friezes of th~ Parthenon, &:om ~he dolmen of Camac
to the glory ·of Chartres, from the illumined medieval parchment to a
canvas of Renoir, the artist has 'played ~o leSs a part than the priest,
the legislator, or the, philosopher in the building of civilization. _
Civilization, by which is meant the rise of man 'above his'natural
level, has been a slow and devious and painful achievement. If for
the sake of illustration, ,we reduce the time oftp.an's history to an
imaginary period of fifty years, this is the picture that comes within
the reach of our vision:
Of those fifty years, forty-nine were spent in the hunting or savage
period. Only in the first half of the fiftieth year appeared the art of
writing: Greek Civilization would be three months old. The" Christian, era, two months old. Printing, two weeks old. The steam engine,
one week old. Present conditions would begin at the dawn of December 31 of the fiftieth year; that is to say, what we call the "modern"
world is one incomplete day old.
Is it any wonder, then,- that the majority of human be'iJ:.lgs are
still very close to the state, of nature? Like his Cro-Magnon ancestors,
man is still a rapacious and predatory animal, bent on war and rapine
and pillage. But to assert that human nature does not change is to
deny one'~ faith in the miraculou~ power of the mind. To claim, that
<
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human nature cannot be improved is to deny the possibility of man
to rise above the pure animal and bestial stage.
, The most evident manife'station~ of progress are not so much the
artifacts, the tools and industries and mechanical gadgets d~d by
man to ~nsure his livelihood. Civilization is much more thay material
gain and physical satisfaction;." Civilization is chiefly made up of the
spiritual elements of law and order, of discipline and harmony; it is
made of the very elements which govern the arts, which were created
by the arts, and which are preserved and propagated by the arts of
man.
It has been said that in our time art has grown neglectful of its
main function, that it no longer seems to fit intQ the structure of the
community. The reproach may be well founded. But a tremendous
.social revolution is taking place under our eyes. The whole world is
rapidly moving toward a unified community of spiritual as well as, of
material interests. In such cataclysmic change, it is doubtful whether
art can remain a mere individual pursui~. One may seriously question
whether art has no higher role than the titillation of the sensibility of
a few aesthetes. In spite of the present savagery and perversity of the
human race, it is even permissible to nourish the hope that art will
again' playa vit,al part in human destiny, that art will once more be
the great spiritual stimulant, the dynamic power in the endless fight
of man against nature.
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THE .WAY F AR E R S
Christine Westnn
behind her and struck out across the field
towards a little grove of white birch a quarter of a mile away.
She chose this path by instinct,. possibly because the birches were white
and her thoughts dark. When I say path I refer to the path in her
mind, a vein -of clarity in the core of, confusion and corruption. Yes,
corruption, for to permit oneself to beco~e angry is in a sense. to
become corrupt, and Freda knew this. Yet she gloried perversely in
her corruption as a relief from the burden of well-bred restraint: corruption thus indulged restored (her sense of independence. This was
what Freda was thinking and feeling as she left the house behind her
and the harsh stubble of the IDuwn field brushed her ankles, and a
smell of meadowsweet rose against her face. Where am I going, she
asked herself, and what shall I do when I get there? The answer was
brief, succinct ~ the flicker of a swallow's wing: "Nowhere, nothing!"
And that was the secret, the 'charm of the whole thing-of her escape,
of her choice of this broad bare field as the avenue which led to infinity.
As she walked she mused on the fact that her choice of a path
should have been so far from accidental, for sOmewhere in the maze
of her anger, purpose had sought its ch.annel, as in the flow of the tide,
or in that which sailors call a cant in the wind. But Freda would
have preferred to think that she was setting forth recklessly in pursuit
of God knows what peradventure. Halfway across the field she glance,!
back and saw the house partially s}1bmerged in a fold of the land. It
appeared to be swaying and plunging with the imperceptible revolutions of the earth, though she knew that actually it stood motionless,
that it had stood there solidly for more than a hundred years and wquld
in all likelihood stand for another hundred. Its windows stared blankly
after her, and behind tho~e windows the people she ~ost loved and
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most hated were carfying on their futile argumepts, quite unaware that
she had left them, perhaps forever. Light would sink into night, and
night into morning, but she ~ould not return. "~here is Freda?'·
they'd ask each other, waking in consternation and looking round
them. "Oh, she went for a .walk across the field, 'and never. came
home." And when the flurry· had died down-say in a year or twothey'd resume their scurrying about in their usual fashion, filled with
petty spites and preoccupations, motivated by commonplace ambitions.
But she would not be there to see or to care. Freda, who was really
quite intelligent, realized that she had no right to be angry with people whose destinies, after all, were no concern of hers. They were
merely going their own ways in their own way; just because they differed from her, just because one 'fancied sugar in his tea when she
did not, because another liked green wallpaper when she preferred
blue, because all were unsure of their facts but emphatic in their
opiniC?ns when she was just the reverse, these divergencies were scarcely
provocation for rushing out of, the house with her hands over her ears
and her mouth rounded in a perfect 0 of wrath and despair.
The house subsided in a last brazen wave. Now, looking backward or forward Freda saw the open field tracked all over by impressions of hay carts and mowing machines. SW4llows were threading
the. air, making clicking sounds, and she heard the first cricket somewhere near her feet. Stooping, she spied him, black arid vibrant
among the golden stalks. As she watched he gave an evasive hop and
disappeared, and her searching fingers disturbed instead a small white
moth which went fluttering off across the stubble. Gradually, Freda
became conscious of the special quality of the air, cool after a long
spell of blazing heat. She felt it running between her fingers and
thr~ugh her hair, and when she stepped into the shadow of a bush the
sha~ow itself seemed to have weight and softness like fur. Her feet,
independent of her will, appeared to know where they were taking
'her) although no path was visible to her eye. In the distance the
birches waited, looking as if they'd been freshly washed, and the ground
beneath them had a swept and tidy look. Jnstead of going directly to
the grove' Fr~da found herself moving towards a patch of brambles
which formed an island beside a broken-down wire fence. The sun
was now at such an angle that the eastward side of this patch lay in
dark green shadow, and to step into it was exactly like stepping into
a mountain pool. Here Freda paused to look round her. The field
.
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quivered under a weight of afterno'on sun; the -sky was, as pale as spun
glass, a single cloud shaped like a rowboat drifting across it. A snapping of wings restored her attention to· the bramble patch and she
. saw a goldfinch teetering on a· twig. It took flight, disapPeared into
the sunlight, then returned, dashing past her into the thicket, from
whence it gave forth a kind of chortling, though peer as she might she
'could not see it for the crowding leaves. One of a vivacious wandering
family, the goldfinch had come north all the way from Carolina, skipping like a bright pebble along the boulevards of air; it would, in
fall, go skipping back.
As she stood there Freda noticed the twisted shape of a wtld apple,
and now she remembered hbw she had come here one winter and
the patch had been threadbare' .arid empty of birds, the snow strewn
with frozen apples which foxes had been ,eating. Some, brown and
rotten, lay piled in drifts~ others had shone ~oundly red, and these the
foxes had gnawed, leaving traces of their sharp .teeth on the half-eaten
cores. She thought of the foxes trotting out from their ~he1tering
woods, crossing the snowy field to their fa~orite apRle tree, the wavering
pattern of their tracks filling with blue shadow like blobs of ink. She
examined the tree and found no trace of fruit. It was probably
biennial and would not bear this,year, and the foxes would gaze into
its frosty branches, wondering what couid have happened. Freda pictured them as, bronze in the winter sun, they trotted ba~k to their
deep woods, disappointed, 'perhaps trying it- another day, still to find
no apples. Would they know enough to come back next year? How
long must a fox live, how- many journeys must he make, before he
learns- the arbitrary habits of ~he apple? And suddenly Freda saw
the winter landscape, bare, bitter, revealing; she saw the field traversed
by tracks of rabbit and fox, .mouse and weasel, and the fleur-de"lis of
, pheasants. She saw it as she had seen it often after a wind had blown
across it, ,baring old snowshoe tracks which led from the house into
the woods, tracks which made hef think of schodls of frozen fish.
Although summer had obliterated: those corridors and highways, she
, knew that the grass at her feet, the. bushes, the trees, and the, air all
swarmed with migrations. She missed the fQxes but a caterpillar
~aired and hued like a fox crawled along a twig, reached tne tip,
toppled off, and continued its patient voyage across a waste of dead
leaves.
She turned and crossed the last stretch of field to the -birch grove.
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Its leavesc tingled in the sun and the ground beneath it, she now saw,
,had been trampled flat and worn smooth by the ruminating bodies
of cattle. Freda found a stone and sat down. The grove was on a
slight eminence and from here she could see the chimneys of her house,
and on a distant stretch of highway the flashing windshield of a car.
A silver airplane droned across the sky, flying towards Canada, and
below it, travelling in the opposite direction, shone three silver gulls.
She heard the sound of a' train coming up from the coast, and by
raising herself a little she could see its plume of smoke. Then she
heard its warning shout as it approached a level-crossing. In the cab
of the locomotive, she knew, rode big blue-coated men with red handkerchiefs round their necks, and striped canvas caps. Behind them
were strung carria.ges filled with people coming from somewbere, going
somewhere else, all consumed with private anticipations as they
munched food out of paper bags, read shiny magazines, or stared out
of the windows at houses, cows, crows, and women beating doormats·
on backsteps.
, From some invisible road there came the sudden berserk rush of a
motorcycle, then that too died away. A great radiant silence fell on
everything, and Freda thought: back there !n the house they are still
arguing about sugar in their· tea, about the color of wallpaper, the'
color of Negroes, and what to do abollt the Je~ whether bees
sting or bite. Their voices go 'round and round trying to find a hole
through which they might escape into the sun, b~ they can't escape.
Their brains are little railroad tracks which 'cdrry their thoughts
round and rou~d, round and round. From ~here I sit, though I
cannot see or hear them, I am aware of hundreds of thousands of
brains whose thoughts are gQing round and round like toy trains, the
same thoughts all shaped exactly alike, all about the same things,
all shouting together as they approach the level-crossing: "Get out of ,
our way, or we shall crush you!"
. Spider webs glittered on the nearby grasses, and Freda saw that
everything round her was twinkling and shining as if a white flame
, had ignited it. Webs, stones, the ends of twigs, the birch leaves and
slender birch stems quivered and blazed. She knew that she too was
touched by this fire-her hair, her white dress. Then something else
moved and from the farthest birches a gray horse came stepping into
the open. Catching sight of Freda he stopped 'abruptly and stood
~taring at her. He too was on fire, his ears frosted with it, his Hanks,
j
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his streaming tail, his mane. He had come, she supposed, from' a
neighboring pasture, finding a hole in the fence and making his leisurely way to the birch grove. And as he stoOd there, massive legs
planted, dark-fringed eyes fixed upon her, Freda thought she had never
encountered a scrutiny so profound. She rememebred that he, Equus
caballus was' a descendant of tqe wild horses which cro,ssed the landbridge between Asia-and A~erica in the Tertiary period of the earth's
history, Since the day when an ingenious hUf!lCin had discovered the
unique structure of an eq~ine mouth-that 1p.atus in the teeth of the
lower jaw, through which men could thrust.a short iron bar, man and _
horse had moved down the years together, learning one another's ways.
Perhaps remembrance of this long companionship, distinguished on
one side by garrulity and on the other by silence, accounted for the
gray horse's prolonged and speculative stare. He was ,at a loss to
u~derstand Freda's silence, her stillness. Was she a stone, or a tree
bent by wind into the semblance of a woman?
To Freda it seemed as if he waited for her to speak, that the pause,
too extended,. ,trembled in incalculable balance. She felt the human
compl;llsion to speech, and at the sound of her yoice he tossed his head,
snorted, and then fell quietly to cropping the grass. The sun was
now on a level with the rim of the earth. Light streame~ across the
field, flooding the grass at her feet in one last rush of color. The
evening was vibrant with cries of departing birds and the dance of
insects. Freda i!llagined the air as an element brimming with inaudible
passions, protests, plans, and preparations, and sh~ wondered whether,
given unique perception, one' might disce:&n these shapes-monstrous
and ma~e1b~s, hideous and. lovely, voyaging ~hroug~ the atmosphert
and leaVIng no trace of theIr passage~ Lost In conJecture she forgot,
all about the horse, and when at last she glanced up she saw that he
had wandered away and was just disappearing into the distant birches.
Loneliness .descended on her and she whistled to him, but he had
gone, leaving h~s great footprints in the soft ground, and as the sun
followed him and the light began to ebb Freda started to her feet
and turned her face towards hom~, thinking: I better get back before
it becomes too dark to See the way. '
J

.
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tributary to the Athabaska, to look at the
"timber. It was not big timber. Timber does~not grow big on the
Arctic slope of the Rockies. I t was big enough, though, and clean,
the branches beginning high up, tall, lean, black lodge-pole pines,
with the hard look of hunger on them-hundreds of them, thousands
of them, rank afier rank by the river, column after column .coming
down to it.
I am a short man, thick in the calf and forearm, deep in the chest;
and among those trees, slim and aspiring, I felt smaller and shorter
than ~ver. I walked so that scarcely a pine needle creaked under my
hob-n,ailed boots-carefully as a child who searches £01 God in an
empty church I walked, wondering what lumber the timber would
yield for poles and railroad ties.
That was the idea we had, my partner and I, to float logs down
the river in the spring to the tie camp on the railroad. It was September and my partner had not come with me. He had gone,' into
Edmonton to see his girl. Bruce had no notion of who his girl was,
of where she lived, or if she had brown eyes or blue. The less of her
he knew, the easier she could be found. He was to return in October,
by which time I would have looked over the timber and picked a site
for the cabin we were to build. We would take out the logs for poles
and ties in the winter"skid them down to the river over the snow to be
ready fo~the breakup in April.
I h d been in the valley three weeks or 'more when I saw fresh,
unshod hoof marks on the trail above my camp. My roan saddle
horse and the two pack horses were shod. I knew the track~ of each
of them. These tracks I found were strange. It was in the afternoon
and I was riding my roan bareback, driving the other two horses befOre

I
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me along a ridge of willow which led into the' 'timber. and towards
a meadow I had found two days before. Feed in that valley was scant.
I had to drive my horses a mile before turning them loose to graze.
The number of strange t~acks showed there were six or seven
head of hOFses ahead of me-and only just ahead, for, dropping from
the ridge and crossing a small stream, I saw water still seeping into
those tracks along its edge·. Probably, too, being unshod, they were
Indian ponies. Bands of C,ee Indians moved along that eastern slope . .
of the Rockies, between the railroad and their hunting and trapping
grounds at Grande Cache .~n the Smok:ey. 1- knew them, had worked
with them on fall hunti~g parties, had visited with them in their tepees.
We were only a few yards frOin the timber when I saw the woman.
She came out of it riding a small, wild-eyed pinto. She sat him close as
a burr, holding with a high hand the lines of her rawhide bridle. She
wore buckskin trousers, not fringed, but fitting her leg tightly, and.
a man's blue woolen shir:t open at the throat.
She came dnto me suddenly, with no warning at all, so that my
roan jumped, ardened his muscles, as she swung off the trail to let
me by. She a peared, p~ssed, left me twisting on my horse, staring at
her back, b ore a word had gone from my Ii ps or my tongue had
formed
to greet her. She cam~ so near that the breath of
her passage rushed me and I felt hard earth on my shi~, spattered
from her horses' hoofs. Her long black hair was free, and ~owed
.back until her forehead shone in the evening light. Her eye,s, squeezed
into slits against the sun, iave no sign of having seen me. Only her
nostril, like a small autumn leaf fingered by the wind, flinched as
s~ went by. She passed me as though I were a stump and she a woman
riding on a fateful mission. ..
I watched he~ blue shirt vanish towards the river, her appearance
in itself an act of disappearance. She would not go far. She had
brought her h~~ses upstr~am to loose them in the meadow. She was
going back now to her camp and it would not be distant from my
own. I saw her ford the river. The gleam of her shirt died before
my eyes a$ she entered the forest on its· other side.
. A river ran between us. But a river could be forded. It could
be crossed on foot on one of the many spruce trees the wind or winter
snow had laid across it. The valley, which had'been empty, which was
wide enough to hold and to shield from each other's eyes, two hostile
armies, now with one woman in it was crowded. Our horses fed from
$
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the same poor crop of grass. The air I breathed was shared betwee:
us. And there would be others, too. There would be her husban
Or many others. She might be camped in a tepee with h~r famil
It was that which I set out to learn. Not that, at the moment,
especially desired to. I had enough on my hands to keep me occupie(
But she had come close to me, to spatter hard mud on my leg. Sb
had, so to speak, touched me, and I had lived long enough to knm
that the one escape from woman was to go towards her.
I dismounted, slipped the bridle from my roan, lashed the line:
across his long, smooth haunches, sent him and the two pack horse
with him, racing up the trail. I returned quickly to my tent in it
clearing. There the tea water was boiling on the tin heater stove
but instead of preparing supper, I took down my hunting glasses. :
climbed the small rise separating me from a view down the river
From behind some willows I observed the tepee. It was less than hall
a ,mile away, a brown, up-ended funnel. ..
Firewood was stacked neatly beside the closed flap of hairy moose:
hide which served for its door. Inside, a fire was burning and gre~
smoke puffed slow!y from the cluster of poles at the tepee's tip.. Pitched
low and broad in.the Indian style, it gave me the impression of having
pushed itself up out of the ground while my back was turned. I had,
during the day, heard no sounds of arrival, no whinnying of horses,
no ~houts, no chopping, none of the strife of making camp in the
wilderness. It had simply sprouted, as a mushroom would sprout,
and,seemed as much a part of its surroundings.
.
.The tepee was on a point in the river, commanding a view upstream and down. When a man stepped out its door, he held the valley
in his vision. The dark forest opened two arms about it and beside it
" grew a young poplar tree, its leaves already scorched yellow by the
frost. Above, a mountain rose. It rose in ledges and great hanging
cliffs. It thrust itself urgently up out of the earth and was still shaking
from its shoulders rocks and struggling timber, and white cascades of
water whose rumble reached me where I stood.
I took !Dy glasses from their case, sat down, putting my elbows on
my knees, holding the glasses steady to examine more closely what
was before me. At first the yellow poplar tree filled the lens, flaring
like flame from the soil. Leaves dropped about its roots shed a glow
upon the ground.
Dusk was in the valley, but the sun, topping the western range,
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held the tepee, the popla~. tret;, -the narrow point of shingle jutting
into the river, 'in a pool of light.
The w~man's pinto horse was tethered downstream on a goosegrass flat. As I watched, the ha~red flap of the tepee was pushed back
and the, woman emerged. She had'tied her hair with a red ribbon.
She began to carry firewood inside. The glasses brought her near to
me so .that when she bent ;~ver I saw the hang of her brown, heavy
breasts. I saw the p-ebbles pressing against her moccasined feet and,
glinting in the sun's light,." what might have been a gold ring on her
finger. ' Once coming out, she straightened and looked up the valley.
into my eyes as it were, and she seemed so close to me that I expected
~er lips to open and to speak, my name. I slipped lower until I was
lying flat on the ground. When I raised myself again, she was gone.
The flap of die tepee clo~d. Smoke swirled more heavily from the
tepee top.
I lay there until, all the stars were out, until, one by one, they
vanished behind a storm' cloud rising in the east. I waited. I sup:
posed her ~an ~ould be about. But I had. seen no one but her. I
heard no voices. In the tepee for a while the fire burned and between
the black lines of the poles a woman's form was outlined on the canvas,
grotesque and slow-moving, as if a giant-winged bat, half stupefied with
smoke, 'fluttered between the walls. The fire inside died down.. ,
I heard the river throbbing in the dark. At first a gentle flow of .
'Streaming waters. Then an endless advance 'and an endless receding
of ripples over shallows and the beat of the conflict filled the night, fell
against my ears so that I no longer knew if it was. the river I listened
to, or the throb of my heart, or the throb of a woman's heart, lying
like mine close against the ground and echoing' from the stolid rock
of mountains.
I crossed the river on aspr;,uce log and walked towards the, tepee,
at first nomore than a ghostly blur in my vision. No stir catrle from
within it. No sputter of a half-extinguished fire. I thought, "Perh~ps
she has'gone."
When I Came closer I smelled dfied
hides and old wood smoke
..
and grease burned on :the fire. I knocked the back of my hand against
.
the flap of. moose hide.
. "Hello!" I Said. I paused. I hit the flap again. "Hello I Hellol"
I said. "May I come in?" The wind ran through the dry leaves of
,the Poplar tree beside me.

)

~.
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I put my hand in under the flap, found the knot, undid it, threw
back the flap, felt the smoky warmth from within, as though my face
had been breathed agaipst. A red coal glowed in the center of the
tepee where tIie fire had burned. I could see nothing more, but I
heard a movement, a sigh. I spoke again, in Cree, so that without
fail she would understand me. I received no reply.
I reached my hand in front of me and my fingers ran against
coarse new-wood. I pulled them back, startled at the palpable shaPe
of an opened doorway. I put forth my hand again. I shoved it in
'" and, knocked., a piece of wood! from about my shoulder level, into the
tepee, rolling into the coals of the fire.
A wall of wood prevented my entrance. She had pile4 firewood
from inside before the doorway and fortified hers~lf against me.
I commenced to unbuild what she had done. One by one I took
those slim pieces of wood and laid them outside by the wall of the tepee.
I worked with care, with precision, feeling myself involved with her
in a deep scheme of sil~nce. Not one of those pieces of wood should
fall from my hands to disturb the spell. And while I worked I heard
the mutter of the river, closer, and closer behind me, until at last in
the dark my feet felt wet with its water.
I removed the last stick of firewood. }. ente!ed. The flap dropped
behind me-. I turned, fumbled with its cord, but my fingers, studded
with splinters, failed to tie the knot to hold it to its pole.
The coal' still gleamed red in the fireplace, made of a circle of
stones on the ground, and rain tapped on the canvas above me. After
the rain would come the snow. Soon snow would lie over all the
mountains.
I sat down by the wall of the tepee. I leaned over, stirred with
a piece o~ kindling the coals of the fire, until a flame leaped up, lighted
the woman's face where she waIted under a robe of grey marmot skins
across from me. For some time she did not .speak.
Finally she said, "You were slow. I have been waiting."
I told her. I had taken my time. For one thing I hadn't been sure
that she was alone.
"Oh, yes," she said, "I am alone."
She reached up and touched a fringed shirt of caribou hide, worn
almost black from use, which hung from t~e stub of a branch oil the
slanted pole above her head.
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"He has gone down to the railroad," she said. "1\Iaybe he will
come back tomorrow, and maybe not until one or two days later."
, "Who's gone down to the railroad? Who's coming back?" I asked.
"Felix," she said. "My husband-with a pack horse for some flour
and tea. Then he will look for a place with better feeq. He always
takes good care of the horses." She drew in her breath. "He is a
very strong man," she sC:iid. "I have seen him lift a horse on his
shoulders."
•
A mountain cayuse w,eighs six or seven huqdred pounds. The
feat was one to be regarded with ,respect.
"He sounds like quite' a fellow," I said. "Does he do that very
often?"
She ,shook her head. "N 0, not very often. Just when he feels
But I knew before he came
good and there are people around..
back, you would be down to see me."
"You did~ eh?"
--< "You were behind the willow bushes, watching me," she said. '
"The sun flashed on your hunting glasses."
"Then why did you pile your firewood in the door of the tepee?"
She tur.ned her head and looked ~p into the night through the
funnel above us, where the wind whin~d through the tapering
tepee poles...She put the back of her hand across her mouth and dug
her teeth into its flesh. Her cheeks creased and hid her eyes in their
folds. She tossed on the bed and giggled, lying qn her back, moving
her black head ~f hair' from side to side. Her knees rose up under
the robe of skins. They spread and came together, then spread again..
One of her legs escaped from its covering, knee and thigh rising,
brown and smooth and glistening as with oil in the firelight, round and
firm, commanding as the shape of iny desire.
.
The edge of the marmot robe fell between her knees." I saw that
she lay naked.
"',
As I went towards her, around the edge of the fire, I thought of
her working °in the narrow tepee, piling those sticks of wood by the
door, one by one above the oth~r, and r~alized,what I had sensed
before, that it had been no' 'lnore than a .gesture, the gesture of a
woman who in another place would have hid her face behind a shawl,
have drawn the curtain across her window, have said that slie was
busy and would I come around another day.

.'
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Later I learned her name was Marie Lapierre. Marie and Felix
Lapierre-names not without their brave connotations. They recalled
the days when French voyageurs and Scottish traders of the great fur
companies traveled through the country with flags and sound of
harness bells, with drums and bugles, and mixed their blood with that
of the native Cree Indians, as if so to atone for the ingenious rascality of
their trading.
Marie and her husband had arrived, only the day before, from
somewhere close to the .Peace River in the North. The season was
now too advanced for them to return with their horses and they would
stay in the valley for the winter. After all it mattered little where
they were, so long as the WQods gave cover for game and fur. They
were vagrant as a puff of wind and came and went for no more apparent
reason. They were not seeking life, nor fleeing from it, nor interested
in building a larger tepee than their neighbors. They lived by what
they had, and not, in the white man's way, for what they lacked. The
future did. not intrude into their present, but their lifelong present
endured into the future. They had rifles, traps and horses, and the
skill to use them.
'
The next day I settled on a cabin site for my partner and mys.elf.
I cleared a bit of ground and cut a few logs for the cabin. Snow had
fallen lightly during the early qIorning and, coming back to 'my tent,
I saw Marie's small footpri~ts among my own. Before entering the
tent, sJIe had carefully circled it, as though stalking a piece of game.
She had taken a few pounds of flour from the bag hung from the
ridge-pole at the back and emptied about half of my tea from its tin.
Two nights later Felix Lapierre returned and came to see me.
It was late, after eight o'clock, when I saw his portentous form
against my tent. The moon was out and the canvas above me so
drenched with light that it seemed, when he touched it, it would
commence to drip and the drops to hiss upon the 10wJ round stove,
glowing and panting with its heat in a corner by the door.
Felix threw back the flap and, awaiting no invitation, seated him" . self on a grub-box just inside. He took papers and tobacco from his
vest pocket and set to rolling himself a smoke. I· watched him from
where I lay on my blankets, head upon my packsack. He was a tall
man, broad-shouldered. A stronger man than I was. His black hair,
its tips appearing silvered in the moonlight filter~ng through the canvas, hung down over his eyes. From behind it, his face looked out-
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the driven, hollow-cheeked face of a man who has traveled far th.rough
the mountains.
Then he dropped his eyes to his task, where his long fingers weaved'
and coaxed until suddenly from among them the cigarette emerged,
completed as by sleight of hand. .
I lifted myself and sat with my arms buckled over my knees.
"Well," I said, "you got through all right."
"Sure. _I always get through," he 'said. He spoke to me in Eng- .
lish-English learned in some ~ mission school, at, the foot of a blackrobed priest. He spoke with caution" correctly, and in monotone.'
After a minute, he asked, "She has been around, eh?"
"Who?" .
"Her down there.at the tepee. My wife."
I told him I had seen her three or four days ,before when I was
putting, my horses up into the meadow. "She rode by me," I said.
This, at least, was literal truth.
Fel~x said, '~Usually she stops to talk."
A 'puff of smoke from his mouth spread 'along the canvas wall.
From under it h.e stared at m~ coldly and, as it were, slowly-the gaze
of an ancestry foreign to my own, of blood and hunger, hunt .and
.knife,' of forest and hill,. stream and lake. I wondered ·how much he
knew, and if he did not know, what he would do when.he did know.
. Marie-she needed to 'tell· him nothing. The marks of my hoonailed
boots, in three nights of going and coming in the snow about the tepee,
would s~ak a-logic of their own.. There~as, further, my remark about
his "getting through." It had hardly passed unnoticed.
For what must have been a minute
he stared at me. ~We did not
.
speak. The stillness was a third self in the tent. Through it our eyes
became locked in a conteSt of wills. Then I glanced quickly, as with
stealth,' to my left. There, within arm reach of Felix, my rifle in its'
scabbard rested against a pile of horse blankets. Ashes fell and settled
in the stove~
.
His eyes followed mine,. He dragged deeply on his cigarette, took
, it from his mouth. As he exhaled, the smoke spread along the Canvas
wall, lay for a while long and flat beneath the shadow of the pine tree
branch 'moving forth and back in the pight wind. I ,waited for what he
would say.
"You have found good feed for your h~rses?" he asked me quietly,
~

f

~
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studying his cigarette stub, flicking it from the end of his thumb againsl
the stove. It was a conventional question.
"Pretty good feed," I said.
He half rose, as if about to leave, thought better' of it, and settled
himself again on thegrub-box.
He said, "She told me." Then after a pause, he added, "About
you and her." It seemed he smiled, or perhaps it was a mere curl of
his lip, but I caught a glimpse of white teeth like a light that glimmered
and dimmed in his mouth. Marie had told him-Marie, who with
her careful speech, her tossing head, stayed with me less as a woman
th~n as a place where I had been.
" .I failed to answer him, not knowing what answer to give.
.' He stood up. I rose quickly to stand beside bim. In the narrow
tent we were so close that our chests almost touched, and feeling his
breath warm upon my forehead I was aware of fear, wondering what
he might do. He was a strong man. He had lifted a horse on his
back.
He held out his hand. J,!1 am not mad," he said.
We shook hands. His was the wide, sinewy hand of the horseman.
Taking me by surprise, he tightened his grip around my knuckles,
bore dpon them with a pressure I could not resist. The jojnts cracked.
I lowered my elbow, bent my knee to relieve the pain rising as sound
to my lips.
"No," he said, without relaxing his grip. "I am not mad. This
winter I will camp here or up ,the valley where the feed is better for
my horses. I will be away a lot of the time on my trapping line. You
and my wife . . . it will be all right, see?"
Then he let go, turned, ducked out the tent flap and was gone,
having shown me the contempt of his strength and the disdain of his
charity. From the doorway I watched him go along the ridge and down
it, wading through the willows that in the moonlight rose around him,
around his legs, his hips, his shoulders until at last, when against the
gleaming river his head dropped from view, it was as though he had
walked down among the roots, under the faded grasses, into the earth
to which he was closer neighbor than I.

?
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pa,per to be read before our group of retired men,
and it is proper that, if the writer can plake it so, it be thought
provoking. No member of the group is as favorably situated as the
writer to consult a very fine library-in fact, he can consult one three
times a day and invest only some six minutes'in traveL He can get, and
give you, the thoughts which great thinkers of the ages have writterireal authority. Actually his one ~isit to this library has been to get a
book on Gulf fishes. I do not wish to give you the words of authority,
at least not yet. I wish to present my theme exactly as I see it, and
. I will feel that this paper is a success if abundant criticism and discussion follow. After we have argued, we may be in ripe condition to
assimilate up-ta-date information. This, then, is·a generalized introduction.
An introduction, yes, but an introduction to what? Tothe'~opic
of what society oan do to make declining years more pleasant, and I
emphasize. that I speak in no New Deal sense. Please, no more res.ettlement projects!
As far as each human being is concerned, once upon a time, in
accordance with a biologicai process Which insures perpetuation of the
race, some 350 million spermatazoa each had opportunity to fertilize
one human ovum. . One of the lot succeeded in doing so. The result
was a fairly secure gestation, a not greatly hazardous parturition, a
period of infancy during which many other ""immature human beings
ceased to live, then a longer, less precarious period of time at the end
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of which some organization deems that the individual has served well,
that he has earned relief from toil (although few mind the toil but
really would like more vigor for that toil), and that some younger
individtiai can best carryon. The earning period of life is about over.
I brought in a bit of biology. Now, it is known that few of the
350 million male cells carry identical genes and chromosomes, so
that differences are assured when individuals are brought into being,
but at the same time there is a backlog of common traits which make,
it possible for us to classify. Onto the common factor of heredity we
superimpose environment and education. These may differ widely,
yet there remains so much in common that we are fairly sure of what
people will need and what they will like. I pointed out the possibility
of wide differences a moment ago, because I wish presently to ell1phasize similarities-those similarities which appear as the aging process
goes on. I'll come to that soon.
Now if a person has led a socially useful life he has liked his work.
Emphatically it is no joy for him to realize that the time has come for
.him to relinquish a vocation. We all have seen the person who refuses
to accept the fact that he is aging. Early in my life, and ofte,n since,
I have hea~d really very unkind remarks made about some person
in the field of music who continues to perform when he is passe.
As a boy I heard a then standard illustration of the sadness of senescence, when the pitiful mental plight of the no longer capable fireengine horse ·was pointed out.' I gave no particular thought to the
selecting of the above two examples. They just came to mind as
my pen moved. However, they are good examples, for from each we
can see why there was accentuated sadness, sadness which need not
afHict human individuals. The particular musician had l~ved for
approbation and applause. There were others who had found much
more satisfaction in goo~ performance than in public commendation
of the same. These others aged gracefully and peacefully. ~ The' poor
fire horse had had little in life but his vocation. He certainly was no
philosopher. It is only trite, then, to say that any man is fortunate
indeed if he has one or more hobbies or interests when he reaches the
age of retirement, hobbies which he can follow even though physical
vigor wanes.
Above I have touched upon some hazards of life. Agricultural
science, engineering, and transportation have greatly diminished the
chan~~s th~t anyone will die of starvation. On a percentage basis, few
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will be killed in war. The United Nations Charter should diminish
greatly these few chances. Industrial hazards are diminishing. Traffic
accidents and those of the home continue in numbers which should
make us all ashamed, but, nevertheless, today violence is not keeping
many from reaching full age.
Once there were the very real dangers of untimely death from
infection, but thanks to Pasteur and those who followed him in his
work, there has been phenomenal release from the danger of death
from childhood and early adult contagion.' 1£, one wants quantitative
proof he has merely to turn to the mortality tables of years ago and
compare them with the tables of today. The profits which ca~e, in the
- aggregate, to the life insurance companies, drawing premiums based
on the ante-sulfa drug mortality tables, were fabulous. Now penicillin
becomes available to all. ~obody demands proof that people live
longer and that, in general, they are taken from earth with different
maladies from those which, in general, took off their predecessors.
The matter of the changing age of our poeulation has been _the
subject of erucljte papers before the learned societies. Even the business journals have pointed. out that -the successful busin~ss concern
is going to have to plan on a new type of customer (again, in general) ,
and that industry will have to use workers in the unaccustomed age
groups. Then, too, because of available knowledge and means, birth
control has had its effect on the age groupings. Large families, low
earnings per" capita of family,' poor standards of living, poor I, healtl~
for some, higher infant mortality, and often premature death for
.overworked parents, who lived on unbalanced diets and who did not
have preventive medical care-this was the picture not so long ago; it
contrasts with the one- or two-ahild family in which. food is completely
adequate, necessary medical care is within the family budget, and the
work of rearing the children is more lik~ pleasure than like drudgery:
We all remember how during the early thirties we had a depression and how the words "overproduction" or "underconsumption"
buzzed about like flying ~sects. We remember that the times produced the Technocrats who were sure that the equivalent of a $5,000
•
income was available for each of us if only the. technologists managed
society. The Townsendites wanted to cure all our economic ills by
having each person over sixty be given $200 of spending money each
month.. There were endless schemes for perpetual prosperity, and all
were based upon the known great capacity of agriculture and industry"
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, to produce. I was tempted to go to the library and 1get Stuart Chase's
figures on the production capacity of America at tt.e close of World
War I as it contrasted with that capacity when war . egan. We know
that American productive capacity is great. We ar due for another
surprise when we transfer our present productive' capacity for war
.into that of peacetime production, even in spite of some diminished
natural resources such as petroleum, lumber, low cost metals,' and
other things.
WeJl, out of the d~pression came "Social Security." It had been
forming for, years. Andrew Carnegie started pensions for teachers ina few selected c9lleges early in the century. This was soon broadened
into the Teachers' Insurance and Annuity Association, much wider
in benefits. This group and that group have instituted the means, of
retirement. Within the past few years, the stockholders of nearly all
the large corporations in America have been asked to approve pension
plans for company' officials. Civil Service and railroad retirements
are now old, Army and' Nary pensions, ancient. Many more facts
could be given here. However, even before systems for retirement
were in operation, men could, and did, purchase retirement annuities,
and soon the actuaries began to sit up and take notice. Those who had
provided annuities for themselves were not dying at the expected rate.
Note well this point: by and large, freedom from e<:onomic struggle
coupled with pleasant leisure lengthens life. During the past years
many agencies have been setting up means for securing terminal
release from economic struggle.
, Now I think that we 'must admit that the very few who used to
plan for, and secure, their economic futures, were superior people.
They planned for means and- comfort in their old age, and they were
able to have pleasant surroundings in those years. Even in my boy'hood days the aged well-to-do of New England went to Florida in
the winter and to the mountains or New England seashore in summer.
Such was the 'picture of the few fortunate at the economic top of
society. For the economic bottom there was the poor farm of each
county, c~lled "County Farm." I knew these county farms. With my
temperament and education I think that I would have died very
promptly had I been sent to one. Yet there is some <:;hance that death
would have been preferable to the lot of a good many of only moderate
means. They lived with children. Grandmother's or grandfather's
room was n~ an unobtainable luxury. Th?moderately well-to-do aged
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had the privacy of their own quarters. Food was taken for granted.
Once food was very cheap in America. .
- What thes~ elderly people did not have 'Vas a stimulating set of
surroundings. They ~ad ceased to be the principal members of the
family, and their standing in· the community was lowered even more.
Their subordinate and dept:;ndent position was all too' apparent to
them. It was' less hard for the women than for the men.' Women
have always main,tained the household. Even the aged grandmother
had interesting sewing, and everyone knew that there was sOqle, dish
which she could prepare as no one else cou,ld. Not so grandfather.
His former activities wen~ outside of the home: On becoming old,
he was. reduced to the making of miqor repairs and doing errands.
hIS age and interests 'he seldom saw. For a few, the
Other men
lodge took on an attraction it had not had before; however, lodges
meet at night, and in winter it is not pleasant, perhaps dangerous,
to be out at night.
What l want to emphasize here is that it is not a question of mere
food and shelter~ I know that for many years the New ,England states
at least have had many homes for the aged -(if the aged could· pay
good-sized entrance fee). Lodges have had homes for members. Food
and shelter have not been lacking to any aged man or woman. What
was lacking-and still is, in many cases, is stimulating environmentthe importanc~ of which I think I can drive home with one case
I have in mind which to me seems pitiable. An aged_ widower living
with his son and family in a city (the old gentleman was a very active
fanner) spends much of each day watching cars arrive at a service
station and observing the attention given to the wants of their
- occupants.
, Now for a contrast. I visited the Soldiers' 'Home in Sawtelle,
California, in 190.9. I was impressed that the men I saw seemed more
contented ~han aged men I had seen in the East. My explanation was
that the California climate permitted croquet, shuffleboard, etc:, and
that the out-of-doors allowed twos or groups to wander about or to be
seated together for chatting, as they chose. Now comes my opinion of
factor number one for the aged. They' are {Iluch tIl0re contented and
much better ~ff in a IClnd where there is mild climate-where living
out-of-do'ors is possible much of the time., 1£ many live in the same
locality, the .gregariouSness of man ]:>egins to operjte. They like to
gather together.
\.
..
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Many years ago I helped'survey the land given to the University
of New Mexico by the Statehood Act. I went to the most remote
parts of the state. There were aged people living in those places.
I will never forget how important in the life of many an old person
was the passing of some train at some regular hour of the day or night.
One old gentleman could hardly retire at night until a lighted passenger train had passed over the distant prairie. From his son's house
on the mountainside he could see that train. I observed the importance that aged people in San Pedro, California, made of the passing
o£'s~ips "in and out of the harbor. This brings in factor number two:
when one can no longer be active himself, a vicarious activity can
occupy a very large and satisfactory part of his daily life. Those who
plan 'for the aged should not overlook this factor. However, there
are many who can never be happy if some activity of their own is
denied them. One wants his shop, another his garden, and still
another his few domestic animals. Any of these is available to the
man of means. .But when we come to deal' with great numbers of
aged who are not persons of means, these innocent little hobbies
might be quite unprofitable, a ki~d of social waste. .Providing them
becomes
a financial hazard. My recommendation, then, is that society
..
underwrite and distribute the financial hazards of small shop, garden,
or baxn for the aged who want these things.:....as a kind of insurance·
against the complete non-participation of the aged in life.
We are all well aware that when the end comes for any aged
person (barring violence), i~ will come because so.me one organ
\ (perhaps more than one) fails to function normally. Old age is the
age of t4e degenerative diseases. There are medical men and experienced nurses who are wonderfully skillful in overcoming the distress
of these degenerative diseases.. For example, administered by skilled
meri, digitalis keeps distress from the aged heart. "Salyrgan reduces
the distress of edema. One could give one example after another.
Additional hormones and extra vitamins often work wonders. There
are doctors and nurses who have personalities such that, by their mere
presence, patients feel assured and contented. Factor number four
is that society could place specialized medical skills at the disposal of
the aged; and the aged of whom I speak can pay.
What I have given above has come to me little at a time, through
experience and observation. I'll tell one portion of the story:

f--
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, In the early spring of 1943, or winter of 1942, ~ friend, who had
been ill, and his wife, were seeking escape from cold weather. They
just kept going down and, down the Rio Grande. They coold go no
further when they reached a small fishing town called Port Isabel.
There they found an apar~ment. They lived, a simple, easy life and
liked it. There were one or two docks, and a short time with rod
and line never failed to provide one or more meals of fish. Both
greatly' improved in health. They told '~e of ~ort Isabel. They were
enthusiastic. In the late winter of 1944 a doctor ordered me out of
Mexico .City and told me to rest for some7months at sea level. I remembered Port Isabel, which was very near our route back to the States~
and I drove down to see the place. The first person I met was an old
friend, Ernest Van Cleave of Albuquerque. An apartment was vacant.
I became a temporary resident of the town. I began to make observations. I observed tha~ny said, "There is little to do here, but we
like it, even though ~pot tell why." I began to seek the why.
Now I was told that the place was very healtpful. It was said that
the early Spani~rds deemed .it a 'health resort. In explanation some
said that there was radium -below the soil. Others stressed iodine in
,the air. Well,afI the soil came from Col9rado, ,New Mexico, etc., and
was put in place by the Rio Grande as it'made its delta. Asa chemist
I put, little store in the radio-activity theory. Also' as a chemist I
could not believe in free iodine in the ,air. The shrimp and fish of
that locality do eat the acorn worm which. secretes iodoform, I do
believe,bui that's another story. I made the observation that the
weather was usually mild to warm, that rainfall was low, a,nd that
. people were out-of-doors a great deal. To be sure, there were the
adverse factors of high humidity and an oq::asional norther, but these
did not seriously disturb. I observed re~ired people. Going fi~hing
was easy for them. A very few owned cabin boats. Many rented skiffs.
'Men, and women too, liked to fish. Fishing from the docks with the
accompanying conversation filled a social need. If one wanteq .J>oat
fishing, a' relatively sheltered bay and a deep ship channel from the
Gulf to Brownsville made fishing from small boats safe. There were
sailboats on the bay, and boat races each S~nday. Now and then a
really large ship. I began to realize that these retired friends were
enjoying vicarious activity in watching the boats. For others there
was an interest in the abundant and changing population of birds.
More and more I pondered. What if, - for the beneqt of the
1
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retired, there were a thousand small homes and apartments-a central
restaurant. What if there were a central recreation hall and grounds
(certainly a' golf course, pitch and putt cours~; and just putting
greens) , and library? The community has churches. What if a small
hospital and a staff of pledical men, skilled in treating the elderly,
were available? I think I know the answer.. Every apartment house
and )"oom would soon be filled. I am satisfied that a moderate-cost
. hotel to care for visiting relatives would be patronized constantly.
I envisage the colony as financially self-sustaining: I do expect, however, that society would underwrite and manage the project. Construction,costs could b~ amortized just as these costs are wiped out in
the large reclamation projects. To start the thinking, I suggest a
board of directors chosen by the presidents of busine~s concerns ,paying
the ~ost annuities-please, no politicians.
I hold no exclusive brief for the locality I have mentioned. It
has had hu~icanes twice in a century, and it has some summe~ days
(when Gulf breezes fail) so hot that any dwelling for the aged should
have simple air-conditioning. The location does have, however, a
mild climate. It offers vistas of activity. Some elderly men are
constantly in touch with the success or failure of the fishing ships.
It has been my experience, and I know that it has been the experience
of others, that while apparently doing nothing, one experiences never
a dull moment. This picture contrasts most favorably with the life
of retired people I have observed in Albuquerque, the city where I
did my life work. In that city I have work habits and old work interests. I thrive. on new environment.
I should like to see society set up a carefullYJ?lanned colony for
the retired, one in which the aesthetic and the psyChic needs of people
are considered as fully as the needs for food and shelter. We need this
~cial experiment. For a long time to come 'the percentage of aged
people is due to increase, but there will be a parallel increase in pensions, annuities, or other forms of economic security. A lot oJ thinking
is ca.lled for, so that there may be a new treatment to meet the new
situation.. I hope that you will rate my paper as creative thinking.
~
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ON AND"ON
Spud lohnson

On a Fine Assortment of Passengers
"car pool" has disappeared from the language,
and as a matter of record in memory of gas rationing days during
, the Gr~at War of 1939-45, here are" a few notes on one fellow's odd
collection of passengers.
. First there :was Betty: .big, hearty ~etty, who weighed about two
hundred and who blondined her hair. She was assigned to me as an
, assistant ,at the·factory and we. soon beca~e great pals. Discovering at
once that we lived in the same·.IJeighborhood, we arranged to take
t~ltns riding in one another's car. Every~day she would come by for
me-one day leaving her cal:" at my house and riding to work with me,
the next day both of us going in her jalopy. And since she already
had a passenger, a Polish gir! named Penny, who. had come out from
Boston to be near her husband who was stationed at an apmy camp
near by, we made a very cheerful threesome.
Betty was fun and always ready to lend a sympathetic ear; so our.
little office at the plant w~s s90na popular gossip~spot.during dull
hours or days, and the boys affectionately called her my Blonde Bomber.
. She herself tol~ me that once when she had. a husband named Boothe,
she had been known, naturally, as Betty Boop.
The only drawback a~out riding with B~tty was that five days
out of ten she would decide to come by for me quite early, because
she wanted to go shopping someplace on th~ way-or, more l.~ely,
out of the way. And even the other five days she had to leave' early
enough so" ~he could stop at a drug store for i& cream cones, at a
,grocery 'for potato. chips, or a dime store for hair nets or what not.
. And pretty soon our itinerary
had to include
h~r favorite osteopath.
"
. ,
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Besides being inconvenient, this often became exciting, trying to get
everything in and still get to work on time, what with hazard~ such
as flat tires, or not passing certain railway crossings ahead of long
freight trains loaded with 'tanks.
However, it worked out all right until Romance 'fe-entered her
life. He was a retired policeman and. I remember how startled I was'
the first time he appeared ~nd dropped Penny in my lap, announcing
that Betty was not going to work that day. Since Betty had been
noticeably reticent concerning her private life up to that time, I tentatively remarked to Penny as we drove off alone: 4CEr-a-is Betty a
widow?"
Penny jumped as though I had stuck a pin in her, and said in a
frightened voice: "Why no, I don't think so.'" Then slumped into
silence.
In spite of this, Betty must have been a widow, or soon became
one, either grass or sod, because in no time at all our shopping'trips
began to include men's stores, buying shirts and ties for the ex-policeman, and soon they were married, disappearing for a brief honeymoon.
Betty kept on at her job, but life became more and more complicated
for her. I no longer rode with her or she with me, nor was she my
assistant; but she was always somewhere in the offiQg. Soon ~he was
having a lawsuit over a child by a previous husband (no widow,
indeed!) and later she was weeping in a corner of my office because
her' favorite boss was being transferred to another department. Never
a dull moment, ever, for Betty.-Oh, yes, and after a while the blonde
hair began to fade, and there she was, just mouse-colored.
\
For a while after that, I had a similar arrangement of alternate
driving with Turk. Friends for almost thirty years, he was now my
landlord, and during the brief time ~e was on my shi~t, I enjoyed .
noon dinners with his family, and we took turns with our cars. The
strange complication here was that he owned an apartment house in
Beverly Hills and that his gardener had most unfortunately and
decidedly quit. So once a week we had to leave home several hours
early, drive over the mountains in the wrong direction, mow lawns,
pull weeds, clip borders, and irrigate-then, as likely as not, miss lunch
and be late to work into the bargain. Luckily this was of short duration.
My next rider was Carl, from Oklahoma, who had a completely
unpronounceable surname. Quiet, gentle, amiable, amenable, always'
under the given walnut tree ~t the exact moment agreed upon, I
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would scarcely have remembered him' were. it hot that he introduced
me to my next two companion.s:Tom and Sally Boos (pronounced
Boze,. not Booze, please.) ,
.
Tom was a lean and wiry h.alf-pint, very cocky, quite successfully
covering up a sweet nature with tough talk. Sally was approximately
~the same height, rather pretty and plump. And they 'were very much
inlov.e. Theyhadn't been married long and they lived in a"suburban
bungalow on a qui,et side street which I soon came '~to know well.
The original arrangement was tha& they would meet me at a certain
street C01J1er; but they were always late, which became so harassing
that ~n no ,time at all I was going several blocks out of _my way -to '
pick them up-and soon I was sampling Sally's apple pie in her Grand
Rapids dining room while they hurled themselves into working
clothes. Of course this also entailed going the-several additional blocks
again at one a. m. to deliver ~hem to their door, even th~ugh I had
six'more miles to go to my o~n downy ccmch. But in spite of all
..this) we stuck together to the end: Tom and Sallyand I-and Harry.
Harry was ~y favorite of all my ritlers, just as he was everybody
else's f~rite. He was an electrician named Haremza (all o~ them
had' such odd ~ames!) He was quite alien. tQ, our department and
unknown to the rest of us. He appeared one day looking forme,
, wandering around like ap innocent blue-eyed, curly-haired, blond,
but very husky cherub, with my name written on a slip of paper that
had been given him by the transportation office.
And almost immediately ~e wa~ the most i~portant member of
our "family." He had what is known as a "way" with him, for both
• men;and women, with ,the surest instinct I've ever seen of exactly how
to act with any given person. I was' qorrified the very first night he
rode, with us by his immediate realization that he could be .decidedly
fresh WIth Sally and still amuse and deligh~ both her and Tom; and
~he knew to a nieety just how broad:or vulgar his stories or language
could he. This made -me decidedly nervous sometime .later when a
, very prim and proper young lady from. the front office rode with us
in an emergency; but there again 1 was in ,for a surprise, for to my
amazement he was suddenly 'as prim and proper as she; not a word
escaped this roistering, vulgar. fellow that couldn't have been heard
.in the politest of drawing rooms.
. Later, too, there were other men who .rod~ with us for brief
periods.. Quiet and shy atnrst, they would take what they thought
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was their cue from the rough t:lk and kidding between Sally and Tom
and Harry, and soon they would lapse into some pretty rough talk
themselves-only to be severely put in their place by Harry, unless
he liked them, or had decided to accept them.
In other words, loose and careless as his talk seemed, there was
a strict code. ' And his dirty stories were almost always hearty and
funny: oddly unobjectionable, since ,he always gauged his audience
to a T.
Their kidding of me, and o~ my jalopy, was continuous and merciless. There were always raucous complaints of the hole in the sidecurtains when it rained, of drafts, of the car's not being able to go
ove:r:- thirty, ~f the squeaks, of whether we could possibly make a certain
hill. Harry never tired of mimicking my muttereq imprecations when
I was annoyed with some other motorist on the road. And' there would
be mocking shouts of encouragement if I speeded up to pass another
car. "Atta boy! Step on it! Spud's really mad now-just look at
that speedometer. M,ust,be going over forty!"
But if anything actually went wrong, I couldn't have had a more
helpful gang. Once the headlights failed completely-but Harry was
an electrician.' Another time the battery died miserably, but every-'"
one cheerfully pushed until the thing started. Harry noticed that
the strip beneath my windshield was worn out-and next day unwound from under his coat a filched new length of probably prewar
rubber. Another time I mentioned that I hadn't been able to buy,
flashlight batteries;, and a night or so later, as soon as we were outside
the gate, flashlight batteries wen~ unobtrusively slipped from Harry's
. pocket to mine.
And one memorable day, it was discovered that a gushing fountain
of gasoline was spraying playfully from my carburetor and inundating
the entire motor; so, while I sought a garage, Tom and Harry literally
combed the town for Harry's wife, finally locating her and gallantly
leaving her stranded as we all dashed belatedly to work in her car.
We were shamefully tardy, which showed lamentably in our pay
checks the next week, 'but nobody griped.
Harry lived further along toward my town than any of the others
and was therefore the last passenger to be delivered at his door. There
was always a'light in his window, and it wasn't long before I discovered
there was more than just light. His wife always sat up for him and
ther~ was invariably coffee and food. It began to be a most pleasant
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habit to have Harry reach over and deliberately turn off my ignition.
;' "Come on," he'd say, laconically; and no polite refusals would
b~ listened to. His wife was alw~ys' unreasonably cheerful about it,
. and' even insisted on making hot chocolate for 'me when she saw that I
hesitated o~er coffee as a nightcap. _In short, it became one of the
plea8a:ntest series of ice-box-raiding, midd1e-of-the-night kitchen parties
I've €ver enjoyed.
And their hospitality reached its peak one stark and dormy night
in the midst of the winter rainy season. It was already raining heavily
in the afternoon when I called for Harry, and he insisted that I leave
my car in his garage and go in: his car, since it apparently had some
special submarine equipment which enabled it ~o function even
when the water came up to Montgomery Street.
~&
Sure enough, we ploughed through miles of water that night en
route home. Arroyos were suddenly Missis~ippis~ And de~pite elaborate and elongated detours, long streets that were more than hubdeep rivers had to be negotiated in low gear. After dropping Tom
and Sally, we had to make another detour to get to Harry's house,
only a few blocks away, really; and when we got there, we found 'an
enormous pepper tree uprooted and lying like a mountain range across
his drive. I couldn't get out oj: his garage; he couldn't get in.
But don't think this spoiled- "our kitchen party. Arrayed in one
of Harry's
oversized bathrobes, I ate more bacon and scrambled eggs,
.
more chocolate and cake than ever before. Their little girl was
unceremoniously but carefully transferred .from .her cozy bed to the
couch in the living room; and theJ;e was I, as the lightning flashed,
among the dolls and the picture books in -the spick nursery, snoring
me,rrily above the howl of the California flood. ,
We had graduated, Harry and 1. No longer mere rider and
driver, now we were friends.
~.

~
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and barely a score of short stones,
Katherine Anne PQrter has establi~hed herself for posterity
as the most flawless realist of her generation, yet not until last year,
when The Leaning Tower and Other Stories. was published, had she
received anything like her due, except from the extreme critical minority. In 1931 she received a Guggenheim fellowship for Flowering
Juda..t;;, and in 1937, for Flowering Judas and Other Stories, a $2,500 fellowship given by the Book-of-the-Month Club "to an American author
whose work has not received from the book-reading public the recognition it deserved, as measured by actual sales."
One is no longer surprised that literature of moral subtlety and
stylistic rectitude may not sell. But Miss Porter's stories are in the
American grain and of the American bone, critical and exploratory;
their subject matter is always enthralling, Stheir realism exact, their
style lucid and flexible, and if there were no other felicities than these
(there are, in fact, many) one would have the right to expect her reputation to be as generally accepted as that, say, of Willa Cather, Ernest
Hemingway, or Erskine Caldwell. It is not, and the belated acclaim
with which the reviewers at large greeted her last-year's volume indi- .
cated their defensive resolve to praise Miss Porter's virtues at all costs,
even though this collection included fewer of them. The Leaning
Tower and Other Stories confirms Miss Porter's position ~mong the
best American writers without, I think, elevating it.
This were niggardly praise, if one did not reflect how secure a
position she has already attained, in the view of the above-mentioned
minority. Everything can be gained for American fiction by asserting
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the honest artistry of this writer's work as a whole, in order to secure
her a wider audience. Little can be gained for Miss Porter by raising
this particular book above her others; at least, not without more demonstration and comparison than I was 'able to discover in reviews on the
occasion. Before delivering a reluctant disclaimer on the contents of
The Le.aning Tower} I should like to define, if possible, the special
gifts and methods by which Miss Porter's art, at its best, has been
made eminent.
The variousness of her endowments mocks pedantic analys!s and
eludes any academic stalking of her "controlling subject." The best
one can hope to do is give an account of t}1at variousness, render one's
awareness of her skill and her uncomVlitted wisdom, acknowledge t.he
richness of. the reading experience she has, with what few volumes,
given" us. The real difficulty of. anything .but description of her work
may well be the .factor which haS cembarrassed, critical appraisal and
" retarded public appreciation "of that work, since it does not lend itself
to dust-jacket summary and simplification.
A beginni~g can always be made by calling Miss Porter an incomparable stylist, which she is, but the term unfortunately suggests prose
for prose' sake, and there is no writing today which is more organically "
connected with its subject matter than'hers. ,It would be pepfectly
just to insist that the last four pages of "Old Mortality" or die first four
of "Pale Horse,~Pale Rider'" will stand with any' comparable nurp:ber by
any anthologized author of the day; it would be just, but it would also
be irrelevant and incomplete. Such passages depend, for their functiqn
as illumination, upon what has preceded or what is to follow; in Miss
Porter's narratives, the context is all. The rhythm, tone, and imagery
of her prose are scrupulously.selected, or rather, developed, in keeping
with the occasion represented and the person involved. This facility
is far more rate in modern fiction than is commonly supposed. To
name three conspicuous examples of its absence: any casuistic sequence
of Virginia Wo'olf's incandescent prose could belong to the stream of
consciousness of any of her characters, from any of her books in that
style; Hemingway's narrative writing, effective iIi its own way, has
always the unique stamp of his personality, whether he is describing a
'big-game hunt, a bullfight, or Spanish guerrilla warfare; Steinbeck's
descriptive pief;es are invariably removed, by Biblical cadences and
scientific jargon, from the intellectual milieu of the inarticulates with
whom he 'is usually occupied.
,

.

i
.\
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This is not the case in Katherine Porter's fiction. Observe, in
the following passages, each from a different story, how the author's
editing retains the color and background of the character under consideration, the quality of his thinking,'" the images and vocabulary he
would find appropriate to his crisis if he were capable of editing it
himself. In the first, from a short story "Theft," an intense young
woman, superficially self-assertive, lonely and embittered, living on the
literary and economic fringe of New York, is reflecting angrily on the
theft of her purse by the janitress:
She remembered how she had never locked a door in her life, on some
principle of rejection in her that made her uncomfortable in the ownership
. of things, and her paradoxical boast before the warnings of her friends,
that she had never lost a penny by theft; and she !lad been pleased with
the bleak humility of this' concrete example designed to illustrate and
justify a certain fixed, otherwise baseless a·nd general faith which ordered
the movements of her life without regard to her will in the matter.
In this moment she felt that she had been robbed of an enormous
number of valuable things, whether material or intangible: things lost or
broken by her own fault, things she had forgotten and left in houses when
she moved: bOQks borrowed from her and not returned, journeys she had
planned and had nOt made, wor~ she had waited to hear spoken to her
and had not heard, and the words she had meant to answer with; bitter
alternatives and intolerable substitutes worse than nothing, and'· yet inescapable: the long patient suffering of dying friendships and the dark
inexplicable death of love-all that she had had, and all that she had
missed, were lost together, and were twice lqst in this landslide· of remem·
bered losses.

In ~the succeeding paragraphs from "Noon Wine," Mr. Thompson, a
poor dairy farmer in the Baptist belt of south Texas, is trying to justify
to himself his murder of an obnoxiou~ stranger who had attempted to
arrest his hired· man, Mr. Helton:
After all, he might have got rid of him peaceably, or maybe he might
have had to overpower him and put those handcuffs: on him and turn
him over to the sheriff for disturbing the peace. The most they couJ4
have done was to rock \lp Mr. Hatch while he cooled off for a few da.ys,·/i
fine him "a little something. He would try' to think of things he ~ight
have said to Mr. Hatch. Why, let's see, I could have just said, ~ look
here, Mr. Hatch, I want to talk to you as man to man~ But his brain would
go empty. What could he have said and done? But if he could have done
anything else almost except kill Mr. Hatch, then nothing would have happened to Mr. Helton. Mr. Thompson hardly ever thought of Mr. Helton.
His mind just skipped over him and went on. If he stopped to think
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about Mr. Helton he'd never in God's world get anywhere. He tried to
imagine how it might all have been, this very night even, if Mr. Helton
were still safe and sound out in his shack playing his tune about feeling
so good in the morning, drinking up all the wine so you'd feel even better;
and Mr. Hatch safe in jail somewhere, mad as hops, maybe, put out of
harm's way and ready to listen' to reason and to repent of his'meanness,
the dirty, yellow-livered hound coming around persecuting an innocent
man and ruining a whole family that never harmed him!
The third selection, from "Hacienda," focuses on a bullying, irritated
movie ,producer explaining his troubles while on a train going to a'
Mexican "location":
... He went on t~ explain that making good involves all sorts of
mysterious interlocking s<:hedules: it must be done by a certain date, it
must be art, of course, that's taken for granted, and it must be a hit. Half
the chance of making a hit depends uppn having your stuff ready to go
at the psychological moment. There are thousand,s of things to be thought
of, and if they miss one point, bang goes everything! ... He sighted along
an imaginary rifle, pulled the trigger, and fell back exhausted. His whole
life of effort and despair flickered like a film across his relaxed face, a life
of putting things over in spite of hell, of keeping up a good front, of lying
awake nights fuming with schemes and frothing with beer, rising of mornings gray-faced, stupefied, pushing himself under cold showers and filling
himself upon hot coffee and slamming h~mself into a fight in which there
are no rules and no reteree and the antagonist is everyW'here. "God," he
said to me,' "you don't know. But I'm going to write a book about it.... "
This genius for stylistic verisimilitude is displayed at even greater
length in the short story "Magic," where, with al) extraordinary economy aI1d deceptive simplicity, a kind of depersonalized horror is
evoked from a Creole servant's tale of black ~agic-or "Rope," a sardonically humorous incident of domestic incompatibility which, told
entirely in indirect discourse, accumulates a tragi-eomic, nightmarish
intensity. One might elaborate on this aesthetic integrity that exercises so per:fecia tact in its choice of exact perspective and prose manner, but examples of technical virtuosity do scant justice to the wholeness of Miss Porter's artistry. The wholeness is indispensably assisted
by the 'craftsmanship; it'is sustained in 'the memory of the reader as
the result of the searching gaze with which Miss Porter scrutinizes
,
the context of the single experience.
Precisely this scrutiny is what separates her from the ruck. of
writers who proceed from the idea to the fact, from the general to the
particular. In her short stories, especially, the concrete experience
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assumes whatever universality the sensitive reader is able to construct
from it. Like all disciplined practicers of her craft (and for her equal
in this direction at the same level of skill, one must return to Henry
James), she does not urge the extrinsic significance. She resists all
temptation to shape her people or events falsely, to prove that life
means well or means badly or .means noth,ing. She never woos us with
obvious injustices, as Caldwell does, or intensifies the grotesqueries
and brutality of her material (which often suggests the opportunity)
in the way of Steinbeck or Faulkner. With no dialectical thesis to
substantiate, she has all the experience that comes within her sight to
,select from and reveal.
The quality of negation ever present in her work is neither romantic nor nihilistic but the sum of her brooding rec~ition of the wasteland of modern life, tempered by a sense of responsibility for examining its originSin the poor., valors and the despoiled pote.ntialities of its
citizens. That she is cognizant of the social. scheme that has been produced by, and in its turn, reproduces, the conditions she has striven
to translate into literary art, we have her own measured words for:
For myself, and I was not alone, all the conscious and recollected years
of my life have been lived to this day under the heavy threat of world
catastrophe and most of the energies of my mind and spirit have been spent
in the effort to grasp\ the meaning of those threats, to trace them to their
sources, and to understand the logic of this majestic and terrible failure of
the life of man in the Western world.
.
I

This is not dialectic, but dedication.
It is noteworthy that almost all her characters inhabit the fringes,
either of the mundane world or of the moral ,world of decision, enterprise, and coherence. Whet~er her setting is East-Side New York, a
Western newspaper office, or. a cafe in Mexico, the comedy and the
anguish ar~ grounded in the fact of tentativeness, of marginal comprehension. Kennerly, the movie producer in "Hacien~a," is the only
worldly success iI.l her gallery, and he is as pathetic in the face of the'
forces which move him as any peon.
Incomprehension and incompatibility-these ate her governing .
themes. Excepting Miranda in "Old Mortality," no character in a PorteL
story has an affirmative insight, or, when he has, he lacks the will or
the confidence to act upon it. The heroine in "Theft" recognizes her
self-defeat but no resolve ensues; the recognition is all. In "Rope," the
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couple's immersion in recrimination and abuse comes to no decisive ,~~
break, and no.reformation is implieet.

t.

.

He was a love, she firmly believed, and if she had had her coffee in the
mqrning, she wouldn't have behaved so funny.... There was a whippoorwill
still coming back, imagine, clear out of season, sitting in the crab-apple tr~e
calling all by himself. Maybe his girl stood him up. Maybe she did. She
hoped to hear him once more, she loved whippoorwills. . .. He knew how
she was, didn't he?
Sure, he knew ho~ she was.
The catalyst of marital hal?it has remained unchanged. The reader's
desire for a categorical denouement is first disarmed and thenrepud{ated by the comic $pirit, Just as it is in "That Tree," where the journalist's discernment of his wife's limttations (and, incidentally, of his
own) halts at the point when one might expect it to be enforced.
("The Leaning Tower n is Miss Porter's only uqsuccessful application of
this method, as I shall later demonstrate.) If, as Joseph Wood Krutch
has aphorized, tragedy judges.a' man by his heroism, comedy by his
intelligence, then Miss Porter has comic genius, though, in her behalf,
one might extend Mr. Krutch's definition to. involve the ironic perception of creatures behaving neither heroica\ly nor intelligently.
This psychologically monochromist treatment may account for
the reluctance, ur inability, of the common reader to accept Miss Porter's paramountcy. Complete and dramatic pessimism or complete
affirmation attract attent:ion. Both Ernest Hemingway and Willa
.Cather have been best-sellers in their time. One will not find, in
Miss Porter's work, that continuous, stylized h~ightening of experience
that Hemingway offers, and there is awhole <body of criticism to maintain that such heightening is the sine qua non of first-rank fiction.
One usually concurs, yet the exception that vanquishes the rule had
,been committed in advance by Tolstoy's realism, the quality of which
(no other comparison is intended) Miss Porter's most nearly resembles
in its seeing around and under a' situation, unbegui\ed by dramatic
polarities that might more easily court the. favor of relaxed readers.
Any effect of inconclusiveness is abrogated by faultless structure;
aesthetic completeness is exhibited by the form of her stories, making
dialectic simplification unnecessary.
'
Willa Cather owes her success with the public less, I think, to
her subtlety of palette (her wish."to make the style count for less and '
less and the people for more and more," a wish <devoutly consummated
~

"
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by Miss Porter with less vagueness of execution) than to the central
he;roism of her attitude. Death Comes for the Archbishop appealed
to those who, besides needing the regional or religious frisson} wanted
their pioneer adventure untinctured by the severities of realism. The
Professor's House} probably her best novel, educes its superiority from
the unquestionably romantic figure of its professor, and from his moving renunciation of the will:;:to-death inspired, in large part, by Tom
Outland's unquestioning faith.
In Miss Porter's world, closer than Cather's to the one we daily
inhabit, the heroic stance is rarely taken, and if we miss in her stories
the solace of exaltation, we receive in exchange the .more instructive
rewards of intensified observ~tion not unwarmed by critically handled
understanding. Miss Porter's sympathies are t9ugh of texture, not
easily strained by humanitarian credulity. It would be unwise to
infer that she "loves people." Running through her pages there is an
infinite sensitivity toward the pathos of the general human situation.
When she examines the specific situation, however, she discards any·
assumption of pity. It is as though she had withdrawn herself from any
possible involvement, the better to extract the truth from her material,
not in the manner' of the earlier "detached" realists whoso grimly kept
their distance that they impoverished their intuitive powers, but as if
she had made herself a passive but sen~ient receptacle. Her treatment
of the dispossessed, always justly emphatic, never descends to special
pleading; indisputably aware of what is glibly called "class warfare,"
she is more profoundly aware of the warfare within the individual
that may drive him, as well "from cowardice or egotism as' from 'need,
into identifying himself with· a faction.
There is not a more mordacious illustration of politico-revolutionary psychology in modern fiction than in "Flowering Judas." One
is ready to believe that like :baura, the heroine of the story, Miss Porter has rejected "kinship in one monotonous word. No. No. No.
She draws her strength from this one holy talismanic word which does
not suffer her to be led ;into evil. Denying everything, she may walk
anywhere in safety, she looks at everything without amazement." I
should not care to push the parallel too far, for obviously Miss Porter
does not deny everything, but certainly sHe denies and resists the importunities of sociological over-simplification as passively and artfully as
Laura resists the benevolent anarchy of Braggioni, "the professional
lover of humanity."
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Ruth· Benedict, the anthropologist, has written that "No man
ever looks at the world with pristine eyes." He looks at it, she would
have us understand, always with the eyes'of his special group, race, OJ
culture background. In such stories as "Maria Concepci6n" and.
"Flqwering Judas," Miss Porter comes as, near to a pristine view as '
it is possible for anyone out an anthropologist, perhaps,. to acquire.
By what manner of mental osmosis she can depict such psyches as those
.of Maria and Juan Villegas, without a hint, of judicial patronage, re. mains one,· of the miracles 'of her art. Not the least amazing of her
abilities is this power to exercise double visioh: the fruitful perceptions
of her own '~xperience through the "conscious and recoll~cted years,'"
and the unblinking objectivity which can dramatize the alien (>lights.
of Maria, Laura, or Mr. Thompson.
\ A highly developed taste for irony is undoubtedly the con~rolling
factor here. Irony perceives the disparity' between the act and its
supposed value, thereby freeing its possessor to look unqualifiedly at
the foreign experience with both his own and the foreigner's eyes.
At this poin~, ~he anthropologist and the novelist need the same attributes; the novelist, however, must retain the sensitized observation
that the strictly anthropological approach might find it necessary to
surrender ~ . This attribute, whether of irony <?r science, may be the
most importa,nt one ia Miss Porter's possession and ,the salient reason
for her suq:ess with many of her stories of chil~ood. Besides the
sympathy and bittersweet recollection which she has patently expressed
in them, irony has commanded her fidelity to the intelligent ambiva·
lence one ought to experience before the "child. predicament...And
it is irony again which administers to that quality of negation which
flows from sh~ewd uncertainty, from the recognition 'of the tricks of
flux, not the; dogmatic negation which closes forever the circle of
i possibi~ities. In each of her short novels, ir.ony has the last wor~, quite
! literally, and an examination' of them will be profitable ·for a more
\.extended statement of both her art and her attitude.
"Old Mortality," the most. complex and subtle of her novels, in a
mere eighiy-odd pages, records, the substance of a passing generation
of the South of 1885 to 1912. With none of the florid nostalgia and
provincial didacticism ofrhe historical novels of Elizabeth M~dox
Roberts and her followers or 'imitators, Miss Porter evokes, with a
vivid handful of characters, the positive flavor of ,an age dying of the
tension between
its adamant prohibitions
and itS desperate prodigali.
,
\,.'
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ties. The terrible frustrations, sexual and financial and spiritual, are
exposed to the discerning eyes of Miranda who grows into and out of
this environment.
" The subject of the novelette is simply this: the growing up of
Miranda, through her childhood years of alternating belief in and
doubt of the "romantic" existence of her elders to the day when, after
a marriage undertaken, apparently, in desperation, she returns to
visit her family and sees her alienation from them with sudden and
vindictive clarity. Her apprehension of her own isolation and her
tremulous wonder at her own possibilities close the nov~l with one of
the most eloquent and disturbing passages to be found in Miss Porter's
pages. .This writer has read that passage a dozen times and cannot
control a quite uncritical excitement of the blood at the poignance of
Miss Porter's intelligent and fearful. disclosure of the brink at which
Miranda stands.
What is the truth, she asked herself as intently as if the question had
never been asked, the truth, even about the smallest, the least important
of all the things 1 must find out? and where shall I begin to look for it?
Her mind closed stubbornly against remembering, not the past but the
legend of the past, other people's memory of the past, at which she had
spent her life peering in wonder like a child at a magic-lantern show. Ah,
but there is my own life to come yet, she thought, my own life now and
beyond. I don't want any promises, I won't have false hopes, I won't
be romantic about myself. I can't live in their world any longer, she told
herself, listening to the voices back of her. Let them tell their stories to each
other. Let them go on explaining how things happened.. I don't care. At
least I can know the truth" about what happens to me, she assured herself
silently, making a promise to herself, in her hopefulriess, her ignorance.
The.last two words, of course, affirm Miss Porter's genius. Without them, the experience would still stand at the center of her preoccupation with the questing heart an~ mind. With them, it signals her
knowledge of the limitations imposed inexorably by custom and fallibility upon the most wary. For one knows that Miranda, celebrating
what Emerson called "the integrity of the observing self," may yet
succumb to the banality of the years and, like the elders whom she is
rejecting, will likely become hedged in, if not by t\Ie boundaries of
social pattern, by the barriers erected by the loss of self.
"Pale Horse, Pale Rider" is a counterpoise to "Old Mortality." Miranda (the same, we presume) is working during the First-War years
on a Western newspaper. The theme of death is the solvent in this
a
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story as emerging life was in "Old Mortality." The cruel shifts of poverty, the cheap jingoism of the war years, the general atmosphere of physical and national destruction, have imprisoned Miranda's spirit. She
meets the challenge of the oppressive penury of her days with that makeshift courage and metallic wit
which urban living demands of its victims,
=
but not even the healthy, soap-smelling presence of her gentle but
inarticulate sweetheart, on rea~e. before going overseas,' dispels the
odor of death in her nostrils.
~

D

.

She liked him, she liked him, and there was more than this, but it was
no good imagining, because he was not for her nor for any woman, being
beyond experience already, committed without any knowledge or act of
his own to death. .
~

<)

This certitude is psychosomatic at itsf)ource; even as Miranda intuits the presence of decay, she is struck down by influenza. Thereafter, in an effectively beautiful delirium sequence, her conscious ~l
to-death battles with the deep-down will-to-J.ive. She recovers, aimost
" in spit~ of her own desire, to find that the war is over and that Adam,
her sweetheart,·exposed to her contagion, has died in a camp hospital.
She faces the resurgence of life in her with the same outraged anger
that seizes Granny Weatherall, in the short story which bears her name,
before the onslaught of death, "humiliated beyond expression by the
enorm~ty of this conspiracy of hature. Reluctant to leave the tranquility of her womb-like delirium, she averts her gaze from the face
of life.
At night, after the long effort of ,lying in her chair, in her extremity of
grief for what'she had so briefly won, she folded her painful body together
and wept silently, shamelessly,' in pity for herself and her lost rapture..
There was no escape. Dr..Hildesheim, Miss Tanner, the nurses in the diet
kitchen, the chemist, the surgepn, the precise machine of the hospital, the
whole humane conviction and custom of society; conspired to pull her
inseparable rack of bones and wasted flesh to its feet, to put in oraer her
disordered mind, and to set her once more' safely in the road that would
lead her again to death.

...

The Miranda of "Pale Horse, Pale Rider" wishes ~o reject, everything in order to die, as the Miranda of "Old Mortality'" had wished to
reject everything, even love, in order to live. "I hate love," the earlier
Miranda had thought, "I hate loving and being loved, I hate it."
Possessing and being possessed is unthinkable for the freedom of spirit
which she'envisaged and hungered for. Later, ~ontinuity itself is too
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great a burden, the possibilities are temporarily played out. Life wil~
go on, but the second Miranda stands at an apex of uncertainty no less
fraught with danger than the boundl~ss anticipation of: her earlier
self. The novel ends on a note of appalling irony.
'
.

.

No more war, no more plague, only the dazed silence that follows the
ceasing of the heavy guns; noiseless houses with the shades drawn, empty
streets, the dead cold light of tomorrow. Now there would be time for
everything.

~;

This is as far as the Miranda cycle has been recorded; if its roots
are as autobiographical as the numerous appearances of Miranda suggest, especially in the childhood experiences which make up the bulk
of Miss Porter's last volume, we may be permitted to hope for a further
development of her confrontation of life. Those who are titillated by
the correspondencies between an author's life and his' fiction have
virgin territory to explore in these two novels, in ".Ha~enda" and
'~That Tree" (where the Miriam of "Old Mortality" reappears) as well
as in the short stories in The Leaning Tower. All of these certainly
seem to testify to the dependence of much of Miss' Porter's art on her
own or her shared experience. This essay will stop at the border of
any attempt to reconstruct her person'ality from her work Of vice versa.
The finished products have their own existence; and there'remain a
sufficient number of her stories to confound the seeker after biographical origins.
"Noon Wine" is one of them. Published in the sime volume with
the Miranda novels, it is as different. from them in subject matter and
method as if authored by another. Dramatic in structure, the development of its stark and pathetic action is the best thing of its kind since
Ethan Frome. To a small south Texas farm at the turn of the century comes Olaf Helton, a mild" taciturn, hard-working Swede. For
nine years he works as the hired hand of Mr. and Mrs. Thompson,
a land-poor, God- and society-fearing couple; by his industry he rescues
them from at least the outer periphery of poverty. 'When Mr. H~mer
T. Hatch, "a man who should be fat, ordinarily, but who might have
just got over a spell of sickness," a man who, 'when he ,laughed, showed
"rabbit teeth brown as shoe-leather"-when this repulsive interloper
tries to arrest Helton as an escaped lunatic, Mr. Thompson splits his
. head open with an ax, but no't before Hatch has knifed Mr. Helton.
Mr. Thompson is acquitted by a jury, but he cannot make his neigh-
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bors or even his wife believe that it was a' murder committed not in
cold blood but in defense of Mr. Helton. When his own children
begin to eye him suspiciously, he commits suicide.
In bare outline, these are the events of the story, but such a
synopsis meagerly suggests the resources employed in their telling:
the evenly paced introduction of the Thompsons' household, the faithfully observed instances of gathering rural comfort as the "forriner"
e~ses manual burdens· and plays the song of noon wine on his harmonica, the leisurely, hypnotic scene leading 'up to the killing, where
Homer T. Hatch and Mr. Thompson, on a sweltering afternoon, cut
their tobacco plugs and discuss Olaf Helton's character, the baffled
~asuistry of Mr. Thompson at the collapse of his social-esteem, and the
last grim paragraph, deadly irony of action matching the irony of reflection which terminated the other novels.
<1l

. - ... Taking off' his right shoe and sock, he set the bptt of his shotgun
along the ground with the twin barrels pointed towards his head. It was
very awkward. He thought about this a little, leaning his head against the
gun mouth.. He was treJllbIin~ and his head was drumm!ng. untiJ he was
dea~ and blInd, but he lay down fiat on the earth on hiS Side, drew the.
barrel under his chin and fumbled for the trigger with his great toe~ That
way he could work it.
.
.
,

,This is simple narrative at its best, lacking the intellectual subtleties of Miranda's stories, but dean in its own strong outlines like a
piece of good wood carving. Here Miss Porter has beaten Jo~n Steinbeck on his own ground: Compare her unaffected delineation of Olaf
Helton with S.teinbeck's gratuitous' Lenny, who 'remains, as Mark Van
Doren dubbed him, "the Little Nell of the twentieth century."
I t is all the. more surprising, in view of these successful variations
in form, that "The Leaning Tower" should fail just where it might
have been expected to succeed, in ~ffectual irony.. The 'merits of the
novel cannot· b~ denigrated-they, are the omnipresent ones of Miss .
Porter's style:' the double attentiveness 'to pictorial precision ahd to
"intellectual physiognomy"; the prose which, while it serves the inter\. ests of the ear, observes the proprieties of functional decorum; the
"lconfident control over the nexus of truth and poetry. Still, one can,
.1 believe, question the larger' purpose to which these merits should
conttibute. It is this purpose whic.h I feel to be wanting and, therefore,
if totality of form is the central standard for a novel, long or short,
limiting to the dimensions of the study at hand: Since the success. of
i;-
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this novel depends mainly on its progression, a fairly detailed outline
of its plot is in order.
The occasion of t~is study is confined to five days in Berlin in
December, 1931. Charles Upton, a young American tentatively embarking on an artistic career, is moving from a dismal hotel whose air
is "mysteriously oppressive'" to cheaper and, he hopes, more pleas.an~
lodgings. The apartment house to which he moves is managed by a
Viennese woman who, like most of her countrymen, has seen more
prosperous and authoritative days. During negotiations for his room,
Charles carelessly injures a small plaster replica of the Leaning Tower
of Pisa, a souvenir of the lan4lady's Italian journey years before. Her
consternation at the accident seems inordinate to Charles. He meets
three other inhabitants of the house: Hans, a Heidelburg student, cherishing his new dueling scar; Herr Bussen, a starving mathematics
student, and Tadeusz Mey, a you,ng, cynically gay, Polish pianist. Herr
Bussen attempts to kill himself, ·but. the others agree to pretend that
he is merely a victim of food pois6ning, as he asserts. On New Year's
Eve, Charles accompanies the young men to a cabaret where they all
get very drunk, argue rather poiptlessly but not vehemently about
national aims and personalities. Behind the badinage looms Hans'
need of pure power, the fat Otto's incipient lean-Nordic worship, and
the Pole's. wistful frivolity combined with his dark knowledge of nil-tional pride and shame. The tension of the argument is relaxed by
women and song, with everyone joining in the chorus of a" popular
.
lyric, "their laughing faces innocent as Iambs ~t play."
When Charles, very drunk, returns ~o his room, he sees that the
Leaning Tower has been mended:
Leaning, suspended, perpetually ready to fall, but never falling quite,
the venturesome little object-a mistake in the first place, a whimsical pain
in the neck, really, towers shouldn't lean in the first place; ... yet had
some kind of meaning in Charles' Find. Well, what? He tousled his hair
and rubbed his eyes and then his whole head and yawned himself almost
inside out. What had the silly little thing reminded him of before? There
was an answer if he could think what it was, but this was not the time.

And there, or soon after, Miss Porter leaves him, hoping, through
his haze of drunkenness, that he willieam what it is that seems to be
threatening him.
I submit that this is an unsuccessfully subtle ending, and a failure
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on the author's p~rt to focus the full force of illumination on Charles.
Upton's experience. Indirection is not 'necessarily a virtue.in a novel;
it may' well' conceal an evasion by the novelist of an honest coqtest
with his own implications. Since dishonesty and evasion are the last
practices. with wh~ch I would charge Miss Porter, I can 'only believe
that she thought h,er novelette to be more suggestive and less explicit
than it had been. For if Charles does not grasp the significance of the
plaster symbol, he is more obtuse than, by Miss Porter, he had been'
made out~ He' had been relatively shy, easily affronted, and socially
insecure, but he had also displayed a trenchant satiric insight by ·his
crayon sketching of the ugly Berliners, and though evasive and plaintively sociable in the presence of his hosts at the cafe, had pertinently
criticized their arrogant self-love. The reader knows, all along, even_
without the oblique reference to the unnamed leader's photo in a
barber shop, precisely what aspe~ts of evil are· dogging Charles' footsteps. Those aspects are nowhere 'concealed; they are uncompromisingly represented by Miss Porter throughout and are presumably
observed by Charles. The ugly sculpture, the heavy, oppressive furnishings, the ill-mannered surveillance, Hans' preposterous pride in
.his dueling scar: all these are named objects of revulsion. The following paragraph describing a crowd before a toy-and-sugar-pig-shop
window is as deady an indictment of a cultural psyche as it is an
astonishingly graphic and aggressive word-painting:
.
,

"

.

_ With their nervous dogs wailing in their arms, the people, shameless
mounds of fat, stood in a trance of pig worship, gazing with eyes damp
with admiration and appetite. They resembled the most unkind caricatures of themselves" but they were the very kind of people that Holbein
and Durer and Urs Graf had. drawn, too: not vaguely, but positively like,
their late-medieval faces full of hallucinated malice, and a kind of sluggish
but intense cruelty that worked its way up from their depths slowly through
the layers of helpless gluttonous fat.

.

.

, After all.. these, unambiguous portents have been'duly noted and
Tadeusz the ;pole has plainly told Hans that the Germans have a great
culture but no civilization, it is wholly anticlimactic for Charles to 'be
visited by so ten~ous a premonition as he fee~s before the patched and
precarious Leaning Tow~r. Either he should have ,bee~ portrayed
as' having no insight 'at all, thus enabling the reader to watch his
innocent journey through horror >with ironic fascination, or as having
mor~ sustained perceptions than he is given. In the latter case, the
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desperateness and latent brutality which we have observed around him
would need fulfillment in a greater denouement than the story has.
, Though this novelette fails, in its own right, to establish an illumination of character equal in subtlety to that of "Old Mortality," or a
situation equal in dramatic irony to that in "Pale Horse, Pale Rider," it
is, none the less, a decisive prosecution of a people without dignity or
humor in defeat, and a disquietingly fluent addition to Miss Porter's
prose achievements. Conceivably it is an earlier work than the others,
published later, but this assumption must wait upon a more detailed
bibliography than is at present avaJlable.
The short stories in this volume, likewise, seem to me to be
·inferior, in total power, to those in Flowering Judas. "A Day's Work,"
featuring th~ domestic tribulations of a henpecked Irish loafer, is
amusing and pathetic. In the hands of a lesser artist, its Maggie-andJiggs background would have impelled it into bathos. Under Miss
Porter's guidance, no cliche of situation or speech is tolerated; staunch
avoidance of patneSs, is one of her greatest gifts. The opening paragraphs of "The Old Order" provide a superlative handling of her
ob'sessive subject-the rituals of domesticity, the sacred and comically
profane aspects of the war of the generations. Yet the portrait does
not dissolve into scene (as it literally did in :'Old Mortality") ; it is too
obviously a reminiscence and needs the kind of crisis that crystallized
the pathos in "The Jilting of Granny Weatherall.'~ The remaining
studies (or recollections) , of childhood, are peerless of their kind, but
at most they are vignettes. My favorite among these is "The Circus,"
in which for the child ,Miranda, her first circus is an ordeal of horror.
The climax of the event is embodied in one of the most startling
sentences in the book. "The man on the wire, hanging by his foot,
turned his head like a seal from side to side and blew sneering kisses
from his cruel mouth."
All these stories are marked by Miss Porter's characteristically
meticulous workmanship. It is simply that they appear to stand in
eV,en closer relation to herself than do the more objective earlier stories,
and one's enjoyment of them is inhibited by this proximity. One
cannot fail to recognize, however, that if this collection does not surpass the earlie~ ones, it has felicities that no respecter of truth and craft
in fiction can afford to ignore.,
; If one wishes to estimate, with any finality, the value of Miss
Porter's contribution to American literature, one will finally add to
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her perfection of form h~r disclosure, and it is hers alone, of how
immenseiy difficult, fQr all but the stupid and the cruel! is the task of
sheer day-by-day living in our time-and what precariou~ victories of
moral understanding it is possible to achieve.. The fullness of her
disclosure, neither stunted by naturalism nor bloated by romanticized
aggravation, is the crite'don by which any American realism should be
gauged.
It is i~possible, as well as presumptuous, to forecast the nature
of her future pro~uction in fiction. No living writer p~mises more.
Her short stories have already placed her beyondt anyone now working
in that genre. One can safely declare that if, with her past excellencies,
she can contrive longer novels with greater social scope and dramatic
complexity,tshe will be nothing less' than the great Atrieri~an novelist
that our age has demanded, and presumed it deserves.

J
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are publishers, and few publishers
are more than energetic business men. Not that there is anything wrong in being a business man. On the contrary, the genius
of American business is perhaps our chief national distinction. But
there is plenty wrong with the current conviction of business men
that their business success automatically qualifies them 'not only to
own and publish a newspaper, but to determine that paper's news
and editorial policies.
The point is being repeatedly made in these days, and to my mind
correctly, that publishing is too much business and not enough profession; that publishers have usurped news-room authority and that
too often they have little regard for the rigid ethical independence
which editors and reporters cherish; that, in fact, some publishers are
not capable at all, in the best professional sense, of directing their
newspapers.
The conclusion which many careful observers reach is that American papers are more in danger from their own owners than from the
government and other influences.
The difference b~tween newspaper men and publishers is indicated
in the second paragraph of the following quotation on government
pressures from Charles Michelson, former New York World chief correspondent in Washington, writing of his experiences as publicity
director for the<Democratic National Committee;
... I now question if there ever was o/YUrpose to interfere with the
legitimate functions of publication; to limit their expression of opinion
or hamper, in ",ny way, their printing the truth, except-in war times-to
insist that matters that would afford aid and comfort to the enemy be
omitted.
.
... I think back with admiration of Heywood Broun's quitting the
World because they would not permit him to express in his column his

N

OWADAYS TOO FEW FJ)ITORS
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which were contrary to the views of the

The plain editorial worker, and not the publisher, otten knows
most about· what press' freedom is. That freedom belongs to the
nation and its editors and reporter~ and 'all its people, and not, in some
magic special sense, to publishers and owners. Publishers have no
privilege of seeking the subservience of' thousands of trained editorial
minds to a few score business minds.
Ownership should obligate, not excuse. The owner who forces
his newspaper into hatreds has -forgotten his obligation. How fit is
such an owner to stand back and look at the world, as newspaper men
are supposed to do, and form jU,dgments about it? It is the pub~isher's
duty to help his editors to be fair, and not to push his. prejudices
upon them.
Yet publishers use the idea of "freedom" to support this very
practice. Profe~sor Carr Becker has said that "if we modify our gqv. e~nmental processes the methods will include that of frantically proclaiming that freedom of the press is in' danger' whenever anyone
employs that freedom to promote ideals of 'which we disapprove."
Anything "government" terrifies some publishers. The Bureau
of Economic Warfare said in September, -1942, in answer to publishers'
expressed fears, that notices that they must submit. two copies of each
of their papers for examination were not intended as a threat to the
press, but for inf~rmation, adding that only 50 per cent of all papers
had complied with. the request for copies. Such failure of assi$tance
to government is a' kind of anarchy of which too many American
publishers, far from being ashamed, are rather openly proud.
Though what officeholders say does· not always indicate what they
think, it is of interest to look at some of their statements about newspaperwork.
Byron Price' and Elmer Davis 'Publicly announced themselves
as opposed, even in war, to any but the barest necessities in the. way
of censorship-'necessities, that is, of military security. Presjdent
Roosevelt said in a greeting to. editors that the duty of the press is that
of "keeping the pedple fully and truly informed." The Treasury
De.partment fought against placing any wedge of influence into news
columns by buying advertising space, though some newspaper executives .supported such a move.. There is a Civil Service rule against
j.

.
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advertisements by a governmental agency for office help. Here are
some wartime quotations from men high in the government: Secretary Ickes: I hope I never live to see the day when

~ewspapers'

can't speak above a whisper.
Then Secretary M orgenthau: [The newspapers] are using the freedom
of the press to help fight the war of the free peoples.
Then Secretary Hull: It is vital ... that the highest traditions of the
American press, not only of freedom but of personal responsibility as well,
should be maintained and constantly refurbished.
Maj. Gen. A. D. Surles, director' of the bureau of public relations of
the War Department: In America we enjoy freedom of the press in more
than a legalistic sense.

o

Eric Hodgins, editorial vice-president of Time, has said that
"there is no whit of compulsion behind any editor in the land" from
government. Indeed, it might well be demonstrated that it is the
government which' insists tlfat the press remain free.
But our newspapers, less and less in the hands of newspaper men
and more and more in the ·hands of business men, constantly declare
that they are in mortal danger from government and American radicals; and this attitude of the publishers is nowhere better illustrated
than in the pages' of the weekly journal of the daily newspapers,
Editor if Publisher, of New York.
This journal is the only real voice of American ~ailies, and as
such it is fair to assume that it is supposed to represent both the editorial rooms and the business offices of our papers. . Actually, its
columns are more and more devoted to business and advertising and
production matters, and even where it does touch upon the work of
the news-room it seems to this observer to bear the slant of the "publisher's" mind. l Advertising, circulation, profits, mechanical problems,
labor troubles, government bureaus, and· so on take up more of its
space than does news of the WQrk of reporters, rewrite men, copy
editors, and editors themselves.
The journal was edited until recent years by a sage named Marlen
Pew, who looked upon himself as an editor representing ethical newsr

1 Editor and Publisher carried many of the statements used in this article; that fact
does not alter the conviction that the bulk of its material is "pro-publisher" and in a way
"anti-editor." There is no way in which such a journal could fail to carry some news
of the news-room profession; the point is simply that the attitude has swung away from
newspaper men and toward the business office.
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paper work. He was proud to do what all editors are supposed to do,
that is, to present both sides of ,a controversy within his human lights.,
This is a~ attitude that many publishers cannot understand. Editor i7
Publisher appears not to understand it either.
The change since Pew's day could be'illustrated in the magazine's
reactions to the Associated Press suit brought by the government.
When, for example, Marshall Field sa~d that the suit if successful should
serve ito 'make th~ press free by ridding it of a monopoly practice, the
journal carried ~ little story and put prejudicial quotes around the
words "Make Press Free." When others attacked the suit, it carried
big stories and treated them more respectfully. It wrote of "One of
the most important crises that the American press has ever faced,'" and
got out a special supplement of statements from publishers. All these
statements-scores and scores of them-attacked the government. Some
of the headlines which. Editor & Publisher carried on them were:
Basic Freedom Is the Issue; Effort to' "Freeze Freedom in Perpetuity";
Free Public Protest Rights at Stake; Government Action Must Please Hitl~r; Suit Is Threat to Fundamental RIghts; "Patently a Revenge Suit";
Action "Inspired by Spite and An~er"; Mortal.Blow to Press Freedom.
Nearly all the heads were prejudicial. Worse, all the statements
were obviously solicited by Editor & Publisher, and it would appear
that they were all solicited from a group which~the journal knew would
be ~gainst the suit. The cumulative effect of -:~ll this was great. But
the evidence of lack of fair editorial approach seemed ~lear.
,
A~ng the magazine's hates was President Roosevelt. Here is
, ' part of an editorial from its pages:
We' can't congratulate President Roosevelt on the sense of humor he
displayed in givi,ng a second hand award of the German Iron Cross to john
O'Donnell, Washington correspondent of the New York Daily News ...
Presumably, the "award" was made on the theory that O'Donnell's writing
gave aid and comfort to the' enemy-although it is hard to see how a
humorous yarn about two 'former Washington correspondents now in London could help Dr. Goebbels.
' ~,
,
The story irritated every newspaper man who read it, and it marks
a new low in the President's relations with newspapers....
Many newspaper men who rea~ the statement were not irritated
at anyone but O'Donnell. And it was not too hard to see that O'Donnell might be giving" aid and' comfprt to the' enemy when, later on,
published the rumor that the WAC in North Africa had Reen

he
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provided with contraceptives. Time} recounting that story, headlined
its article "O'Donnell's Foul."
Now, O'Donnell is a newspaper man, not a pu~lisher. But he is the
kind of newspaper' man who is hand-picked 'by the publisher and who
certainly does not have the respect of his American news-room colleagues. In that sense he represents the "downstairs" influence-that of
tbebusiness office (the publisher) -and not that of editors and reporters.
In editorial offices the tradition of abhorrence for the stories which
come upstairs marked "Must" still stands. That is because newspaper
,men see threats to press freedom from the inside as well as fr?m the
outside; the difference is that what they see is not always the kind of
threat publishers and owners are talking about. To a' good newspaper man, even if he does not like the American Newspaper Guild,
or the New Deal, or Marshall Field, they deserve a fair break tn any
paper's news columns.
Publishers generally are business-minded; newspaper men are
social-minded. If there are publishers like Eugene Myer and Arthur
Hayes Sulzberger, and newspaper men like O'Donnell, it is pretty
apparent that they are the exceptions to the rules. It takes business
sense to run a paper, as well as editorial sense, and we are not -going
to be able to "do without" publishers any more than without editors.
But the point is that the publishers, in more thaD: one sense, are doing
too much without the right kind of newspaper man-which is, by and
large, nearly any self-respecting, experienced newspaper man.
That is why it is difficult to escape the conviction that publishers
had better draw up and take a look at themselves. They would do
well to examine the code of the copyreader and think .how it could
be applied to themselves. They .could do well to arm themselves with
the editor's enlightenment if they are to insisllupon running the newsrooms and editorial pages of America; or, if that is impossible, they
could do well to give the work and decisions of the news-room, along
with formation of much policy, over to editors and reporters chosen
for their open-mindedness and ability rather than for their bias.
Under poor publishers,usnrping prerogatives, the press has lost
some of its freedom-and lost it to those publishers themselves. In
addition, it has lost many of its friends. Good newspaper men, employed by wise owners and turned loose, would mean a fresh breath
of life in our journalism, and a fresh host of friends everywhere.
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EPIGRAMS

1.

These the assizes. Here the charge, denial,
Proof and ~isproof: the poem is the trial.
Experience is defendane,' and the. jury
Peers of tradition, and the judge is fur):.
2.

I was concerned fOf -you, and keep that part
In these days, irres ctive of the heart:.
And not or frien hip, not for love, but cast
In that role y the p:tesence of the past.
3."

'It

This Humanist whom no beliefs constrained
Grew so broad-minded he was scatter-brained.

4·
How we desire desire( Joy of surcease
In joy's fulfilment is bewildered peace,
And harsh renewal. Life in fear' of death
Will trivialize the void with hurrying breath,
With harsh indrawal.' Nor love nor lust impels us.
Time's hunger to be realized compels us.

5·
Soft found a way to damn me undefend~d.
I was forgiven who had not offended.
347
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1

I have distracted time.
In a full day your face
Has only its own place.
TiredJrom irrelevaqce
I sleep, and dream by chance,
Till passion can exact.
No faith, and fails in act,
Till timelessness recedes
Beneath the apparent needs
Of a distracted time.

7·
The scholar of theology and science
Who falls iillove must in good faith affiance
Love and ·his trades; must prove the commonplace
Of his divine research, Love goes by grace,
Never by merit.; judge by divination
Supernal from infernal· visitation;
And risk his faith:. As scientist he tries'
By the inductive leap, immense surmise,
To force the future to confirm his guessThough predisposed toward ill or good success,
Pledged to the issue': So he may discover
As scholar truth, sincerity as lover. ..
THE

CONFESSION

OF

BISHOP

GOLIAS

Written originally in Latin by the Archpoet toward the end
of the twelfth century.
Inwardly- fired with vehement wrath,
In bitterness I will speak my mind:
:Made of material light as lath,
I am like a leaf tossed by the wind.
Though it were just for the wise and brave
To place their seat on the rock of will,
Fool, I am like the flowing wave
That under' one sky is ever unstill.
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I am" borne on as a pilo~less ~hi p,
As a vagrant bird through the cloudy haze;
Ungoverned by reins,.ungoverned by whip;
I gad with my kind, I follow their ways.
I ~alk the broad path in the fashion of youth,
Forgetful of virtue, en.tangled with sin;
Avid of pleasure more than of truth
I die in soui but take care of my skin.
MostwQrthy prelate, your pardon I pray, .
I die a go~d death, swing on a sweet rope,
At sight 'of 'the ladies I still get gay;
Whpm I cannot by t~uch, I sin with in hope.
Who placed on a pyre will not burn in the fire?
Or dallying at Pavia can keep himself chaste?
Where Venus goes hunting young men.for hire,
Drooping her eyelids and fixing her face.
. Hippolytus placed in Pavia today
Would not be HipPOlytus "when the dawn came";
To the bedroom of Venu~. still runs- the broad way.
Nor in all those towers is the tower of shame.
Again, I'm charged with .playing strip, poker:
When 'play casts me out' in my naked skin.
Shivering. I sweat while my mind plays stoker.
And I write better verse than I did within.

..

The tavern. thirdly. I' note in this summing
Up of the life I 'will ever have led
Till I hear· the holy angels coming,
. Singing rest 'eternal unto the dead.
For I propose in the taVern to die
That wine may be near when the throat grows hard,
And the chorus of angels may joyfully ciy,
"0 Lord, be kindly to this drunkard."
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The lamp of the soul is lighted by wine,
Sotted with nectar it flies. to the sky;
Wine of the tavern is far more divine
Than watery wine that the priest raises high.
They say a poet should flee public places
And choose his seat in a quiet retreat:
He sweats, presses on, stays awake, and erases,
Yet comes back with scarcely one clear conceit.
The chorus of poets should fast and abstain,
Avoid public quarrels and brawls with their neighbors:
That they may compose what will ever remain,
They die in a cell, overcome by their labors.
Nature to, such gives a suitable crown:
I never could write on an .empty purse;
Myself when fasting a boy ·could knock down;
Thirsting·and hunger I hate like a hearse.
Never's the spirit of poetry given
Except when the belly is fat and sleek;
While" Bacchus is lord of my cerebral heaven,
Apollo moves through me and marvels I speak.
i

Behold, of my vice I was that informer
By whom your henchmen indicted me;
Noone, of them is his own accuser,
Though he hopes to sport through eternity.
So I stand before the blessed prelate
Urging that precept of our Lord, wherein
He casts the first stone, nor spares the poet,
Whose heart is wholly devoid of sin.
I've charged myself with whatever I knew
And vomited up my long cherished dole;
The old life passes, gives way to the new;
Man notes appearance, Jove sees the soul.
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Primate of Cologne, . grant me your blessing,
Absolve the sinner wh,o begs yqur grace;
]mpose due penance <?n him confessing;
Whatever you bid I'll gladly embrace.
J.c V. Cu N

N I N G HAM

SUMMER RAIN
~

The rain falls like mist.
The clouds move
hardly at all~
likeosleep,
somnolent!-like sheep.
The sky is rose, mauve,
.;,
amethyst. .
The rain falls like mist.
The wind, a young girl's hair,
blows odorous and fa~r.
"What men or gods are these? What maidens loth?"
A south wind blows,
the, leaves stir,
.:
the treeS are gently shaken.
--; Time, a 'wheel,
revolves.
The clairvoyant air
shimmers with the fabulous and rare.
"Who are these coming 'to the sacrifice?
To what green altars, 0 mysterious
priestl"
,
The visible world' dissolves.
All myths are true, all shadows real.
The' gods awaken.
GUSTAV
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FOUR POEMS
THE

SERIOUS

A nger, claim the serious, reverence, hate"';'
Some sort of passion for our time!
A stateliness, however late,
The hour swelling lordty to its chime
And the chime maximum. A II this grief
A rching upward in a major peal
So that we bear ourselves as chief
And dangerous knights. with our pain at heel.
And stalk £o~th haughty, stride out tall,
Fated and seductive in high sorrows.
N,ot quaint as we are today and small.
_
Vigor, ask the serious, for our mean tomorrows.

ONCE

"Once for my waking. Now qffer one more 'word
For love-everlasting in these scary woods."
No. Hush-hush hush-hush the trees, and all these birds
Give me the heartache. Dear my friend
Has lifted a hand and spoken only once.
Stumbler in the WOOdS am I. "qnce more,
Charmer, your hand.
One soul word more; for these indelicate.birds
Rule me, while wizard-like you listen
And lose me. Have you heard
Anything lonely? Come, one marvellous word!"

~

Never. There was no sudden truth, no union.
And now must I go visiting these glooms
Widowed in the soul, inquiring archly:
"Whose woods, whose woods?" and "Sirs,
Have you not heard a charitable bird
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Call once? Or seen my- darling phantom
Strolling these purlieus with a lifted hand,
Harking in twilight?". No., Naught seen, naught heard.
PRODIGAL

~.

~

Lost to the meet sameness of desire
That prodigal who travels rocks
Of shadeless love, season beyond our clocks.
Turned from such moments, tame and unrenowned, .
As rule his tribe, the one
Who burns his gaze 'out on an. alien sun.
Estranged from our ways, now ready for our laughter
(Which is a war) this saint against the night,
Aloof from littleness· or, a brothers' light,- Gone unanointed to lie in dalliance
With the whore Truth who wombs no child
But spins her angels maddened through a wild
Of absolute love, of raw, tremendous wonder:
Realms unbecoming proper man
Who sucks the breast and worships what he can.
HABITATION

Carpet me a faith with the slow dust
, Of history settling, trust on faded trust.
Wall me my faith with towerings
From the frail, leveled dead
Of young i~mensity unsaid.
And window me with delight,
~
So from old, magic death ! look
As stares the scholar
Giddy and worshipful, beyond his book.
ROSAMUND
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TWO POEMS
THE

S"HOT

The summer struck where cattle dust lay strong
On fading brush} that banked a foothill turn;
Road weary steers stung by a stumbling wrong
Broke in deep scrub swift riders leaned to spurn,
But one crashed wide, and earth the shimmered blow
Rolled horse and master in time's rocky flow.
As cowmen turned . . . he stood in waste of sun,

Whose hurt was cold, and rage ·was grief of mind,
That now his mount death's huddled course must run,
Sped by a shot whose broken haste was kind~
Far as the sky the mountains rose to green
Toward which they climbed who heard the loud ravine.
.

LINES 'PO THE PAST
,I

The peak grandfather stood on touched a lake
with deep reflection; mighty rock no bird could soar,
While tepee smoke wound upward like a snake
to coil in 'wind above a forest shore.
A stroke of silence fell among the trees,
the tribe was mute, the woods were brightly still;
Time's twisting leaf that spins-in vagrant breeze,
had brushed a king with Autumn's honored will.
The new chief stood.in-solemn awe apart,
a forest sunbeam mocked the sh~dow in his face,
He knew the sorrow of an exile's heart,
who walked a last road homeward with his race.
II
Grandfather rOde the mesa in the wind,
where history's a wreath of whitened horn;
Thirst rose in cactus like a;stain, the path was blind,
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as in red chasms of the East the sun was born.
Of thorny seed·the fissure ·bush was cleft,
and spoiled of shade the broken viper ground,
A faint mirage of running water fled
the pony's h90f and canyon's crumbling bound,
Till stumbling deep ,one burst upon a stream
the cracked earth hid and fondled like a boulder-measured dream.
III •

At noon grandfather paused within a grove,
where giant redwoods limbed the hills with shade;
Dry amber breath of summer silence wove
through" ancient trees where centuries had stray~d.
The day hung deep and still, the forest breathed
. '
.
whIte cloud of pIne and balm of woodland 1loor;
Up matted slopes the rusty sun was wreathed
with cone and branch that heaped earth's rugged 'score.
-

~

A broken outcast plunged into that world,
who clutched at solid trunks but roughly feU;
, Grandfather bent to catch the curse he. hurled
at earthly chance and blood its 'bubbling well.
His humor brief and sudden as his gun,
had spurred with haste through rough camps of ~e \Vest;
Till shattered b¥ a bullet in the sun
he stumbled into shade to mend his rest.
Great evergrt:ens cast balsam on the land,
eternal as the shadow of a prayer;
But life of man ebbed low in bitter sand
'beneath tall trees that breathed the sunny air.

IV
Grandfather rode in shade of yalley oak,
and sunlight streaked beneath Sierra pine;
He breathed, the shifting haze of country smoke"
fresh air of peaks and showers in the vine;
For life was vast the earth an open range
from straw of gold to green of mountain change.
<
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On pasture slopes day trembled in the dew,
spring shudder of the racing grassy light;
Wild horses roamed the distance ridged and blue,
or plunged against the blaze of morning's height,
Like men who whirled in narrow hills to tame
dawn's rushing hoof, its neck of windy flame.
LINCOLN

FITZELL

PICASSO'S "LES DE UX AMANTS.
DANS LA RUE"
How dark wind such, death following, besi~e.
These in love's clutch midmost of the street, blinds
Greenly further, roofs by needing,espied
Of none the poor embrace, the piteous hinds.
How so red shirted she, massive 0 rough hands
Upon her, where is the sweeter lip, fat brach,
Where by nigh bush? Lingual Saint Peter stands.
Man, her man, her leman doubtless, fit match.
And seestow not yon death's-head, Guinevere?
Something seems Harlequin, seems Wagner's smirk,
Something kissing the universal lost soul.
Here urge life and death, near without fear,
And red and white on life'.s two faces lurk,
Skull lurk, she shall learn thee, tire not.old mole.
G.R 0 V E R

S MIT H

I
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FIV·E
POEMS
.'
DESERT

~

HIGHWAY

The beamed light creates the terror.
Amalgamated with _moon and .alkali
it thrusts from the blackness
the slow-moving gtacier blocking the highway.
As you wipe, the moisture from your forehead

listen
to the sweet familiar music the motor hU,ms
and tighten your fingers around the wheel's,rim.
You .are in a strange country,
encompassed by a 'steel frame,
unarmed against macadam's treachery
of grey and fluid. waters
- and the fields of snow where no snow ever falls
, and the hill of ice.

POEM

Heaven cannot find you.
Here the roots enfold 'you,
There the walls enclose you
Who asked none to bind you.

.

Enemies will take you, "
Pain and anguis~ break you.
There was none to warn you
Heaven would forsake you.
Space is all around you.
Earth and air will bring you
Facsimiles of songs you
Heard before time drowned you.
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Let the singing lead you
From the prison about you.
There are those who need you,
Heaven is less without you.

POEM

The empty cartridge for a souvenir
is a posteriori witness of
the fight. The brave have gone,
the miner to the mine, the lumberjack
back to the swinging axe, the nurse
to the medicinal emulsions
on trays in dieticians' kitchens,
- each to his unilateral life among
the million. Some, twentieth-century klephts,
preserve a comradeship in crime
or hid in hills await the night marauding.
The croupiers'are hoarse, but wheels respin
at old tables, and the game, perplexed
by innovations, draws a-..larger crowd,
each solitary eye searching olq friends.
,>

LOVE

SONG

I will walk with you to the river
If you lay your ch~ek against my cheek.
I will climb to the mountain
If you place your mouth on mine.
With you I will go to the barren rock
Though you raise your hand in anger
And strike my face.
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SONGS

FOR

A.

LOST

CHRISTMAS

-1-

Break the holly fresh,
Break the holly green.
Take the bough's cry with ~you
To the Christmas scene.
Shake the cedar brail<;h,
Shake th~ cedar sno~,
Making round wreath' mirrors
Full of c~ndleglow.
-2-

CIustered beads of frost on the mistletoe
Break the green that hangs on the hallway light.
Berries dry and drop on t4e hardwood floor,
Thirsting for living tree and ,the deep snow.

-3The carollers in pa,ssing
Have silenced the night.
Against the dark hill, lanterns
No longer lift and glow.
The carols all are frozen
And tinkle in the glass,
And children's shrill-soprano
Is music in ice.
'
HELEN
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TWO POEMS
A

CONTEMPLATIVE

GENTLEMAN

The person with despotic eyes
Is not arisen from the dead;
But spiritous beyond assay,
He wears a jewel in his head.
Contemplative, the gentleman,
Bemazing simples in a ring,
Will i~provise, on how he came
To wear so elegant a thing.
How grappled from the pearly moon,
And polished on a naiad's thigns,
The gem was given him by elvesBenign it beams above his eyes.
He never tells, or seldom tells,
How once in thickets' of the night
He slashed and sought and bled and toiled,
And brought his jewel to the light.
LOVE

RECALLS

A

HOMELAND

When winter marched on Eden
With softly whirring drums,·
The redbirds and the snowbirds
Were happy for our crumbs.
A deer stole in by moonlight,
A crowned but timid stranger;
The creatures of perfection
Ate from our poor manger.
Those refugees from summer,
The fleeing and the flying,
Were stainless of our knowledge,
If not of pain, in dying.
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The four 0" clock opens its tender face
Less'shyly to the careless world
Than all your quaint desires unfurledBut gather them in and together darlin'
Pack'em up out of sight,
Use your bedroll or any old blanket
Just so you strap it up tight . . .
Highways lash across ~he land "
Like a whip laid on by a brutal hand,
And rails fan out· in steely.spokes
From the city hub to the solemn sea
Where the great ships wheel unquietly
In the midst of death will you think of me .
Blooms may sway in that field of fear
And between the green trees the sun will spear,
But trust not such, sweet frivolity;
Better clutch fist tight round the ugliness
At the core of it all, and shoulder your way
To a front seat in their chautauqua o~te;

I

For Truth is not stoic or statuesque
In an open space for the birds to spatter
But a frayed sleeve brushed in a crowded aisle
Midst moments of greater malter-
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In peace, as war, as difficult
And hard to come by: lonelier
Than man on mountain, man in battle
Hearing battle cry.
KATHLEEN

TOOLE

HYMN TO GOD THE FATHER
Wake the shifting rocks, the grinding floor
Of heaven with your yells 0 resident
And dangerous disease of too thin air;
For here, the blue savannahs of your rent
. Are daily blazed and graphed by trails of vapor;
Are nightly probed by discs of ugly light
Which prey for boys who riding Venus-cars
Drop fr?m aloft the gap-teeth of their flight.
'4

Over the_ wrecked cities do ypu hear
The bomber's accurate instrument
Level the missives of your iron stare;
Turn up to you the waif grotesquely bent
Who clutching still the medals of your care
Must blindly beg your Blessed Sacrament?
•

THE

JOH~

NERBER

MOQN STAYS UNDER

The world a red wall
The day wilts over . . .
A shudder of sun through the mold,
Wrinkle of wind scraping our wrists,
A long sea of light gone under;
Green lives scooped up in skulls . . .
Walk with a nude falcon in each hand
The moon stays under red earthThe Kavirondo Crane mourns in Africa,
Pericles pales the Grecian thistle.
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Celebes, where are your secret stones
With the bullet messages?
And Guadalcanal, under what peacock star
Dwindles the bright fawn?
Listen, Coral Sea, to your curved tongues, '
And the flame words 'crowding the foam.
ORlAN DEPLEDGE

NADIR
And fallen by the wayside drinkInveterately mine
All manner 'of a sudden brink
As bitter root and honeyed vine.
Then cogitate upon the stilled,
Unsung, uncomforted '.
No less involved nor unfulfilled·
Yet crying hunger not for bread..

, l' .

-f

And then accelerate the time,
. Instill the dying chord
With music vividly desire
Unti! the reminiscing chime
Dissevers, like;a sword,
Myself from me and I expire.
CLARENCE ALVA POWELL

1
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Can Representative Government Do the Job? by Thomas K. Finletter.
New·York: Reynal and Hitchcock, Inc., 1945. $2.00.
Democracy in America, by Alexis de Tocqueville; edited by Phillips Bradley. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1945. Two volumes. $6.00.
Are Men Equal'! an Inquiry into the Meaning of American Democracy, by
Henry Alonzo Myers. New Yor~: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1945. $2.50.
. In several respects Mr. Finletter's able little book is already out of
date. His query about representative government was published in the
last week of March, 1945. A new chapter in the relationships between the
Executive and Legislative branches of our national government, with which
he is primarily concerned, began just two weeks later. In the late afternoon
of Thursday, April 12, Vice-President Harry S. Truman was called to the
White House. There, from Mrs. Roosevelt, he learned of the sudden death
-of the President at Warm Springs. A few minutes after seven, Chief Justice
Harlan Fiske Stone administered the oath of office to the new President.
In his first statement to the press, President Truman said that he would
carry on as he ~elieved the late President would have done and that the
war in the East and the West would be fought to a successful conclusion.
It may be well to remember that the newspapers which announced the
death of President Roosevelt carried stories also of Gestapo Chief Heinrich
Himmler's decree that every German town should be defended to the last
man, and the announcement of renewed attacks by Japanese planes on
American amphibious forces off Okinawa. Although it may seem now like
a very long time ago, America was still at war. The fall of Berlin, with
the disappearance of Hitler and Goebbels in its ruins, and the dropping
of the atomic bomb on Nagasaki and Hiroshima were still events of the
future.
President Truman did carry forward the vigorous prosecution of the
war. He also assumed the full powers of the Presidency in his own right.
In the small group present at the White. House when he took the oath of
office were nine of the ten members of President Roosevelt's. Cabinet; less
than six months after the. event, only' three· members of ithat Cabinet
remain: Ickes, Forrestal, and Wallace. President Truman ha~ moved with
dispatch in making his own appointments of his chief lieutenants.
In the field which Mr. Finletter's book discusses, the relationships
<

364
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between the Chief Executive and the Congress, President Truman has
also acted to 'make his own policy. He has obviously sought to establish
and maintain the, most amicable working partnership. Here he has possessed many advantages of personal associations and friendships. It is not
wi~hout significance that it was from a visit to the Speaker of the House
that he was called to assume the duties of the Presidency. Truman was
elected tp the United States Senate in November 1934, was re~elected in
1940, and served until he became Vice-Pres,ident. As chairman of the
Special Committee to Investigate the Natiop.al Defense Program, he worked
intiihately not only with such members of that committee from his own
party as Senators James M. Mead of New York, Harley M. Kilgore of West
Virginia, and Mon C. Wallgren of Washington (now Governor of that
State), but also with such Republican committee. members as Senators
, Homer ferguson of Michigan anfi Harold H. Burton .of Ohio~
Since he b~came President, Truman has traveled "the long mile" from
the White House to the Capitol to lunch with members of the House and
of the Senate; J:1is list of visitors at the White H9use includes a high per
cent of Senators and Representatives; and he has invited the presiding
officer of the Senale to sit in on Cabine~ meetings. More important, his
appointme~ts have indicated his desire for the.smoothest working relationships with the Congress. His selection for Secretary of Agriculture was
Representative Clinton Po' Ander&on of New Mexico; for Secretary of Labor,
his former Senate colleague Lewis B. Schwellenbach of Washington. With
the appointments of Fred M. Vinson as Secretary of the Treasury and James
F. Byrnes as Secretary of State, he continued in. positions of new responsibility in the official family two men with long Congressional experience
who had been brought into the Executi~e Department' by President Roosevelt. The appointmel1:t of Republican Senator Burton to the Supreme
Court should lose him no good will on the Republican side of Congress.
But Mr. Finletter's thesis suggests that Presiqent Truman's troubles
haveJ:lot yet be~n. His query is whether the Constitutional machinery
of checks and balances is adequate for the needs of the twentieth century.
It was adequate, he argues, for the ends of government in the nineteenth
century: the guaranteeing of political rights, freedom of speech, fre~dom
of religion, freedom of assoc;iation and assembly, the due process of law.
It is adequate in time of war-only because it is abandoned. Mr. Finletter
points out that a special pattern of wartime government, with almost unlimited power in the Executive~ was established by Lincoln (over such Congressional protests as the Wade-Davis Manifesto) and that the precedents
of the Civil War were continued and extended by President Wilson and
by President Roosevelt.
. '
- The special pattern of wartime government, the committing of emergency power aqd responsibility to the Executive, ends with the emergency,
when, writes Mr. Finletter, we "see Congress and the Executive resume
the relationship which is normal to our government in time of peace-the
checks and balances and the spirit of arm's length dealing and.conflict."
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He traces the course of Congressional-Executive relationships in the
present century during the "strong" administrations of Theodore Roosevelt,
Wilson, and Franklin Roosevelt, and during the "orthodox" administrations of Taft, Harding, Coolidge, and Hoover, and finds that we have had
an "~lternating system" of power which is' frustrating to the national welfare. He argues that the' peac~time history even of the "strong" administrations shows that their leadership is soon challenged by the Congress
and that the resulting conflict Qetween the President and the .Cpngress
makes for negative and impotent government.
Such negative government he writes, will not be adequate for the tasks
ahead, for the United States
has taken. on new national objectives, foreign and domestic, of a most difficult
character. In foreign affairs we have committed ourselves to join with other nations
in trying to do what has never been done before-to create a pea€eful world, or
if that seems too utopian. to reduce much further than ever before the likelihood
of war. In domestic affairs we have determined to eliminate the violent fluctuations
in our economy which have characterized it to date, and to provide substantially
full and steady employment and social, economic, and personal security for our
people. While in the -past we have always regarded these objectives as desirable,
we have never committed ourselves earnestly to them. Now they have become
fundamentals of our national policy, officially accepted by both great parties,
which we mean to fulfill.

It is to be hoped that Mr. Truman's good personal relationships with
the Congress and the "honeymoon" period of enthusiasm which a new
administration normally enjoys may in a measure compensate for the
inadequacy of the governmental machinery which Mr... Finletter describes.
For the first test is already at hand.
In his September message to Congress, President Truman set forth the
tasks immediately ahead. The enactment of more adequate unemployment
compensation for those thrown out of work in the period of reconversion
from war to peace; the acceptance of the public responsibility for" the
achievement of full employment; the. increase of the minimum wage under
the Fair Labor Standards Act; the establishment of a pelimanent Fair
Employment Practices Committee to combat discriminations against minority groups; the creation of more adequate housing; the encouragement of
scientific research and development:-on these and other issues, .president
Truman, in a comprehensive and challenging message, made his recommendations to Congress. The reaction of Congress to the President's leadership on these matters will be of the first importance to the Nation. If
the program is frustrated, there may well be powerful demands for a
change in the structure of the machinery of government. One provocatiye
plan for its strengthening is offered oy Mr. Finletter.
Of American democracy in the nineteenth century, when Mr. Finletter
feels the means of government (unlike today) were adequate to the objectives of government, we possess no more penetrating examination than the
work of a young French aristocrat. Alexis de Tocq~eville was not quite
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twenty-six when he and his friend Gustave de Beaumont, armed with a
commission from the government of Louis> Philipp~' to study the prison
system in America, landed in New York in 1'831. The commission was a
convenient method for two young French magistrates, possessed of liberal
views, to leave their 'positions in a government for which they had little
sympathy and which looked upon them with suspicion. More important
to Tocqueville, it permitted hi:m to carry out a project which he had already
conceived: to examine the actual functioning ofa democracy.
The report on prisOIls was duly filed, but in his seven thousand miles
of travels in America Tocqueville also gathered the materiat for his monumental De La Democratie ,En Amerique. The 'JImst volume, a detailed
description and analysis of what he found, was published in Paris in 1835;
the second volume, a more generalized commentary upon democracy, followed in 1840. The value of the work was immediately recognized, and
it went into thirteen editions in France before Tocqueville's death. It was
translated into English, -German, Hungarian, Italian, Russian, Serbian,
Spanish, and Swedish. There were many editions of Democracy in Am.erica
in the United States_ from the 1830's to the end of the century. There ~as,
. however, no new American edition in the past thirty years, and the work
has long been out of print. '
The present edition is all one could ask. The text is based upon the
, English translation made by Henry Reeve shortly after the first publication
of the work, as revised in the 1860's by Francis Bowen. The text has been
further carefully revised by the present editor, Phillips Bradley, who has
written an able h~ndred-page introducti~n to the work. There is also
a brief foreword by Harold J. Laski, which takes on particular interest with
the election to power in England of the party of which Mr. Laski is
perhaps the most brilliant spokesman. The typography and format of the
two volumes, the work of W. A. Dwiggins, are a triumph of wartime
book~aking.
.
Tocqiteville found that in the age of democraCy equality is more
highly prized than liberty. "The ruling passion of men in thos~ periods
is the love of this equality," he wrote in the second volume of his work.
"Do not ask what singular charm the men 'of democratic ages find in being
equal, or what special· reasons they may have for clinging so tenaciously
to equality rather than to the other advantages that society holds out to
them: equality is the distinguishing characteristic of the age they live in;
that of itself is enough to explain.that they prefer it to all the rest."
Henry Alonzo Myers, in his brief Are Men Equal? an Inquiry intp the
Meaning of American DemocraCYJ explores this "singular charm" of equality which Tocqueville noted, and suggests the reasons for "clinging so tenaciously" to it. His proposition is a simple one: it is that the concept of
the superiority of one man or. group or race to another is the rationale
of the slavS society, while the concept of human e-quality is the bedrock
principle 01 American democracy. "In planning a new world order,'~ he
writes, "the author of the Declaration of Independence chose the equality
"
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of man, the author of Mein Kampf their supposed inequality, as the fundamental political axiom." In six cogently argued chapters, Myers examines.
the history of the idea of equality in America and appraises its importance
, for the future. His book will give little comfort to those, many of whom
are among us, who passionately assert the "fallaciousness" of the concept
of equality.
COL E MAN R 0 SEN B ERG E R

The Real Soviet Russia, by David J. Dallin; translated by Joseph Shaplen.
New Haven: Yale University Press, 1944. $3.50.
The Russia I Believe In: the Memoirs of Samuel N. Harper, 1902-1941,
edited py Paul V. Harper with the assistance of Ronald Thompson.
Chicago: University oCChicago Press, 1945. $3.50.
One wonders whether the editor, who asked for the reviewing of these
two books together, had the notion which occurs to the reviewer: namely,
that the titles well might be exchanged. Dallin's work discusses the Russia
he chooses to believe in (and to dislike); Harper's provides a much more
nearly objective and detached treatment.
It happens that both authors have the rare but basic requirement for
writing about the Russia of today: that, they lived there both before and
after the revolutions of 1917. Dallin, however, was a participant and twice
an exile; Harper was a visitor and observer both under the Czar and
under the Soviets.
The mood of Dr. Dallin is indicated by his explosion of "myths" about
Russia in his opening chapter. These myths turn out to be of two kinds.
They are either matters of stupid ignorance about geography and ethnology
or pro-Soviet notions current in this country. None of the prevalent antiSoviet myths is here mentioned; none is assailed. By proving too much,
Dallin gravely weakens his own case. The inquiring reader cannot help
feeling that even if modern Russia were good, Dallin woulda't like it and
that what there is of fact is indistinguishable from what there is of onesided opinion, because none but the damning facts receive any notice.
Documentation is provided only in bibliographi~al lists at the end, without
specific references, and in many cases it is wholly inadequate to support
the statements of the text.
Of greatest interest, and of some impressiveness, is Dallin's long study
of the rise of the "new upper classes," the Soviet bureaucracy. He shows
clearly how the change of system brought power and prestige to 'those who
never had known it, and how inevitably the newly powerful have sought
to entrench themselves in prestige and comfor" His recurring emphasis
upon increasing numbers of bureaucrats loses force, however, because he
. ignores the obvious facts that incr~ased industry and business require more
numerous management personnel and that government management of
business necessarily places the personnel' on public rather than private
employment lists.
The Harper book is a patchwork assembled from an incomplete and
unrevised manuscript of memoirs an~ from personal notes and correspond-
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ence. It is therefore less a study of Russia than a body of materials from
which a study may be made. Few conclusions are expres~ed, and those
(being reached at various times) are not always'mutually consistent. Many
of Harper's guesses proved to be right; some of them, wrong. 1. That both
kinds are included attests the integrity both of Harper's mind' and of his
brother's editing.
For four decades Samuel Harper commuted between Russia and the
States, inquiring there and teaching here.. He was briefly associated with
the State Department in an official capacity, long as 'an unofficial adviser.
He sympathized with the early revolutionists, approved the Kerensky
regime, w.atched the Bolshevik movement thoughtfully and quietly. By
no 'means regarding Soviet Communism as an ideal "new civilization," he
was realist enough not to damn it wholly for its "iron age." In his own
words about a'memorandum of 1920, he was "combating the tendency of
some to paint the Bolsheviks as pure angels and the tendency of others
to picture them as plain devils,"
The Harper m'emoirs' are highly personalized in style, and largely so
in content. They include numerous family. details a!1d not a few excursi
to places and episedes not very relevant, to the Russian scene. Dallin,
on the other hand, never uses the first person singular, never alludes to
where he has been and what he has seen. Yet the impact of Dallin is
acutely personal in feeling, while Harper's frankly individual impressions
convey a sense of reality almost photographic.
The Dallin is recommended, therefore, only for those who regard the
new Russia as a flawless Paradise: they ought to ponder particularly the
reporting of die "labor camps," (Unfortunately they won't read it, while
American Russophobes will haa,with delight this underscoring of their
present convictions.) The Harper merits attention by all who care to
know the facts, on whichever side of the opinion line they may fall; ana
it offers, incidentally, acquaintance with an unassuming, inquiring, engag. ing human spir,it.
G E 0 R G E H E D LEY
Black Boy: a Record of-Childhood and Youth, by Richard Wright. New
York and London: Harper ~nd Brothers, .1945. $2.50.
Primer for White Folks, edited by Bucklin Moon. New York: Doubleday,
Doran and Company, Inc., 1945. ,$3.50.
Recently two works of fiction, Freedom Road and Strange Fruit, raised
in this 'reader's mind a question dear to the pens of social scientists and
high school essayists: What is progress? Inevitably these books would,
since both deal, in their different time settings, with similar racial problems:
Howard Fast's, with that of a Negro attempt at co-operative living in the
deep South during the Reconstruction P~riod; and ~illian Smith's through
rather pallid and defensive characters, with a modern Southern community's reaction to white and Negro love. Both experiments meet with tragi~
denouement at the hands of white law and order, which 'is to say, II!0b
lawlessness and physical violence.
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A reading of Black Boy and Primer for White Folks raises the question
again, insistently. Wherein have we progressed? What are the social
manifestations of progress? How measured? Technology. the privilege of
suffrage, the extension of education are the familiar, if vaguely unsatisfactory, yardsticks by which our thinkers measure progress-unsatisfactory,
because from none can we adduce any profound moral consequences. By
moral I mean simply the care of man for his fellow man,' a concern which
must be at bottom of all our strivings lor social equity and peace if these
strivings are to make any sense at all. Technology produces industrial
tycoons and wars; its prospects for the future are infinitely more fearful
than constructive. Ironically, its greatest moral contribution has been
in helping to weld the sublime brotherhood of war, a brotherhood which,
in peace, it fights with every weapon at its command. Suffrage voted a
Hitler into power. Huey Long abolished the polltax in Louisiana and
won the fanatic loyalty of the people of that state. Education-well, education. Surely no one will deny that education has done a job vastly
incommensurate with the virtually illimitable educability of man's mindagain in the moral sense. If from a study of the abnormal we can learn
(as in psychology) a good deal abo~t the normal, cite antith~is to illustrate
behavior for
thesis, then the power of education to mold mass thought a
the realization of inhuman ends has been amply demonstra .d since 1933.
Science, education, and the vote are double-edged swords. The kind
of heads that fall depends on the wielder, for these three haV!e become the
accoutrements and methodological practices of all social or.·ders. Their
mer~ existence means nothingJ They can and should mean -everything.
Education-and broadly speaking the social equipment for democratic
growth, maturity, and progress can be outlined under this term-has sig':
nally failed to come to grips with the twin ogres of modem civilization
which have made this epoch the most terrorized in history. They are
(1) that which still passes respectably as the competitive "instinct," and
(2) the racial myth-myth in the most severely dyslogistic employment of
- the word. Scientifically, we have reached the Age of the' Atom. Sociologically, we are still pretty much in the Age of Protest, growing more vociferous,
to be sure, and gathering more power unto itself as the people come into
their own. Our progress will be measured, our energies will not have
been spent in vain only in so far as our collective intelligence and societal
behavior reflect an understanding of the strangling influences of the competitive spirit, and of how insidiously the vicious notions of race have
worked in shaping what is essentially a barbaric civilization. This understanding informs and permeates the tortuous pages of Black Boy and Bucklin Moon's magnificent anthology. .
.
It is difficult to give separate consideration to Black Boy without reference to Native Son and "How Bigger Was Born," an article in which
Wright relates how his novel evolved. Black Boy is the raw material of
autobiography; the slow transmutation of that raw material into the
finished product and disciplined work of art became Native Son; "How
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Bigger Was Born," standing midway between the two, allows a glimpse into
the rich associational structure of. the creative mind and how it draws
selectively on raw material for ,the artistic crystallization of experience.
"A man," Wright once remarked, "isn't born a 'nigger,' he is made
into a 'nigger. '" This statement could easily be the end result of anthropological field studies. It could also be the interpretive summation of a
battery of psychometric tests. In Black Boy it becomes for the ~eader a
deeply felt and overwhelming conviCtion. Both Native Son and Black Boy
do not derive their compelling force -rsolely from their presentation of the
liN egro problem"-as it pleases' a certain type of departmentalized mind to
refer to the plight of this minority group. If Wright has shown us the
hatred, fear and insecurity of the Negro, he has with equal power laid
bare the guilt feelings, the dread, the anxieties, and compulsive cruelties of
the whites in their "relationship" with Negroes. In "How Bigger Was
Born" (tlfere is altogether too little of this absorbing kind of artist'( confessional being done), he reveals how "the shadings and ~uances whicll
were fiIling' in nigger's picture came not so much from Negro life as
from the lives of whites I met and .grew toknow. Throughout Wright'S
story of his life, a tale of homelessness,· hunger, and merciless floggings, .
of an insatiable organic thirst ,for individual fulfillment, of street gangs,
saloons, roundhouses and prostitution, there is the growing awareness,
sink'ing to ever-deepening layers of consciousness, of black and white-"colors
which never touched, it seemed, except in violence." Dorothy Canfield
Fisher has already noted astutely that with a "stroke of literary divination"
Wright correctly sensed it would be work of supererogation to motivate
Bigger's life in terms of the environmental handicaps to wh;ich he was born.
We all knew of them and took them for granted. Black Boy fills in thisomission from Wright's own life. In scene after scene, with the force of
a pneumatic drill, he records his e~perience with the white world in trying
to get and failing to hold a job, striving. and failing to -"keep his place,"
desperately attempting and failing to live the cheerful darky existence and
the other behavioristic stereotypes decreed for and expected of him, faili~g,
in his own horrible and ugly word, to be a "non-man," failing, in short,
to admit to the crime of having been born colored. Here we can only
suggest the bare bones of the story and indicate, as I have tried to do,
some of their implications. There is' no substitute ,for reading the book
itself. The miracle' is that Wright lived through it all, lived to develop.
his tremendous artistic powers. It would seem that it was not so much a
mirror which he held up to nature as it must have been the polished shield
of Perseus through which he could see and slay the threatening Gorgons of
his life without vital injury to himself. His song is not the lament of one
living in a: world he never made, as has been too frequently the case in our
fictional and autobiographical annals. His is rathe~ the bitterly exultant
chant of one who never allowed his environment to claim him.
. In my experience, two books have rarely complemented each other
so effectively as the two un~er consideration. Betwe~n them there is no
FI

J
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significant aspect of Negro life which is not fully expounded. The plan
of Bucklin Moon's book is a simple one, consisting of three sections: historical matter, short stories, and analytic surveys and essays. There is,
however, a spiritual unity to the book which rises above the mere physical
joining of its parts. Perhaps we can best express this unity by a phrase
from Muriel Rukeyser's contribution "The Amistad Mutiny"H an incredible, dramatic, and little-known account of the trial of a group of primitive
African Negroes ~peaking only the Mendi and Gissi dialects, and the part
played by a few staid, freedom-inspired Bostonians in liberating them from
a sordid international intrigue set in motion to claim them as "lawful"
chattel. It was an event which literally brought the ends of the world
together and tolled an issue far greater than its proponents, Josiah Willard
Gibbs, "professor of theology and sacred literature," and his c~Ileagues
engaged in .a stirring struggle for a principle. Of John Quincy Adams,
then seventy-three, who was persuaded to act as counsel for t¥e bewildered
blacks, Miss Rukeyser writes: "He was one of the great peaks in democratic
civilization standing for law and human dignity, for science and faith."
There is an impressive number of such peaks in Primer for White Folks,
and on all is writ large the language of affirmation. There is W. E. B.
DuBois, the elder statesman of his race, whose "African Culture" sounds
majestic overture at the opening of the book. Densely documented,. but
with a facility of synthesis belieing the great scholarship involved, he does
some solid anthropological pleading for his people, charting their growth
and contributions to the arts, industry, social organization and religion
from their earliest cultural beginnings along the Ganges, Euphrates, and
Nile, up through the centuries; quoting Ratzel with incontestable evidence
that "there is only one species of man. The variations are numerous but
do not go deep"; finding confirmation in Boas rpat "unbiased estimate
. . . does not . .. countenance the belief in a racial inferiority which
would unfit an individual of the Negro race to take his part in a modern
civilizatioqt and declaring such exclusion to be "unjustifiable scientifically"
and "ethically abhorrent." An excellent companion piece is the simple,
painstaking, and enormously effective "The Races of Mankind" got
together by Ruth Benedict and Gene Weltfish. There is Carey McWilliams, lucid and keenly analytical. The author of Brothers Under the Skin
(from which his contribution is drawn), offers a profoundly disturbing
study of the amputation of the gains made by the Negroes immediately
after the Civil War through Congressional inaction and the shockingly
perverse and illiberal interpretation of the Fourteenth 'Amendment by the
Supreme Court. With Northern industrialists pulling at one end of the
noose, and the plantation slavocracy at the other, both eager for reunion,
all the healthful effects which would have flowed naturally from the Civil
War amendments were completely choked off. We see here the beginnings
of that unofficial slavery which has kept the Negro in bonkIage since the
Emancipation. FOE whatever consolation our tour d'ivoir~ denizens can
extract from the fact, this section on history has been made exciting and
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-highly readable by a novelist (Henrietta Buckmaster), a poet (Muriel
Rukeyser), and an actress (Fanny Kemble}. Their chapters are knowledgeable, warm, intensely human; themselves, rendered. not one whit less adeqmlte. by their individual callings. In aggregate, their effect serves to
heighten one's sense of historic causality. in the affairs of men ·and affords
an ans'Yer to that counsel of despair whidt sees the condition of the Negro
either as insoluble or in the "natural order of things." There is no room
here for the specious wisdom and placid defeatism of the we-are-what-we-are
.
school of thought.
"There is something painfully accurate about Moon's running' title,
"Black and White Mores," over his compilation 'of short stories. They are
stories of lives tinged with sorrow and quelty, encompassing both black
and white. (Cruelty victimizes the. practitioner as well as the victim.)
They are stories of brutal cruelty (William March, James T. Farrell,
Erskine Caldwell, Andrew Nelson Lytle); or they are stories of subtle
cruelty (Tess Slesinger~ Shirley Jackson, Kay Boyle, Angelica Gibbs). They
record the sorrows which take root in earliest childhood, reach deeply into
. the psychic mechanism, until by every thought, dream, inflection, and
. nuance of behavior they become fixed and distinguished as the black and
white mores of our time. Whether it be J. F. Powers, beautifully weaving
a story of three Negroes living rich inner lives with their music-a music
bittered and quenched nightly by the life of white honky-tonks; or Dorothy
Parker, doing her usual neat joJ;> of burying people alive with the complete
approval of the reader; or Leonard Wallace Robinson, writing a sensitive
. and curiously happy story of' a Negro's encounter with a white man on
equal terms.-all are of a mood wit,h Wright, exploring in human'" terms
the tragic waste and disastrous consequence~ of a dual mores where there
should be one law for "one species of man."
'.
Tpe overturn of entrenChed folkways, the adjustment to new social
patterns was never more in evidence. than during the war. Its aftermath
.will see, as during the Reconstruction, a life-and-dea~ struggle for consolidation of wartime gains. In a very positive sense the war has accelerated
the time for putting a final Q. E. D. to the inc0!1trovertible proofs of history, sociology, psychology, anthropology, and industtial research in the
Negro's behalf.: However, mere proof, of itself, 4as never achieved the
triumph of right over wrong, although there are still faint echoes of this
delusion in Thomas Sancton's essay and in the survey written by the editors
of the New Republic. True, knowledge will help us see through" the
calculated and not-so-perverted- reasoning which views the establishment
of an FEPC as an assault on Southern womanhood; will enable us to understand that the Negro never looks so much like a rapist as when he gets
uncomfortably close to the realization of casting his vote; will make clear
the causal relationship between ignorance, filth, and delinquency and poor
housing, insufficient food, and lack of opportunity; will teach' us that
keeping the Negro in his place perpetuates a cheap labor market. But
knowledge is hardly enough when a "system of race relations produces the
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'nigger' and then
points to the product to justify the system"-as
vicious a circle as was ever completed by man or tiger. In the doing, in
the execution of pro-democratic plans for social and individual action will
knowledge acquire a moral significance? This is the ;tl1eme, the substance
the exhortation of Wendell Willkie, Lillian Smith, Margaret Halsey, Chester
'B. Himes, Roi Ottley and others. The alternate is not status quo ante.
The alternates are loss of international prestige, mounting industrial strife,
increased social tensions, race riots, and the shadow of Bigger looming
I R V I N G B ROD KIN
large and threatening over the lan<;l.
o

~

State of the Nation,· by John Dos Passos; illustrated by F. Strobel. Boston:
Houghton Millin Company, 1944. $3.00.
What the United States was in 1943 it still is, only perhaps more so
now that the war has ended and we are more free to devote our energies
to our private feuds again. And because this is true, the observations made
by John Dos Passos of conditions iIi 1943 are still pertinent today.
Traveling across the country in one of the darkest of the war years,
Mr. Dos Passos looked at what people were doing and listened to their
opinions; and what he learned from government officials, mechanics, coal
miners, truck drivers, bartenders, longshoremen, union leaders, farmers,
factory owners, boat builders, salesmen, and executives adds up to a picture of our nation as it is. Like a bookkeeper who sets down a column of
figures without adding the total, Mr. Dos Passos sums up the United States
in a series of sketches about the people who comprise the nation without
bothering to take a total, without ever saying in so many words what his
observations add up to. But, like the bookkeeper's numbers, the sketches
do add up to a total, even if not one of arithmetical precision. The
strength of our people as manifested in their convictions and their creative
and produ~tive abilities, the strength which enabled us, with the help of
our. allies, to win the war can be felt in the pages of this book. Our
weaknesses are here too, the weaknesses of stupidity, cross purposes, fear,
confusion, frustration, and reaction which have already shown themselves
to be so effective in giving direction to our postwar course.
Taken as a whole, State of the Natio1'lri.is an informal, but nonetheless
valid, report on the state of affairs in our "country as seen by a keen and
capable observer who has managed to hold his own biases to a minimum, a
report which is like a mirror in which we may, in Burns's phrase, "see
ourselves as others see us." There are few people who could not profit a
good deal from a reading of this book. It is a pity that so many who
ought to read it probably won't.
L Y L E S A U N DE R S
South America Uncensored, by Roland Hall Sharp. New York: Longmans
Green and Company, Inc., 1945. $3.50.
South America Uncensored, by Roland Hall Sharp, staff correspondent
on Latin-American affairs for The Christian Science Monitor, is' in fact
three books in one, each constituting approximately one third of the book:
l
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"Jungles of Fascism," "Portrait of a Continent/' and "In Search of Frontiers."
In the section on fascism Mr. Sharp presents what he considers to be
the true picture of fascist power politics in South America today, paying
especial attention to trends in. Brazil, Argentina, Bolivia, and Paraguay.
Highlighted" in this section is the attack on the Vargas regime which,
according to the autl~or, has gone beyond authoritarian methods and is
totaIitctrian and fascist. Mr.' Sharp does not spare even our own State
Department when he believes its de~sions .or actions to be at fault.
The second third, which falls 'in the realm of travel literature, provides a pleasant, and at times amusing, contrast to the story of fascist
machinations in. South America. In -this part of the book we share the
author's experiences as he travels by boat, train, bus, plane, on foot and
on horseback, crisscrossing the entire South American continent.
Considering the new frontiers in South America, Mr. Sharp dispels
any illusions that the reader may have about the "continent of the future/'
"the untapped storehouse of food and other naturalresources/' when he
discusses what each section has to offer to modern pioneers-the Andes,
Amazonia, Brazilian Northeast, Brazilian Highlands, chaco and pampa,
Patagonia. His contention is that South American economic possibilities
are far more limited than is g~nerally supposed.
South America Uncensored is an honest, franJ<.report by a capable
journaliSt who spent seven years in South America gathering firsthand
information on that continent." It is unfortunate that the general authoritative tone of the book is marred by the occasional mishandling of Spanish
ALB E R T R. Lop E S
and espeoially Portugues~ words and phrases.

,

Brazil: an Interpretation, by Gilberto Freyre. New York: Alfre~ A. Knopf,
Inc., 1945. $2.00.
Gilberto Freyre, the author of Brazil: an Interpretation, has enjoyed
the reputation of being one of Brazjl's foremost .sociologists si~ce the publication in 1934 of his monumental work, Casa Grande e Senzala. Since
that date he has contributed several other books which have exerted an
equally marked influence on contemporary Brazilian life. B.razil: at'Interpretation is in reality an interpretation and syn~esis for the American
public of the information contained in these several publications, and as
such constitutes a' succinct sociological history of Brazil.
Mter an excellent chapter on the European background of the
Brazilian people (which ls, parad~xically, Asiatic and ¥rican as weIll),
Mr. Freyre condenses and interprets the entire social history of Brazil sinc~
the early days of the sugar-cane planters-the days of the casa grande and the
senzala. Other topics discussed are Brazilian unity and Brazilian regional
"diversity; ethnic and social conditions in modern Brazil; Brazilian foreign
policy as conditioned by Brazil's ethnic, cultural, and geographical situation; the mocfern literature of Brazil: its relation to Brazilian social
problems.
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Any reader interested in Brazil, whether from an economic, historical,
political, sociological, or literary point of view, will find this book an
indispensable aid to a ~ore complete understanding of the complex probALB E R T R. Lop E S
lems that face Brazil in this postwar world.

The Violent Land, by Jorge Amado; translated by Samuel Putnam. New
York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. 1945. $2.50.
The Violent Land (Terras do sem fim) happily combines for us the
work of two outstanding men of letters-the author, Jorge Amado, one of
Brazil's leading contemporary-novelists, and the translator, Samuel Putnam,
a most capable re-creator.
Terras do sem fim (litet:ally, "Unlimited Lands").is the story of the
expan,sion of the important cacao district along the southern coast of the
Brazilian state of Bahia, near the city of Ilheus: a destructive exploitation
of the virgin tropical soils by people from all walks of life-gamblers,
shyster lawyers, bandits, murderers, prostitutes, and others~ All vie for
control of the land and the subsequent wealth and political power that
may be theirs. In achievement of these aims, their ruthless -methods know
no limit; their greed obeys no law. Life on the cacao plantation is uncertain; death comes violently whether from an assassin's bullet or from
..the fever."
Into this background Amado weaves the story of the bloody struggle
between Colonel Horacio da Silveira and the Badar6 brothers for the
control of an area of the forest that does not belong legally to either faction. Amado's portrayal is detailed and accurate. His materials are firsthand since he was born in the municipality of Ilheus and for a, time
worked on a cacao plantation.
Terras do sem fim'~is one of Amado's best novels. Since its publication
in 1941, it has been one of the most widely read books in Brazil.
ALBERT R. LOPES

'.

,~

• The Wine of San Lorenzo,

~

•

New York: Farrar and
Rinehart, 1945. $3.00.
Those with -a taste for substantial background in their historical novels
will find themselves amply rewarded for the reading of The Wine of San
Lorenzo. From the first chapter with its detailed account of the fall of
the Alamo, including the last reflections of a number of its heroes, to the
end of the book, Herbert Gorman has created an exceptionally rich nineteenth century atmosphere. Battlefield, hacienda, village, and city are
clean limned against the background of Mexico at war with the United
States. Natural scenery, costume, and manners are meticulously recreated;
the reader sees Mexico and its people torn, defeated, uncomprehending,
yet with a dignity and mystic faith strong enough to, survive civil and foreign war.
But unfortunately, though the reader sees and hears, and sometimes
even smells and tastes, he seldom feels. For though the plot of the novel
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is adequate and the incidents in themselveS well chosen, the treatment is
too synoptic to gather dramatic power; and the principal characters never
quite live. Mr., Gorman can create the illusion of life, as characters of
his earlier novels-Jonathan "'Bishop and Suzy for example-prove; but in
The Wine of San Lorenzo his hero and heroine simply fail to carry conviction or arouse much interest. The author says they feel this or are
torn by that emotion, but their behavior is not convincing, nor does it
seem to matter very much.
Charley Livingston was a small boy when Santa Anna stormed the
Alamo. He was grave and quiet, and when he ~did talk he preferred
talking to Mexicans. Somehow one felt that he would rather be Mexican.
If so he got his wish; for, though all the men in the Alamo were butchered,
the chivalrous Santa Anna spal:ed women and children. He even adopted
Charley Livingston, rather carelessly and informally, to be sure; but he
adopted-him and sent him to San Luis Potosi to grow up.
The journey to San Luis Potosi was made in the company of 'a pe,asant
girl, young, stupid, and vulgar, who had been duped into believing herself
Santa Anna's wife. She proves too earthy for Charley's taste, and creates
, such a powerful impression that, though he is unconscious of it, her
memory fouls all womankind. So he grows to manhood deep in Mexico,
loving Mexico and Santa Anna, despising the United States, Americans,
and women.
All this by way of prelude. The body of the book is devoted to
undoing the beginning. It shows how during the Mexican War Charley's
blood recalls h.im to his heritage as an Atrican and how his heart restores
'
his fealty to women-or at ~east to a worn n.
The book is all a neat workmanTIke 'ob, and entertaining. But (unlike
his performance in some of. his previous novels) Mr. Gorman never seems
quite to pull it together.
CH ARLE S J UDAH
.

Children of the Covenant, by Richard Sc:owcroft. Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1945. $2.50.
Here is another novel from the Mormon country. The author was
born in Ogden, Utah, of Mormon stock, and. consequently knows his subject by firsthand experience. Equally important is the fact that he traveled
widely, took his graduate studies in the East (he is now teaching at Harvard), and is able to view Ogden objectively.
For his theme Mr. Scowcroft has chosen the disintegration in a family
that cannot make the transition from the hard-fisted, heroic life of the
frontier to the subtler forces of modern society. The book does not purport to be about Mormonism as such, but about ordinary people conditioned by their background, which in this case happens to be Mormon.
And yet if Mormon doctrines condition the behavior of the family, overshadow their thinking, and direct them to ultimate happiness on. the
one hand or defeat in impotence ahd frustration on the other, then it
would seem that the book is indeed aboiIt Mormonism.
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Wisely avoiding the usual conflicts growing out of polygamy or the
colonial theocracy so characteristic of other books about the region, Mr.
Scowcroft instead develops his theme with a subtler but RO less potent
force in modern Mormon life, the Word of Wisdom.

.

,

The Prophet joseph had told them, not as a command but as a word of wisdom,
that it were better to tum their backs on the stimulants coffee and tea and alcohol;
that tobacco or drink was not wise. joseph's Word of Wisdom had been transformed, by a people set apart. into a command which would further! set them apart.
Alcohol became poison; tobacco was glorified into OI~e of the chiefest of evils. And
so the Mormon boys neither smoked nor drank.

This dietary taboo has become for many good Saints almost the only
standard of godliness. moml virtue. and social fitness. For young Burton
Curtis the Word of Wisdofn never puts down its warning finger.
Although the novel spans four generations, the action centers around
Esther Curtis and her son Burton, on whom the changing culture rubs.
Old Grandfatl!er Burton, a symbol of.strength in his pioneer community,
had three po)ygamous wives and fifteen children, served his God faithfully,
collected property, and prospered. His daughter Esther, cut from the
same tough leather, clings to tpe ideals of the passing age. But in trying
to dominate her family she is always thwarted. Her fiusband, a mild shoe
clerk with low potentialities, submits in life but triumphs in death by
leaving his insurance to his pitiful half-witted sister. Esther's older children desert her, and she is left with a grandchild, .little Caroline,· to
bring up. Her son Burton defeats himself and Esther when he turns from
a good :marriage with the intelligent Elizabeth (because he suspects her
of smoking) and instead takes up with the fleshly and brainless Hazel
with the beautiful breasts and the lowbrow family.
.
The tragic import of the book is not fully ach~eved, however. The
mother fails, but the reader callnot pity her. Strong at times when
strength is not admirable, and consistent when consistency is not a virtue,
she becomes tragic only to herself. The son is not tragic because he does
not fail; he simply never achieves. He prefers not to ~hink, not to struggle,
but only to escape to the primitive goodness of a smaller' town. Little
Caroline is pathetic but not tragic; for her the author holds (!)ut some hope
of escape. She is not the B~rton kind; she will survive the struggle and
will venture again into the brave new world to which her gentile father
introduces her at the end of the book. The minor characters ate drawn
with a delightful clearness that sometimes subtracts from the central
figures. The style is good, but not as a whole compelling~ Of the two
or three episodes outstanding for vivid realism, the ..best is when Burton
bears public testimony to the great value of his missionary experiences.
His intellectual integrity puts up only feeble resistance. to the rationalization of what he really wants to believe, that his mission was the happiest
time of his life and was more valuable than a college education.
The Church will not like this book because it is not complimentary.
But neither is it self-consciously uncomplimentary. It is this good .objective
•

I
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reporting that lifts Children o[ the Covenant a!>tve the level of the usual
Mormon novel. The light it sheds is clear, and one call; read a great deal
of truth by it if he will. However; it will assume greater importance
among readers, familiar with the local mores than among gentiles of "the
world." As a novel it is light-even undernourished in places. And
although it is eleasant reading, it is not a great book of the kind Wa.t must
eventually e"*rge from' this fascin..ating culture. As this is only a first
novel, perhaps Mr. Scowcroft will yet produce the book we are waiting for.
,

~

HECTOR LEE

The City o[ Trembling Leaves, by Walter Van Tilburg Clark. New York:
Random House, 1945. $3.00. __
.It is pretty'!fuch .agreed by now, I believe: that. Walter Van Tilburg
Clark's latest novelrepresents an advance over hiS earher work The Ox-Bow
Incident. Such a conclusion, if it be true, is no mean 'praise, because it
can be said with assurance that the first novel represented one of the finest
works to come out of the West-particularly the Rocky Mountain Westand is comparable with, if not superior to, the best-novels of Vardis Fisher
and Wallace Stegner, hitherto the ou~standing writers of fiction in the
area.
Something might be said about the fact that The Ox-Bow Incident
was a best-seller and a money-maker, while all indications are that The
City o[Trembling Leaves has had but a moderate sale; but this subject
has been written on innumerable times. In the present instance, it would
seem to indicate only tl;1.at the public interest was aroused by the straight
dramatic tension of the earlier book and that the more subtle, psychological
tensions of the present novel hold less int~rest for the general reader. Concerning the author, however, this fact is an indication of artistic seriousness and integrity; for. it suggests that he was more interested in probing
the depths of his material than he was in repeating his success as a popular
author.
The Ox~Bow Incident was a "social" novel in the broadest sense of
the term;. the spotlight was never put for long upbn any single -individual;
and its theme might be said to have been the search for simple justice in
the chaotic -atmosphere of the frontier West. The City of Trembling
Leaves, on the other hand, r~presents an examination of the indiyiduaI's
relationship to his environment, the individual in this case,being an artista musician-while his,nvironment is a medium-sized ~estern city-Reno,
Nevada-and its surrounding landscape of mountains, lakes and woods. It
might be called "A Portrait of the Artist as a Westerner," for Mr. Clark
is little cOlicerned with the Reno of popular reputation, .!Duch concerned
with the' general, natural atmosphere of the West~m town and its relationship to the aesthetic impulses of his hero, Timothy Hazard, who is
attempting to define that relationship in his principal musical composition:
The Symphony of the Leaves.
'
Mr., Clark's solution, although not wholly unambiguous, would seem
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to be a 'kind of oneness with nature: a psychological union with the force
of the stallion when Tim as a high school athlete is running a race; a
mystical union with Rachel Wells, his childhood sweetheart, through a
ritual-like bathing episode in a mountain lake; the integration of the
artist with all of the forces which surround him, so that he quivers like the
leaves of the asp~n responding to the mountain breeze~ his quivering
representing the artistic sensibility responding to its~ milieu. But it is a
restrained, though not overdisciplined, response: the artist as mouthpi~ce
for the community being neither the "barbaric yawp" of a Whitman nor
the scholarly Paradise Lost. It is, according to the impressionistic response
of the author, nearer to Robert Burns, to D. H. Lawrence's "The Man
Who Died" or Dubussy's "Hills of Capri."
.
If a reader is bothered by this note of irrationalism in the more
explicit passages of Mr. Clark's novel, his irritation is probably no greater
than that which results from reading any number of critical essays dealing
with the riddle of aesthetic sensibility, including T. S. Eliot's vwell-known
and much admired "Tradition and the Individual Talent;." The fact is
that Mr. Clark is responding to an urge that is as old as literature itself:
the necessity to know "Why?" What happens when the artist is confronted
by the natural facts of co?-temporary Western society, particularly the
society of Virginia City and the Comstock Lode, particularly the society
of a small town surrounded by the most impressive natural scenery, almost,
of .anywhere in the world, but particularly of twentieth-century living in
such an environment? If the specific answer is inadequate, so have, in a
certain sense, been the answe~s of critics from Aristotle to Wordsworth and
Matthew Arnold. Most important is t4e fact that the problem has been
faced and the results put on record. To expect more would be to negate
Mr. Clark
most traditional literature. To have been more conc~usive,
.
would have had to be more shallow, as-in a certain limited sense-he was
in The Ox-Bow Incident.
If The City of Tremling Leaves is not a great book, it is made of the
stuff from which great works come. It is a well-written, sincere novel, and
we can be grateful for a talent which has produced it, a talent which gives
promise of becoming one of the most important in our language.
RA Y B. WEST JR.

The Golden Rooms, by Vardis Fisher. New York: VanguaFd Press, 1944.
$2.50.
!
In the first volume of what promises to become a monumental series
of novels dealing with the origin of man, Vardis Fisher traced the beginning
of life on this planet, then followed it with a fictional portrayal of man's
earliest known ancestors, the great apes. This volume he called Darkness
and the Deep. In the second, and current, volume, The Golden Rooms}
the story is carried through the Stone Age and into the period of the
Cro-Magnon man, in whom (at least according to the theory followed by
Mr. Fisher) the idea of "spirit" or "conscience" first developed.
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With the present two volumes composing only an approximate one
tenth of the projected work, it is perhaps too early for critical pronouncements.' It is, -indeed, diffi~ult even to judge whether the reader's interest
is aroused mo:reby the novelty of the ~ubjectII].atter than by 'the skill of
the author, or whether the pleasure that comes from the reading comes
from a skilful presentation or from an element of satire inherent in the
ironic resemblance of these sub-human characters to ourselves.
Aware of these difficulties, Mr. Fish~r maintains a serious tone in his
second volume that was lacking in the fi~t, and he provides dramatic
conflict by telescoping actual historical time (if this period can be, called
"historical") and presentiI)g the action through alternate sections dealing
with Harg, the caveman, and Code, the Cro-Magnon, as though they.
actually existed side by side. . The dramatic climax of the novel comes
when Code's more ingenious people exterminate the relatively unfit followers of Harg. The major developments depicted come when Harg
accidentally discovers how to make fire and how to use it as a weapon and
as a controlled source of heat; when Code befriends an orphaned wolf-pup
and thus begins the process of domestication of animals; and, above all,
.when Code discovers the existence of realities within his mind almost as
powerful as the natural enemies, whom he had helped to kill, and begins
the process 0'£ protecting himself against theIll, a process which, Mr.
Fisher implies, is the origin of religious fear, worship, and ritual.
Disregarding the question which will certainly arise before the series
has been completed as to whether our present definition of fiction can be
so extended as to include material' so ne~r the province of natural science,
it may be asserted that Mr. Fisher's abilities as a "writer" were never more
apparent than in the first two volumes of this series. There is, however, a
sense of disappointment. Perhaps it is that such figures as Harg and Gode
can never really become real to us in the sense which the author desires;
or perhaps it is that we should like better to see the skill of the author
applied to the creation of another Toilers of the Hills or another Children
RA y B. WEST JR.
of God.
Border City~ by Hart Stilwell. New York: Doubleday, Doran and Company,
Inc.; 1945. $2.50.
.
Dayspring~ by Harry Sylvester. New York: D. Appleton-Century Company,
Inc., 1945~ $2.75.
They Change The,ir Skies~ by Letitia Preston Osborne. Philadelphia and
New York: J. B. Lippincott Company, 1945. $2.50.
Arizona Star~ by Faith Baldwin. New York and Toronto: Farrar an~
Rinehart, Inc., 1944. $2.50..
The discovery of the Southwest from the novelist's point of view (Cowboy stories don't count!) took a long time, but apparently it is completed'
at last. As a result, books with a So:uthwest setting are tumbling from the
presses-books good and bad, se,rious and frivolous, real and synthetic.
The' five-inch shelf of works listed above illustrates as well as an entire
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library these contrasting types of novels inspired by the new literary Elysia.
Border City, a first novel by a Texas newspaperman, is a serious work
with the racial discrimination practiced against the Mexicans of the Southwest as its theme. Dave Atwood, a reporter for the Nf:JIJs in a Texas border
town, first realizes the gravity of th~ situation when the courts refuse to
prosecute a local bigshot- for his attack on a Mexican girl., Reluctantly,
protesting loudly that he is no gusader, Dave allows his indignation to
goad him into championing the cause of the Mexicans. In its study of
the bitterness and evil consequences spawned by race prejudice, the book
is reminiscent of Lillian Smith's Strange Fruit, though it lacks the subjec. tive quality and literary finesse of the latter work. Border City is journalistic in style-tough, fast-moving,· hard-hitting-but it deals fearlessly with
an issue of fundamental importance, national as wet! as local.
Dayspring by Harry Sylvester, author of Dearly Beloved, is another
serious novel dealing with the growth of religious belief in the unwilling
he~rt of an intellectual. Francis Bain, protagonist, was an anthropologist
who had come to a small New Mexico village to study the mysterious
Penitente sect. In order to further his work he joined the Catholic
Church, and later became one of the few Americans ever to be accepted
into th~ fraternity of the Hermanos de Luz. Gradually, in spite of himself, Bain found the religion he tried to bend to his own. uses taking a
firmer and firmer hold upon him. The strongesr contributing factor was
the penitential ceremonies of Holy Week, in which he participated with
the Hermanos. The descriptions of the rites of the Penitentes and their
effect on the distraught mind of their Anglo practitione~ proyide some
of the best and strongest parts of the book. The ·effect of the book is marred,
however, by an unconvincing denouement and by a preoccupation with
sex which is glaringly evident throughout. Indeed, this 13j.tter trait often
obscures the ,main theme, with the inevitable result that the ordinary
reader will remember little else.
They Change Their Skies, by Letitia Preston Osborne, and Arizona
Star, Faith Baldwin's forty-seventh published novel, are botll pure romance,
but with a notable difference. While the latter has neither characters, plot,
nor genuine local color, Miss Osborne's novel has a charming group of
characters deftly and cleverly sketched in an unusual setting. Casa Lopez,
a miniature Grand Hotel, houses an interesting international group where
tragedy and comedy are interwo.ven in the mingling of their lives. Some
of the best and most understanding chapters deal with the pathos and
despair of the four Jewish refugees in the boarding house. Highlighted
with laughter and touched with tears" They Change Their Skies will provide delightful reading for relaxed moments, and its very tone of comradeship will probably contribute its bit to the solution of such problems
as those of Border City.
THE L MAC AMP BEL L
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Pardner Of the Wind" by Jack'Thorp, as told to Neil McCullough Clark.
Caldwell, Idaho: The Caxton Printers, Ltd., 1945. $4.00.
Pardner of the Wind is Howard N. Gack) Thorp's last book, published, ~ow, five years after his death. Those who knew Jack Thorp will
find here a kind of autobiography, chronicle of the cattle kingdom, and
commentary on the West written from his point of view. It is Jack Thorp
speaking with that casual dignity and quiet humor characteristic of him.
This is a book filled with the personality of a n1an. It is also filled
with the kno.wledge he had of the' West, knowledge of the peopl~ who
lived there, of their chief business, cattle growing, and of the "critters,"
horses and cattle, upon which the business depended. Those who did not
know Jack Thorp may still feel the impact of a per~onaIity, and in addition they will find this the best book in many years about the real West,
the West that was built by strength, character, and imagination, which
includes humor, fo~ nobody can laugh or make anyone else laugh who
lacks imagination.
Not everyone knows that Jack Thorp is the author of "Little Joe the
Wrangler," probably the most famous ballad of the West. Thorp was so
modest that he publish~d this ballad anonymously in 1908 in a little book
called Songs of the Cowboys. . The tune was not original with him, and
the words became known throughout the Western country. John Lomax
published them without credit' to Thorp's earlier book and, of' course,
without acknowledgment to Thorp, who had made' no claims for himself
as author. The ballad was recorded by the Victor Company and more
than three hundred thousand recordings brought profits to the singers,
to the company and manufacturers, to everyone but the author.
Thorp was the sort of person who after bringing in four horse thieves
and lodging them in jail, would write of the episode· as "a number of
happenings during the next few days, none of which matter for the -present
story." The present story tells how his horse saved Thorp's life by carrying
a message back sixty miles to bring aid. The horse thieves had "es.caped"
from jail, and in pursuit of them' Thorp was ripped down the side by a
bullet and was able only to write a message a,nd fasten it on the rope
hobble before he lost consciousness.Catchem, the horse, made it back
to the last stop where he had been fed and where there were friends of
Thorp. "When he made the run that saved my life he did sixty miles
between sun·dpwn and sun-up, over wild country, alone, without saddle,
bridle, or rider, nothing on him but his hobble rope and my note."
The book reprints Thorp's article called "Banjo in the Cow Camp,"
whicbappeared in The Atlantic Monthly in 1940, and parts of Tales of th~
Chuck Wagon" but as Thorp says of the latter, "I published that book
myself and didn't hardly sell more than three million copies of it; -m~ybe
you didn't read them there." "Terrapins," the story of a trail drive on '1
herd of turtles, is one of the rarest tall tales ever perpetrated. A cowboy
named Yost pays six bits for a dish of turtle soup in San Antone and
learns that turtle soup up North prings two dollars a plate. He calculates
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that one turtle makes about twelve dishes and that a turtle utp North would
be worth around twenty-four dollars. This is the origin of the trail drive
. of fourteen thousand nine hundred and eighty-six turtles, which at twentyfour dollars a head totaled up three hundred and fifty-nine thousand six
hundred and sixty-four dollars. That was quite a tidy sum and made the
drive worthwhile even though, progressing a quarter of a mile a day, it
was likely to last fifteen years. (A review is not worth its salt if it gives
away the story. Reader, you can get either Tales of a Chuck Wagon or
Pardner of the Wind and find out what happened to those turtles.) '~Banjo
in the Cow Country" is the finest account ever written of the way cowboy
.
ballads were sung, composed, and collected.
Thorp knew the pathos in Western life as well as its dash and humor.
"Death at Cornudas Tanks" is a moving story of how a family succumbed
to drouth, desolation, and sickness. The chapter on "Billy ('The Kid')
Bonney" is just about the last word on the facts, the legend, and the truth
concerning the most famous "bad man" of New Mexico.
Perhaps I'm dealing in superlatives in reviewing Pardner of the Wind,
-but I think the book deserves them. I believe Howard N. (Jack) Thorp
belongs in the Dictionary of American Biography as the first collector of
, Western ballads, the author of some of the best of those ballads, and one
of the most gifted of Western writers.
T. ;M. PEA R

c"

r.
; .'

Walkin' Preacher of the Ozarks, by Guy Howard. New Yonk and London:
Harper and Brothers, 1944. $2.50.
Footloose Fiddler, by Harry Miller and Page Cooper. New York and
London, Whittlesey House, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1945.
$2.75.
Like bread and jam these two books are good companion pieces, for
while both are stories of footloose men one travels for God and the other
for pleasure. However, the walkin' preacher savors his saving and baptizing
with remarkable gusto and the cheerful young bum bring~. such joy with
his fiddle to jsolated ranch families on the Western ranges that he becomes
aq apostle of ;brotherly love.
Guy H::oward is well known to' those Americans who listen over the
radio to "We the People," or read Life and Coronet, for he has recently
received tnousands of dollars of free publicity as the preacher who has
walked an average of four thousand miles a year to serve da,zens of pastorless communities in the Ozark area as pastor, teacher, musiC, director, confessor and general adviser-all this for a salary averaging fQurteen dollars
a ~onth. In his book Mr. Howard writes with the simplicity' and humorless
sincerity of the godly man, telling without a hint of self-satisfied smirk,
of his life's mission. His' book might reasonably be expected to be richer
in folklore than it is; for his close contact with that gold mine of folklorica,
the Ozarks, should pan plenty of nuggets. However, Mr. Horward does not
write with an eye toward p'opularizing his book through qu~int tales, and
his folklore is only incidental. Now and again, however, he brings in a
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telling expression, as in his description of the "Norkin" when forty-two
men and work-brittle boys report at the school ground to build a new log
schoolhouse. Whoever has tried to pin a teen-age lad down to solid labor,
whether it's in the victory garden or the apple orchard, can appreciate his
"work-brittle." But there is a calm sincerity about Walkin' Preacher that
no one can pass by lightly. A rea~er whose mind may have become a tinge
battleship grey from too much promiscuous reading might well react to
this book as the preacher's friend Lige reacts to the beauty of the Ozark
scenery when he says "My livJn' gits lak an old shirt, all worn '~' dirty but
settin' a while on this lonely mountain top hyar with God's jist lak washin'
ironin' and patchin' thet ol,d shirt. It works plump good agin."
Harry Miller, the footloose fiddler, pretends to be nothing but a
cheerful, zestful young bum who leaves a prosperous, respectable German-_
American home in Cleveland back in the 1880's and for adventure's sweet
sake travels to all points of the compass by parlor car or side-door Pullman
as his luck at faro, poker, or roulette· dictates. Messrs. Miller and Cooper
write of· this precocious seventeen-year-old's adventures with engaging
freshness and take him gaily from his various jobs as ~ew England salesman
of human hair, midwest barker, for a side show, to." J.1is foray into' Mexico
as the leader of a tipica orchestra and his final busking in southern Texas
where he plays jigs or Liebestraum in saloons, under tmoonlit windows, or
at ranch dances. Somehow Footloose Fiddler is reminiscent of the books
the kid brother once hid under his pillow,. and no one would get even a
slight wrinkle on his forehead even if he read the.. . book by candlelight.
But it should make a good Christmas .gift for the less sophisticated teenager since'" even Harry's adventures selling decalcomania sheets of naked
ladies to decorate the windows' of New Orleans' most aristocratic bawdy
houses are treated in. a disa~mingly innocent manner. The best folklore
bits come in the adventurer's busking (which is Southwestern for fiddling
at· street corners) in saloons or at dances with the Stetson passed among
the crowd. But like the walkin' preacher, Harry is apparently not folklore conscious, an obliviousness which makes his chance contributions all
the more effective. Footloose Fiddler is good adventure and as such is fun
for an idle evening.
MAR GAR E T P AGE H 0 0 D
The Economic Order and Religion~ by Frank H. Knight and Thornton W.
Merriam. New York: Harper and Brothers, 1945. $3.00.
Rarely has this reviewer read a discussion on ,the refa:tiOnship between
religion and economics of such· a highly intelligent caliber a.s that contained in The Economic Order and Religion. The book comprises mainly
two essays, the first by Knight, who is Professor of the Social Sciences at
the University of Chicago (formerly Professor of EconomicS a.t that institution,and an eminent economist), and the second by Thornton W.
Merriam, ~<who is Director of U. S. O. Training, National Council of the
. Y. ~. C. A. and formerly Chairman of the Board of Religion of Northwestern University. An introduction written jointly by the two authors,
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and supplementary discussions ot the issues raised in each of the main
essays complete the book. In all, the reader is presented with 270-odd pages
of highly intelligent discussion of ethics, morality, liberalism, Christianity,
and political and economic policy, which does much to integrate the fields
of economics and religion in their most common aspects.
In such a broad field where words are so often used loosely and
vaguely, the authors have successfully kept on common ground with the
linguistic tools at hand. Although in full agreement on most major points,
the two men do differ particularly in the field of economic and political
policy; and they also differ in the interpretation of words, the main one
. being Christianity itself. And their differences are important, especially
so far as Christian ethics and the ethics of liberalism (an each be con;
sidered as a hopeful guide to social and economic actionl : Knight can see
little hope for Christian ethics as an influential guide, bu.t believes rather
that liberal ethics developed outside of religious activity offers, the most
promise. Merriam, on the contrary, seems to think Christian ethics and
liberal morality can be harmonized and that from such unity can come
a real guide for future action. Herein, to this reviewer, lies the basic \
difference between the two men.
"
To Knight the conception of Christiapity seems to be almost entirely
historical, both as to ideas and practices; that is to say, the conception must
. be found in the Bible, particularly the New Testament, aJ\ld in the writings
and practices of the church leaders, both in the past and in the present.
Knight views the church as consistently having taken the position, in all
ages and conditions, as the conservator of the "established" and "accepted"
modes of thought and action; he admits that much Hgood" has come from
such a position in preserving social stability; nevertheleS$ he sees in such
situations considerable retardation ~f the progressive bette~ment of man's
lot. In a ~ociety based on slavery, the church sanctioned slavery; in a
monarchial form of society, the church sanctioned that form of government,
and in a democratic form of .society, church ethics identifies itself with
democratic ethics. In Knight's view, it would seem that in the main church
attitudes have been that whatever is, is Hright.', Merriam takes Knight
to task on this point, but to this reviewer the rejoinder seems rather weak.
If Knight is correct-:-and his argument is forceful-then the springs for
progressive change must come from sources outside religion.
On the other hand, Merriam, although fully consciotts of the necessity
of conceiving Christianity in its historical perspective, Seems throughout
to be stating h~s own posit~on as to. the meaning of Christianity and its
ethics.· And in ~is regard his position is weakened, since 'the more realistic
vi~w would indicate that words must mean what impartial and histor~cal
,research shows them to mean and not wha~ one person thinks they should
mean. Parenthetically, let thi~ reviewer say that Merriam's position shows
far more enlightenment than the views of most religionistS, and if his views
had been held by church people in the past, Knight would not discover
so many points of contention. To Merriam liberal ethics and church ethics

a
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are one and the same thing, or so this reviewer interprets his essay. To
Knight liberalism grew up in England, and in France, quite apart from
religion and will probably continue its separate course in the future.
On the subject of ethics and individual liberty and political policy,
the two authors seem to be in sharpest disagreement, not on basic ideas
but on emphasis. In simple lan~uag~ the question is how much government control is necessary to assure to an individual the greatest amount
of personal liberty and ethical desert consistent with the s3;me liberty and
ethical desert to all individuals? Merriam thinks we should have a great
deal of control; Knight thinks very little. Merriam sees such factors as
inequality in income distribution, poverty, poor ho.using, poor health conditions, and lays the blame on the ethics Qf th~ free market economy.
Knight, on the other hand, although admitting -that "all is not well" in
the free market economy, sees no ~essential improvement in either of two
inevitable alternatives: that is, either in a system of competitive politics
or in a pdlitical dictatorship. Knight is as 'much afraid of dictators as
Hayek or von Mises. (There is nothing in the book to indicate that Merriam does not share the same fear.} To me Knight seems to have the better'
of the argument on this point, although I must admit that I may have a
bias; I feel that Merriam's is a crusading and reformist approach with no!
too much of technical economic competence.
This book is highly provocative of deep thought. It is not a "debate"
in the ordinary sense of that term. It is more in the nature of a well
thought out "clarification" of issues, excellently written. It is a book to
be read with profit. time and again, a book which different readers will
interpret variously with real in.terest in diverse points covered. 1 hope that
it will be read widely.
V ERN 0 N G. S 0 R R E r: L

Politics and Marals, by Benedetto Croce;' translated from the Italian by
Salvatore J. Castiglione. New York: Philosophical Library, 1945. $3.00
Although these essays whiCh date from 1925 and 1928, are somewhat
heterogeneous in character, there is a major underlying theme. This theme
might be termed a "defense of liberalism," involving an emphasis upon the
importance of what Cro,ce calls "ethico-political history" as against
ueconomico-political history." .
With many interesting -comments on Machiavelli, Vico, Rousseau,
Hegel, and others, Croce examines the thesis that the State is superior to
ordinary ethical precepts and that politics is independent of morals. The
activities o{states, Croce shows, are at bott9m activities of individuals,
who must act according to their own individual wills, which in tum are
bound by moral precept., The form of the State, whether democratic or
monarchic, is not so important as tke character of the people; for· it must
not "be forgotten that in the final analysis States are what the men who
constitute them continually make them" (p. 53).
For Croce, the true ethical ideal in politics is that of Liberalism, as
contrasted with authoritarianism. Democracy, he says, may move toward
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T he Dream of Descartes~ by Jacques Maritain; translated by Mabelle L.
Andison. New York: The Philosophical Library, lQ44.
$3.00.'
....
In this collection of essays-of which the first three a~peared as articles
in 1920-22, the fourth was written especially for this volume, and the fifthwas delivered as a lecture in 1931-Professor Maritain has brought together
in his inimitable fashion the ringing critique of Cartesianism .from the
Neo-Thomist viewpoint. His graceful and poignant style has, on the
whole, been well captured by the translator.
Commencing with the theme of Descartes' famous ~eries of dreams,
which were interpreted by Descartes as a revelation of the Spirit of Truth
that wanted "to open for him the treasure of all the sdences," through
the natural light of reason, Maritain finds that the new rationalism has
however broken completely with the old Thomistic harni-ony of faith and
reason, despite the desire of Descartes to remain securely within the fold
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of the faithful. For Cartesianism elevates reason to a posItIOn superior
to that of faith, a position which it never" could acquire under orthodox
Scholasticism. Descartes unintentionally, but disastrously, Maritain asserts,
created dichotomies which wrecked the perfection of Thomistic wisdom
and produced the major evils of ensuing materialisms. Three such dichotomies are observable: first, that .of the inner light versus the outer source
of knowledge,' the. Cartesian stress on the former leading to philosophical
Idealism; second, that of human reason separate~ out of the true order of
intellectual hierarchies and made to stand autonomously, which leads to
Rationalism; .and third, th~ most unfortunate'dichotomy of man into mind
and body, leading to philosophical Dualism. In the eyes of Maritain,
nothing but a complete about face and a new espousal of the syntheses
of St. Thomas ,will relieve us of this Cartesian fragmentation.
Maritain has certainly touched a crucial point. of opposition between
the spirit of Scholasticisrp., on the one hand, and the spirit of Greek and
Mo.dern philosophy, upon the other. For the Cartesians, as for the Greeks,
there is an optimistic faith in human reason, which leads to'a faith in
science and in the ability of man to know much of his own nature and
his own destiny by the sheer use of unaided intellect. Scholasticism, on
the contrary, clings to the old Hebraic-Christian pessimism with regard
to human knowledge when unaided by divine revelation. Descartes represents the return to the Gree-f point of view in modern thought, and in
this respect he is, as Maritain so clearly realizes, the' arch enemy of Scholasticism. These two great traditions vie with each other in Western European
philosophy, clashing even in' the uneasy reconciliation of the Thomists.
J>erhaps the most amusing illustration pf this is the effort to which Maritain
must go to make Aristotle, whose ideas are so basic to the Thomistic synthesis, 'fit into the Thomistic and non-Greek attitude. . Aristotle is exonerated
, b}' the fad that he "lived under wthe regime of the Gentiles, outside the
Mosaic revelation, before the Christian revelation" (p. 87). But these
remarks only serve to heighten one's awareness of a basic difference. Whatever one's personal predilection may be, the chief merit of this l:>?ok lies
in just this clarity with which so fundamental an opposition of faiths is
indicated.
' .
HUB E R TAL E X AND E R

.
'<

New Directions 1944, Number 8, edited by James Laughlin. No~£olk,
Connecticut: New Directions, 1944. $3.50..
Men and Saints: Prose and'Poetry, by Charles Peguy, rendered into English
by Anne a.nd Julian Green. New York: Pantheon Books, Inc., 1944.
$2.75.
.
Editing an annual experimental collection such as Mr. Laughlin's New
Directions is not an easy task, and it should be said· that Laughlin probably makes as much of it as anyone could. The grea~ pitfall troubles
the anthology: that there has been relatively little striking out in new
direc~ions in recent years, particularly among Laughlin's usual contributors,
a
•
and the series tends to echo its former work.
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This time we are offered three sections, a North: American section,
a Latin-American section, and a Lorca section. Of thie North American
contributions, six stand out for solidity and quality; but ~pur are by standard
contributors. Kenneth Rexroth contributes his fine:long poem, "The
Phoenix and the Tortoise," which I have already reviewed in this quarter~y. William Carlos Williams, who probably belongs in any anthology
of experimental writing, contributes a longish poem, "To All Gentleness."
Paul GoodmCi'n, who seems a sort of resolute "new directions" man, contributes two interesting pieces in his typical manner; they represent his
work at its best, I think. This leaves only two pieces of some importance.
from writers with a new attack, Chauncey Hackett's extension of short
story technique which incorporates dream with three different views of
the same situation, and Maude Phelps Hutchins' boldly conceived play.
By and large the other contributors to this section, use methods which
have been "new directions" from 1925 to 1940.
The Latin-American section gives us, most importantly, "A Little
Anthology of Afro-Cuban poetry," not, judging from this work, ~ really
important body of poetry, but one :worth getting to know this way; a good
symbolic story, "The Man Who Resembled a -Horse," by Rafael Arevalo
Martinez; and a selection of Pablo Neruda's poems which. in no way extends
the experience of Neruda's work already available to us. The Lorca
pieces are some of his "little-known writings," poems, prose, and brief
dramatic pieces. They apparently add an appendix of' a c~mplete Lorca
~n

\

In many ways Charles PegiIy is more of a "new diiec:tion" than most
contributors to Laughlin's anthology, although the selections in Men and
Saints were taken from Peguy's periodical Cahiers de lo, Quinzaine, published in Paris 1900-1914. I did not happen to read the' earlier volume of
translations, Basic Verities; but from this volume I mQst share much of
translator Julian Green's enthusiasm for Peguy's management of simple
words in a fine rhetoric, his critical approach to contemporary culture,
a~d the poem in loose rhythm, "Night."
In these day~ of our language
and our uses of our language, Peguy's manner, and his critical approacheven to those who hold beliefs similar to his-will" repay study.
ALAN

SWALLOW

Freudianism and the Literary Mind, by Frederick J. Hoffman. Baton
Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1945. $4.00.
No Voice Is Wholly Lost, by Harry Slochower. New York: Creative Age
Press, 1945. $3.75.
These two books comprise an excellent example of the criticism of an
abuse and the abuse itself. Frederick J. Hoffm~n has painstaki~gly written
the adventure of an idea, Freudianism, its nature, inception and "influence"
-a word he does not take lightlr-upon modern fiction. Throughout his
exposition, ~e draws a bold li~ between the theory as' it was originated
and modified by its creator and the abandon with which it has been
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appropriated by ill-informed commentators ana sensationali~~practitioners.
Slochower has written of his own adventures among ide~ and is not,
himself, free from the charges of appropriation and sensationalism. Hoffman keeps a scholarly distance from his material in order to see more
clearly t4e exact limits of its dependence on a specific' theory. Slochowel
plunges into an anthology, froin Nietzsche to Steinbeck, forcing what
material he finds convenient into a theQry of his own syncretizing.
The result of Hoffman's cautious y~t sensitive, laborious but not
labored, study is a model of cri·tical decorum and compl~teness. He points
out how grossly and extensively the theories of Sigmund Freud have been
misstated, misinterpreted and, therefore, misapplied by irresponsible criticism and a gullible public. His volume outlines the history of Fr~udianism
in our time, together with an examination of Freud's precursors in emphasis, notably Schopenhauer and Dostoievsky; it explores the specific as
well as the implicit presence of the tlfeory in twentieth-century fiction,
and the precise. extent to which it was accepted or to which it was combated
by those writers who are known to have studied its findings. The degree
of indebtedness incurreq by such important writers as Lawrence, Joyce,
Kafka, and Mann is elucidated and the particular aspects of Freud's theory
which were instrumental for the purposes of these writers are carefully
distinguished. -. Especially illuminating is Hoffman's description, done with
greater brevity and pertin~nce than Slochower manages, of the transition,
in the novels 6f the forties, from the sociological imperative to the psyche;>analytic quest. A reading of this book should be mandatory for all practising critics and teachers of literature. _ They would then no longer have
an excuse for reckless application of Freud's name or the "ism" that developed from his suggestions '(or, as frequently, from Jung and Adler) to
every so-called psychological novel that appears.
Harry Slochower's design is' far mQre' ambitious in its scope than that
of Hoffman's: nothing less than a survey of the leading tendencies in intellectual theory and socio-political behavior, and the impact of these tendencies and their practical consequences upon the didactic literature of
our time. A book of this sor~ can be adventurous, stimulating and comprehensive, since the virtue of the generalizing mind is that, above all, it
makes.connections. Ideally, this approach 'will investigateo the relationships
of art and life, the artist and his times, discover the unsuspected obligations
a writer owes to his environment andJhe equally unsuspected commitments
he frequently makes to schematizations of which he is unaware. This is
the-chief importance of Hoffman's book and of Levin's James Joyce or .
Alfred Kazin's On Native Grounds. In this direction, Slochower has been
generally accepted as the authoritative interpreter of Thomas Mann's
novels, with their symbolic plan and dialectic interconnections. But in
this booJc, Slochower's extensi<?If of the pra..~tice is far less digestible.
Avowedly, his intention is to summarize the ch'!-os of stand3;fds wrought
by the collapse of confidence in nineteenth-century certainties and expectations. The varying extremes of reaction to' this collapse are emerging, as
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Slqchower sees it, in the· promise of "a social, humanism which, on the
basis of Marxian directives, is laboring towards the state which would allow
the greatest individual expression within an ordered communality:' He
initiates this grandiose survey with an "overture" by Nietzsche where, he
announces, all the themes of our confused epoch are sounded. Following
this, his program notes (chapter headings) show at a glance how wary
"", the reader need be of his bravura scoring and desperate improvisations:Feudal Bohemia: Arthur Schnitzler; Bu'rgeois Bohemia: Huxley and Hemingway; Faustian Fascism: Oswald Spengler; 6In Quest of Everyman: Joyce
and O'Neill; The Promise of America: John Steinbeck. The finale, Transfiguration by Estrangement, includes a bogus cadenza by Slochower,
attempting to unite Freud with Marx (at which levei of experience and
legisla,tion is not clear) much in the manner of the Wellsian mind that
believed harmony would be achieved by gathering a;round a table and
agreeing on a synthesis of the most constructively human philosophies.
After the tempests of despair, recantations, and determinisms which
Slodlower has pictured vividly, if not lucidly, he is not" quite persuasive,
I think, in showing how psychoanalytic insight and wlanned economy
(a cohabitation devoutly to be wished) are infallible for converting all our
sounds of woe into hey nonny nonny.
t
What is one to think of the responsibility 'of a critic who claims to
encompass the modern Weltgeist while ignoring the real ilmportance to our
time-sense of the theories of Einstein, and skims over the enormous fact
of our technological revolution-who devotes more pages to such secondorder figures as Heinrich Mann, Anna Seghers, and Franz Werfel than to
Ibsen, Shaw, or Eddington-and who is capable of producing this jargon
when "interpreting" The Grapes of Wrath-"Casy is the dial~ctical ethical
element in the world of nevtral matter. His turn from preaching to 'talk, ing' is the transposition from 'an esoteric theology to the secular religion
, of a social humanism."?
Mter that, one is willing to turn fJ.;om Sl.ochower's preaching to the
comparatively simple "talking" of E. E. Cummings' recent lyric:
When skies are hanged and oceans drowned
The single secret will still be man.

V ERN 0

N

A. You N

G

The Young Jefferson, 1743-1789, by Claude G. Bowers. Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1945. $3.75.
This is the third volume of Mr. Bowers' trilogy on Jefferson. The
two earlier ones-Jefferson anl1 Hamilton and Jefferson i'n Power-focused
on his activities and contributions during the early years of the Republic.
It- is.a period of his life more familiar to the general il'eader than that
of the pre-Constitution phase. It is this latter gap of forty-seven years
(ending with the mission to France) that Mr. Bowers covers, in the current
volume. Therein he finds the hearty roots of 'Jeffersonian democracy."

"
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In the re-orientation of our political 'and social thinking during the
last decade or more, th.is phase has gain,ed great currency to give momentum
to the changes sought. In a vague wa,y it has been associated with attacks
upon entrenched privileges as well as experimen~, if not always noble,
at least unorthodox. Like many another well-worn shibboleth, it has
had an elastic content capable of cloaking divergent policies and issues.
Even t~e erection of a shrine to Jefferson-thereby making him a granite
peer of Washington and Lincoln-has given .the faithful lip-servers little
enIightenJl.1ent. The acceptance of the phrase has J:»een based upon the
dicta of political leaders who, it is worth noting, have been.prindpall:Y of
one political party. The discovery by the Am~rican Communists that
Jefferson w3:s really an early ~omrade has not enlarged his stature to its
proper national proportions.
.
This book is a study oLJefferson, the political leader and writer, and
to a lesser degree, of Jefferson, the humanist. By' temperament and training, he was incapable of wooing the mob with histrionic devices and rhetorical flourishes. "He was too self-conscious to display his talents on a stage,"
writes. Mr. Bowers. His strength lay in persuasive conversations with small
groups; . his weapon was the pen. Few' political writers of his day-and
not many since then-have approached him in clarity, cogency, and conviction. These were the qualities.with which he 1ed his fellow Virginians
'to ~reak the hold of the T.idewater aristocracy and laid the, foundations
for a more democratic state. Similarly, he fought successfully for religious
~eedom and toleration. The author has propedy dwelt on the' national
thinking of Jefferson in contrast to the provincialism of many of his contemporaries. At no more vital per~od was this quality displayed than in the complete co-operation that Je~erson (then Governor) gave Washington's
strategy, although ·it brought upon him the abuse of many less able men. .
Jefferson's' hearty regard for the protection of the individual's liberty made
him the outstanding champion of adoption of the Bill of Rights.
The author has produced. little that is new, but much that
been
forgotten. That is the particular merit of the book. He has challenged
the myths and attempted to re-create the flesh. In many respects Jefferson,
the man, is not an easy subject to handle. He was an intellectual figure,
lonely ·but.not morose.. By drawing upon Jefferson's catholic tastes and.
insatiable curiosity, the author is able to impart soine life. Throughout
the book there are vignettes 'of Jefferson the 'gardener, the violinist, the
host, the guest, the architect. A chapter, delicately titled "Sentimental
Interlude/' examines his relations with the many women he met in Paris.
The findings are negative, according to· Mr. Bowers, although the evidence
is open to dispute. In any case these were pleasant excursions for Jefferson,
as they are for the reader. The primary concentration, of course, is on
Jefferson as a public figure and national benefactor. The author has had
no trouble m~halling impressive material for his thesis, that "had Jefferson
died before Washington's inauguration, he would still be one of America's
few immortals."
ALB E R T C. F. WE S T P HAL

has

I-
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Food or Famine: The Challenge of Soil Erosion, by Ward Shepard. New
,York: The Macmillan Company, 1945. $3.00.
'''Can civilization conquer soil erosion before soil :erosion destroys
civilization?" 011 the basis of the appalling facts i>rese~ted in Food or
Famine, this question is not sensational. In the United States, one seventh
of all our land surface has already been ruined. AnotIier two or three
sevenths is well on its way to the same fate. Mr. Sheparq sees our nation
racing toward "a gaudy excrescence of technology and industrialism superimposed on a rotting foundation." He has written thisl book to get us
to understand our critical land erosion problem; he has ellso written it to
spur us into action. For him nothing less than "a total lightning war
of science" will suffice to stop the wanton waste of the soil, "the basic capital
of life and civilization." .
In this atomic age people are being warned from many directions that
civilization is running a race between this good and that evil. The reader
of Food or Famine, already surfeited with alarms, may just yawn and turn
to something else. But its appearanc~ recalls an incident which happened
a few years ago when a devastating hurricane ripped through New England.
Following a few days of excitement, people went back to work and forgot it.
But not Ward Shepard. He' went out to study the fifty-mile swathe of
downed timber and then went to Washington to arouseap. 'unimaginative
bureaucracy to the awful fire hazard which had been crea;ted in the midst
of a dense Eastern population. He pleaded; he resorted to the same brilIi~nt exposition and logic found in this book; he got· action.
T'8day
countless New Englanders probably owe their lives to him.
The warning of Food or Famine is pass~onate; and the program which it
espouses is well reasoned and practical. In the integrated land management
techniques developed by the Soil Conservation Service (with which he has
no connection), Mr. Shepard sees the means of accomplishing an agricultural revolution. Allergic to all forms of Washington centralism, red tape,
and wet-nursing, he sees in the conservation district system: a mechanism of
democratic action, out of which a genuine working alliance of farmers 'and
experts could evolve. He would extend this system to all our lands.
,-Mr. Shepard's criticism of the "half-programs" of floo~ control which
stop at river banks is withering and unanswerable. As an example, he
cites' $e Rio Grande Valley, where proposals are being'imade to spend
$100,000,000 for engineering works, without refereJ}ce tOL the surface of
the entire watershed where floods originate. His discussioJ\l of river valley
authorities is particularly acute, because he brings to this popular subject
of discussion a plan to make these agencies truly responsive to the people
of the areas which they seek to'serve.
Mr. Shepard proposes a number of utterly reasonable a~d nontechnical
suggestions on how to organize and finance a great national program of
conservation. We shall hear of tlt'ese proposals, I feel sure, in the halls
of Congress. Food or Famine may well become the classic fighting document of the postwar conservation movement.
ALL AN; G. H A R PER
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The Fabulous Frontier: Twelve New Mexico Items, by William A. Keleher.
(
Santa Fe: The Rydal Press, 1945. $3.00.
"For most lawyers, the professional achievements of a lifetime are
, wrapped up in bundles of legal papers and documents, filed away in
cabinets, marked down in entries in minute books at courthouses in which .
they pleaded cases before courts and juries, or recorded in opinions printed
in bound volumes in the state reporter system." It is with this sentence
that William A. Keleher, himself a lawyer, begins his study of William
Ashton Hawkins, another lawyer, who, as the attorney for Charles B.
Eddy, had a part in building an empire of reclamation districts, railroads,
and other enterprises in southeastern New Mexico during the period from
1870 to 1912. It is the story of this era that'Mr. Keleher tells in his new
book, 'The Fabulous Frontier. He presents the material chiefly through
biographies o( nine men, four of whom were lawyers, two cattlemen, two
financiers, and one peace officer and frontier sheriff. In the .first group were
Thomas Benton Catron, Albert Bacon Fall, Albert J. Fountain, and William Ashton Hawkins. The two cattlemen were John S. Chisum and
Oliver M. Lee. 'The financiers and promoters were James John Hagerman
and Charles Bishop :Eddy. The frontier sheriff was Pat Garrett.. But
none of these· men "stay put" in these 'classifications.' The lawyers were
also ranchers and financier&. The financiers were cattlemen as well. The
sheriff was a cowboy and rcmchet., All of them were men who could ride,
and nearly all were men who could handle a gun and did, in pursuit of
Indians, cattle thieves, or their personal antagonists.
Mr. Keleher is one of the few New Mexico historians concerned with
recent history, the story of New Mexico since the' mid-nineteenth century.
He has gone to the case'books 'of law, to the reports of state and federal
legislatures, and to the territorial newspapers for his documents. These
sources, supplemented· by firsthand acquaintance with many of the figures
in the book, have enabled the author to show the steps by which agriculture, ."
mining, and industry developeq in a vast barren area. Politics,- too, flourished a~ American democracy appeared on this frontier. It was a
time when leadership was called for, and' leaders. arose, to illustrate Mr.
Keleher's implied thesis that men make history: good men, batl men, and
men who are a mixture of both good and bad. The author of The Fabulous
Frontier sees· both sides of his figures and recognizes the. difficulty of value
judgments in such cases as die, removal of Governor Herbert H'"3.german for
timber deed transactions, the indictment of Judge Fall for the Teapot
_Dome lease, and the kinds of justice involved in the Oliver M. Lee trial
at Hillsboro i~ May and June of 1899.
.
Fr~m Mr. Keleher's book we learn ~hat not all}he frontier patterns
were desirable, for from 1857 to 1860 New Mexi~as to all purposes a
slavery state; during the entire period the legislature was subject to both
economic. and political pressqre groups, and abstract justice was m~re
than once translated into particular and personal g~in. Perhaps the most
vivid force operating within the society Mr. Keleher studies was the attach-

.~
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ment of man to man, loyalty, interdependence, and personal regard providing a stronger tie than moral or legal code.
.
Mr. Keleher could have begun his book with the opening paragraphs
of his study of James John Hagerman, the fine passage describing the
origin of the Pecos River and its progress through mountain, gorge, and
forest to the Staked Plains of Texas. He could have seen the river and
the land as the dominant forces of his saga and men as pawns in their
all-compelling power. But this was not his intent. . Men stand out in
the panorama of land, sky, mineral riches. Men master circumstances.
Mr. Keleher's engrossing story shows how from the raw ~aterial of both
physical nature 'and human nature, men of imagination and will shape
civilization. For New Mexicans and for others interested in the building
of the West, The Fabulous Frontier is an indispensable book.
T., M. PEARCE
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A GUIDE TO THE LITERATURE
OF TH~ SOUTIl,WE;ST
Lyle Saunders

a service of the Inter-American section Qf the
" University 9f New Mexico's Research Bureau in the Social
list, with as much thoroughness as time and
Sciences, attempts
resources permit, current materials dealing with the Southwest. The
Southwest, as defined here, includes all of New Mexico and Arizona
and parts .of Texas, Oklahoma, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, and California.
"_
The symbol {F) designates fiction; (J) is used to indicate material
on the juvenile level. Included here are mainly those items which
were published or came to our attention between July 1 ~nd September

T

"HIS- BIBLIOGRA.PHY}

to

30, 1945·

•

:Materials for this issue were compiled by Mrs. Martha Morris
and Richard Niditch.
BOOKS
Bedicheck. Lillian Greer and Arturo Leon Campa. Mastering Spanish. New York,
Macmillan Co.• 1945. $2.32. Includes as reading material tales from Texas. New
Mexico. and california.
Brent. Lynton Wright. The bird cage. Philadelphia, Dorrance, 1945. $2.50 (F) Tombstone in the early day~.
. '
Brodie, Fawn M. No man knows my history. The~ life of Joseph Smith, the Mormon
Prophet. New York, Knopf, 1945. $4.00.
Carter. George F. Plant geography and culture history in the American Southwest. New
York, Viking Fund. 1945. $1.50.
Chaffee. Allan. Western wild life. Caldwell, Idaho, Caxton Printers. 1945. $2.50• OF)
Farber. James. Those Texans. San Antonio, Naylor Co., 1945. $2.50. Brief stories of
Texas people and events.
•
""
Gray. Arthur Amos. Men who built the West. Caldwell. Caxton Printers, 1945. $8.00.
Biographical sketches of pionet:r figures.
Haystead. Ladd. If the prospect pleases. Norman, University of Oklahoml;l Press, 1945.
$2.50. Problems and possible future development of the West.
"
James. Marquis. The Cherokee strip. New York, Viking. 1945. $3.00. Growing up in
Oklahoma.
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LaFarge, Oliver. Raw material. Boston, Houghton MiHlin, 1945. $3.00. Autobiography'
containing chapters on the .$outhwest.
.
.
Leighton, .Alexander. The governing of men. Princeton, Princeton University Press,
1945. $3·75· Based on the experiences of the japanese-American relocation center{/.
~
at Poston, Arizona.
Mathews, joseph john. Talking to the moon. Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1945.
$3.00. Reminiscences of Osage country in Oklapoma.
O'Connor, jack. Hunting in the Southwest. New York, Knopf, 1945. $4.00.
Short, Luke. And the wind blows free. New York, Macmillan, 1945. $1.75· (F)
Towne, Charles Way'land and Edward Norris Wentworth. Shepherds' empire. Norman,
University of oflahoma Press, 1945. $3.50.
Whipple, Maurine. This is the place: Utah. New York, Knopf, 1945. $3.50.
White, Owen P. Texas: an informal biography. New York, Putnam,. 1945. $3.50. History on the half shell.
.
1,'

PERIODICALS
AGRICULTURE AND RANCHING
Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station. Fifty-fifth annual report for the year ending
June 30 , I944. Tucson, 1945.
.
Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway. Statement of agricultural c,onditions in Santa
Fe states. Regular publication, with crop prospects for Oklahoma~ New Mexico, Arizona, and Texas.
Crops and Markets. Quarterly p.ublication of the U. S. Department of Agriculture giVing
statistics by states.
,
Current Farm Economics in Oklahoma. Bi-monthly publication of Oklahoma Agricultural
Experiment Station, Stillwater.
The Dude Rancher. Oflicial publicatioQ of the Dude Ranchers' Association.
Economic News for New Mexico Farmers. Monthly publication of New Mexico State
College Extension Service, with price and market information.
- Evans, Morris. New Mexico dry-farming areas. New Mexico AgricU!ltural Experiment
Station, Bulletin 320. State College, jan. 1945.
Farm and Ranch. Monthly publication devoted to Southwestern farming.
.
Grandstaff, james O. and Cecil T. BIunn. "Evaluating fleece quality of Navajo sheep
from small samples." Journal of Agricultural Research, 71:183-92, Sept. 1945.
Hershey, A. L. Some poisonous plant problems of New Mexico. New Mexico Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin 322. State College, june 1945.
McG~rge, W. T. and A. H. Finch. Fruiting and physiological responses of marsh grapefruit trees to fertilization.. Ariwna Agricultural Experiment Station, Technical
.
.
Bulletin 105. Tucson, jan. 1945.
Nelson, D. H. The ability of certain legume-grass mixtures to withstand grazing. New
Mexico Agricultural Experiment -Station, Press Bulletin 1007. State College, Aug. I,
1945·
New Mexico Agricultural Experiment Station. Effect of age on the weight and production
of range cows. Press Bulletin 1004..State College, june 28, 1945.
New Mexico Stockman. Monthly publication of the New Mexico Ca~tle Growers Assn.,
New Mexico Wool Growers Assn., and Southeastern New Mexico Grazing Assn.
Reid, E. B. "Citrus ridin' out of Rio." News for Farmer Cooperatives, 12:12-14, July
1945. Rio Grande Valley Citrus Exchange.
Staten, Glen, R. S. Strand, and john Carter, jr. Alfalfa production investigations in New
Mexico. New .Mexico Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin 323. State College,
june 1945.
Stoddart, Laurence A. Range land of America and some research on its management.
Fourth annual faculty research lecture, Utah State Agricultural College, 1945.
.
ANTHROPOLOGY, ARCHAEOLOGY, AND SOCIOLOGY
American Public Welfare Association. A study of services for children in Dallas, Texas,
with particular reference to the treatment of jupenile delinquency. Chicago, Sept.
1945. Mimeographed.
Anonymous. "Culture changes at Zuni Pueblo." El Palacio, 52:105, June 1945.
Colton, Harold S. "The Patayon problem in the Colorado River Valley." Southwestern
Jo.urnal of Anthropology, 1:114-21, Spring 1945.
Eubank, Lisbeth. "Legends of three Navaho games." El Palacio, 52:138-39, July 1945.
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Haury, Emil W. "Arizona's ancient ~rrigation builders." Natural History, 54:800-10, Sept.
1945·
---,. Painted Cave, northeastern Arizona. Amerind Foundation, Publication No'. 3,
1945·
- - - . "The problem of contacts between the southwestern United States and Mexico."
Southwestern Journal of Anthropology, 1:55-74, Spring 1945.
.
Heizer, Robert F. "Honey-dew 'sugar' in western North America:' The Masterkey,
19: 140-45, Sept. 1945.
.
Jones, Volney H. "The use of honey-dew as food by Indians:' The Masterkey, 19:145-49,
Sept. 1945.
Mera, ll. P. "Negative painting on Southwestern Pottery:' Southwestern Journal of
Anthropology, 1:161-66, Spring-1945'
.
.
Opler, Morris Edward. "The Lipan Apache death complex and its extensi.ons:' Southwestern Journal of Anthropology, 1:122-41, Spring 1945.
Reichard, Gladys A.' "Linguistic diversity among the Navaho Indians:' International
Journal of American Linguistics, 11:156-68, July 1945.
Stuart, Bradley R. "Paiute mourners." The Masterkey, 19: loS, july 1945.
- - . "Southern Paiute staff of life:' The Masterkey, 19: 133-34, July 1945. Meal
made from mesquite beans.
"
Trumbo, Theron Marcos. "When the devils dance:' New Mexico Magazine, 23:18-19, 89,
July 1945.' Apache devil dance.
Van Comp~rnolle, MiCh. "In Taos County, community relationships begin at home:'
Public Welfare, 3:56-57, March 1945.
Van Valkenburgh, Richard. "Sacred ram of the Navajo." The Desert Maga7:ine, 8:10-12
Oct. 1945.
Watkins, Frances E. "Indians at Play. III. Mo-toun, ,the Hopi dart game," The Masterkey, 19:113-15, July 1945.
- - - . "Indians at Play. IV. Hopi game of shinny:' The Masterkey, 19:162-64, Sept.
1945·
ARTS
Anonymous. "Gray Ba'rtlett-painter:' Arizona Highways, 2'1:18-27, Aug: 1945. Biographical sketch with colored reproductions.
- - - , "Maynard Dixon-artist:' Arizona Highways, 21:14-23, Sept. 1945. Biographical
- '
,
sketch and colored reproductions.
Cassidy, Ina Sizer. "Clare Dieman, sculptor:' New Mexico Magazine, 23:22, 37, Oct. 1945.
Hilton, John. "Art-the hard way." The Desert Magazine, 8:10-11, Sept. 1945. Bill
Krehm, Southwestern artist.,
Mathews, Washington. "Sand painting:' Arizona Highways, lH :32-33, Aug. 1945. E~cerpt.
Mera, H. P. Indian silverwork of the Southwest. Band bracelets: filed and stamped.
Laboratory of Anthropology, General series, Bulletin 1,8. Santa Fe, 1945.
Miller, Joseph. "Bill Mauldin-a triumph in realism:' Arizona Highways" 21:4-11, Sept.
1945. Biographical.sketch and cartoons. ,
Robinson,A. E. "Pima bread baskets:' J!;Arizona Highway,s,21:U~-15, Aug. 1945.
Southwestern Musician. Regular publication with items of interest to Southwestern
musicians.
Spieler, Gerhard G. "A noted artist in early Colorado-the story of Albert Bierstadt,"
A1!!erican-German Review, 11:13-17, June 1945.
Walsh, Margaret. "Katchinas:' Arizona Highways, 21:1, 2, 44, 45, Aug. 1945. Includes
"
water color and kodachrome illustrations.
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I
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'
.
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White,

GeOrge M.

.

"Mineral notes from Colorado Springs, ColoJCldo:' Rocks and Minerals,

20:261, June 1945.

GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS
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DeVoto, Bernard. "The dark age in Texas." Harper's Magazine, 191:134-37, Aug. 1945.
Rainey case.
McKay, S. S. "O'Daniel, Roosevelt, and the Texas Republican counties." Southwestern
Social Science Quarterly, 26:Hll, June 1945.
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State laws and regulations. u... S. Office of Education Bulletin 1945, No. 1. Washing~
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Harding, T. Swann. "Better health for country folks. II. In the mountains of New
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c Crippled Children.
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Public Health Reports.
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HISTORICAL
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Proceedings of the 25th Anniversary of the Founding of the Graduate School of the
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Bragg, Jefferson Davis. "Baylor University, 1851-1861." Southwestern Historical Quar. . ,
,
terly, 49:51-65, July 1945.
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.
Carroll, H. Bailey. ':Texas collection." Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 48:55°'94,
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Bloom, Lansing B., ed. "From Lewisburg to California in 1849 (continued)." New,
Mexico Historical Review, 20:239-68. July 1945. Notes fJ;"om the diary of William H.
Chamberlin.
Cleland. Robert G. "Studies in the history of civilization in the Southwest." Proceedings
of the 25th Anniversary of the Founding of the Graduate School of the University of
Southern California, Jan. 22-28, I945. Los Angeles, 1945. pp. 2°5-06.
Coy, Owen C. "California in the history of the Sou thwest." Proceedings of the 25th
Anniversary of the Founding of the Graduate School of the University of Southern
California. Jan. 22-28, I945. Los Angeles, 1945. pp. 207-10.
Ferguson, Dan. "Forerunners of Baylor." Southwestern Historical. Quarterly, 49:36-5°.
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Garrett, Julia Kathryn. "Dr. John Sibley and the Louisiana-Te as Frontier, 1803-1814
(continued)." Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 48:547-49, April; 49:116-19, July
1945·

Geiser. Samuel Wood. "100 Lashes for a good man." Southwest Review, 3°:374-76,
Summer 1945. The story of Dr. Russell, Bell County, Texas, physician.
Gray, Captain Jim and Victoria. "I found the Lost Adams diggings:' New Mexico Magazine, 23:20, 35, July 1945·
.
Haggard, J. Villasana. "The house of Barr and Davenport:' Southwestern Historical
Quarterly, 49:66-88. July 1945. Chief agency of Spanish trade in east Texas,
1798-1812.

.

Hall, R. W. "Prairie dog lawyers." Southwest Review, 30:357-60, Summer 1945. Early
lawyers in northwest Texas.
Hallenbeck, Cleve., "The king's highway:' New Mexico Magazine, 23:16-17, 39, 41. Oct.
1945·

House, Boyce. "Rip-roaring days in the oil fields:' Southwest Review, 30:324-28. Summer
1945. Texa.'l.
McKinney, Lillie G. "History of the Albuquerque Indian School (continued):' New
Mexico Historical Review, 20:207-26, July 1945.
Metzenthin-Raunick, Selma. "New Braunfels, 1845-1945." American-German Review,
11:8-9, June; 11:23-25. July 1945, Texas.
~
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Morgan, Ruth. "The 'feud' of the twin generals." Southwest Reviewl 30:313-10, Summer
1945. Lt. Genl. B. M. Giles and 'Maj. Genl. B. F. Giles.
Morton, Ohland. "Life of General Don Manuel de Mier y Teran {concluded)." South<;
western Historical QuarterlYI 48:499-546, April 1945.
Panhandle-Plains Historical Review. Regular publication of Panhandle-Plains Historical
Society.
New Mexico Historical Reviewl
Pope, Charles. "The Estancia Springs tragedy."
20: 189-206, July 1945.
.
Potter, Colonel Jack. "The Jingle-bob herd." New Mexico Magazinel 23:21, 35, July
1945. John Chisum's cattle.
Shelley., George E. "The semicolon court of Texas." Southwestern' Historical Quarterly,
48!449-68, April 1945.
.
Wecter, Dixon. "Mark Twain and the West." Huntington Library Quarterly, 8:359-78,
Aug. 1945.
'
Worcester, D. E. "The weapons of American Indians." New Mexico lfistor.ical Review,
20:227-38, July 1945. Includes Sout~western Indians.
'
MISCELLANEOUS
Adams, Ramon F. "Cowboys bendin' an elbow." Southwest Review, 30:32'9-34, Summer
1945. Cowboy speech. Anonymous. "Land of enchantment," Christian Science Monitor Magazine l S~pt. 1, 1945.
pp. 10-11. New Mexico.
'
---~. "New Mexico's atomic bomb crater."
Lifel 19:27-31, Sept. 24, 1945.
----."New' Santa Fe bridge at Topock, ~rizona." Engineering News-Record,
134: 862-63, June 21, 1945.
----. "To the Mexicans in North America." Mexico News, 5:1, May 31, 1945.
Archdiocesan Rural Life Conference. Conference on rural problems of New Mexico,
Montezumal July 25-26-271 r944.. School of Inter-American Affairs, University of New
Mexico, 1945.
.
Bomb Sight. Weekly publication of Albuquerque Air Base.
Brinegar, Dave. "Arizona is home." Arizona Highwaysl 21:13,24-25, Sept. 1945.
Clark, Neil M. "Desert editor." Saturday Evening Post, lu8-26-27, July 21, 1945. News.
paper ,published on Navaho reservation.
Clifton, Ernest S. "For the DAE supplement: the vocabulary of 'Sam Slick in Texas,'''
American Speech~ 20:111-13, Apn11945'
Colton, Harold S. "Sunset Crater." Plateau1 18:7-14, July 1945.
Dabney, Thomas Ewing. "The last frontier," New Mexico Magazinel 23:24-25, 35, 37,
Oct. 1945. Ranch life near Magdalena, New Mexico.
Fox, Maude A. "Cabin in the rocks." The Desert Magazinel 8:12~13, Sept. 1945. Settlers
.
in Yucca Valley, California.
Henderson, Randall. "River trail to Rainbow Bridge." The Desert Magazinel 8:17-24,
Sept. 1945.
.
Hewett, Edgar L. "Facing the future in New Mexico." El Palacio, 52:-106-14, June 1945.
Hoffmeister, Harold. "The .consolidated Ute Indian reservation," Geographical Review,
35: 601 -23, Oct. 1945.
.
Hogan, Charles H. "A Yankee comments on Texas speech." American Speech 1 20:81-84,
.
April 1945.
Hood, Margaret Page. "No more hind," New Mexico Magazine~ 23:.20, 43, 45, 47, Oct.
1945. Homesteads in New Mexico.
Huff, J. Wesley. "For, friendship and for health." New Mexico Magazine, 23:13-15, 45,
. JUly 1945. Gallup Intertribal ceremony.
Indians at Work. ' Monthly publication of Office of Indian Affairs giving news of South.
western I n d i a n s . '
Jones, Marvin Swope. "The long way round." New Mexico Magazinel 23: 16-17, 43,
July 1945. Touring New Mexico by motorcycle.
Kuehnelt-Leddihn, Erik M. R. V. "The Indians of Gallup," Catholic Worldl 161:385-91,
Aug. 1945.
Langley, Dama. "I was a snake priest," The Desert Magazinel 8:5-8, Sept. 1945.
Marriott, Alice. "When you go to the Indian fair." Southwest Review, 30:335-38,
Summer 1945. Anadarko, Oklahoma. .
Maxwell, Grant. "Victory fair.'~ New Mexico ~aga%inel 23:15, 37, Oct. 1945. New
Mexico State Fair..
G
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Miller, Joseph. "On parade:' Arizona Highways, lon:34-37, Aug. 1945. _ Arizona Indiar
- - - . "Vacation land:' Arizona Highways, 21:14-17, 28, July 1945. National Par
in Arizona.
The Mountain Echo. Bi-weekly paper of the Bruns General Hospital, ,Santa Fe, begt
May 11, 1945.
Muench, joyce Rockwood. "White Mountain country:' Arizona Highways, 21:18, 2
July 1945.
.
New Mexico Alumnus. Monthly publication of the University of New Mexico alulDI
Niehuis, Charles C. "A trek to treasure." Arizona Highways, 21:ll-13, July 1945. Trol
fishing, Oak Creek Canyon, Arizona.
Nordyke-j-'Lewis. "One-man posse:' Southwest Review, 30:308-12, Summer, 1945. Also l
Realers' Digest, 47:17-20, Aug. '"1945. Frank Norfleet, Hale Center, Texas~
Oklahoma Public Welfare Review. Monthly mimeographed publication of Oklaholl
. .
Department of Public Welfare.
Oster, Ted. "Homage to New Mexico:' New Mexico Quarterly Review, 15:26-28, Sprir
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Overfelt, Ellis and Marjory Hall,. "The polygamists of Arizona:' Modem Digest~ 4:79-8
Oct. 1945.
Russell, Richard Joel. "Climates of Texas:' Annals of the Association of AmericlJ
Geographers, 35:37-52, June 1945.
Southwest Wind. Monthly publication of New Mexico Highlands University.
Southwestern Baker. Monthly trade journal of the baking industry.
Storm, Barry. "~ountain treasure." The Desert Magazine, 8:25-27, July 1945. Supe:
stition Mountain, Arizona.
Sullivan, Mary E. "Is the siesta worth preserving?" Southwest Review".30:385-86, Summc
1945·

Sunset. Monthly publication devoted to western houses, gardens, home hints, etc.
Tanner, Clara Lee. , "Shepherds of the desert. Arizona Highways, 21, 7-ll, Aug. 194J
Navajo weaving.
.
Texas Bar Journal. Monthly publication of Texas State Bar Association.
The Turquoise. Quarterly publication of the New Mexico Federation of Business an
Professional Women's Clubs.
U. S. Department of Commerce, Weather Bureau. Daily river stages at river gage statioti
on the principal rivers ot the United States. Washington, 1944. Includes Soutl1
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.
---.Monthly weather review. Regular publication with statistics for Southwester:
states.
Woods, CIee. "The catwalk." New Mexico Magazine, 23: 18-19, 43, Oct. 1945. Roc]
formations in New Mexico.
"I found the cave of a Pima god." The Deser~ Magazine, 8:8-10, July 1945.
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LOS PAISANOS
Saludo a Todos Los Paisanos:
Ages before the Pilgrims landed on PlYlJ.?outh Rock there were
people living on the rock of Acoma; centuries before the apartment
house -became a modern city necessity, the Cliff-dwellers of Frijoles
Canyon, according to the ethnologists, were happy and comfortable in
their two- and three-room way of life. From a cultural and historical
viewpoint, New Mexico has been significant because of the ~chieve. ments. of people buried in the mists of tiIlle. In a split second on a
bombing range at Alamogordo, this state' gave birth to the atomic
bomb and t4e world was projected into the Atomic Age. The violent
and' bewildering emotional shift from an ,established sense of values
in regard to cultural patterns has disturbed our equilibrium. We
pause and ask ourselves, "Where do' we go ~om here?" Back to
the unfathomable mists of time, or forward into the ~aze of the
unpredictable future?" Only this much is certain at this particular
moment: postwar guests will not be interested in seeing the rock of
Acoma, the apartment houses of the cave man, or the fairyland of .
Carlsbad Caverns; they will no doubt by:.pass 'Santa Fe in order to get
a glimpse of Los Alamos. We haven't the slightest doubt that the
children of the future will lle more interested in seeing the physics
laboratory at the University of New Mexico than an Indian D"ance..
It was in this laboratory that the VT fuse, rated by the Navy as second
in scientific, wartime importance, was largely developed under the
direction of Dr. E. J. Workman.... All we can say is that the writers
of New Mexico Guide Books had better get on the job.·
_
No other state in our nation lived throug:'tt the fall of the Philippines with such ,agony of soul as did New Mqxico. And conversely,
no other state (always proportionally speaking, of course) was so
intimately affected by the release of the Japanese prisoners of war.
A.pproximately 1,600 New Mexican members of the 200th Coast Artil-

,.;:
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lery took part in the epic defe-nse of Bataan and Corregidor. Man
were killed; many died in Japanese prison camps. Those who su
vived those four years of inhuman and barbaric treatment at the hane
of the Japanese are en route home. The exact nnmber of survivOl
is not as yet known. SO:p1e day, a New: Mexican poet, a moder
Villagni, will record the heroic epic of New Mexico's 200th. Shinin
though through that historic chronicle of self-sacrifice and, sufferin
will be the magnificent courage of the families most concerned, wh
for four years waited and prayed for this day.
It has been very obvious for some y~ars that Albuquerque i
the key city in the stale. No one ever argues about this fact. W
.,,/ have the only skyscrapers in the state, we have more neon lights thal
any other town, and we certainly have more children.(Just try tl
get on a bus some day.) But we did not know that there were 8l
tnany authors' in Albuquerque until "Jim" and Charlotte Threlkell
of the New Mexico Book Store gave an Albuquerque authors' part}
Everybody said, "Isn't this amazing? We thought all the author
lived in'Santa Fe." Apparently there has been a literary shift goinJ
on' under our very eyes, and we haven't been aware of it. At an
rate, die New Mexico B~ok 'Store party made literary. history, anc
everybody had lots of fun seeing all the "writing folk."
One of the outstanding formal events of the fall season was thl
authors' banquet celebrating the fifteenth anniversary of the Universit:
of New Mexico Press. The party, given at the Hilton Hotel by thl
University of New Mexico Press Club, was attended by more than c
hundred guests. Tribute was paid by all the speakers op the progran
to Fred Harvery, Director of the Press, and to those who directly 01
indirectly have been responsible for its expansion and growth durin~
the past fifteen years. JarIl;es P. Threlkeld presided at the banquet
and the following were the distinguished guest speakers: Floy Wynn
president, University of New Mexico Press Club; Fred E. Harvey
director; Dudley Wynn, director of publications; Thomas M. Pearce:
head of the English department; Wayne Mauzy, secretary, Museum oj
New Mexico and School of American Research; Dorothy Hughes
author; George P. Hammond, dean of the graduate school; Erna
Fergusson, author; Sam G. Bratton, president of the Regents; John
P. Wernette, president of the University of New Mexico.
Dorot~y B. Hughes has good reason for being proud of herself
these days, but she was just as modest and unassuming as ever when
J
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we saw her at the Press banquet. Her latest book, Dread Journey, will
be followed by another one before very long. Howard Haycraft, in
an article in the New York Times Book Review called "Evolution of
the Whodunit in the Years of World War IJ:' names Dorothy Hughes,
of New Mexico, and Manning Coles" of England, the two new writers
since the thirties whose work ranks with that of the "undoubted masters" in the "naturalistic pattern established by John 'Buchan and
developed by Eric Ambler ~nd Graham Greene."
Stith Thompson's-. book The Regions of American Folklore,
which will be published by Thomas Y. Crowell Company some time
in 1946, will contain a section by Dr. T. M. Pearce called "The Spanish
Southwest." Professor J~hn Lomax will contribute a section called
"The Cattle Range:' and the chapter by Dr. Louise Pound is to be
called "Pioneer Days in the Middle West.". Recent publications by
Dr. Pearce include an article i(l the Mexican magazine Mundo and one
in the Shakespeare Assoc~ation Bulletin called "La Misa del·Gallo· and
Shakespeare's Bird of Dawning." The article, points out t~at, in New
Mexico Spanish folklore, the people still have the tradition that on
Christmas Eve the animals worship at the manger where Christ was
born, and the evening itself is called> "La Nochenuena" or in Shakes.peare's. words a "hallowed, gracious time." The College English
Association recently published as a Chapbook a short satiric play
written by Dr. Pearce which revolves around modern educational machinery and which is called "Dr. Voder's Conversation."
"Scratch One Battlewagon:' which appeared in the August issue of
Bluebook was written. by Lt. G.g.) Charles Dickey, a former student
at the UnIversity of New ·Mexico. Campus friends remember Lieutenant Dickey as a gentle young man from Tennessee whose gift for
satire predicted a literary future. He became a torpedo pilot in '1942
and·served aboard the U. S. $. Lexington and the U. S. S. Enterprise.
"Scratch One Battlewagon" is the thrilling account of 3:n attack in which
Air Group Twenty was out for the kill of the Musashi, sister ship of
the Yamato. Lt. Dickey's closing paragraph reads as follows..

...

"

0

~

Days passed into weeks, and Air Gr.oup Twenty. went roaming the
Pacific on other missions.' Theh on January 14 we heard the news: Cincpac,
'£rom unimpeachable sources, had learned the fate of the Musashi. Admiral
Nimitz announced that the Musashi had sunk late on the afternoon of
October 24. On a serene afternoon in' the Sibuyan Sea, Air 'Group
Twenty had put the finishing touches to a "super" battleship, killing
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hundreds of highly trained personnel, wrecking the labor of thousands, and
destroying one of the hopes of an empire. A dream had become a reality.
~

, One of the most important fall publications of the University
Press is Fray Alonso de Benavides' Revised Memorial of I634, by the
following three distinguished scholars: Dr. G. P. Hammond, dean of
the graduate school of the University of New Mexico; Frederick Webb
Hodge, eminent authority on Indian life and customs, and director of
the Southwe~te~ Museum in Los Angeles; and Agapito Rey, Spanish
scholar and professor of Spanish at Indiana University. The Benavides
Memorial of I6J4 is a complete revision of the earlier Memorial of
1634, and supplementing the new edition are twen~y-five contemporary documents which have recently been revealed, )from archives of
Spain and Italy.
Ema Fergusson reports that she is about half way through the
manuscript of her forthcoming book Cuba and "is h~ving lots of fun
writing it." The publication date has been set foJ,l' March first....
Keen Rafferty's article in a recent, issue of the Sat'lrlrday Review of
Literature called "How Not to Be a Cliche Expert" is most interesting
and will no dQubt take a place" in popularity a,longsid<:; Frank Sullivan's
"Cliche Expert Tells All:'
:
Hasta la pr6xima vez.
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LOS PAISANOS
Saludo a Todos Los Paisa!los:

_Age. before the Pilgrims landed on Plvmouth Il~ there were'
people living on the rock of Acoma: centuries before the apanment
houae became a modem citV necenit" the clil-dwellen of Frijole.
Canyon, according to the ethnologistl, were happ, and comfortable in
their two- and three-room waV of life. From a cultural and hi.toriCai
viewpoint; New Mexico hal been significant becaule of the achievements of people buried in
miltS of time. In a split IeCOIld on a
bombing range at Alamogordo, thil atate gave birth to the atomic',
bomb and the world was projected into the Atomic Age. The violent
. and bewildering emotional shift from an eltabU.ed sense of values
in regard to cultural patterns has distu~bed our equilibrium. We
pause and ask, ourselves, "Where do we go from heret" Back to
the unfathomable mists of time, 'or, forward into the. haze of the
unpredictable future?" Only this mu~ is certain at this particular
moment: postwar guests will not be interested in seeing the rock of
Acoma, the apartment ho~ses of the cave man, or the fairyland of
Carlsbad 'Caverns; they' ~ill no doubt by-pass Santa ~e in order to get
a glimpse of Los Alamos.' We haven't the slightest doubt" that the
children of the future will be more interested in seeing the physics
laboratory at the University of New Mexico than an Indian Dance.
It was in this laboratory that the VT fuse, rated by the Navy as second
in scientific wartime importance, was largely developed under the
direction of Dr. E. J. Workman.... All we can say is that the writers
of New Mexico Guide Books had better get on the job.
No other state in our nation lived through the fall of the Philippines with such agony of sbul as did New Mexico. And conversely,
no other state (always proportionally spe~ng, of course) was so
intimately affected by the release of the Japanese prisoners of war.
~pproximately 1,600 New Mexican members of the 200th Coast Artil-

the
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lery took part in the epic def~nse of Bataan and Corregidor. Many
were killed; many died in Japanese prison camps. Those who survived those four years of inhuman and barbaric treatment at the hands
of the Japanese are en route home. The exact number of survivors
is not as yet known. Some day, a New Mexican poet, a modern
Villagni, will record the heroic epic of New Mexico's '200th. Shining
though through that historic chronicle of self-sacrifice and suffering
will be the magnificent courage of the families most concerned, who
for four years waited and prayed for this day.
It has been very obvious for some years that Albuquerque is
the key city in the state. No one ever argues about this fact. We
have the only skyscrapers in the state, we have more neon lights than
any other town, and we certainly have more children. Uust try to
get on a bus some day.) But we did not know that there were so
lociny authors, in Albuquerque until "Jim" and Charlotte Threlkeld
of the New Mexico Book Store gave an Albuquerque authors' party.
Everybody said, "Isn't this amazing? We thought all the authors
lived in Santa Fe." Apparently there has been a literary shift going
on under our 'very eyes, and we haven't been aware of it. At any
rate, the New Mexico Book Store party made literary history, and
everybodihad lots' of fun seeing all the "writing folk."
One of the outstanding formal events, of the fall season was the
authors' banquet celebrating the fifteenth anniversary of the University
of New Mexico PresS. The party, given at the Hilton Hotel by the
University of New Mexico Press Club, was attended by more than a
hundred guests. Tribute was paid by all the speakers on the program
to 'Fred Harvery, Director of the Press, and to those who directly or
indirectly have been responsible for its expansion and growth during
the past fifteen years. James P. Threlkeld presided at the banquet,
and the following were the distinguished guest speak~rs: Floy Wynn,
president, University of New Mexico Press Club; Fired E. Harvey,
director; Dudley Wynn, director of publications; Thomas M. Pearce,
head of the Eq.glish department; Wayne Mauzy, secretary, Museum of
New Mexico and School of American Research;, Dprothy Hughes,
author; George P. Hammond, dean of the gradua~e school; Erna
Fergusson, author; Sam G. Bratton, president of thel Regents; John
P. Wernette, president of the University of New 'Mexico.
Dorothy B. Hughes has good reason for being proud of herself
these days, but she was just as modest and unassuming as eyer when
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we saw her at the Press banquet. Her latest book, Dread, Journey, will
be followed by another one before very long. Ho:ward Haycraft, in
an article in the New York Times Book Review called "Evolution of
tIle Whodunit in the Years of World War II," names Dprothy Hughes,
of.New Mexico, and Manning Coles, of England, the two new writers
since the thirties whos~ work ranks with that of the "undoubted masters" in the "naturalistic pattern established by John Bucpan and
developed by Eric' Ambler and Graham Greene."
Stith Thompson's book The Regions of American Folklore,
which will he published by Thomas Y. Crowell Company some time
in 1946, will contaip a section by Dr. T .. M. Pearce called "The Spanish
Southwest." Professor John Lomax will contribute a section called
"Th~ Cattle Range," and the chapter by Dr. Louise Pound is to be
called "Pioneer Days in the ~iddle West."!tecent publications by
Dr. Pearce include an article in the Mexican magazine Mundo and one
in the S~akespeare Association Bulletin called "La Misa del Gallo and
Shakespeare's Bird" of Dawning." The article points out that, in New
Mexico Spanish folklore,' the people still 4ave the tradition that on
Christmas Eve the animals worship at the manger when: Christ was
born, and the evening itself is called "LaNochenu~a" or in Shakes-'
peare's words a "hallowed, gracious time." The Col;i.ege English
Association recently publish~d as a Chapbook a short satiric play
written by Dr. Pearce which revolves around modern educational machinery and which is called "Dr. Voder's Conversation."
"Scratch One Battlewagon," which appeared i~ the August issue of
Bluebook was written by Lt. (j.g.) Charles Dickey, a former student
at "the pniversity of New Mexico. ,Campus'friends remember lieutenant Dickey as a gentle young man from Tennessee whose gift for
satire predicted a literary future. He became a torpedo pilot in 1942
and served aboard the U..S. S. Lexington and the U. S. S. Enterprise.
"Scratch One Battlewagon" is the thrilling account of an attack in which
Air Group Twenty was out, for the kill of the Musashi, sister ship of
the Yamato ... Lt. Dickey's closing paragr~ph reads as follows.
Days passed "into weeks, and Air Group. Twenty went roaming the ·
Pacific on other missions. Then on January 14 we heard the news: Cincpac,
from unimpeachable sources, had learned the fate of the M usashi. Act'miral
Nimitz announced wat the Musashi had sunk late on the afternoon of
October 24.' On a serene afternoon in the Sibuyan Sea, Air Group
Twenty had put the finishing touches to· a "sup~r" battleship, killing
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hundreds of highly trained personnel, wrecking the labor of thousands, and
destroying one of the hopes of an empire. A dream -,had becom~ a reality.
One of the most important fall publications of the University
Press is Fray Alonso de Benavides' Revised Memorial of r634J by the
following three distinguished scholars: Dr. G. P. Hammond, dean or
the graduate school of the University of New Mexico; 'fr~derick Webb
Hodge, eminent authority on Indian life and customs~ and director of
t~e Southwestern Museum in Los Angeles; and Agap~o Rey, Spanish
scholar and· professor of Spanish at Indiana University. The Benavides
Memorial of r634 is a complete revision of the earlier Memorial of
1634, and supplementing the new edition are twenty-five contemporary documents which have recently been revealed £rom. archives of
Spain and Italy.
Erna Fergusson reports that she is about half way through the
manuscript of her forthcoming book Cuba ,and "is having lots of fun
writing it." The publication date has been set for March first....
Keen Rafferty'S article in a recent issue of the Saturday Review of
Literature called "How Not to Be a Cliche Expert" is most interesting
and will no doubt take a place in popularity alongsid~ .Frank Sullivan's
"Cliche Expert Tells All."
IIasta la proxima vez.
JU~~A

KELEHER

i
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CONTRIBUTORS·
Material published in tnis oversi'le issue is unusually varied. Besides the familiar
names of- regular contributors, many new ones appear. DR. JOHN P. WERNETI'E, nationally
known economist and newly appointed President of the University of New Mexico, appears
here for the first time with "The Full Employment Standard: Key to Prosperity," a con·
densation of the main th~me of his book called Financing Full Employment, soon to be
published by the Harvard University ~ress. Another contributor new to these pages is
MATHURIN DONDO, professor of French at the University of California, Berkeley. Professor
bondo, besid~ being a playwright, poet, and classical scholar of distinction, is known both
in America and abroad for his textbooks. DR. JOHN D. CLARK, author of "Superannuates,
Inc.," as his article indicates, has retired from teaching chemistry at the University of
New Me~ico after thirty-five years of distinguished and varied service. KEEN RAFFERTY,
formerly of the Baltimore Sun, is now on the teaching staff of the University of New Mexico.
VERNON A. YOUNG, a competent literary critic of growing reputation, has appeared frequently in the NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY REVIEW as a book reviewer. "The Art of Katherine
Anne Porter" is his first,full-Iength critical article to appear here.
HOWARD O'HAGAN, a native of Canada now living in· Berkeley, California, makes his
first appearance here with his story "The Tepee." Mr. O'Hagan is author of a novel
published in London, andbis stories have appeared in Queen's Quarterly, Story, and other
magazines. Stories by CHRISTINE WESTON have been published in the New Yorker and other
magazines; she has appeared in these pages formerly. CHARLES NEIDER will be remembered
by readers of this magazine as the author of an article on Thomas Mann in a recent
issue. His story, "The Sisters," is the first of his fiction to appear in these pages. He has
abOut completed a novel. WILUS KNAPP JqNES, translator of the Urugu3lYan sketch by
Juan Morosoli, is professor of Romanic langUages at Miami University, Oxford, Ohio.
, Contributors of poems to this issue are both new and old. Information concerning the
new ones is disappointingly scanty: CLARENCE ALVA POWELL'S home is in Detroit, Michigan;
GROVER SMITH lives in New York City and ORlAN DEPLEDGE in Sacramento, California. Of
former contributors, J. V. CUNNINGHAM, author of The Helmsman, left Stanford this fall
to accept a position in the English department of the University of Hawaii. ROSAMUND
DARGAN THOMSON last summer left for Europe to join her husband, professor at the University of Colorado and specialist in Central and Eastern European affairs. LINCOLN
FITZELL, of Berkeley, California, is author of In Plato's Garden and Morning Rise and
Other Poems. HELEN SCALES, whose first published poem appea.red in the last issue of this
. magazine, lives in Chapel Hill, North Carolina. JOHN NERBER, after a period in the maritime service, has returned to his home in Bloomfield, Connecticut. HOWARD RAMSDEN
lives in Leaksville, North Carolina. KATHLEEN TOOLE, of Baton Rouge, has published
poems and a story here under the name of Kathleen Hough; she is at present living in
Berkeley, California. GUSTAV DAVIDSON is editor of the Fine Editions Press of New York
and author of several books of poems.

>

Regular readers of the book section will recognize most of the reviewers in this issue
as former contributors. COLEMAN ROSENBERGER, an attorney living in Washington, is
author of The Virginia Poems and of articles" reviews, and verse published in numerous
magazines. GEORGE HEDLEY teaches economics at Mills College, Oakland, California.
IRVING BRODKIN, of Brooklyn, New York, is a free-lance writer in the field of public relations. LT. ALBERT R. LOPES, on leave from the University of New Mexico, teaches Portuguese at the U. S. Naval Academy. LT. COMDR. ALBERT C. F. WESTPHAL, also on leave
from teaching duties (City College, New York) , now in the U. S. Navy, makes his home
in New York. CHARLES JUDAH, author of Tom Bone, an historical romance, is in the social
science department of New Mexico Highlands University. THELMA CAMPBELL is head of
the Spanish department, La Grange (Illinois) "Junior College. HECTOR LEE is director of
the .Utah Humanities Research Foundation at the University of Utah. MARGARET PAGE
HOOD is a Las Cruces, New Mexico, newspapenvoman. VERNON A. YOUNG, already mentioned as the author of an article in this issue, lives in Tucson, Arizona. ALLAN G. HARPER,
appearing here for the first time, lives in Bethesda, Maryland. LYLE SAUNDERS, whose
"Guide to the Literature of the Southwest" appears regularly in this magazine, is research
assodate, School of Inter-American Affairs, University of New Mexico. He is at present
doing graduate work at the University of Chicago. ALAN SWALLOW, poetry editor of this
magazine, writer of verse and criticism, has just received his discharge from the Army.
T. M. PEARCE, HUBERT ALEXANDER, and VERNON G. SORRELL are all :r;nembers of the teaching
staff of the University of New Mexico.
'
"On and On" is written by SPUD JOHNSON, of Taos, New Mexico, a newspaperman
and staff member of the Harwood Foundation of the University of New Mexico; "Los
Paisanos" by JULIA KELEHER, University EngHsh department.
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THE FULL EMPLQYMEN.T
STANDARD: KEY TO PRbSPERITY

1.

:;

P. Wernette

UR COUNTRY'S NUMBER ONE ~~ONOMIC PROBLEM today is the same
. as it was before the war started, namely, how to' achieve and
maintain prosperity and full employment-how to provide jobs for all
willing workers, continuously, year in and year out.
This statement does not mean that there. will necessarily be adepression soon, in the immediate "postwar period. Indeed, .accumulated shortages of civilian goods plus accumulated purchasing power
will probably make the transition period a fairly prosperous time.
But sooner or later-five or ten years from now-there will be a depression; and periodically thereaft€r, there will be other depressions
pun~tuating 'the customary condition of moderate unemployment,
unless something effective is done to prevent this wretched condition.
This Raper undertakes to present,.in co~densed form, a key factor
in the solution of this· problem. The proposal, is that a modernized
monetary system, the Full Employment Standard, replace the present
Gold-and-Bank-Credit Standard. The aim of the system is to guarantee that the American people have enough money to buy all the
goods that can be produced, thus keeping private industry prosperous
and enabling industry to provide full employment.

O

, WHAT Is THE FULL EMPLOYMENT STANDARD?
As is well known, additions to our country's supply of money~
under our p\:esent monetary arrangements, result from gold increments
and the expansion of bank credit; decreases in our money from r~duc
tions in gold and bank credit. There is no basic plan or philosophy
o

2 69
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that controls these increases and decreases; and this failing causes
business cycles.and unemployment.
The Full Employment Standard proposes instead:
1. That control of the total amount of money be assumed by the
Federal government, and exercised through a Federal Stabilization
Board.
2. That this Board shall have the power of creating new money
to be used in financing deficits in the Federal budget and in paying off
the Federal debt.
.
~
3. That the Board, guided by' reliable statistics on employment
and unemployment and other economic factors, issue such new money
in whatever amounts may be necessary, any time that '3: depression
threatens, so as directly and indirectly to stimulate and maintain employment at the practicable maximum.

~

The secular need .for more money in the United States runs to
such large figure.s that it seems unlikely that gold producers and the
banks will always produce enough to satisfy the national "money hunger." If so, the Board will have the opportunity of supplying a. good
many billions of dollars when future depressions threaten.
Specifically, this fprecast is based upon the monetarY history of
the United States and a projection. of monetary needs into the future,.
In 1800, there was only $38,000,o06:in ~sh and bank deposits in the
little country; in 1940 the figure was $66,952,000,000. Until 1929, the
rate of growth was fairly steady-during that period, the total amount
of mon'ey in the United States'doubled every thirteen years.
The following projec~ed figures show the following probable
amounts of money needed to properly fill the tills and pockets of
America in the decades immediately ahead.
~

MONEY NEEDED BY THE UNITED STATES, 1940-1980

Total Amount'
Net!ded

Increment Needed
During the Dt!cade
~~

1950

$119,000,000,000

1960

$173,000,000,000

1970

$255,000,000,000

$ 54,000,000,000

$ 82,000,000,000
$ I 08,000,000,000

1980

$363,000,000,000
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THE OPERATION OF THE FULL EMPLoYMENT STANDARD

The objects of Federal expenditure would have to be chosen with
care. They should be as nearly non-eompetitive ~ith. private industry;
as possible, in order not to discourage private enterprise and investmeilt. They probably could not quite equal the, Gold Standard _in
this respect, since it is, of course, the Supreme Boondoggle-first the
gold is dug out of the ground, then it is refined, then it is put back
. into the ground at Fort Knox.. There are, however, many other items
which are admittedly appropriate objects of public expenditure, such
as highways, libraries, school houses,~ and flood control projects. Also
the payment of unemployment benefits and the retirement of the
public debt comprise proper uses of governmental funds.
The technical apparatus for creating and paying out the money
inciementswould be simple. The Federal Stabilization Board would
issue new monetary certificates in large amounts, and deposit them .in
the Federal Reserve banks for the. account of the United States Treasury.These amounts would be added to whatever deposit credit the
Treasury haq at the moment.
'The Treasury would not differentiate between the dollars thus
added to its bank accounts and those obtained from any other source;
Qut. woufd merely draw checks in the usual fashion. Thus the increments to the mon~y supply would be spent in payment for goods and
services by the Federal government.. Tl;1e Feder~' budget would thus
be in.. a condition of secular unbalance. It would not, howeve:r, and
should not be unbalanced every. year.
At this point, a. crucial difference between the Full Employment
Standard and some current plans for FeC:1eral spending to give employ~
rnent should be noted: the Full Employment Standard does not contemplate an indefinitely rising Federal debt. On the contrary, use
of the Full Employment Standard would assist in paying off the huge
war debt,' and reducing taxes. A domestic Federal debt is a burden
and should be avoided. What the country needs is not more debt, but
more money!
~
( § .
So much for the technical set-up, operation, and basic philosophy
of the Full Employment Standard. Now let attention be given to
the two basic questions:
i;!<
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Material published in this oversize issue is unusually varied. Besides the familiar
names of regular contributors, many new ones appear. DR. JOHN P. WERNETIE, nationally
known economist and newly appointed President of the University of New Mexico, appears
here for the first time with "The Full Employment Standard: Key to Prosperity," a condensation of the main theme of his book called Financing Full Employment, soon to be
published by the Harvard University Press. Another contributor new to these p'ages is
MATHURIN DON DO, professor of French at the University of California, Berkeley. Professor
Dondo, besides being a playwright, poet, and classical scholar of distinction, is known both
in America and abroad for his textbooks. DR. JOHN D. CLARK, author of "Superannuates,
Inc.," as his article indicates, has retired from teaching chemistry at the University of
New Me'Fico after thirty-five years of distinguished and varied service. KEEN RAFFERTY,
formerly of the Baltimore Sun, is now on the teaching staff of the University of New Mexico.
VERNON A. YOUNG, a competent literary critic of growing reputation, has appeared frequently in ,the NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY REVIEW as a book reviewer. "The Art of Katherine
Anne .Porter" is his first full-length critical article to appear here.

.

HOWARD O'HAGA{:J, a native of Canada now living in ..Berkeley,. California, makes his
first appearance here with his story "The Tepee." Mr. O'Hagan is 'author of a novel
published in London, and his stories have appeared in Queen's Quarterly, Story, and other
magazines.. Stories by CHRISTINE WESTON have been published in the N,ew Yorker and other
magazines; she has appeared in these pages formerly. CHARLES NEIDER will be remembered
by readers of this magazine as the author of an article on Thomas Mann in a recent
issue. His story: "The Sisters," is the first of his fiction to appear in these pages. He has
about completed a novel. WILLIS KNAPP JONES, translator of the Uruguayan sketch by
Juan Morosoli, is professor of Romanic languages at Miami University, Oxford, Ohio.
Contributors of poems to this issue are both new and old. Information concerning the
new ones is disappointingly scanty: CLARENCE ALVA POWELL'S home is in Detroit, Michigan;
GROVER SMITH lives in New York City arid ORlAN DEPLEDGE in Sacramento, California. Of
former contributors, J. V. CUNNINGHAM, author of The Helmsman, left Stanford this fall
to accept a position in the English department of the University of Hawaii. ROSAMUND
DARGAN THOMSON last summer left for Europe to join her husband, professor at the University of Colorado and specialist in Central and Eastern European affairs. LINCOLN
FITZELL, of Berkeley, California, is author of In Plato's Garden and Morning Rise and
Other Poems. HELEN SCALES, whose first published poem appeared in the last issue of this
magazine, lives in Chapel Hill, North Carolina. JOHN NERBER, after a period in the maritime service, has returned to his home in Bloomfield, Connecticut. HOWARD RAMSDEN
lives in Leaksville, North Carolina. KATHLEEN TOOLE, of Baton Rouge, has published
poems and a story here under the name of Kathleen Hough; she is at present living in
Berkeley, California. GUSTAV DAVIDSON is editor of the Fine Editions Press of New York
and author of several books of poems.
Regular readers of the book section will recognize most of the reviewers in this issue
as former contributors. COLEMAN ROSENBERGER! an attorney living in Washington, is
author of The Virginia Poems and of articles, reviews, and verse published in numerous
magazines. GEORGE HEDLEY teaches economics at Mills Colleg~, Oakland, California.
IRVING BRODKIN, of Brooklyn, New York, is a free-lance writer in the field of public relations. LT. ALBERT R. LpPES, on leave from the University of New Mexico, teaches Portuguese at the U. S. Naval Academy. LT. COMDR. ALBERT C. F. WESTPHAL, also on leave
from teaching duties (City College, New York) , now in the U; S. Navy, makes his home
in New York. CHARLES JUDAH, author of Tom Bone, an historical romance, is in the social
science department of New Mexico Highlands University. THELMA CAMPBELL is head of
the Spanish department, La Grange (Illinois) Junior College. HECfOR LEE is director of
the Utah Humanities Research Foundation at the University of Utah. MARGARET PAGE
HOOD is a Las Cruces, New Mexico, newspapen~oman. VERNON A. YOUNG, already mentioned as the author of an article in this issue, lives in Tucson, Arizona. ALLAN G. HARPER,
appearing here for the first time, lives in Bethesda, Maryland. LYLE SAUI':DERS, whose
"Guide to the Literature of the Southwest" appears regularly in this ,~agazine, is research
as~ociate, School of Inter-American Affairs, UnIversity of New Mexi¢o. He is at present
doling graduate work at the University of Chicago. ALAN SWALLOW, poetry editor of this
magazine, writer of verse and criticism, has just received his discharge from the Army.
T. M. PEARCE, HUBERT ALEXANDER, and VERNON G. SORRELL are all members .of the teaching
staff of the University of New Mexico.
"On and On" is written by SPUD JOHNSON, of Taos. New Mexico. a newspaperman
and staff member of the Harwood Foundation of the University of New Mexico; "Lo,c;
Paisanos" by JULIA KELEHER, University English department.
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THE FULL EMPLOYMENT
STANOARD: KEY. TO P&OSPERITY
]. P .. Wernette
UR COUNTRY'S NUMBER ONE ECONOMIC PROBLEM today is the same
.
as it was before the war 'Started, namely, how to achieve and
maintain prosperity and full employment-how to provide jobs for all
willing workers, continuously, year in and year out.
This statement does not' mean that there will necessarily be a
depression soon, in the .immediate postwar period. Indeed, accumulate4 shortages of civilian goods plus ~ccumulated purchasing power
will probably make the transition period a fairly prosperous time.
But sooner or later-five or ten years from now-there will be a depres- •
sion; and periodically thereafter, there will be other depressions
punctuating the -customary condition of moderate unemployment,
unless something effective is done to prevent this' wretched condition.
This paper undertakes to present, in condel}sed form, a key factor
in the solution of this problem. The proposal is that a modernized
monetary system, the Full Employment Standard, replace the present
Gold-and-Bank-Credit Standard. The ,aim af the system is to gUarantee that the American people have enough money to buy all the
goods that can be produced, thus keeping private industry prosperous.
and enabling insIustry to provide full employment.

O

WHAT' Is THE FULL EMPLOYMENT STANDARD?
As is 'well known, additions, 'to our country's' supply of money,
under our present monetary arrangements, result from gold increments
and the expansion of bank credit; decreases in our money from reductions in gold and bank credit. There is no basic plan or philosophy
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Would not the injection of so much new money be inflationary?

Would the injection of these amounts of new money really
prevent depressions and unemployment?
2.

WOULD THE FULL EMPLOYMENT STANDARD BE INFLATIONARY?

The answer is No, provided that the amounts of new money did
not exceed what would otherwise be a vacuum in the money supply.
Our old friend, the quantity theory of money, presupposes a
fixed amount of production. The United States, however, is an
expanding economy. The population is gr9wing and potential per
capita production increases rapidly.. These two factors are multiplicative and:, together with the greater wealth and income that they create,
explain why an expanding economy needs more money, and can absorb
it without price inflation.
Do the facts of American history bear out this claim? Most emphaticallyl In 1940 the amount of money was 1,762 times as large
as in 1800. And what of the price level? The 1940 price index was
78.6; it was actually lower than the 1800 figure of 101.61
Thus both theory and history support the proposition that the
United States can absorb very large monetary increments without price
inflation.
'@

WOULD THE FULL EMPLOYMENT STANDARD REALLY PREVENT
DEPRESSION-UNEMPLOYMENT?

Thi~

question can best be answered bX'l reviewing the past operation of our country's present monetary system, and 'contrasting it with
the proposed system.
American economic history since 1800 shows tha~ the total amount
of money expanded during this. long period at a fairly satisfactory
(and very rapid) rate until 1929. In 1800, there was about $38,000,000
total cash in the little country. By 1929, that figure had grown to
. $55,171,000,000. To be sure, the growth was not always at the right
rate. Under the stress of war, too much money was added between
1860 and 1865; and again between 1915 and 1919. Even in these
instances, however, the country soon "grew up to the currency".
Throughout'this long period (to 1929) the rapidly growing
American economy was nourished, and stimulated by this somewhat
irregular and definitely enormous increase in the quantity of money.
The population rose from 5,3°8,000 to nearly 120,000,000. Produc-
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tion grew even faster-the production index rose at least one hundred
times.
Up to 1929, then, th~ American monetary system, largely by
accident, produced increasing am!>unts of money. It did so somewhat
irregularly, to be sure, and often with bad timing; but it did feed
more and more lubricating oil into t~ crank~ase of the enormously
expanding American economic engine.
But after 1929, the accidental nature of this good. fortune" became
clear. The money-producing machine 'slowed down, and even went
into reverse gear! By 1933, the total amount of money in the United
States had dropped to $41,680,OQo,ooo. A growing-boy economy that
typically needed more monetary blood each year, was being drained _
of money! And we all know what happened: Our country experienced a terrible depression, from whose dulling 'effects we have not
yet recovered.
The appalling impact of the Great· Depre~ion could have been
avoided if the men thrown out of work could have been employed-on
.public works, financed by newly created money. Their spending would
have prevented cumulative loss of jobs by others; and the newly created
money eventually would have found its way info the pockets and bank
accounts of people who wanted to sq,ve, but did not want to invest., In
this way and in this way only, can widespread desire to save-withoutinvesting, whicl:l is the basic cause of depression, he satisfied w~thout
widespread unemployment.
.
Furthermore, we now have had some actual experience that
re-enforces this claim. World War II has provided an instance of the
operation of something resembling the Full Employment Standard;
and it in fact produced' full employment. The Federal government
financed the war in large part by the sale of seeurities to banks. As aresult, the amc;>unt of money in the United States shot up from the
1940 figure of $66,952,000,000 to $1l7,700,0_00,0~0 in June, 1944-a
four-year increase of $50,748j'000,000. From a strictly economic point
_of view, tha~ was too large a jump-bigger than necessary to produce
full employment; it put pressure on the price level and tended ~o
generate price i!1flation.
.
Under the'impact of this stream of new dollars, however, unemployment disappeared. Were it not that half of the output was in the
form of war goods, the Americap people in 1943 and 1944 would have
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enjoyed a real national in!:ome one half greater than ~ 1929's, and
nearly three times as large as 1932's.
One very important respect, however, in which this war-time
ope~ation differed from the Full Employment Standard is that the
war spending was financed by expansion of the Federal debt, whereas
ther=Full Employment Standard.would finance it by new money.
This actual war experience, added to theoretical analysis, proves
beyond any doubt that unemployment can in fact be extinguished by
the creation and expenditure of large amounts of money. The war
wil~ not have been entirely wasteful if that l~sson sinks in.
COMPLEMENTARY PROGRAMS AND POLICIES

The Full Employment Standard is such a powerful device that
it would, all by itself, probably produce stabilized prosperity. It does
not ne~d, however, to stand alone as the only weapon in the armory
of pros.perity. It is not inconsistent with other helpful policies and
mechanisms.
Brief mention may be made of som~ other complementary programs.
1. Governmental policies to encourage business enterprise. Such
policies would include tax reductions; a sensible, vigorous antimonopolistic program; and active enforcement of the laws against
unfair competitiOIi. In this connection, it is worth noting and emphasizing that the alleged harassmeht of business by the government during
recent years is, in my opinion, a rationalization designed to explain
the baflling inability of the e~onomic system to get going again. In
truth, the trouble with the system was not alleged unsound governmental policies" but rather a grave deficiency in the country's monetary supply.
Sensible price policies by' business. Business concerns would
not help the-program if they were to raise prices more or-less continuously. On the contrary, they should (as many have done in the past)
reduce prices whenever manufacturing improvements and cost reductions permit such action.
2.

3. Sensible wage policies by labor unions. Wages will rise gradually through !he decades. Attempts, however, by organized labor to
secure wage increases more rapidly than justified would probably
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reduce industrial profits below the level necessary as a reward for
enterprise and a return on invested capital.
4. Credit control. The control of credit by' the mechanisms of
the Federal Reserve System would continue to be' an effective means
of influenCing t~e tempo of business, especially if restrictive action
were necessary; Credit control has been likened to a rope-you can
pull on it, but you can't push on ,it. It is not a very powerful. device
for stimulating an expansion of business activity; but it is extremely
potent as a method of damping down a tendency toward over-expansion.
Is

THE FVLL EMPLOYMENT STANDARD A CONSERVATIVE
OR A RADICAL PROPOSAL?

Th~ principal suggestion o£ this paper-the Full Employment

Standard-is unorthodox. Moreover, the basic idea of the entire program is that the Federal government has the ultimate responsibility
for maintaining the conditions qf full employment. It may seem,
therefore, that the program represents a long step away from the
American free en~erprise system as we have known it in the past~ and
a long step in the direction of a govern~ent-controlled economy.
This is not true. The program is posited upon a continuation
of private enterprise. The purpo&e of the program is to ~eep private
enterprise from collapsing in some great future depression; to keep
private enterprise alive by underwriting a big market for the- goods
and services which private business ca~ produce.
The proposed Full Employment Standard may seem radical. In
the broadest sense of the word, however, it is not; it is conservative.
It aims at conserving the free enterprise system hy keeping .it strong
and prosperous and able to' provide full employment for our people.

~:
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PROFESSIONAL MOURNER
Juan Josi Morosoli
Translated by Willis Knapp ]ones
professional mourners, but none like
Natividad Vega. She knew how t~ playa wake as one plays a
guitar. She could put new ~nergy into the mourning when it was
dying down, ~hen the crowd of women in the dead man's room were
nodding and beginning to mumble, lulled by the very monotony of
their praying which, in itself, is a lullaby. She knew how to draw
out moans and bring relief when one of the relatives got choked up
with heartfelt but unuttered cries, a perilous condition which is apt.
to have bad effects. With a cup of herb tea and some comforting words,
she could always ease the anguish. Natividad was really pricelessowhen
it came to ·holding a successful wake over tht; dead.
When the late Pedro Denis' came to his end-the fellow who
couldn't get along with his wife-Mrs. Denis said that she ~Cwasn't going
to look at him again, even in his bqrial clothes." . People went hunting
for her~ to have her take her farewell of the corpse, but she said right
out loud [0 Benito Pena, "If they'll let me laugh out loud, I'll go to
his funeral."
Mrs. Denis was one of those women who lose their souls at the
threshold of earth and find them again at the <;loot as they are leaving
this world, but even in this woman, Natividad .produced tears.
At seven o'clock in the evening Denis died, and by eight o'clock
the women were thronging in, pushing the tables around to make
room for the flowers, or rushing to find smelling salts to give the
widow, .who was having an attack of nerves. And afterward they had
a pencil sketch of the dead man made by a man who took magazine
subscriptions. He used to give a pencil sk€tch as a premium. Nobody
read the literature. They bought it to get the picture.

T

~

HERE HAVE BEEN MANY

~

27 6
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Natividad was slight, with. flat breasts, straight as a board, with
wasp hips and with feet toeing in like magpies'. Her only companion
was a hairless dog, one of those th.~.t are allowed to sleep at a person's
feet in winter to ward off colds and rheumatism. Once she had had a
husband.
The same thing happened to her that had happened to so many
. women a?out the same time: she married a sturdy Italian, one of those
fellows who immigrated in answer to the advertisements and when \
they couldn't find any more work, they went away~ t04Jsing back a
"Look for me again wli~n you see me." People said the men already
,
had wives back in Italy.
What Natividad liked best was to drink deep draughts of dawn air.
She would supply everybody with endless cups of herb tea all night.
Nobody ev~r heard her say, "Thank you.." because she was always
serving others, and preparing anise seed cookies to go with the tea.
But when the sky began to brighten with the dawn, the crowd used
. to descend on her.
"Aren't you going to eat anything, Miss Natividad? The' whole
night on 'an empty stomach!"
. And she would reply: "Well, put a piece of meat oyer the coals,
will you?"
.
Natividad in her black gown with its few strands of fringe would
then take her place at the '£oot of the corpse.
"Let's give thanks to Heaven for our friend's first day in Heavenl"
Then she would raise her arms, and her flowing black sleeves would
look like the fluttering of wings.
.
"Put out the candles!" she would tell the candle snuffer. "Close
his eyes so that God may take the. soul of the late lamented." And
then, after a brief pause: "All right. Light the lights again. Now
the poor soul is at rest. I'll go and sink my teeth into something."
In the grassy yard, amid, the glistening tracks of worms and snails,
with the scent of fennel and pine about her as the birds were awaking,
Natividad would stand beside the blossoming cactus and while the
sun glinted on the broken glass on top of the wall (put there'so the
.youngsters couldn't climb over and steal the fruit) she would eat
. the barbe'cued meat slowly, setting her teeth into a morsel of it, held
between two. slices of bread, and cutting off a lllouthful with a knife.
The sound of the church bells seemed to release. clouds of pigeons
that winged wide over the fields.
Ii!>

•

•

C
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Through the door of the dead man's house all sorts of people
thronged in to sign the visitors' book and gaze a moment in silence:
his gambling friends, chased by daylight from the cafe, with their
faces drawn after a night of play, and his companions from the meatpacking plants, summoned to their work by the gEorious light of
mornIng.
Natividad also disappeared when daylight came. She had a deep
and ancient friendship with' the night. '
As the years passed, Natividad shriveled with age in the same

way that the black wings of her gown appeared to en~arge. Amid the
candles at each corner of the corpse, she seemed a butterfly whose flying
days were over.
Her prayef-The Fifth Credo-became more feeble, like the flame
in the cherry-red brazier which she covered with ashes when she went
out, so that it might heat the room without dying out.
No longer inspired by her, the chorus of mourners sounded more
like the buzzing of listless bees. "The Gir!," a forty-year-old woman
" whom Natividad used to bring with her to teach her the craft ("Some
day i'll be leaving, too," she used to say), tried to animate them with
the opening words: "Almighty Father-" And Natividad with a cup of
herb tea in her hand, took up the prayer: ""':"'who art come to judge
the quick and the dead!"
She would wave her arms, sprinkling holy water on the corpse, but
her gestures grew continually more feeble.
When the candles sent out streamers of light, "There's something
wrong with these candles," she would say. "Why don't you snuff
them, girl?"
And the othet would reply: "It's your eyes, Miss Natividad.
They're just flickering a bit."
In addition, she would hurry the entrance' of the late lamented
into Heaven, not waiting till dawn for the ceremony, as she used to.
Besides, she refused to attend wakes very far fro.m her home and no
longer offered her services to the very poor.
One time, in hurrying the mourning ritual, she caught her long
black sleeve in the seven-branched candlestick and knocked it onto tIle
floor.
"Confound it!" exclaimed Vicenta,' the new professional mourner.
"Can't you see the candles?"
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One June dawn, while the constellation of the Southern Cross
still gleapled in the clear winter sky, the dog howled in the old
mourner's room. Natividad had remained quiet and tiny under her
bedclothes, her thinning grey hair cold about· her sunk~n temples.
The black cloak, hanging open on a chair, looked like two wings
withou"t a body.
NOTE ON THE AUTHOR
Juan Jose Morosoli, born in Minas, Uruguay, of Swiss parents, in 1899, is a
shy, likable man who remains ~Minas as a protest against the belief that literary
people should flock to the capital, Montevideo. But even away from Uruguay's
main literary stream, he has found success. Beginning as a newspaperman at the
age of twenty, he wrote poetry in his spare time and in 1925 published his first
volume, Balbuceos' .(Babblings). Three years later appeared Los juegos (Games)1
a book for children. Then deciding, as he expressed it, "No nad poeta (I wasn't
born a poet)," he turned to prose. His first attempt, the novel Hombres (Men)1
won the 1932 national prize offered by the Uruguayan Ministry of Public Instruction and broke precedent by even going into a second edition, in 1942.. 'In 1936
he published Los Albaniles de los Tapes (Tapes Masons) (Indians who helped build
Montevideo), a collection of short stories and local-color sketches, including "La
Rezadora," the plotless sketch above,' translated ·as it appeared reprinted in the
September 24. 1936, Sund~y issue of Montevideo's newspaper La Manana. "La.
Rezadora" is based on a custom still continuing in some parts of Uruguay where
mourners are hired to be sure that wakes for the dead go off with a flourish.
This translation is published with the express permission pf the author.
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Charles Neider
is almost in darkness. .Flickering cf;lndles at
__ the head and feet, incense-bearing flowers. Behind the corpse
a black velvet backdrop. On the right, beyond the peeling plaster, a
basin and yellowed plumbing. The creaking floor, the coffin, the
attendant lingering furtively in the background among the shadowy,
empty chairs. Between the cha.~Ts, and the coffin two- gr01!lpS of people:
on the right against the wall a ·W9Jl1an and two daughters, a dark mass
blurred and unsteady in the yellow light, the sisters suppot:ting their
mother. She is 'small and shriveled; with a lean, lined, kindly face
and a new upper plate and twit<;hitig corners of her mouth as if in
absent painful thought. Her head hangs low; she holds a handkerchief
in front of her twisted mouth; she sobs quietly, slowly, regularly. The
sisters hold her firmly, one on each side, frown, but otherwise show
no emotion. On the left two white men, a Chinese and a Negro. The
white men have been telling filthy sex jokes and the Chinese and the
Negro have been listening attentively, embarrassed, curious and
puzzled. The Negro's name is Sam. His brother, David, is the
younger sister's husband, now in the Army overseas. Both Sam and
David are small delicate men with fine features and light skin. Ruth
married David about a year ago on one of his furloughs from training
camp. They knew each other ~ell, had been lovers for two years.
The Chinese, Sao Hsin-Min, is a representative of Ruth's trade union.
The women fall to whispering. Ruth has suggested to her mother .
that Daddy's wedding ring be removed to be treasured as a souvenir.
She has flaxen hair and astonishingly clean blue eyes and, aside from
her radical fervor, she is mild and almost placid. She is aJ large woman
in her late twenties, given io quiet sympathy and warm easy smiling.
She is a shipya~d welder and has been living with heli parents. A
moment of indecision and then she disengages from the mass and

T
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silently and determinedly approaches the corpse. She approaches it
with mixed feelings but without fear, only with some remnants of the
antagonism she had felt toward her father because of his tyrannical
behavior in her youth and only with soine irritation~ toward her sister
because of the presence of her sister's former lovers.
Her sister, Margaret, who has flown in from Boston and will spend
only this one night here in New York, is thinking of the meeting she
must address in Boston tomorrow evening. She watches Ruth' sympathetically and half malignantly and experiences ,a similar but more
violent antagonism toward the co~pse and then a feeling of forgiveness
toward the dead. She supports her mother's arm and feels her sobs and
tries to repress the erotic thoughts' which insistently surge.
She thinks: I can have either of them for my lover tonight. Which
will-it be, if any? And ~he' feels wonder and doubt and excitement,
and then is caught up by shame and represses these thoughts.
But Ruth is having trouble. She is bent over the corpse, seemingly
wrestling with it. The corpse in all its majesty is defying her. It
isa gruesome moment.
Margaret thinks with vexation: Why don't they help her? Margaret is quite beautiful and strong. Like her sister she is blond. She
is in her early thirties and has begun to show her age. Her eyes and
mouth indicate weariness and at times despair. She is clear-minded
and even brilliant, dynamic and headstrong and passionate, with '
many of the manners and the outlook of a man:
"
"They" are Larry and Jona,than. Jonathan and Larry have both
pleasant and unpleasant associations in common,' which account for
the odd and jealous glances they give each other. Both, although married, have been lovers of Margaret. Larry's wife at this moment is
chatting in the waiting room with the other visitors, and jonathan's
is visiting relatives in Chicago. Last spring Larry left his wife and
for a week lived with Margaret and the latter's family,; That was before
Margaret was transferred by her union, where she is an economist,
from the New York office 'to Boston. Then Larry, suffering conscience pangs, returned limply and sheepishly to his agonized. and
brooding wife. As for Jonathan, his affair with Margaret was neat
and brief.. It became known to the family, of cou~se, as all private
matters inevitably did. But Mother and Daddy liked him as before.
They liked Jonathan's wife toq, a small, dynamic, black-haired woman
who suffered in silence over Margaret,. whom she loved. Larry is
')
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short, bald, but quite forceful. He is a "big man" in trade unions
and writes for liberal journals and often for the Times. His mind is
direct and keen, and he is surprisingly masculine with women. JonathaQ is slender and at times so sensitive that he gives .the impression
of being effeminate. He is brown-haired, with brown eyes, and is
rather tall. He is a librarian ;it the public library and is extremely
restless in his job.
Larry at last sees Ruth's trouble but holds his ground. He fears
corpses and hates to draw near them. And then Jonathan notices
and responds.. Larry eyes him smolderingly and looks involuntarily
at Margaret. The latter avoids his gaze.
'
Jonathan will remove it, she is thinking. But why am I so cool
about this; why don't I feel that this scene is macabre? There must
"
.be something monstrous about me!
Jonathan, because he liked Daddy, handles him tenderly, and
Ruth is moved. Margaret too can sense his tenderness from a distance.
Mother.does not look; the scene is too painful. The cold dead hands '
resist, as though grimly intent on holding their own.
But Jonathan will get it off, Margaret thinks.. It must be offensive to him, yet how sweetly he does itt Yes, he~is sweet and gentle.
Ah, now he has removed it and noW Ruth has it. Now why couldn't
Larry have done it? He is still lightly talking as if that weren't my
dead father there. But then I'm a piece of ice myself; I feel neither
sorrow nor sympathy. Larry is watching Jonathan with hate. Yes, he
has lots of hatred in him. .'
And now, the job done, Jonathan feels faintly nauseated. But
he remains beside the corpse and studies it. Death ... he thinks, so
monstrous and so silly, so grave and so obscene. Silently and respect·
fully he eyes the gray summer suit (Abel had purcpased it recently
for next summer) and the rosary entwined in the clasped 'thin waxen
hands, and he recalls his last and painful visit, alone with Daddy while
Mother, after three days and nights of nursing him, went to the street
for air, re~alls Daddy's fleshless body on the special cot which one
. ,could raise orJower at the head, recalls his faded blue and ,milky 'eyes,
almost not eyes at all, staring at the poorly plastered ceiling for long
, moments and unblinking, indicating neither thought nor emotion,
blue and faded and somehow horribly unhuman. And occasionally
these sad bits of jelly turned mildly on him, sometimes recording comprehension, sometimes not; then soon they flickered back to ·their
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ceiling ~ontemplation, steadfast and cosmically mild, until the black
and wet cigar 'ascended slowly to the white hard lips. The occasional
puffs were ritualistic in their ponderous dignity, but ritualistic only
because the old-seeming ~an's life burned at its lowest ebb, for at
bottom the slow dignity of the puffing was more mechanical than
deliberate. B~t t~e white, weary lips managed\to part as though
,hungry for the black lascivious cylinder; they puffed lingeringly and
with a horrible deliberation and weariness and softly exhaled thin
blue clouds as the wan fleshless hand traveled wearily downward.
Then later, when Mother had sat on his. other side, the oldseeming man had said, "leaving them wondering, "I was close."
And a little later, "Very close."
"Close to what?" she as~ed, in the tone one uses for a child, and
leaned forward so that her warm breath caressed his face.
He 'turned accusing eyes on her and did not answer. Then he
turned away from her in order not to see her and- she blushed at
Jonathan and smiled pathetically, asking slIently for the sympathy
and understanding she already knew he gave her.
Still later ,Daddy said to himself, "I felt :death's breath; I felt it
here," feeling his chest and looking at nothing in particular, and Jonathan marveled at the man's poetry. S~n Abe1- groaned and balanced'
himself precariously on the side which temporarily did not pain him.
Mother tried to keep silent but couldn't. '
"Daddy! Hush! Don't say such dreadful thingsl"
He eyed her lingeringly and accusingly and t~en distastefully and
slowly turned-and eyed Jonathan too.
"I say it's true," he said bitterly to the ceiling. Then he turned
to her and said, "I wasin the shade, Mother,," and his eyes grew watery
and hu'man. "I alm9Sbdied, Mother. I almost left you, dear."
She began sObbing and covered her face with her thin fingers, but
Daddy seemed either unaware or else unmoved by it. He inserted the
cylinder between. his lips and soon they heard him say, "I was close,
very close," deliberately, with his cosmic calm, y~t with an edge of
contempt and bitterness.
.
"H~sh, dear! Now you're going to get well!" she b1ubbered.
"You mustn't think of such·things! The doctors said you're going to
get well!"
"I almost died," he said, turning his eyes w:earily from her and
puffing again ~n the black cigar.
j
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And then, later, Jonathan rose slowly and awkwardly, ready to
leave.
"Well, good-bye, Abe}," he said, feeling tall and brutally healthy,
lording it mountainous over the bitter fleshless wan old man.
"Good-bye," Abel said ironically as if good-byes were a joke.
"I hope you feel much better by evening," Jonathan said, feeling
his face growing heavy with stupidity. "You're going to get well soon,
and then we'll have those drinks we were talking about, plenty of
them!"
Abel regarded him in silence and as if scientifically, and gradually
a bitter film s~emed to cover his faded blue ~yes and he said, almost
without moving his lips and with a shocking vulgarity penetrating his
utter weariness:
"You ~oo! You too giving me that crap about gettiQ-g well! I'm
dying, don't you see? You too are dishonest, like the rest of them!"
And he turned slowly and painfully and deliberately away from
Jonathan and said no more. And jonathan's face was heavy and
hot and his heart pounded suffocatingly. The room swam and Abel
and Mother looked blt,lrred~ Jonathan stared frightened and uncom·
prehending at Mother and hated his eyes because they prevented him
from seeing. And then he saw that her face was red and terribly
distorted and he realized that he ;had been hearing her bitterly weeping
and he turned to her and then 'turned and left the room and left the
apartment, his bursting heart nauseating him,' everything swimming
so that he st~mbled and fumbled, still uncomprehending, still visioning
Abel's gaunt face and faded eyes and the bitterness of his mouth, the
yellow teeth uncovered as though in death, as he spoke the words, which
clanged and reclanged like horrible bells ~n Jonathan's frightened and
distorted inner ear.
Jonathan remembers vividly the flesh hanging from Abel's britt~e,
blue-tinted legs which seemed without warmth or life. And he recalls
with shame the sight of the thick yellow toenails, which had sent a
nauseating shivet: through him, the sagging milk-blue calves and the
hollow cavernous thighs and remembers painfully the sight of the
wetted bed as he held the old man's legs aloft while the ·visiting nurse,
tenderly matter-of·fact, changed the sheets and sponged him. And he
vividly recalls Abel's sickly smile of shame and helplessness while all
these things were done to him.
And he recalls that Abel suffered monstrously at the hospital the
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ve~y, t:1ext night after his last visit to Abel's apartment, suffered mon-

strously. in those last hours' in spite of all the injections. Margaret
was still in Boston, Ruth' and Mother at home' exhausted, and -only
Jonathan .there wi~h Abel. D~ath was not expected for days if at all.
But Abel complained that acids were boiling in his chest and that
people were pumping air into his head and trying t6" explode it. He
had writhed and clenched the sides of the bed, staring glas,sily upward,
and suffered· enormously and silently, like an ,animal without vocal
power. Then he mercifully fell into a coma.. And deep in the middle .
. of the night, with a frost lying on the black str.eets and the wind
whistling past the window, his shallow breathing grew heavy and
hollow, catching in his throat, and Jonathan was there to stir from
his uneasy sleep and rush to Abel's side t~ hear his last catchings and
his final exhalation.
The next afternoon the cause of death was known: all his vital
organs had been eaten a~ay by s;:ancer. And tqat afternoon, after the
autopsy, Abel was already only a shell, the vital parts removed for
careful study.
,
Abel, so th.is is he; but not he, for isn't this merely hi~ physical
self? Yet not even that, this Abel is only a shell. Then where is he,
the man who softly spoke and 'weakly smiled, who wore the brown felt
slippers and the blue smoking jacket and loved a hot whisky and a
strong cigar, John Marshall and Daniel Webster and Stephen Foster
and Verdi and even the late Wagner? Is he C;lnly in the memory
now? But. there' are now two Abels, not one-the warm remembered
Abel and this strange cold alter ego here, this iinposter here who only
faintly resembles him and who is so much more august and substantial. The chee.ks now: full, almost puffy; and the flaring nostrils,
the arched eyelids, the grimly outthrust chin. Tl1is is a· dandy, beautifully shaven and powdered and meticulously.' combed. And he is
younger.
resembles a prosperous Wall Streeter rather than the ~
broken character the real Abel was.' Is it faintly obscene, this homage
to an imposter? Abel was pale or faintly pink; this newer Abel is
waxen. Abel was gaunt in those last few days; this later Abel has
jowls and a jutting chin. But of course if you stare at the latter a '
litt1~ he becomes somewhat silly and if you lean forwar~ and stare
h!m full in' his face he is anything but grim for then you grasp that
his cheeks are .not symmetrical, that the side exposed to view is a
theatrical fa~ade,. that the opposite cheek is lean ~nd that the mouth
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on that side ludicrously ,sags, and it is then that you catch sight of
the wisp of cotton within the waxed and flaring nostril and then that
the little shiver'runs furtively up youT spine.
The corpse there in the box, so proud and willful in death, with
more dignity and keenness than the body possessed in life, and the
. broken little Catholic mother with her nose craw from silent weeping
and her back bent by the soul-shattering contrast of her present icy
loneliness and the sweet desperate memories haunting her i.nsistently:
these two, the rigid and the soft, the cold and the tepid, the dead and
the dying: these two are done for, their authority long broken, their
voices cracked, their mythology shattered. Dependency for bread' and
board, failure of Daddy as a lawyer, the savage heavy smiting of the
Great Depression, the loss of friends and roots: now they are old and
midwest strangers in a young and eastern town.
When was it, two weeks, three weeks ago? Daddy, who had lost
his grip, who was too damned tired to hold on, who regarded the
young with contempt and scorned the old,' Daddy had sat there in his
new strange way with the thick black cigar between his wan fingers, •
rocking-with' death gnawing obscenely at his chest-in the faded,
tarnished, chipped old rocker, smiling weakly on occasion with those
echoes of an old forgotten charm which struggled with his present
bitterness, striving to give an air of comfort, grace, and warmth. And
Mother, fighting to bridge the growing gap, to hold Daddy in line,
to keep him with the living .although unaware of his impending death,
scurrying to keep up with her daughters, holding desperately, blindly,
to the necessary rituals, the masse~ and confessions, Mother had laughed
stridently in her late manner and' played her role of comrade and sister
solicitously, with a sharp appetite and not witho~t strains of the erotic.
Quite unexpectedly Jonathan is overcome by revulsion, not
toward the dead but toward the living, not toward the old but toward
the young as he thinks of the lives of the two sisters and of how their
lives must have seemed monstrous to Abel and Mother, Ruth marrying
a Ne~o and Margaret bringing her married lovers into the house for
a week at a time, the indecisive lovers with the atheistic thoughts. ~nd
he feels revulsion for their impetuousness and impracticality, which,
because of their monomaniacal intensity, strike him as being diseased.
Yet he "feels it is good that the sisters have broken with the mythology
of the parents and turned their ardor from Catholicism toward science
and a fresh future. But it takes'more than ardor to create the brave
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world, he thinks. It requires discipline and imagination and
these necessitate a measure 'of restraint. The progress of generations,
he thinks wearily: the old broken a~d the new not fully born, confused, incoherent, blundering, self-tormenting.
He turns toward the women with an effort. The ring is being
:closely examined. It is the sarpe Mother .gave Daddy on their wedding
day, a plain gold band floridly engraved inside with Daddy's and
Mother's initia~s and the date: August 17, 1904.- The ring is passed
around from one woman to another; it has not been closely examined
for years.
"
The four men gather round. Larry is overly attentive to Mother
and aggressive. to Margar~t. He places his arm around Mother's
shoulder and softly ·fingers Margaret's arm. Jonathan stands sympaclose to the sorrowing widow. Margaret, sensing
thetic and wat<:;.hful,
.
his nearness, reinembers inv0luntarily that as a lover he behayed more
sensitively and honorably than the rest. Yet she knows she dislikes
and resents him because of his femininity and that she is perversely
attracted to Larry because of the latter's coarse maleness. Again she
senses that she will come to a decisi0n
. and have one ot them
. for a lover
tonight. And now she makes no effort to suppress the thought. Which
will it be? she wonders.
And then there is a muted cry as of a sudden intake of breath,
a ringing, of metal and a soft clatter· and then mumed exclamations.
For Margaret has dropped the wedding band and it is nowhere to be
-seen. The furtive attendant is notified. He fetches a ,Hashlight, with
no results. The men crawl around among the shadowy cha1rs, searching. There' are only three of them now, Jonathan, Larry, and Sara
Sao Hsin-Min has joined the others in the waiting room.
- Time passes, the searching continues, the suspense grows brittle.
And each of the women,' because of the momentary frustration,
feels su(]denly and acutely alon¢. As the first wave of loneliness strikes
and chills Mother, a s~ries of wild frightened thoughts Hutter through
her mind and she has the first full realization that Abel is now incontrovertibly d~ad and she feels that she and Abel are out of' time and
place here and that it is ugly and mean of her to permit hill). to suffer
the final indignity of lying among strangers. And she feels that all
her life is in the past and that the future augurs nothing for her but
her own merciful death. Then suddenly she feels that her daughters
are strangers to her and that they have betrayed and will betray her

.
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and succeeding waves of loneliness burst over her in torrents, rising
to engulf her, and she falls into hard sobbing out of frustration and
bewilderment. But for Ruth the shock of loneliness is comparatively
mild. She thinks of her David in the war across the sea and of the
bitter beautiful life they will face together and she glances gratefully
at Sam, David's brother, and at his color. As for Margaret, for her
the shock is acute and she remembers suddenly the men who have
brutalized her and she feels betrayed by her own interminable struggles
with herself and by the seemingly neverending process of the psychoanalysis she is undergoing and by her failure to achieve even a career
success and by her mad irrational torments which threaten to destroy
her and it seems to her that no one in the world is capaQle of aiding
her and then'she feels herseif retreating into a state of animal dumbness
and pain.
.
But then quite magically their loneliness is banished. For there
is Jonathan, flushed and smiling from his efforts, wi.th the lost ring
resting innocently on his palm. Had Larry been less fearful of the
dead he might have retrieved it. But he did not really search for it
although he pretended to, for he is afraid of touching Abel's property.
But Jonathan, out of sympathy for Mother and because he sensed he
was making a good impression on Margaret and might again become
her fover, looked desperately for it and found it. Now there are cries
of joy from the women as Jonathan basks in success while Larry eyes
.him with poorly disguised envy and even ha,tred.
The women praise Jonathan volubly.
"Oh, Jonathan!" Mother utters.. "I'm so grateful!"
Jonathan smiles and blushes and glances triumphantly at Larry.
Arid then, a little later, as thou.gh out of nowhere, Mother has a
thought.
"Jonathan," she says warmly, ((why don't you come to our place
for the night? We need a man. And besides, it'll be so late and you
have so far to travel. . . . "
jonathan's heart leaps at the suggestion and h~ glances hopefully
at Margaret. Margaret's face is strange to see, torn by doubt, revulsion,
and joy.
Then Ruth says, in her maternal way, "Yes, Jonathan, do come.
We'd love to have you," remembering how tenderly Jonathan removed
the ring.
.
And now Margaret says, with a knowing, i~pish smile, the doubts
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and revulsion erased, "Yes, why don't you?" and looks grimly at Larry.
Jonathan hastily accepts, realizing giddily that he has Mother and Ruth
to thank and that knowingly or unknow~ngly they haye appointed
him Margaret's lover for th~ night. Again he turns to view Larry
triumphantly but Larry is disappearing beyond the door.
And now the friends who have been chatting in .the adjoining
room, the waiting room, march in, Sao Hsin-Min among them, and
the strange and minor interlude is ended.

.
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ART AND CIVILIZATION
Mathurin Dando
pernicious errors of modern times is the belief
. in the goodness of nature, considered as the origin and fount of
all physical, moral and aesthetic perfection. Through a singular
perversion of thought, modern man has even fallen into a most' reprehensive idolatry in his deification of nature, which he worships as the
all-powerful, the all-helpful, the all-merciful, the all-bountiful Mother.
The germs of this fallacy were first scattered on the soil of European culture by the hand of the Renaissance, but it was not until the
eighteenth century that the Rousseauistic cult of nature spread with
all its devastating consequences: the return to nature, the eulogy of
primitive man, the glorification of the noble savage, the propaganda of
natural religion, the attibution to nature of all poetry and beauty.
Christian tradition has rightly considered nature as the origin
of evil, the source of material and moral turpitude, the prime mover
of sin. All things and beings in their natural state were deemed
afflicted with malice, malignity, and malevolence. Nature was man's
greatest enemy, to be feared and fought and mastered with the help
of a superior"and spiritual force, the power of divine grace.
The fundamental truth of the perversity of nature does not
require elaborate theological or philosophical demonstration. Common experience is enough to convince even the most ignorant of how
little good, if any, there is in the so-called Mother Nature. The only
positive benefit we may grant her is that she teaches us to eat, drink,
sleep, reproduce, and take shelter, as best we can, from, her p~rils and
inclemencies. But it is the same Mother that urges man to rape and
r~b, torture and kill his fellow creatures. It is nature that engenders
drought and flood and storm, war, famine, and pestilence.

O
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The noble savage invented by the imagination of the philosophers
was addicted to cannibalism-, infanticide, and parricide. The gorilla
. and the chimpanzee may be regarded as models of innocence and virtue
with as much justification as was primitive man. His portrait has
been painted by Lucretius, in lines which are none too flattering:
During thousands of revolutions ot the sun, men dragged along their
existence in the manner of wild beasts; ... What . . . th~ earth produced
by itself was their sole subsistence . . . they did not know yet how to tame
things with .fire, nor to make use of animal skins for clothing their bodies
... they lived in the forests and in the mountain caves . . . ignorant of
laws, and of social order. With their powerful hands and agile feet, they
hunted the beasts of the woods, overpowering some, hiding from others.
At night, like wild boars, they stretched their naked bodies on the ground,
cove~ing themselves with branches and foliage. (De Rerum Natura, Liber V)

The law of the j:ungle is natural.
Cri~e, cruelty, brutality are natural.
The :good is '.lrtificial. Virtue is artificial.
Goodness, orderliness, moral and social virtues do not exist per se,.
nor do they spring full grown from the womb of Mother Nature. L~ke
all human values, they are the fruit of man:s efforts and achievements,
the result of his immemorial fight against nature, of his perpetual
desire to master her savage ferocity.
The very word virtue implies the idea of strength and power,
necessary to resist the natural impulses and oppose .the innate inclinations. The good is so far remote from nature that in all times and
in all countries, gods and pries~s and prophets have been needed to
teach it, legislators have had to formulate it, policemen have been
maintained to enforce it, jails and gallows to punish its infractions.
But evil is done without effort, without struggle, without instruction.
Evil is innate, instinctive, natural. The long and arduous efforts of
m~n to overcome natur~ are what is properly called civilization.
Civilization is artificiat the wor~ of the artificer, the priest, the
teacher, th~ poet, the artist, all of whom are engaged in the endless
battleD against the natural. Were it not for all his arts and artifacts,
man would have remained on the same level as the brute, in whose
kingdom he was born, whose mode of existence he has shared for
millions of years, and to whose habits he is still bound by nature.
Civilization is that which sets off man from all other animals. But
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civilization is little understood and appreciated, because we are
immersed in"' it from birth and take it as our legitimate heritage. Let
it be remarked in parenthesis that 'py civilization is not meant the
European or American mode of life, nor the superiority of any race or
country that calls itself civilized. It is difficult for us to imagine man
without built shelter, which is artificial; without made clothing,
which is artificial; without speech, which is artificial; without fire or
tools or implements, all of which are artificial.
I t is even more difficult for us to go farther back in time and
picture man without mind or spirit or soul. And yet mind and spirit
and soul are not an original part of man's equipment. They are not
natUral. They were painfully acquired and are carefully nurtured
and transmitted by an ever vigilant education.
,
Of all the manifestations of the human mind, the greatest accomplishment is language. Speech is undoubtedly the supreme art of man.
But speech is not an expression of thought or the' conveyance of ideas
as philosophers teach us. Words are deeds. Words are wonder-working acts. WOTCh create things w'hich otherwise could not exist. By
virtue of the miraculous power of words, man has created for himself
another ~orld, entirely aside from the natural world. With words
man has crreated his gods, his religious and social intercourse, his conception of family, of country, of good and evil. All these, which are
.of man's making and imagining, consti~ute his own kingdom,. his
artificial worlq, which he has peopled with his dreams and visions, his
gods and his heroes, his exemplars, his ideals. For man conceived
his gods and demigods in the shape of magnifiea, idealized, non-natural
men, superior to him, whom he believed more capable than himself
of directing the course of nature in his favor. And he gave them
semblance and substance by fashioning images and symbols, and for
their .'worship he built temples and churches and mosques and
cathedrals. And he peopled these shrines with statues and ornaments.
And in joy or sorrow, in.contentment or wrath, he praised and
lamented, he danced and sang and interceded, imposing upon the
intonations of his voice and the movements of his body the same laws
of rhythm, cadence, and harmony which he had conferred on the
volumes and the masses, on the lines and the colors of his sacred fanes.
Re thereby introduced into his spiritual life that sense of order, balance, and discipline by which~he strove to govern his social activities.
Thus to serve and please ap.d placate his gods, man created the
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arts, which, in the course of time, were also directed to his pure
enjoyment. But art was not originated in view of aesthetic pleasure.
Art was the necessary medium of converse between man and his gods.
Religion was not an abstraction, but the whole of life, the consecration
of life, the stimulation of the will to live and to do. And art was the
great stimulant, through which man was capable of generating a new,
an inexhaustible source of power, of spiri,tual energy. It w~s -this
power which enabled man to rise above his natural level, above the
brute and the beast of the jungle.
The preceding remarks .on man and nature may help to fprmulate
certain propositions in regard to art. It has already become evident
that ,art begins where the artist departs from nature,' that art is born
whenever man imposes upon volumes and planes and sounds and
colors a law, a discipline, an order of his own volition.
The Pastoral Symphony of Beethoven, far from being an imitation
of the sounds of nature, is composed of sounds dictated by the will
of the musician and subjected.to a rhythm of his own invention. But
•
this rhythm, with its purposeful designs and controlled movements,
remains a pure abstraction, a mere concept of the mind, without concrete substances, without relation to the II!aterial world: it is not
natural.
The Venus of Milo, the "Last Supp~r" of da Vinci; sculpture and
painting are less abstract arts than music, but only in appearance.
Fundamentally they are baSed on the same qualities as music is, the
difference being the medium. Our ears are traine.d to be susceptible
to the rhythmic combination of sounds and to accept the musical
work of art without probing into the representational meaning of
these sounds. On the other hand, the aesthetic education of our eyes
has been much neglected and more often perverted: To the average
onlooker the associations of the subject-omatter are apt to blind him
to the essential qualities of a work of art. He makes of verisimilitude
the criterion of artistic excellence, disregarding the prerequisite factors,
the balanced relation, the rhythm, the harmony of color and mass and
plane. And yet by these abstract qualities alone is a work of art to
be distinguished from a -work of nature.
Mass, form, color, sound are in fact attributes of matter, but in
themselves they are void of any artistic quality. They enter into the
composition of the work of art only from the moment they are submitted to the laws of man. In obedience to the will of man, matter
(\
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is raised to a higher degree, transmuted into a finer substance, trans·
ported from a world of accidenti into a world of permanence. Art is
not a figuration, but a transfigunition of matter.
The balanced planes of the Egyptian statue, the controlled
arabesque of a Botticelli painting, the rational composition of a Claude
landscape, the architectonic ordonnance of a Cezanne still life, these
are the significant qualities of all works of art. They are to be sought,
not in nature, but in the mind of man. And they constitute what, by
convention, we call beauty.
Beauty also is itself an abstraction, without reality outside the
mind of man. No beauty exists in nature, in natural objects, things,
or beings. Nothing in nature is either beautiful or ugly, for beauty
and ugliness are not positive elements of matter. Beauty exists only
in the work of art and is revealed to man through his art. We oecome
aware of beauty through art, and acquire the habit of transferring it
from the work of art to the various aspects of nature. We learn from
the artist to see beauty in a tree, a mountain, a landscaPe, a sunset.
Before the. artist had opened our eyes to their aesthetic significance,
the diverse accidents and elements of nature left us either indifferent,
or interested only in their pra.ctical use.
. It is extremely doubtful whether the highly cultured but anthropocentric Greek mind was capable of dis,cerning beauty in the inanimate
world. In the whole of Greek literature there is not a single known
reference to man's aesthetic reaction to the outside world.
In the time of the European Renaissance the beauty of mount~in
scenery was a closed book to even the most sensitive mind.Petrarch
relates, in a ten-page printed letter, his ascension of a. mountain in the
Proven~al Alps. This ,was an eccentricity for which the poet pleads
as an excuse. the example of Philip of Macedonia, Who had ascended
..
Mount Haenus in a similar spirit of enterprise. But in his long naqation, which contains much information about the hardships, dangers,
and fatigue of the eXPedition, there is no hint of emotional response
to nature in her most majestic mood, no word of aesthetic appreciation
by the foremost poet of the time.
Even objects which· repulse us, scenes which avert our sympathy
may become attractive when r~created by the artist's skill. A toothless
old hag is rendered beautiful 'by Rembrandt's magic. Whistler gives
charm to a dingy London fog. A banal table cloth is glorified by the
witchery of Cezanne. No throne of king or potentate was ever be-
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decked with, such splendor as a drab kitchen chair metamorphosed
by the enchantment of Van Gogh.
. '
Beauty therefore is not an inherent attribute of things, but an
effect of ar,t or, more precisely, a conception of the artist's mind. If
nature were the source and essence of beauty, the beautiful would
be immutable, not subject to'change and constant mutations. But the
ideal of beauty changes with successive generations; it varies with race
and country; it differs with individuals; it even fluctuates in the mind
of t~e same pe;son. On the ~ther hand, the fundamental qualities,
the essential values set up by. art are constant. They alone are universal' and permanent. However, they are far from being natural
to man, far from being inborn. Appreciation and enjoyment of those
qualities are strictly a matter of education and development.
Without education m~n is in~apable of aesthetic feeling in regard
to nature as well as in regard to art. The degree of our enjoyment
of a landscape, 'for example, is in direct relation to our capacity of
composing the natural site in terms of pictorial values. The average
tourist becomes aware of scenic interest when he perceives by the
"highway the sign: 'Picture.. Kodak. Thousands of people view Niagara
Falls or Yosemite with the same curiosity as they would admire the fat
woman and the monkeys of the 'circus. The circus attraction leads the
crowd to the art museut.!!, where they listen open-mouthed to the professional guisIe quoting the price of a painting or" the antiquity of a
statue. The circus attraction brought countless visitors to the first
eXhibit of Cubist art in New York City. The circu~ attraction caused
the schools of San Francisco to be closed on the occasion of an exhibit
of Van Gogh's works, so that high school adolescents and kindergarten
infants might be regaled with the melodrama of the artist's life and
death.
Besides this vulgar curiosity, there is, however, on the part of
the average spectator, a nobler attitude toward nature, which commands respect and attention. Scenic grandeur awakens in the. minds
of most of us some sort of religious emotio~, some stirring of the sense
of the divine. The religious reaction to natural spectacles is so deeply
ingrained and so persi-stent that it affects and- determines to a large
degree our sense o~ -appreciation. Awed by the immensity of the'
ocean, we 'direct our thoughts toward the· Infinite'. The fury .of the
storm echoes the voice of the divine avenger. The glory of God is
manifested by the magnificence of the setting sun. Wherever nature
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shows a lavish display of color or some unusual combination of form~
one is apt to hear a bystander exclaim, "No artist can paint that!'
And by such a remark he defies man to emulate the work of thl
Creator.
~
However, aesthetically speaking, the most remarkable seener;
would remain meaningless to us if our sensibility had not been attune<
to its equivalent pictorial qualities. We would show but indifference
to a spectacular sunset had not a Claude Lorrain, a Turner, a Monel
revealed to us its symphonic values, even though our familiarity witl
. the work of these artists were limited to a chromolithograph on Oul
kitchen wall.
To what degree, then, of refinement, of cultured- taste a persoll
mij.st reach in order to be thrilled by the shadow of' a twig on a wall:
the pattern of a barren tree against the twilight, by the curve oj
a reed over stagnant waters!
1'1evertheless the beauty of nature in all its stages and nuances
and infinite gradations cannot be other than the aesthetic qualities
which our minds attribute to material objects. The 'beauty of nature
is conceived by us and remains our own creation, and possesses that
degree of excellence which we are capable of appreciating.
~ Such a statement appears so obvious that one is liable to forget
its fundamental value in solving some of the most interesting problems
in aesthetics. One of these problems, which presents itself to our
.attention, is to decide whether our enjoyment of nature can equal our
enj<;>yment of a correspondent pictorial representation, and whether
in both
cases our sensation. is' of the same order and of·;, the same
.
quality.
Before a solution'can be proposed it is necessary to" restate the
fundamental point under discussion. Our delight in any display of
nature, let us say in a sunset, is. in proportion to our ability to com·
pose an artistic figuration of the spectacle, to analyze the juxtaposition
of colors in the sky, to appreciate the values of their reflection in the
water, to judge the tonality of their luminous effects on the land.
This process, in most cases unconscious, enables us to form a pictorial
image which pleases our eye and moves our sensibility according to
our artistic development and in conformity with our present mood.
It is obvious that the picture we have just created is purely mental,
and a mere abstraction. It is not therefore, nor can it be a work of
art, since by definition art is of necessity an objective figuration, a
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material visualization, a perceptible exterIorIzation of our mental
image, by means of skill, technique, or learned process of one kind
or another.
'.'
The contemplation of the natural spectacle may procure us
pleasure of a high order. However, the feelings we experience in the'
presence of a work of art belong to a totally different category. To
define' them simply as a mode· of aesthetic pleasure seems quite inadequate, if' not err0Il;eous.. Art is to man much more than pleasure.
Art is the source of a unique sensation which escapes analysis and
which we may only attempt to explain by some analogy. We may venture· to say that it is an emotion, or rather a commotion which, if not
akin, is at least cC?mparable ~o love rapture or religious transport. It
is an uplift of our spiritual self, not different from the kinetic exultation of our whole being under the rhythmic spell of music and of dance.
Art is one of the,'greatest meaI,ls of generating human energy, of
creating a surplus of power whic,h not only enables man to continue
living, bU:t to aim at a higher mode of existence. From the caves of
Les Eyzies to the friezes of th~ Parthenon, ft:om ~he dolmen of Camac
to the glory ·of Chartres, from the illumined medieval parchment to a
canvas of Renoir, the artist has 'played ~o leSs a part than the priest,
the legislator, or the, philosopher in the building of civilization. _
Civilization, by which is meant the rise of man 'above his'natural
level, has been a slow and devious and painful achievement. If for
the sake of illustration, ,we reduce the time oftp.an's history to an
imaginary period of fifty years, this is the picture that comes within
the reach of our vision:
Of those fifty years, forty-nine were spent in the hunting or savage
period. Only in the first half of the fiftieth year appeared the art of
writing: Greek Civilization would be three months old. The" Christian, era, two months old. Printing, two weeks old. The steam engine,
one week old. Present conditions would begin at the dawn of December 31 of the fiftieth year; that is to say, what we call the "modern"
world is one incomplete day old.
Is it any wonder, then,- that the majority of human be'iJ:.lgs are
still very close to the state, of nature? Like his Cro-Magnon ancestors,
man is still a rapacious and predatory animal, bent on war and rapine
and pillage. But to assert that human nature does not change is to
deny one'~ faith in the miraculou~ power of the mind. To claim, that
<
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human nature cannot be improved is to deny the possibility of man
to rise above the pure animal and bestial stage.
, The most evident manife'station~ of progress are not so much the
artifacts, the tools and industries and mechanical gadgets d~d by
man to ~nsure his livelihood. Civilization is much more thay material
gain and physical satisfaction;." Civilization is chiefly made up of the
spiritual elements of law and order, of discipline and harmony; it is
made of the very elements which govern the arts, which were created
by the arts, and which are preserved and propagated by the arts of
man.
It has been said that in our time art has grown neglectful of its
main function, that it no longer seems to fit intQ the structure of the
community. The reproach may be well founded. But a tremendous
.social revolution is taking place under our eyes. The whole world is
rapidly moving toward a unified community of spiritual as well as, of
material interests. In such cataclysmic change, it is doubtful whether
art can remain a mere individual pursui~. One may seriously question
whether art has no higher role than the titillation of the sensibility of
a few aesthetes. In spite of the present savagery and perversity of the
human race, it is even permissible to nourish the hope that art will
again' playa vit,al part in human destiny, that art will once more be
the great spiritual stimulant, the dynamic power in the endless fight
of man against nature.
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THE .WAY F AR E R S
Christine Westnn
behind her and struck out across the field
towards a little grove of white birch a quarter of a mile away.
She chose this path by instinct,. possibly because the birches were white
and her thoughts dark. When I say path I refer to the path in her
mind, a vein -of clarity in the core of, confusion and corruption. Yes,
corruption, for to permit oneself to beco~e angry is in a sense. to
become corrupt, and Freda knew this. Yet she gloried perversely in
her corruption as a relief from the burden of well-bred restraint: corruption thus indulged restored (her sense of independence. This was
what Freda was thinking and feeling as she left the house behind her
and the harsh stubble of the IDuwn field brushed her ankles, and a
smell of meadowsweet rose against her face. Where am I going, she
asked herself, and what shall I do when I get there? The answer was
brief, succinct ~ the flicker of a swallow's wing: "Nowhere, nothing!"
And that was the secret, the 'charm of the whole thing-of her escape,
of her choice of this broad bare field as the avenue which led to infinity.
As she walked she mused on the fact that her choice of a path
should have been so far from accidental, for sOmewhere in the maze
of her anger, purpose had sought its ch.annel, as in the flow of the tide,
or in that which sailors call a cant in the wind. But Freda would
have preferred to think that she was setting forth recklessly in pursuit
of God knows what peradventure. Halfway across the field she glance,!
back and saw the house partially s}1bmerged in a fold of the land. It
appeared to be swaying and plunging with the imperceptible revolutions of the earth, though she knew that actually it stood motionless,
that it had stood there solidly for more than a hundred years and wquld
in all likelihood stand for another hundred. Its windows stared blankly
after her, and behind tho~e windows the people she ~ost loved and
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most hated were carfying on their futile argumepts, quite unaware that
she had left them, perhaps forever. Light would sink into night, and
night into morning, but she ~ould not return. "~here is Freda?'·
they'd ask each other, waking in consternation and looking round
them. "Oh, she went for a .walk across the field, 'and never. came
home." And when the flurry· had died down-say in a year or twothey'd resume their scurrying about in their usual fashion, filled with
petty spites and preoccupations, motivated by commonplace ambitions.
But she would not be there to see or to care. Freda, who was really
quite intelligent, realized that she had no right to be angry with people whose destinies, after all, were no concern of hers. They were
merely going their own ways in their own way; just because they differed from her, just because one 'fancied sugar in his tea when she
did not, because another liked green wallpaper when she preferred
blue, because all were unsure of their facts but emphatic in their
opiniC?ns when she was just the reverse, these divergencies were scarcely
provocation for rushing out of, the house with her hands over her ears
and her mouth rounded in a perfect 0 of wrath and despair.
The house subsided in a last brazen wave. Now, looking backward or forward Freda saw the open field tracked all over by impressions of hay carts and mowing machines. SW4llows were threading
the. air, making clicking sounds, and she heard the first cricket somewhere near her feet. Stooping, she spied him, black arid vibrant
among the golden stalks. As she watched he gave an evasive hop and
disappeared, and her searching fingers disturbed instead a small white
moth which went fluttering off across the stubble. Gradually, Freda
became conscious of the special quality of the air, cool after a long
spell of blazing heat. She felt it running between her fingers and
thr~ugh her hair, and when she stepped into the shadow of a bush the
sha~ow itself seemed to have weight and softness like fur. Her feet,
independent of her will, appeared to know where they were taking
'her) although no path was visible to her eye. In the distance the
birches waited, looking as if they'd been freshly washed, and the ground
beneath them had a swept and tidy look. Jnstead of going directly to
the grove' Fr~da found herself moving towards a patch of brambles
which formed an island beside a broken-down wire fence. The sun
was now at such an angle that the eastward side of this patch lay in
dark green shadow, and to step into it was exactly like stepping into
a mountain pool. Here Freda paused to look round her. The field
.
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quivered under a weight of afterno'on sun; the -sky was, as pale as spun
glass, a single cloud shaped like a rowboat drifting across it. A snapping of wings restored her attention to· the bramble patch and she
. saw a goldfinch teetering on a· twig. It took flight, disapPeared into
the sunlight, then returned, dashing past her into the thicket, from
whence it gave forth a kind of chortling, though peer as she might she
'could not see it for the crowding leaves. One of a vivacious wandering
family, the goldfinch had come north all the way from Carolina, skipping like a bright pebble along the boulevards of air; it would, in
fall, go skipping back.
As she stood there Freda noticed the twisted shape of a wtld apple,
and now she remembered hbw she had come here one winter and
the patch had been threadbare' .arid empty of birds, the snow strewn
with frozen apples which foxes had been ,eating. Some, brown and
rotten, lay piled in drifts~ others had shone ~oundly red, and these the
foxes had gnawed, leaving traces of their sharp .teeth on the half-eaten
cores. She thought of the foxes trotting out from their ~he1tering
woods, crossing the snowy field to their fa~orite apRle tree, the wavering
pattern of their tracks filling with blue shadow like blobs of ink. She
examined the tree and found no trace of fruit. It was probably
biennial and would not bear this,year, and the foxes would gaze into
its frosty branches, wondering what couid have happened. Freda pictured them as, bronze in the winter sun, they trotted ba~k to their
deep woods, disappointed, 'perhaps trying it- another day, still to find
no apples. Would they know enough to come back next year? How
long must a fox live, how- many journeys must he make, before he
learns- the arbitrary habits of ~he apple? And suddenly Freda saw
the winter landscape, bare, bitter, revealing; she saw the field traversed
by tracks of rabbit and fox, .mouse and weasel, and the fleur-de"lis of
, pheasants. She saw it as she had seen it often after a wind had blown
across it, ,baring old snowshoe tracks which led from the house into
the woods, tracks which made hef think of schodls of frozen fish.
Although summer had obliterated: those corridors and highways, she
, knew that the grass at her feet, the. bushes, the trees, and the, air all
swarmed with migrations. She missed the fQxes but a caterpillar
~aired and hued like a fox crawled along a twig, reached tne tip,
toppled off, and continued its patient voyage across a waste of dead
leaves.
She turned and crossed the last stretch of field to the -birch grove.
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Its leavesc tingled in the sun and the ground beneath it, she now saw,
,had been trampled flat and worn smooth by the ruminating bodies
of cattle. Freda found a stone and sat down. The grove was on a
slight eminence and from here she could see the chimneys of her house,
and on a distant stretch of highway the flashing windshield of a car.
A silver airplane droned across the sky, flying towards Canada, and
below it, travelling in the opposite direction, shone three silver gulls.
She heard the sound of a' train coming up from the coast, and by
raising herself a little she could see its plume of smoke. Then she
heard its warning shout as it approached a level-crossing. In the cab
of the locomotive, she knew, rode big blue-coated men with red handkerchiefs round their necks, and striped canvas caps. Behind them
were strung carria.ges filled with people coming from somewpere, going
somewhere else, all consumed with private anticipations as they
munched food out of paper bags, read shiny magazines, or stared out
of the windows at houses, cows, crows, and women beating doormats·
on backsteps.
, From some invisible road there came the sudden berserk rush of a
motorcycle, then that too died away. A great radiant silence fell on
everything, and Freda thought: back there !n the house they are still
arguing about sugar in their· tea, about the color of wallpaper, the'
color of Negroes, and what to do abollt the Je~ whether bees
sting or bite. Their voices go 'round and round trying to find a hole
through which they might escape into the sun, b~ they can't escape.
Their brains are little railroad tracks which 'cdrry their thoughts
round and rou~d, round and round. From ~here I sit, though I
cannot see or hear them, I am aware of hundreds of thousands of
brains whose thoughts are gQing round and round like toy trains, the
same thoughts all shaped exactly alike, all about the same things,
all shouting together as they approach the level-crossing: "Get out of ,
our way, or we shall crush you!"
. Spider webs glittered on the nearby grasses, and Freda saw that
everything round her was twinkling and shining as if a white flame
, had ignited it. Webs, stones, the ends of twigs, the birch leaves and
slender birch stems quivered and blazed. She knew that she too was
touched by this fire-her hair, her white dress. Then something else
moved and from the farthest birches a gray horse came stepping into
the open. Catching sight of Freda he stopped 'abruptly and stood
~taring at her. He too was on fire, his ears frosted with it, his Hanks,
j
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his streaming tail, his mane. He had come, she supposed, from' a
neighboring pasture, finding a hole in the fence and making his leisurely way to the birch grove. And as he stoOd there, massive legs
planted, dark-fringed eyes fixed upon her, Freda thought she had never
encountered a scrutiny so profound. She rememebred that he, Equus
caballus was' a descendant of tqe wild horses which cro,ssed the landbridge between Asia-and A~erica in the Tertiary period of the earth's
history, Since the day when an ingenious hUf!lCin had discovered the
unique structure of an eq~ine mouth-that 1p.atus in the teeth of the
lower jaw, through which men could thrust.a short iron bar, man and _
horse had moved down the years together, learning one another's ways.
Perhaps remembrance of this long companionship, distinguished on
one side by garrulity and on the other by silence, accounted for the
gray horse's prolonged and speculative stare. He was ,at a loss to
u~derstand Freda's silence, her stillness. Was she a stone, or a tree
bent by wind into the semblance of a woman?
To Freda it seemed as if he waited for her to speak, that the pause,
too extended,. ,trembled in incalculable balance. She felt the human
compl;llsion to speech, and at the sound of her yoice he tossed his head,
snorted, and then fell quietly to cropping the grass. The sun was
now on a level with the rim of the earth. Light streame~ across the
field, flooding the grass at her feet in one last rush of color. The
evening was vibrant with cries of departing birds and the dance of
insects. Freda i!llagined the air as an element brimming with inaudible
passions, protests, plans, and preparations, and sh~ wondered whether,
given unique perception, one' might disce:&n these shapes-monstrous
and ma~e1b~s, hideous and. lovely, voyaging ~hroug~ the atmosphert
and leaVIng no trace of theIr passage~ Lost In conJecture she forgot,
all about the horse, and when at last she glanced up she saw that he
had wandered away and was just disappearing into the distant birches.
Loneliness .descended on her and she whistled to him, but he had
gone, leaving h~s great footprints in the soft ground, and as the sun
followed him and the light began to ebb Freda started to her feet
and turned her face towards hom~, thinking: I better get back before
it becomes too dark to See the way. '
J
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tributary to the Athabaska, to look at the
"timber. It was not big timber. Timber does~not grow big on the
Arctic slope of the Rockies. I t was big enough, though, and clean,
the branches beginning high up, tall, lean, black lodge-pole pines,
with the hard look of hunger on them-hundreds of them, thousands
of them, rank afier rank by the river, column after column .coming
down to it.
I am a short man, thick in the calf and forearm, deep in the chest;
and among those trees, slim and aspiring, I felt smaller and shorter
than ~ver. I walked so that scarcely a pine needle creaked under my
hob-n,ailed boots-carefully as a child who searches £01 God in an
empty church I walked, wondering what lumber the timber would
yield for poles and railroad ties.
That was the idea we had, my partner and I, to float logs down
the river in the spring to the tie camp on the railroad. It was September and my partner had not come with me. He had gone,' into
Edmonton to see his girl. Bruce had no notion of who his girl was,
of where she lived, or if she had brown eyes or blue. The less of her
he knew, the easier she could be found. He was to return in October,
by which time I would have looked over the timber and picked a site
for the cabin we were to build. We would take out the logs for poles
and ties in the winter"skid them down to the river over the snow to be
ready fo~the breakup in April.
I h d been in the valley three weeks or 'more when I saw fresh,
unshod hoof marks on the trail above my camp. My roan saddle
horse and the two pack horses were shod. I knew the track~ of each
of them. These tracks I found were strange. It was in the afternoon
and I was riding my roan bareback, driving the other two horses befOre
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me along a ridge of willow which led into the' 'timber. and towards
a meadow I had found two days before. Feed in that valley was scant.
I had to drive my horses a mile before turning them loose to graze.
The number of strange t~acks showed there were six or seven
head of hOFses ahead of me-and only just ahead, for, dropping from
the ridge and crossing a small stream, I saw water still seeping into
those tracks along its edge·. Probably, too, being unshod, they were
Indian ponies. Bands of C,ee Indians moved along that eastern slope . .
of the Rockies, between the railroad and their hunting and trapping
grounds at Grande Cache .~n the Smok:ey. 1- knew them, had worked
with them on fall hunti~g parties, had visited with them in their tepees.
We were only a few yards frOin the timber when I saw the woman.
She came out of it riding a small, wild-eyed pinto. She sat him close as
a burr, holding with a high hand the lines of her rawhide bridle. She
wore buckskin trousers, not fringed, but fitting her leg tightly, and.
a man's blue woolen shir:t open at the throat.
She came dnto me suddenly, with no warning at all, so that my
roan jumped, ardened his muscles, as she swung off the trail to let
me by. She a peared, p~ssed, left me twisting on my horse, staring at
her back, b ore a word had gone from my Ii ps or my tongue had
formed
to greet her. She cam~ so near that the breath of
her passage rushed me and I felt hard earth on my shi~, spattered
from her horses' hoofs. Her long black hair was free, and ~owed
.back until her forehead shone in the evening light. Her eye,s, squeezed
into slits against the sun, iave no sign of having seen me. Only her
nostril, like a small autumn leaf fingered by the wind, flinched as
s~ went by. She passed me as though I were a stump and she a woman
riding on a fateful mission. ..
I watched he~ blue shirt vanish towards the river, her appearance
in itself an act of disappearance. She would not go far. She had
brought her h~~ses upstr~am to loose them in the meadow. She was
going back now to her camp and it would not be distant from my
own. I saw her ford the river. The gleam of her shirt died before
my eyes a$ she entered the forest on its· other side.
. A river ran between us. But a river could be forded. It could
be crossed on foot on one of the many spruce trees the wind or winter
snow had laid across it. The valley, which had'been empty, which was
wide enough to hold and to shield from each other's eyes, two hostile
armies, now with one woman in it was crowded. Our horses fed from
$
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the same poor crop of grass. The air I breathed was shared betwee:
us. And there would be others, too. There would be her husban
Or many others. She might be camped in a tepee with h~r famil
It was that which I set out to learn. Not that, at the moment,
especially desired to. I had enough on my hands to keep me occupie(
But she had come close to me, to spatter hard mud on my leg. Sb
had, so to speak, touched me, and I had lived long enough to knm
that the one escape from woman was to go towards her.
I dismounted, slipped the bridle from my roan, lashed the line:
across his long, smooth haunches, sent him and the two pack horse
with him, racing up the trail. I returned quickly to my tent in it
clearing. There the tea water was boiling on the tin heater stove
but instead of preparing supper, I took down my hunting glasses. :
climbed the small rise separating me from a view down the river
From behind some willows I observed the tepee. It was less than halJ
a ,mile away, a brown, up-ended funnel. ..
Firewood was stacked neatly beside the closed flap of hairy moose:
hide which served for its door. Inside, a fire was burning and gre~
smoke puffed slow!y from the cluster of poles at the tepee's tip.. Pitched
low and broad in.the Indian style, it gave me the impression of having
pushed itself up out of the ground while my back was turned. I had,
during the day, heard no sounds of arrival, no whinnying of horses,
no ~houts, no chopping, none of the strife of making camp in the
wilderness. It had simply sprouted, as a mushroom would sprout,
and,seemed as much a part of its surroundings.
.
.The tepee was on a point in the river, commanding a view upstream and down. When a man stepped out its door, he held the valley
in his vision. The dark forest opened two arms about it and beside it
" grew a young poplar tree, its leaves already scorched yellow by the
frost. Above, a mountain rose. It rose in ledges and great hanging
cliffs. It thrust itself urgently up out of the earth and was still shaking
from its shoulders rocks and struggling timber, and white cascades of
water whose rumble reached me where I stood.
I took !Dy glasses from their case, sat down, putting my elbows on
my knees, holding the glasses steady to examine more closely what
was before me. At first the yellow poplar tree filled the lens, flaring
like flame from the soil. Leaves dropped about its roots shed a glow
upon the ground.
Dusk was in the valley, but the sun, topping the western range,
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held the tepee, the popla~. tret;, -the narrow point of shingle jutting
into the river, 'in a pool of light.
The w~man's pinto horse was tethered downstream on a goosegrass flat. As I watched, the ha~red flap of the tepee was pushed back
and the, woman emerged. She had'tied her hair with a red ribbon.
She began to carry firewood inside. The glasses brought her near to
me so .that when she bent ;~ver I saw the hang of her brown, heavy
breasts. I saw the p-ebbles pressing against her moccasined feet and,
glinting in the sun's light,." what might have been a gold ring on her
finger. ' Once coming out, she straightened and looked up the valley.
into my eyes as it were, and she seemed so close to me that I expected
~er lips to open and to speak, my name. I slipped lower until I was
lying flat on the ground. When I raised myself again, she was gone.
The flap of die tepee clo~d. Smoke swirled more heavily from the
tepee top.
I lay there until, all the stars were out, until, one by one, they
vanished behind a storm' cloud rising in the east. I waited. I sup:
posed her ~an ~ould be about. But I had. seen no one but her. I
heard no voices. In the tepee for a while the fire burned and between
the black lines of the poles a woman's form was outlined on the canvas,
grotesque and slow-moving, as if a giant-winged bat, half stupefied with
smoke, 'fluttered between the walls. The fire inside died down.. ,
I heard the river throbbing in the dark. At first a gentle flow of .
'Streaming waters. Then an endless advance 'and an endless receding
of ripples over shallows and the beat of the conflict filled the night, fell
against my ears so that I no longer knew if it was. the river I listened
to, or the throb of my heart, or the throb of a woman's heart, lying
like mine close against the ground and echoing' from the stolid rock
of mountains.
I crossed the river on aspr;,uce log and walked towards the, tepee,
at first nomore than a ghostly blur in my vision. No stir catrle from
within it. No sputter of a half-extinguished fire. I thought, "Perh~ps
she has'gone."
When I Came closer I smelled dfied
hides and old wood smoke
..
and grease burned on :the fire. I knocked the back of my hand against
.
the flap of. moose hide.
. "Hello!" I Said. I paused. I hit the flap again. "Hello I Hellol"
I said. "May I come in?" The wind ran through the dry leaves of
,the Poplar tree beside me.

)
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I put my hand in under the flap, found the knot, undid it, threw
back the flap, felt the smoky warmth from within, as though my face
had been breathed agaipst. A red coal glowed in the center of the
tepee where tIie fire had burned. I could see nothing more, but I
heard a movement, a sigh. I spoke again, in Cree, so that without
fail she would understand me. I received no reply.
I reached my hand in front of me and my fingers ran against
coarse new-wood. I pulled them back, startled at the palpable shaPe
of an opened doorway. I put forth my hand again. I shoved it in
'" and, knocked., a piece of wood! from about my shoulder level, into the
tepee, rolling into the coals of the fire.
A wall of wood prevented my entrance. She had pile4 firewood
from inside before the doorway and fortified hers~lf against me.
I commenced to unbuild what she had done. One by one I took
those slim pieces of wood and laid them outside by the wall of the tepee.
I worked with care, with precision, feeling myself involved with her
in a deep scheme of sil~nce. Not one of those pieces of wood should
fall from my hands to disturb the spell. And while I worked I heard
the mutter of the river, closer, and closer behind me, until at last in
the dark my feet felt wet with its water.
I removed the last stick of firewood. }. ente!ed. The flap dropped
behind me-. I turned, fumbled with its cord, but my fingers, studded
with splinters, failed to tie the knot to hold it to its pole.
The coal' still gleamed red in the fireplace, made of a circle of
stones on the ground, and rain tapped on the canvas above me. After
the rain would come the snow. Soon snow would lie over all the
mountains.
I sat down by the wall of the tepee. I leaned over, stirred with
a piece o~ kindling the coals of the fire, until a flame leaped up, lighted
the woman's face where she waIted under a robe of grey marmot skins
across from me. For some time she did not .speak.
Finally she said, "You were slow. I have been waiting."
I told her. I had taken my time. For one thing I hadn't been sure
that she was alone.
"Oh, yes," she said, "I am alone."
She reached up and touched a fringed shirt of caribou hide, worn
almost black from use, which hung from t~e stub of a branch oil the
slanted pole above her head.
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"He has gone down to the railroad," she said. "1\Iaybe he will
come back tomorrow, and maybe not until one or two days later."
, "Who's gone down to the railroad? Who's coming back?" I asked.
"Felix," she said. "My husband-with a pack horse for some flour
and tea. Then he will look for a place with better feeq. He always
takes good care of the horses." She drew in her breath. "He is a
very strong man," she sC:iid. "I have seen him lift a horse on his
shoulders."
•
A mountain cayuse w,eighs six or seven huqdred pounds. The
feat was one to be regarded with ,respect.
"He sounds like quite' a fellow," I said. "Does he do that very
often?"
She ,shook her head. "N 0, not very often. Just when he feels
But I knew before he came
good and there are people around..
back, you would be down to see me."
"You did~ eh?"
--< "You were behind the willow bushes, watching me," she said. '
"The sun flashed on your hunting glasses."
"Then why did you pile your firewood in the door of the tepee?"
She tur.ned her head and looked ~p into the night through the
funnel above us, where the wind whin~d through the tapering
tepee poles...She put the back of her hand across her mouth and dug
her teeth into its flesh. Her cheeks creased and hid her eyes in their
folds. She tossed on the bed and giggled, lying qn her back, moving
her black head ~f hair' from side to side. Her knees rose up under
the robe of skins. They spread and came together, then spread again..
One of her legs escaped from its covering, knee and thigh rising,
brown and smooth and glistening as with oil in the firelight, round and
firm, commanding as the shape of iny desire.
.
The edge of the marmot robe fell between her knees." I saw that
she lay naked.
"',
As I went towards her, around the edge of the fire, I thought of
her working °in the narrow tepee, piling those sticks of wood by the
door, one by one above the oth~r, and r~alized,what I had sensed
before, that it had been no' 'lnore than a .gesture, the gesture of a
woman who in another place would have hid her face behind a shawl,
have drawn the curtain across her window, have said that slie was
busy and would I come around another day.

.'
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Later I learned her name was Marie Lapierre. Marie and Felix
Lapierre-names not without their brave connotations. They recalled
the days when French voyageurs and Scottish traders of the great fur
companies traveled through the country with flags and sound of
harness bells, with drums and bugles, and mixed their blood with that
of the native Cree Indians, as if so to atone for the ingenious rascality of
their trading.
Marie and her husband had arrived, only the day before, from
somewhere close to the .Peace River in the North. The season was
now too advanced for them to return with their horses and they would
stay in the valley for the winter. After all it mattered little where
they were, so long as the WQods gave cover for game and fur. They
were vagrant as a puff of wind and came and went for no more apparent
reason. They were not seeking life, nor fleeing from it, nor interested
in building a larger tepee than their neighbors. They lived by what
they had, and not, in the white man's way, for what they lacked. The
future did. not intrude into their present, but their lifelong present
endured into the future. They had rifles, traps and horses, and the
skill to use them.
'
The next day I settled on a cabin site for my partner and mys.elf.
I cleared a bit of ground and cut a few logs for the cabin. Snow had
fallen lightly during the early qIorning and, coming back to 'my tent,
I saw Marie's small footpri~ts among my own. Before entering the
tent, sJIe had carefully circled it, as though stalking a piece of game.
She had taken a few pounds of flour from the bag hung from the
ridge-pole at the back and emptied about half of my tea from its tin.
Two nights later Felix Lapierre returned and came to see me.
It was late, after eight o'clock, when I saw his portentous form
against my tent. The moon was out and the canvas above me so
drenched with light that it seemed, when he touched it, it would
commence to drip and the drops to hiss upon the 10wJ round stove,
glowing and panting with its heat in a corner by the door.
Felix threw back the flap and, awaiting no invitation, seated him" . self on a grub-box just inside. He took papers and tobacco from his
vest pocket and set to rolling himself a smoke. I· watched him from
where I lay on my blankets, head upon my packsack. He was a tall
man, broad-shouldered. A stronger man than I was. His black hair,
its tips appearing silvered in the moonlight filter~ng through the canvas, hung down over his eyes. From behind it, his face looked out-
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the driven, hollow-cheeked face of a man who has traveled far th.rough
the mountains.
Then he dropped his eyes to his task, where his long fingers weaved'
and coaxed until suddenly from among them the cigarette emerged,
completed as by sleight of hand. .
I lifted myself and sat with my arms buckled over my knees.
"Well," I said, "you got through all right."
"Sure. _I always get through," he 'said. He spoke to me in Eng- .
lish-English learned in some ~ mission school, at, the foot of a blackrobed priest. He spoke with caution" correctly, and in monotone.'
After a minute, he asked, "She has been around, eh?"
"Who?" .
"Her down there.at the tepee. My wife."
I told him I had seen her three or four days ,before when I was
putting, my horses up into the meadow. "She rode by me," I said.
This, at least, was literal truth.
Fel~x said, '~Usually she stops to talk."
A 'puff of smoke from his mouth spread 'along the canvas wall.
From under it h.e stared at m~ coldly and, as it were, slowly-the gaze
of an ancestry foreign to my own, of blood and hunger, hunt .and
.knife,' of forest and hill,. stream and lake. I wondered ·how much he
knew, and if he did not know, what he would do when.he did know.
. Marie-she needed to 'tell· him nothing. The marks of my hoonailed
boots, in three nights of going and coming in the snow about the tepee,
would s~ak a-logic of their own.. There~as, further, my remark about
his "getting through." It had hardly passed unnoticed.
For what must have been a minute
he stared at me. ~We did not
.
speak. The stillness was a third self in the tent. Through it our eyes
became locked in a conteSt of wills. Then I glanced quickly, as with
stealth,' to my left. There, within arm reach of Felix, my rifle in its'
scabbard rested against a pile of horse blankets. Ashes fell and settled
in the stove~
.
His eyes followed mine,. He dragged deeply on his cigarette, took
, it from his mouth. As he exhaled, the smoke spread along the Canvas
wall, lay for a while long and flat beneath the shadow of the pine tree
branch 'moving forth and back in the pight wind. I ,waited for what he
would say.
"You have found good feed for your h~rses?" he asked me quietly,
~

f

~
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studying his cigarette stub, flicking it from the end of his thumb againsl
the stove. It was a conventional question.
"Pretty good feed," I said.
He half rose, as if about to leave, thought better' of it, and settled
himself again on thegrub-box.
He said, "She told me." Then after a pause, he added, "About
you and her." It seemed he smiled, or perhaps it was a mere curl of
his lip, but I caught a glimpse of white teeth like a light that glimmered
and dimmed in his mouth. Marie had told him-Marie, who with
her careful speech, her tossing head, stayed with me less as a woman
th~n as a place where I had been.
" .I failed to answer him, not knowing what answer to give.
.' He stood up. I rose quickly to stand beside bim. In the narrow
tent we were so close that our chests almost touched, and feeling his
breath warm upon my forehead I was aware of fear, wondering what
he might do. He was a strong man. He had lifted a horse on his
back.
He held out his hand. J,!1 am not mad," he said.
We shook hands. His was the wide, sinewy hand of the horseman.
Taking me by surprise, he tightened his grip around my knuckles,
bore dpon them with a pressure I could not resist. The jojnts cracked.
I lowered my elbow, bent my knee to relieve the pain rising as sound
to my lips.
"No," he said, without relaxing his grip. "I am not mad. This
winter I will camp here or up ,the valley where the feed is better for
my horses. I will be away a lot of the time on my trapping line. You
and my wife . . . it will be all right, see?"
Then he let go, turned, ducked out the tent flap and was gone,
having shown me the contempt of his strength and the disdain of his
charity. From the doorway I watched him go along the ridge and down
it, wading through the willows that in the moonlight rose around him,
around his legs, his hips, his shoulders until at last, when against the
gleaming river his head dropped from view, it was as though he had
walked down among the roots, under the faded grasses, into the earth
to which he was closer neighbor than I.

?
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pa,per to be read before our group of retired men,
and it is proper that, if the writer can plake it so, it be thought
provoking. No member of the group is as favorably situated as the
writer to consult a very fine library-in fact, he can consult one three
times a day and invest only some six minutes'in traveL He can get, and
give you, the thoughts which great thinkers of the ages have writterireal authority. Actually his one ~isit to this library has been to get a
book on Gulf fishes. I do not wish to give you the words of authority,
at least not yet. I wish to present my theme exactly as I see it, and
. I will feel that this paper is a success if abundant criticism and discussion follow. After we have argued, we may be in ripe condition to
assimilate up-ta-date information. This, then, is·a generalized introduction.
An introduction, yes, but an introduction to what? Tothe'~opic
of what society oan do to make declining years more pleasant, and I
emphasize. that I speak in no New Deal sense. Please, no more res.ettlement projects!
As far as each human being is concerned, once upon a time, in
accordance with a biologicai process Which insures perpetuation of the
race, some 350 million spermatazoa each had opportunity to fertilize
one human ovum. . One of the lot succeeded in doing so. The result
was a fairly secure gestation, a not greatly hazardous parturition, a
period of infancy during which many other ""immature human beings
ceased to live, then a longer, less precarious period of time at the end

T
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of which some organization deems that the individual has served well,
that he has earned relief from toil (although few mind the toil but
really would like more vigor for that toil), and that some younger
individtiai can best carryon. The earning period of life is about over.
I brought in a bit of biology. Now, it is known that few of the
350 million male cells carry identical genes and chromosomes, so
that differences are assured when individuals are brought into being,
but at the same time there is a backlog of common traits which make,
it possible for us to classify. Onto the common factor of heredity we
superimpose environment and education. These may differ widely,
yet there remains so much in common that we are fairly sure of what
people will need and what they will like. I pointed out the possibility
of wide differences a moment ago, because I wish presently to ell1phasize similarities-those similarities which appear as the aging process
goes on. I'll come to that soon.
Now if a person has led a socially useful life he has liked his work.
Emphatically it is no joy for him to realize that the time has come for
.him to relinquish a vocation. We all have seen the person who refuses
to accept the fact that he is aging. Early in my life, and ofte,n since,
I have hea~d really very unkind remarks made about some person
in the field of music who continues to perform when he is passe.
As a boy I heard a then standard illustration of the sadness of senescence, when the pitiful mental plight of the no longer capable fireengine horse ·was pointed out.' I gave no particular thought to the
selecting of the above two examples. They just came to mind as
my pen moved. However, they are good examples, for from each we
can see why there was accentuated sadness, sadness which need not
afHict human individuals. The particular musician had l~ved for
approbation and applause. There were others who had found much
more satisfaction in goo~ performance than in public commendation
of the same. These others aged gracefully and peacefully. ~ The' poor
fire horse had had little in life but his vocation. He certainly was no
philosopher. It is only trite, then, to say that any man is fortunate
indeed if he has one or more hobbies or interests when he reaches the
age of retirement, hobbies which he can follow even though physical
vigor wanes.
Above I have touched upon some hazards of life. Agricultural
science, engineering, and transportation have greatly diminished the
chan~~s th~t anyone will die of starvation. On a percentage basis, few
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will be killed in war. The United Nations Charter should diminish
greatly these few chances. Industrial hazards are diminishing. Traffic
accidents and those of the home continue in numbers which should
make us all ashamed, but, nevertheless, today violence is not keeping
many from reaching full age.
Once there were the very real dangers of untimely death from
infection, but thanks to Pasteur and those who followed him in his
work, there has been phenomenal release from the danger of death
from childhood and early adult contagion.' 1£, one wants quantitative
proof he has merely to turn to the mortality tables of years ago and
compare them with the tables of today. The profits which ca~e, in the
- aggregate, to the life insurance companies, drawing premiums based
on the ante-sulfa drug mortality tables, were fabulous. Now penicillin
becomes available to all. ~obody demands proof that people live
longer and that, in general, they are taken from earth with different
maladies from those which, in general, took off their predecessors.
The matter of the changing age of our poeulation has been _the
subject of erucljte papers before the learned societies. Even the business journals have pointed. out that -the successful busin~ss concern
is going to have to plan on a new type of customer (again, in general) ,
and that industry will have to use workers in the unaccustomed age
groups. Then, too, because of available knowledge and means, birth
control has had its effect on the age groupings. Large families, low
earnings per" capita of family,' poor standards of living, poor I, healtl~
for some, higher infant mortality, and often premature death for
.overworked parents, who lived on unbalanced diets and who did not
have preventive medical care-this was the picture not so long ago; it
contrasts with the one- or two-ahild family in which. food is completely
adequate, necessary medical care is within the family budget, and the
work of rearing the children is more lik~ pleasure than like drudgery:
We all remember how during the early thirties we had a depression and how the words "overproduction" or "underconsumption"
buzzed about like flying ~sects. We remember that the times produced the Technocrats who were sure that the equivalent of a $5,000
•
income was available for each of us if only the. technologists managed
society. The Townsendites wanted to cure all our economic ills by
having each person over sixty be given $200 of spending money each
month.. There were endless schemes for perpetual prosperity, and all
were based upon the known great capacity of agriculture and industry"

•
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, to produce. I was tempted to go to the library and 1get Stuart Chase's
figures on the production capacity of America at tt.e close of World
War I as it contrasted with that capacity when war . egan. We know
that American productive capacity is great. We ar due for another
surprise when we transfer our present productive' capacity for war
.into that of peacetime production, even in spite of some diminished
natural resources such as petroleum, lumber, low cost metals,' and
other things.
WeJl, out of the d~pression came "Social Security." It had been
forming for, years. Andrew Carnegie started pensions for teachers ina few selected c9lleges early in the century. This was soon broadened
into the Teachers' Insurance and Annuity Association, much wider
in benefits. This group and that group have instituted the means, of
retirement. Within the past few years, the stockholders of nearly all
the large corporations in America have been asked to approve pension
plans for company' officials. Civil Service and railroad retirements
are now old, Army and' Nary pensions, ancient. Many more facts
could be given here. However, even before systems for retirement
were in operation, men could, and did, purchase retirement annuities,
and soon the actuaries began to sit up and take notice. Those who had
provided annuities for themselves were not dying at the expected rate.
Note well this point: by and large, freedom from e<:onomic struggle
coupled with pleasant leisure lengthens life. During the past years
many agencies have been setting up means for securing terminal
release from economic struggle.
, Now I think that we 'must admit that the very few who used to
plan for, and secure, their economic futures, were superior people.
They planned for means and- comfort in their old age, and they were
able to have pleasant surroundings in those years. Even in my boy'hood days the aged well-to-do of New England went to Florida in
the winter and to the mountains or New England seashore in summer.
Such was the 'picture of the few fortunate at the economic top of
society. For the economic bottom there was the poor farm of each
county, c~lled "County Farm." I knew these county farms. With my
temperament and education I think that I would have died very
promptly had I been sent to one. Yet there is some <:;hance that death
would have been preferable to the lot of a good many of only moderate
means. They lived with children. Grandmother's or grandfather's
room was n~ an unobtainable luxury. Th?moderately well-to-do aged
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had the privacy of their own quarters. Food was taken for granted.
Once food was very cheap in America. .
- What thes~ elderly people did not have 'Vas a stimulating set of
surroundings. They ~ad ceased to be the principal members of the
family, and their standing in· the community was lowered even more.
Their subordinate and dept:;ndent position was all too' apparent to
them. It was' less hard for the women than for the men.' Women
have always main,tained the household. Even the aged grandmother
had interesting sewing, and everyone knew that there was sOqle, dish
which she could prepare as no one else cou,ld. Not so grandfather.
His former activities wen~ outside of the home: On becoming old,
he was. reduced to the making of miqor repairs and doing errands.
hIS age and interests 'he seldom saw. For a few, the
Other men
lodge took on an attraction it had not had before; however, lodges
meet at night, and in winter it is not pleasant, perhaps dangerous,
to be out at night.
What l want to emphasize here is that it is not a question of mere
food and shelter~ I know that for many years the New ,England states
at least have had many homes for the aged -(if the aged could· pay
good-sized entrance fee). Lodges have had homes for members. Food
and shelter have not been lacking to any aged man or woman. What
was lacking-and still is, in many cases, is stimulating environmentthe importanc~ of which I think I can drive home with one case
I have in mind which to me seems pitiable. An aged_ widower living
with his son and family in a city (the old gentleman was a very active
fanner) spends much of each day watching cars arrive at a service
station and observing the attention given to the wants of their
- occupants.
, Now for a contrast. I visited the Soldiers' 'Home in Sawtelle,
California, in 190.9. I was impressed that the men I saw seemed more
contented ~han aged men I had seen in the East. My explanation was
that the California climate permitted croquet, shuffleboard, etc:, and
that the out-of-doors allowed twos or groups to wander about or to be
seated together for chatting, as they chose. Now comes my opinion of
factor number one for the aged. They' are {Iluch tIl0re contented and
much better ~ff in a IClnd where there is mild climate-where living
out-of-do'ors is possible much of the time., 1£ many live in the same
locality, the .gregariouSness of man ]:>egins to operjte. They like to
gather together.
\.
..
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Many years ago I helped'survey the land given to the University
of New Mexico by the Statehood Act. I went to the most remote
parts of the state. There were aged people living in those places.
I will never forget how important in the life of many an old person
was the passing of some train at some regular hour of the day or night.
One old gentleman could hardly retire at night until a lighted passenger train had passed over the distant prairie. From his son's house
on the mountainside he could see that train. I observed the importance that aged people in San Pedro, California, made of the passing
o£'s~ips "in and out of the harbor. This brings in factor number two:
when one can no longer be active himself, a vicarious activity can
occupy a very large and satisfactory part of his daily life. Those who
plan 'for the aged should not overlook this factor. However, there
are many who can never be happy if some activity of their own is
denied them. One wants his shop, another his garden, and still
another his few domestic animals. Any of these is available to the
man of means. .But when we come to deal' with great numbers of
aged who are not persons of means, these innocent little hobbies
might be quite unprofitable, a ki~d of social waste. .Providing them
becomes
a financial hazard. My recommendation, then, is that society
..
underwrite and distribute the financial hazards of small shop, garden,
or baxn for the aged who want these things.:....as a kind of insurance·
against the complete non-participation of the aged in life.
We are all well aware that when the end comes for any aged
person (barring violence), i~ will come because so.me one organ
\ (perhaps more than one) fails to function normally. Old age is the
age of t4e degenerative diseases. There are medical men and experienced nurses who are wonderfully skillful in overcoming the distress
of these degenerative diseases.. For example, administered by skilled
meri, digitalis keeps distress from the aged heart. "Salyrgan reduces
the distress of edema. One could give one example after another.
Additional hormones and extra vitamins often work wonders. There
are doctors and nurses who have personalities such that, by their mere
presence, patients feel assured and contented. Factor number four
is that society could place specialized medical skills at the disposal of
the aged; and the aged of whom I speak can pay.
What I have given above has come to me little at a time, through
experience and observation. I'll tell one portion of the story:

f--
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, In the early spring of 1943, or winter of 1942, ~ friend, who had
been ill, and his wife, were seeking escape from cold weather. They
just kept going down and, down the Rio Grande. They coold go no
further when they reached a small fishing town called Port Isabel.
There they found an apar~ment. They lived, a simple, easy life and
liked it. There were one or two docks, and a short time with rod
and line never failed to provide one or more meals of fish. Both
greatly' improved in health. They told '~e of ~ort Isabel. They were
enthusiastic. In the late winter of 1944 a doctor ordered me out of
Mexico .City and told me to rest for some7months at sea level. I remembered Port Isabel, which was very near our route back to the States~
and I drove down to see the place. The first person I met was an old
friend, Ernest Van Cleave of Albuquerque. An apartment was vacant.
I became a temporary resident of the town. I began to make observations. I observed tha~ny said, "There is little to do here, but we
like it, even though ~pot tell why." I began to seek the why.
Now I was told that the place was very healtpful. It was said that
the early Spani~rds deemed .it a 'health resort. In explanation some
said that there was radium -below the soil. Others stressed iodine in
,the air. Well,afI the soil came from Col9rado, ,New Mexico, etc., and
was put in place by the Rio Grande as it'made its delta. Asa chemist
I put, little store in the radio-activity theory. Also' as a chemist I
could not believe in free iodine in the ,air. The shrimp and fish of
that locality do eat the acorn worm which. secretes iodoform, I do
believe,bui that's another story. I made the observation that the
weather was usually mild to warm, that rainfall was low, a,nd that
. people were out-of-doors a great deal. To be sure, there were the
adverse factors of high humidity and an oq::asional norther, but these
did not seriously disturb. I observed re~ired people. Going fi~hing
was easy for them. A very few owned cabin boats. Many rented skiffs.
'Men, and women too, liked to fish. Fishing from the docks with the
accompanying conversation filled a social need. If one wanteq .J>oat
fishing, a' relatively sheltered bay and a deep ship channel from the
Gulf to Brownsville made fishing from small boats safe. There were
sailboats on the bay, and boat races each S~nday. Now and then a
really large ship. I began to realize that these retired friends were
enjoying vicarious activity in watching the boats. For others there
was an interest in the abundant and changing population of birds.
More and more I pondered. What if, - for the beneqt of the
1
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retired, there were a thousand small homes and apartments-a central
restaurant. What if there were a central recreation hall and grounds
(certainly a' golf course, pitch and putt cours~; and just putting
greens) , and library? The community has churches. What if a small
hospital and a staff of pledical men, skilled in treating the elderly,
were available? I think I know the answer.. Every apartment house
and )"oom would soon be filled. I am satisfied that a moderate-cost
. hotel to care for visiting relatives would be patronized constantly.
I envisage the colony as financially self-sustaining: I do expect, however, that society would underwrite and manage the project. Construction,costs could b~ amortized just as these costs are wiped out in
the large reclamation projects. To start the thinking, I suggest a
board of directors chosen by the presidents of busine~s concerns ,paying
the ~ost annuities-please, no politicians.
I hold no exclusive brief for the locality I have mentioned. It
has had hu~icanes twice in a century, and it has some summe~ days
(when Gulf breezes fail) so hot that any dwelling for the aged should
have simple air-conditioning. The location does have, however, a
mild climate. It offers vistas of activity. Some elderly men are
constantly in touch with the success or failure of the fishing ships.
It has been my experience, and I know that it has been the experience
of others, that while apparently doing nothing, one experiences never
a dull moment. This picture contrasts most favorably with the life
of retired people I have observed in Albuquerque, the city where I
did my life work. In that city I have work habits and old work interests. I thrive. on new environment.
I should like to see society set up a carefullYJ?lanned colony for
the retired, one in which the aesthetic and the psyChic needs of people
are considered as fully as the needs for food and shelter. We need this
~cial experiment. For a long time to come 'the percentage of aged
people is due to increase, but there will be a parallel increase in pensions, annuities, or other forms of economic security. A lot oJ thinking
is ca.lled for, so that there may be a new treatment to meet the new
situation.. I hope that you will rate my paper as creative thinking.
~
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ON AND"ON
Spud lohnson

On a Fine Assortment of Passengers
"car pool" has disappeared from the language,
and as a matter of record in memory of gas rationing days during
, the Gr~at War of 1939-45, here are" a few notes on one fellow's odd
collection of passengers.
. First there :was Betty: .big, hearty ~etty, who weighed about two
hundred and who blondined her hair. She was assigned to me as an
, assistant ,at the·factory and we. soon beca~e great pals. Discovering at
once that we lived in the same·.IJeighborhood, we arranged to take
t~ltns riding in one another's car. Every~day she would come by for
me-one day leaving her cal:" at my house and riding to work with me,
the next day both of us going in her jalopy. And since she already
had a passenger, a Polish gir! named Penny, who. had come out from
Boston to be near her husband who was stationed at an apmy camp
near by, we made a very cheerful threesome.
Betty was fun and always ready to lend a sympathetic ear; so our.
little office at the plant w~s s90na popular gossip~spot.during dull
hours or days, and the boys affectionately called her my Blonde Bomber.
. She herself tol~ me that once when she had. a husband named Boothe,
she had been known, naturally, as Betty Boop.
The only drawback a~out riding with B~tty was that five days
out of ten she would decide to come by for me quite early, because
she wanted to go shopping someplace on th~ way-or, more l.~ely,
out of the way. And even the other five days she had to leave' early
enough so" ~he could stop at a drug store for i& cream cones, at a
,grocery 'for potato. chips, or a dime store for hair nets or what not.
. And pretty soon our itinerary
had to include
h~r favorite osteopath.
"
. ,
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Besides being inconvenient, this often became exciting, trying to get
everything in and still get to work on time, what with hazard~ such
as flat tires, or not passing certain railway crossings ahead of long
freight trains loaded with 'tanks.
However, it worked out all right until Romance 'fe-entered her
life. He was a retired policeman and. I remember how startled I was'
the first time he appeared ~nd dropped Penny in my lap, announcing
that Betty was not going to work that day. Since Betty had been
noticeably reticent concerning her private life up to that time, I tentatively remarked to Penny as we drove off alone: 4CEr-a-is Betty a
widow?"
Penny jumped as though I had stuck a pin in her, and said in a
frightened voice: "Why no, I don't think so.'" Then slumped into
silence.
In spite of this, Betty must have been a widow, or soon became
one, either grass or sod, because in no time at all our shopping'trips
began to include men's stores, buying shirts and ties for the ex-policeman, and soon they were married, disappearing for a brief honeymoon.
Betty kept on at her job, but life became more and more complicated
for her. I no longer rode with her or she with me, nor was she my
assistant; but she was always somewhere in the offiQg. Soon ~he was
having a lawsuit over a child by a previous husband (no widow,
indeed!) and later she was weeping in a corner of my office because
her' favorite boss was being transferred to another department. Never
a dull moment, ever, for Betty.-Oh, yes, and after a while the blonde
hair began to fade, and there she was, just mouse-colored.
\
For a while after that, I had a similar arrangement of alternate
driving with Turk. Friends for almost thirty years, he was now my
landlord, and during the brief time ~e was on my shi~t, I enjoyed .
noon dinners with his family, and we took turns with our cars. The
strange complication here was that he owned an apartment house in
Beverly Hills and that his gardener had most unfortunately and
decidedly quit. So once a week we had to leave home several hours
early, drive over the mountains in the wrong direction, mow lawns,
pull weeds, clip borders, and irrigate-then, as likely as not, miss lunch
and be late to work into the bargain. Luckily this was of short duration.
My next rider was Carl, from Oklahoma, who had a completely
unpronounceable surname. Quiet, gentle, amiable, amenable, always'
under the given walnut tree ~t the exact moment agreed upon, I
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would scarcely have remembered him' were. it hot that he introduced
me to my next two companion.s:Tom and Sally Boos (pronounced
Boze,. not Booze, please.) ,
.
Tom was a lean and wiry h.alf-pint, very cocky, quite successfully
covering up a sweet nature with tough talk. Sally was approximately
~the same height, rather pretty and plump. And they 'were very much
inlov.e. Theyhadn't been married long and they lived in a"suburban
bungalow on a qui,et side street which I soon came '~to know well.
The original arrangement was tha& they would meet me at a certain
street C01J1er; but they were always late, which became so harassing
that ~n no ,time at all I was going several blocks out of _my way -to '
pick them up-and soon I was sampling Sally's apple pie in her Grand
Rapids dining room while they hurled themselves into working
clothes. Of course this also entailed going the-several additional blocks
again at one a. m. to deliver ~hem to their door, even th~ugh I had
six'more miles to go to my o~n downy ccmch. But in spite of all
..this) we stuck together to the end: Tom and Sallyand I-and Harry.
Harry was ~y favorite of all my ritlers, just as he was everybody
else's f~rite. He was an electrician named Haremza (all o~ them
had' such odd ~ames!) He was quite alien. tQ, our department and
unknown to the rest of us. He appeared one day looking forme,
, wandering around like ap innocent blue-eyed, curly-haired, blond,
but very husky cherub, with my name written on a slip of paper that
had been given him by the transportation office.
And almost immediately ~e wa~ the most i~portant member of
our "family." He had what is known as a "way" with him, for both
• men;and women, with ,the surest instinct I've ever seen of exactly how
to act with any given person. I was, qorrified the very first night he
rode, with us by his immediate realization that he could be .decidedly
fresh WIth Sally and still amuse and deligh~ both her and Tom; and
~he knew to a nieety just how broad:or vulgar his stories or language
could he. This made -me decidedly nervous sometime .later when a
, very prim and proper young lady from. the front office rode with us
in an emergency; but there again 1 was in ,for a surprise, for to my
amazement he was suddenly 'as prim and proper as she; not a word
escaped this roistering, vulgar. fellow that couldn't have been heard
.in the politest of drawing rooms.
. Later, too, there were other men who .rod~ with us for brief
periods.. Quiet and shy atnrst, they would take what they thought
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was their cue from the rough t:lk and kidding between Sally and Tom
and Harry, and soon they would lapse into some pretty rough talk
themselves-only to be severely put in their place by Harry, unless
he liked them, or had decided to accept them.
In other words, loose and careless as his talk seemed, there was
a strict code. ' And his dirty stories were almost always hearty and
funny: oddly unobjectionable, since ,he always gauged his audience
to a T.
Their kidding of me, and o~ my jalopy, was continuous and merciless. There were always raucous complaints of the hole in the sidecurtains when it rained, of drafts, of the car's not being able to go
ove:r:- thirty, ~f the squeaks, of whether we could possibly make a certain
hill. Harry never tired of mimicking my muttereq imprecations when
I was annoyed with some other motorist on the road. And' there would
be mocking shouts of encouragement if I speeded up to pass another
car. "Atta boy! Step on it! Spud's really mad now-just look at
that speedometer. M,ust,be going over forty!"
But if anything actually went wrong, I couldn't have had a more
helpful gang. Once the headlights failed completely-but Harry was
an electrician.' Another time the battery died miserably, but every-'"
one cheerfully pushed until the thing started. Harry noticed that
the strip beneath my windshield was worn out-and next day unwound from under his coat a filched new length of probably prewar
rubber. Another time I mentioned that I hadn't been able to buy,
flashlight batteries;, and a night or so later, as soon as we were outside
the gate, flashlight batteries wen~ unobtrusively slipped from Harry's
. pocket to mine.
And one memorable day, it was discovered that a gushing fountain
of gasoline was spraying playfully from my carburetor and inundating
the entire motor; so, while I sought a garage, Tom and Harry literally
combed the town for Harry's wife, finally locating her and gallantly
leaving her stranded as we all dashed belatedly to work in her car.
We were shamefully tardy, which showed lamentably in our pay
checks the next week, 'but nobody griped.
Harry lived further along toward my town than any of the others
and was therefore the last passenger to be delivered at his door. There
was always a'light in his window, and it wasn't long before I discovered
there was more than just light. His wife always sat up for him and
ther~ was invariably coffee and food. It began to be a most pleasant
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habit to have Harry reach over and deliberately turn off my ignition.
;' "Come on," he'd say, laconically; and no polite refusals would
b~ listened to. His wife was alw~ys' unreasonably cheerful about it,
. and' even insisted on making hot chocolate for 'me when she saw that I
hesitated o~er coffee as a nightcap. _In short, it became one of the
plea8a:ntest series of ice-box-raiding, midd1e-of-the-night kitchen parties
I've €ver enjoyed.
And their hospitality reached its peak one stark and dormy night
in the midst of the winter rainy season. It was already raining heavily
in the afternoon when I called for Harry, and he insisted that I leave
my car in his garage and go in: his car, since it apparently had some
special submarine equipment which enabled it ~o function even
when the water came up to Montgomery Street.
~&
Sure enough, we ploughed through miles of water that night en
route home. Arroyos were suddenly Missis~ippis~ And de~pite elaborate and elongated detours, long streets that were more than hubdeep rivers had to be negotiated in low gear. After dropping Tom
and Sally, we had to make another detour to get to Harry's house,
only a few blocks away, really; and when we got thete, we found 'an
enormous pepper tree uprooted and lying like a mountain range across
his drive. I couldn't get out oj: his garage; he couldn't get in.
But don't think this spoiled- "our kitchen party. Arrayed in one
of Harry's
oversized bathrobes, I ate more bacon and scrambled eggs,
.
more chocolate and cake than ever before. Their little girl was
unceremoniously but carefully transferred .from .her cozy bed to the
couch in the living room; and theJ;e was I, as the lightning flashed,
among the dolls and the picture books in -the spick nursery, snoring
me,rrily above the howl of the California flood. ,
We had graduated, Harry and 1. No longer mere rider and
driver, now we were friends.
~.

~

..
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and barely a score of short stones,
Katherine Anne PQrter has establi~hed herself for posterity
as the most flawless realist of her generation, yet not until last year,
when The Leaning Tower and Other Stories. was published, had she
received anything like her due, except from the extreme critical minority. In 1931 she received a Guggenheim fellowship for Flowering
Juda..t;;, and in 1937, for Flowering Judas and Other Stories, a $2,500 fellowship given by the Book-of-the-Month Club "to an American author
whose work has not received from the book-reading public the recognition it deserved, as measured by actual sales."
One is no longer surprised that literature of moral subtlety and
stylistic rectitude may not sell. But Miss Porter's stories are in the
American grain and of the American bone, critical and exploratory;
their subject matter is always enthralling, Stheir realism exact, their
style lucid and flexible, and if there were no other felicities than these
(there are, in fact, many) one would have the right to expect her reputation to be as generally accepted as that, say, of Willa Cather, Ernest
Hemingway, or Erskine Caldwell. It is not, and the belated acclaim
with which the reviewers at large greeted her last-year's volume indi- .
cated their defensive resolve to praise Miss Porter's virtues at all costs,
even though this collection included fewer of them. The Leaning
Tower and Other Stories confirms Miss Porter's position ~mong the
best American writers without, I think, elevating it.
This were niggardly praise, if one did not reflect how secure a
position she has already attained, in the view of the above-mentioned
minority. Everything can be gained for American fiction by asserting
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the honest artistry of this writer's work as a whole, in order to secure
her a wider audience. Little can be gained for Miss Porter by raising
this particular book above her others; at least, not without more demonstration and comparison than I was 'able to discover in reviews on the
occasion. Before delivering a reluctant disclaimer on the contents of
The Le.aning Tower, I should like to define, if possible, the special
gifts and methods by which Miss Porter's art, at its best, has been
made eminent.
The variousness of her endowments mocks pedantic analys!s and
eludes any academic stalking of her "controlling subject." The best
one can hope to do is give an account of t}1at variousness, render one's
awareness of her skill and her uncomVlitted wisdom, acknowledge t.he
richness of. the reading experience she has, with what few volumes,
given" us. The real difficulty of. anything .but description of her work
may well be the .factor which haS cembarrassed, critical appraisal and
" retarded public appreciation "of that work, since it does not lend itself
to dust-jacket summary and simplification.
A beginni~g can always be made by calling Miss Porter an incomparable stylist, which she is, but the term unfortunately suggests prose
for prose' sake, and there is no writing today which is more organically "
connected with its subject matter than'hers. ,It would be pepfectly
just to insist that the last four pages of "Old Mortality" or die first four
of "Pale Horse,~Pale Rider'" will stand with any' comparable nurp:ber by
any anthologized author of the day; it would be just, but it would also
be irrelevant and incomplete. Such passages depend, for their functiqn
as illumination, upon what has preceded or what is to follow; in Miss
Porter's narratives, the context is all. The rhythm, tone, and imagery
of her prose are scrupulously.selected, or rather, developed, in keeping
with the occasion represented and the person involved. This facility
is far more rate in modern fiction than is commonly supposed. To
name three conspicuous examples of its absence: any casuistic sequence
of Virginia Wo'olf's incandescent prose could belong to the stream of
consciousness of any of her characters, from any of her books in that
style; Hemingway's narrative writing, effective iIi its own way, has
always the unique stamp of his personality, whether he is describing a
'big-game hunt, a bullfight, or Spanish guerrilla warfare; Steinbeck's
descriptive pief;es are invariably removed, by Biblical cadences and
scientific jargon, from the intellectual milieu of the inarticulates with
whom he 'is usually occupied.
,

.

i
.\
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This is not the case in Katherine Porter's fiction. Observe, in
the following passages, each from a different story, how the author's
editing retains the color and background of the character under consideration, the quality of his thinking,'" the images and vocabulary he
would find appropriate to his crisis if he were capable of editing it
himself. In the first, from a short story "Theft," an intense young
woman, superficially self-assertive, lonely and embittered, living on the
literary and economic fringe of New York, is reflecting angrily on the
theft of her purse by the janitress:
She remembered how she had never locked a door in her life, on some
principle of rejection in her that made her uncomfortable in the ownership
. of things, and her paradoxical boast before the warnings of her friends,
that she had never lost a penny by theft; and she !lad been pleased with
the bleak humility of this' concrete example designed to illustrate and
justify a certain fixed, otherwise baseless a·nd general faith which ordered
the movements of her life without regard to her will in the matter.
In this moment she felt that she had been robbed of an enormous
number of valuable things, whether material or intangible: things lost or
broken by her own fault, things she had forgotten and left in houses when
she moved: bOQks borrowed from her and not returned, journeys she had
planned and had nOt made, wor~ she had waited to hear spoken to her
and had not heard, and the words she had meant to answer with; bitter
alternatives and intolerable substitutes worse than nothing, and'· yet inescapable: the long patient suffering of dying friendships and the dark
inexplicable death of love-all that she had had, and all that she had
missed, were lost together, and were twice lqst in this landslide· of remem·
bered losses.

In ~the succeeding paragraphs from "Noon Wine," Mr. Thompson, a
poor dairy farmer in the Baptist belt of south Texas, is trying to justify
to himself his murder of an obnoxiou~ stranger who had attempted to
arrest his hired· man, Mr. Helton:
After all, he might have got rid of him peaceably, or maybe he might
have had to overpower him and put those handcuffs: on him and turn
him over to the sheriff for disturbing the peace. The most they couJ4
have done was to rock \lp Mr. Hatch while he cooled off for a few da.ys,·/i
fine him "a little something. He would try' to think of things he ~ight
have said to Mr. Hatch. Why, let's see, I could have just said, ~ look
here, Mr. Hatch, I want to talk to you as man to man~ But his brain would
go empty. What could he have said and done? But if he could have done
anything else almost except kill Mr. Hatch, then nothing would have happened to Mr. Helton. Mr. Thompson hardly ever thought of Mr. Helton.
His mind just skipped over him and went on. If he stopped to think
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about Mr. Helton he'd never in God's world get anywhere. He tried to
imagine how it might all have been, this very night even, if Mr. Helton
were still safe and sound out in his shack playing his tune about feeling
so good in the morning, drinking up all the wine so you'd feel even better;
and Mr. Hatch safe in jail somewhere, mad as hops, maybe, put out of
harm's way and ready to listen' to reason and to repent of his'meanness,
the dirty, yellow-livered hound coming around persecuting an innocent
man and ruining a whole family that never harmed him!
The third selection, from "Hacienda," focuses on a bullying, irritated
movie ,producer explaining his troubles while on a train going to a'
Mexican "location":
... He went on t~ explain that making good involves all sorts of
mysterious interlocking s<:hedules: it must be done by a certain date, it
must be art, of course, that's taken for granted, and it must be a hit. Half
the chance of making a hit depends uppn having your stuff ready to go
at the psychological moment. There are thousand,s of things to be thought
of, and if they miss one point, bang goes everything! ... He sighted along
an imaginary rifle, pulled the trigger, and fell back exhausted. His whole
life of effort and despair flickered like a film across his relaxed face, a life
of putting things over in spite of hell, of keeping up a good front, of lying
awake nights fuming with schemes and frothing with beer, rising of mornings gray-faced, stupefied, pushing himself under cold showers and filling
himself upon hot coffee and slamming h~mself into a fight in which there
are no rules and no reteree and the antagonist is everyW'here. "God," he
said to me,' "you don't know. But I'm going to write a book about it.... "
This genius for stylistic verisimilitude is displayed at even greater
length in the short story "Magic," where, with al) extraordinary economy aI1d deceptive simplicity, a kind of depersonalized horror is
evoked from a Creole servant's tale of black ~agic-or "Rope," a sardonically humorous incident of domestic incompatibility which, told
entirely in indirect discourse, accumulates a tragi-eomic, nightmarish
intensity. One might elaborate on this aesthetic integrity that exercises so per:fecia tact in its choice of exact perspective and prose manner, but examples of technical virtuosity do scant justice to the wholeness of Miss Porter's artistry. The wholeness is indispensably assisted
by the 'craftsmanship; it'is sustained in 'the memory of the reader as
the result of the searching gaze with which Miss Porter scrutinizes
,
the context of the single experience.
Precisely this scrutiny is what separates her from the ruck. of
writers who proceed from the idea to the fact, from the general to the
particular. In her short stories, especially, the concrete experience
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assumes whatever universality the sensitive reader is able to construct
from it. Like all disciplined practicers of her craft (and for her equal
in this direction at the same level of skill, one must return to Henry
James), she does not urge the extrinsic significance. She resists all
temptation to shape her people or events falsely, to prove that life
means well or means badly or .means noth,ing. She never woos us with
obvious injustices, as Caldwell does, or intensifies the grotesqueries
and brutality of her material (which often suggests the opportunity)
in the way of Steinbeck or Faulkner. With no dialectical thesis to
substantiate, she has all the experience that comes within her sight to
,select from and reveal.
The quality of negation ever present in her work is neither romantic nor nihilistic but the sum of her brooding rec~ition of the wasteland of modern life, tempered by a sense of responsibility for examining its originSin the poor., valors and the despoiled pote.ntialities of its
citizens. That she is cognizant of the social. scheme that has been produced by, and in its turn, reproduces, the conditions she has striven
to translate into literary art, we have her own measured words for:
For myself, and I was not alone, all the conscious and recollected years
of my life have been lived to this day under the heavy threat of world
catastrophe and most of the energies of my mind and spirit have been spent
in the effort to grasp\ the meaning of those threats, to trace them to their
sources, and to understand the logic of this majestic and terrible failure of
the life of man in the Western world.
.
I

This is not dialectic, but dedication.
It is noteworthy that almost all her characters inhabit the fringes,
either of the mundane world or of the moral ,world of decision, enterprise, and coherence. Whet~er her setting is East-Side New York, a
Western newspaper office, or. a cafe in Mexico, the comedy and the
anguish ar~ grounded in the fact of tentativeness, of marginal comprehension. Kennerly, the movie producer in "Hacien~a," is the only
worldly success iI.l her gallery, and he is as pathetic in the face of the'
forces which move him as any peon.
Incomprehension and incompatibility-these ate her governing .
themes. Excepting Miranda in "Old Mortality," no character in a PorteL
story has an affirmative insight, or, when he has, he lacks the will or
the confidence to act upon it. The heroine in "Theft" recognizes her
self-defeat but no resolve ensues; the recognition is all. In "Rope," the
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couple's immersion in recrimination and abuse comes to no decisive ,~~
break, and no.reformation is implieet.

t.

.

He was a love, she firmly believed, and if she had had her coffee in the
mqrning, she wouldn't have behaved so funny.... There was a whippoorwill
still coming back, imagine, clear out of season, sitting in the crab-apple tr~e
calling all by himself. Maybe his girl stood him up. Maybe she did. She
hoped to hear him once more, she loved whippoorwills. . .. He knew how
she was, didn't he?
Sure, he knew ho~ she was.
The catalyst of marital hal?it has remained unchanged. The reader's
desire for a categorical denouement is first disarmed and thenrepud{ated by the comic $pirit, Just as it is in "That Tree," where the journalist's discernment of his wife's limttations (and, incidentally, of his
own) halts at the point when one might expect it to be enforced.
("The Leaning Tower n is Miss Porter's only uqsuccessful application of
this method, as I shall later demonstrate.) If, as Joseph Wood Krutch
has aphorized, tragedy judges.a' man by his heroism, comedy by his
intelligence, then Miss Porter has comic genius, though, in her behalf,
one might extend Mr. Krutch's definition to. involve the ironic perception of creatures behaving neither heroica\ly nor intelligently.
This psychologically monochromist treatment may account for
the reluctance, ur inability, of the common reader to accept Miss Porter's paramountcy. Complete and dramatic pessimism or complete
affirmation attract attent:ion. Both Ernest Hemingway and Willa
.Cather have been best-sellers in their time. One will not find, in
Miss Porter's work, that continuous, stylized h~ightening of experience
that Hemingway offers, and there is awhole <body of criticism to maintain that such heightening is the sine qua non of first-rank fiction.
One usually concurs, yet the exception that vanquishes the rule had
,been committed in advance by Tolstoy's realism, the quality of which
(no other comparison is intended) Miss Porter's most nearly resembles
in its seeing around and under a' situation, unbegui\ed by dramatic
polarities that might more easily court the. favor of relaxed readers.
Any effect of inconclusiveness is abrogated by faultless structure;
aesthetic completeness is exhibited by the form of her stories, making
dialectic simplification unnecessary.
'
Willa Cather owes her success with the public less, I think, to
her subtlety of palette (her wish."to make the style count for less and '
less and the people for more and more," a wish <devoutly consummated
~

"
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by Miss Porter with less vagueness of execution) than to the central
he;roism of her attitude. Death Comes for the Archbishop appealed
to those who, besides needing the regional or religious frisson} wanted
their pioneer adventure untinctured by the severities of realism. The
Professor's House} probably her best novel, educes its superiority from
the unquestionably romantic figure of its professor, and from his moving renunciation of the will:;:to-death inspired, in large part, by Tom
Outland's unquestioning faith.
In Miss Porter's world, closer than Cather's to the one we daily
inhabit, the heroic stance is rarely taken, and if we miss in her stories
the solace of exaltation, we receive in exchange the .more instructive
rewards of intensified observ~tion not unwarmed by critically handled
understanding. Miss Porter's sympathies are t9ugh of texture, not
easily strained by humanitarian credulity. It would be unwise to
infer that she "loves people." Running through her pages there is an
infinite sensitivity toward the pathos of the general human situation.
When she examines the specific situation, however, she discards any·
assumption of pity. It is as though she had withdrawn herself from any
possible involvement, the better to extract the truth from her material,
not in the manner' of the earlier "detached" realists whoso grimly kept
their distance that they impoverished their intuitive powers, but as if
she had made herself a passive but sen~ient receptacle. Her treatment
of the dispossessed, always justly emphatic, never descends to special
pleading; indisputably aware of what is glibly called "class warfare,"
she is more profoundly aware of the warfare within the individual
that may drive him, as well "from cowardice or egotism as' from 'need,
into identifying himself with· a faction.
There is not a more mordacious illustration of politico-revolutionary psychology in modern fiction than in "Flowering Judas." One
is ready to believe that like :baura, the heroine of the story, Miss Porter has rejected "kinship in one monotonous word. No. No. No.
She draws her strength from this one holy talismanic word which does
not suffer her to be led ;into evil. Denying everything, she may walk
anywhere in safety, she looks at everything without amazement." I
should not care to push the parallel too far, for obviously Miss Porter
does not deny everything, but certainly sHe denies and resists the importunities of sociological over-simplification as passively and artfully as
Laura resists the benevolent anarchy of Braggioni, "the professional
lover of humanity."
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Ruth· Benedict, the anthropologist, has written that "No man
ever looks at the world with pristine eyes." He looks at it, she would
have us understand, always with the eyes'of his special group, race, OJ
culture background. In such stories as "Maria Concepci6n" and.
"Flqwering Judas," Miss Porter comes as, near to a pristine view as '
it is possible for anyone out an anthropologist, perhaps,. to acquire.
By what manner of mental osmosis she can depict such psyches as those
.of Maria and Juan Villegas, without a hint, of judicial patronage, re. mains one,· of the miracles 'of her art. Not the least amazing of her
abilities is this power to exercise double visioh: the fruitful perceptions
of her own '~xperience through the "conscious and recoll~cted years,'"
and the unblinking objectivity which can dramatize the alien (>lights.
of Maria, Laura, or Mr. Thompson.
\ A highly developed taste for irony is undoubtedly the con~rolling
factor here. Irony perceives the disparity' between the act and its
supposed value, thereby freeing its possessor to look unqualifiedly at
the foreign experience with both his own and the foreigner's eyes.
At this poin~, ~he anthropologist and the novelist need the same attributes; the novelist, however, must retain the sensitized observation
that the strictly anthropological approach might find it necessary to
surrender ~ . This attribute, whether of irony <?r science, may be the
most importa,nt one ia Miss Porter's possession and ,the salient reason
for her suq:ess with many of her stories of chil~ood. Besides the
sympathy and bittersweet recollection which she has patently expressed
in them, irony has commanded her fidelity to the intelligent ambiva·
lence one ought to experience before the "child. predicament...And
it is irony again which administers to that quality of negation which
flows from sh~ewd uncertainty, from the recognition 'of the tricks of
flux, not the; dogmatic negation which closes forever the circle of
i possibi~ities. In each of her short novels, ir.ony has the last wor~, quite
! literally, and an examination' of them will be profitable ·for a more
\.extended statement of both her art and her attitude.
"Old Mortality," the most. complex and subtle of her novels, in a
mere eighiy-odd pages, records, the substance of a passing generation
of the South of 1885 to 1912. With none of the florid nostalgia and
provincial didacticism ofrhe historical novels of Elizabeth M~dox
Roberts and her followers or 'imitators, Miss Porter evokes, with a
vivid handful of characters, the positive flavor of ,an age dying of the
tension between
its adamant prohibitions
and itS desperate prodigali.
,
\,.'
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ties. The terrible frustrations, sexual and financial and spiritual, are
exposed to the discerning eyes of Miranda who grows into and out of
this environment.
" The subject of the novelette is simply this: the growing up of
Miranda, through her childhood years of alternating belief in and
doubt of the "romantic" existence of her elders to the day when, after
a marriage undertaken, apparently, in desperation, she returns to
visit her family and sees her alienation from them with sudden and
vindictive clarity. Her apprehension of her own isolation and her
tremulous wonder at her own possibilities close the nov~l with one of
the most eloquent and disturbing passages to be found in Miss Porter's
pages. .This writer has read that passage a dozen times and cannot
control a quite uncritical excitement of the blood at the poignance of
Miss Porter's intelligent and fearful. disclosure of the brink at which
Miranda stands.
What is the truth, she asked herself as intently as if the question had
never been asked, the truth, even about the smallest, the least important
of all the things 1 must find out? and where shall I begin to look for it?
Her mind closed stubbornly against remembering, not the past but the
legend of the past, other people's memory of the past, at which she had
spent her life peering in wonder like a child at a magic-lantern show. Ah,
but there is my own life to come yet, she thought, my own life now and
beyond. I don't want any promises, I won't have false hopes, I won't
be romantic about myself. I can't live in their world any longer, she told
herself, listening to the voices back of her. Let them tell their stories to each
other. Let them go on explaining how things happened.. I don't care. At
least I can know the truth" about what happens to me, she assured herself
silently, making a promise to herself, in her hopefulriess, her ignorance.
The.last two words, of course, affirm Miss Porter's genius. Without them, the experience would still stand at the center of her preoccupation with the questing heart an~ mind. With them, it signals her
knowledge of the limitations imposed inexorably by custom and fallibility upon the most wary. For one knows that Miranda, celebrating
what Emerson called "the integrity of the observing self," may yet
succumb to the banality of the years and, like the elders whom she is
rejecting, will likely become hedged in, if not by t\Ie boundaries of
social pattern, by the barriers erected by the loss of self.
"Pale Horse, Pale Rider" is a counterpoise to "Old Mortality." Miranda (the same, we presume) is working during the First-War years
on a Western newspaper. The theme of death is the solvent in this
a
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story as emerging life was in "Old Mortality." The cruel shifts of poverty, the cheap jingoism of the war years, the general atmosphere of physical and national destruction, have imprisoned Miranda's spirit. She
meets the challenge of the oppressive penury of her days with that makeshift courage and metallic wit
which urban living demands of its victims,
=
but not even the healthy, soap-smelling presence of her gentle but
inarticulate sweetheart, on rea~e. before going overseas,' dispels the
odor of death in her nostrils.
~

D

.

She liked him, she liked him, and there was more than this, but it was
no good imagining, because he was not for her nor for any woman, being
beyond experience already, committed without any knowledge or act of
his own to death. .
~

<)

This certitude is psychosomatic at itsf)ource; even as Miranda intuits the presence of decay, she is struck down by influenza. Thereafter, in an effectively beautiful delirium sequence, her conscious ~l
to-death battles with the deep-down will-to-J.ive. She recovers, aimost
" in spit~ of her own desire, to find that the war is over and that Adam,
her sweetheart,·exposed to her contagion, has died in a camp hospital.
She faces the resurgence of life in her with the same outraged anger
that seizes Granny Weatherall, in the short story which bears her name,
before the onslaught of death, "humiliated beyond expression by the
enorm~ty of this conspiracy of hature. Reluctant to leave the tranquility of her womb-like delirium, she averts her gaze from the face
of life.
At night, after the long effort of ,lying in her chair, in her extremity of
grief for what'she had so briefly won, she folded her painful body together
and wept silently, shamelessly,' in pity for herself and her lost rapture..
There was no escape. Dr..Hildesheim, Miss Tanner, the nurses in the diet
kitchen, the chemist, the surgepn, the precise machine of the hospital, the
whole humane conviction and custom of society; conspired to pull her
inseparable rack of bones and wasted flesh to its feet, to put in oraer her
disordered mind, and to set her once more' safely in the road that would
lead her again to death.

...

The Miranda of "Pale Horse, Pale Rider" wishes ~o reject, everything in order to die, as the Miranda of "Old Mortality'" had wished to
reject everything, even love, in order to live. "I hate love," the earlier
Miranda had thought, "I hate loving and being loved, I hate it."
Possessing and being possessed is unthinkable for the freedom of spirit
which she'envisaged and hungered for. Later, ~ontinuity itself is too
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great a burden, the possibilities are temporarily played out. Life wil~
go on, but the second Miranda stands at an apex of uncertainty no less
fraught with danger than the boundl~ss anticipation of: her earlier
self. The novel ends on a note of appalling irony.
'
.

.

No more war, no more plague, only the dazed silence that follows the
ceasing of the heavy guns; noiseless houses with the shades drawn, empty
streets, the dead cold light of tomorrow. Now there would be time for
everything.

~;

This is as far as the Miranda cycle has been recorded; if its roots
are as autobiographical as the numerous appearances of Miranda suggest, especially in the childhood experiences which make up the bulk
of Miss Porter's last volume, we may be permitted to hope for a further
development of her confrontation of life. Those who are titillated by
the correspondencies between an author's life and his' fiction have
virgin territory to explore in these two novels, in ".Ha~enda" and
'~That Tree" (where the Miriam of "Old Mortality" reappears) as well
as in the short stories in The Leaning Tower. All of these certainly
seem to testify to the dependence of much of Miss' Porter's art on her
own or her shared experience. This essay will stop at the border of
any attempt to reconstruct her person'ality from her work Of vice versa.
The finished products have their own existence; and there'remain a
sufficient number of her stories to confound the seeker after biographical origins.
"Noon Wine" is one of them. Published in the sime volume with
the Miranda novels, it is as different. from them in subject matter and
method as if authored by another. Dramatic in structure, the development of its stark and pathetic action is the best thing of its kind since
Ethan Frome. To a small south Texas farm at the turn of the century comes Olaf Helton, a mild" taciturn, hard-working Swede. For
nine years he works as the hired hand of Mr. and Mrs. Thompson,
a land-poor, God- and society-fearing couple; by his industry he rescues
them from at least the outer periphery of poverty. 'When Mr. H~mer
T. Hatch, "a man who should be fat, ordinarily, but who might have
just got over a spell of sickness," a man who, 'when he ,laughed, showed
"rabbit teeth brown as shoe-leather"-when this repulsive interloper
tries to arrest Helton as an escaped lunatic, Mr. Thompson splits his
. head open with an ax, but no't before Hatch has knifed Mr. Helton.
Mr. Thompson is acquitted by a jury, but he cannot make his neigh-
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bors or even his wife believe that it was a' murder committed not in
cold blood but in defense of Mr. Helton. When his own children
begin to eye him suspiciously, he commits suicide.
In bare outline, these are the events of the story, but such a
synopsis meagerly suggests the resources employed in their telling:
the evenly paced introduction of the Thompsons' household, the faithfully observed instances of gathering rural comfort as the "forriner"
e~ses manual burdens· and plays the song of noon wine on his harmonica, the leisurely, hypnotic scene leading 'up to the killing, where
Homer T. Hatch and Mr. Thompson, on a sweltering afternoon, cut
their tobacco plugs and discuss Olaf Helton's character, the baffled
~asuistry of Mr. Thompson at the collapse of his social-esteem, and the
last grim paragraph, deadly irony of action matching the irony of reflection which terminated the other novels.
<1l

. - ... Taking off' his right shoe and sock, he set the bptt of his shotgun
along the ground with the twin barrels pointed towards his head. It was
very awkward. He thought about this a little, leaning his head against the
gun mouth.. He was treJllbIin~ and his head was drumm!ng. untiJ he was
dea~ and blInd, but he lay down fiat on the earth on hiS Side, drew the.
barrel under his chin and fumbled for the trigger with his great toe~ That
way he could work it.
.
.
,

,This is simple narrative at its best, lacking the intellectual subtleties of Miranda's stories, but dean in its own strong outlines like a
piece of good wood carving. Here Miss Porter has beaten Jo~n Steinbeck on his own ground: Compare her unaffected delineation of Olaf
Helton with S.teinbeck's gratuitous' Lenny, who 'remains, as Mark Van
Doren dubbed him, "the Little Nell of the twentieth century."
I t is all the. more surprising, in view of these successful variations
in form, that "The Leaning Tower" should fail just where it might
have been expected to succeed, in ~ffectual irony.. The 'merits of the
novel cannot· b~ denigrated-they. are the omnipresent ones of Miss .
Porter's style:' the double attentiveness 'to pictorial precision ahd to
"intellectual physiognomy"; the prose which, while it serves the inter\. ests of the ear, observes the proprieties of functional decorum; the
"lconfident control over the nexus of truth and poetry. Still, one can,
.1 believe, question the larger' purpose to which these merits should
conttibute. It is this purpose whic.h I feel to be wanting and, therefore,
if totality of form is the central standard for a novel, long or short,
limiting to the dimensions of the study at hand: Since the success. of
i;-
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this novel depends mainly on its progression, a fairly detailed outline
of its plot is in order.
The occasion of t~is study is confined to five days in Berlin in
December, 1931. Charles Upton, a young American tentatively embarking on an artistic career, is moving from a dismal hotel whose air
is "mysteriously oppressive'" to cheaper and, he hopes, more pleas.an~
lodgings. The apartment house to which he moves is managed by a
Viennese woman who, like most of her countrymen, has seen more
prosperous and authoritative days. During negotiations for his room,
Charles carelessly injures a small plaster replica of the Leaning Tower
of Pisa, a souvenir of the lan4lady's Italian journey years before. Her
consternation at the accident seems inordinate to Charles. He meets
three other inhabitants of the house: Hans, a Heidelburg student, cherishing his new dueling scar; Herr Bussen, a starving mathematics
student, and Tadeusz Mey, a you,ng, cynically gay, Polish pianist. Herr
Bussen attempts to kill himself, ·but. the others agree to pretend that
he is merely a victim of food pois6ning, as he asserts. On New Year's
Eve, Charles accompanies the young men to a cabaret where they all
get very drunk, argue rather poiptlessly but not vehemently about
national aims and personalities. Behind the badinage looms Hans'
need of pure power, the fat Otto's incipient lean-Nordic worship, and
the Pole's. wistful frivolity combined with his dark knowledge of nil-tional pride and shame. The tension of the argument is relaxed by
women and song, with everyone joining in the chorus of a" popular
.
lyric, "their laughing faces innocent as Iambs ~t play."
When Charles, very drunk, returns ~o his room, he sees that the
Leaning Tower has been mended:
Leaning, suspended, perpetually ready to fall, but never falling quite,
the venturesome little object-a mistake in the first place, a whimsical pain
in the neck, really, towers shouldn't lean in the first place; ... yet had
some kind of meaning in Charles' Find. Well, what? He tousled his hair
and rubbed his eyes and then his whole head and yawned himself almost
inside out. What had the silly little thing reminded him of before? There
was an answer if he could think what it was, but this was not the time.

And there, or soon after, Miss Porter leaves him, hoping, through
his haze of drunkenness, that he willieam what it is that seems to be
threatening him.
I submit that this is an unsuccessfully subtle ending, and a failure
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on the author's p~rt to focus the full force of illumination on Charles.
Upton's experience. Indirection is not 'necessarily a virtue.in a novel;
it may' well' conceal an evasion by the novelist of an honest coqtest
with his own implications. Since dishonesty and evasion are the last
practices. with wh~ch I would charge Miss Porter, I can 'only believe
that she thought h,er novelette to be more suggestive and less explicit
than it had been. For if Charles does not grasp the significance of the
plaster symbol, he is more obtuse than, by Miss Porter, he had been'
made out~ He' had been relatively shy, easily affronted, and socially
insecure, but he had also displayed a trenchant satiric insight by ·his
crayon sketching of the ugly Berliners, and though evasive and plaintively sociable in the presence of his hosts at the cafe, had pertinently
criticized their arrogant self-love. The reader knows, all along, even_
without the oblique reference to the unnamed leader's photo in a
barber shop, precisely what aspe~ts of evil are· dogging Charles' footsteps. Those aspects are nowhere 'concealed; they are uncompromisingly represented by Miss Porter throughout and are presumably
observed by Charles. The ugly sculpture, the heavy, oppressive furnishings, the ill-mannered surveillance, Hans' preposterous pride in
.his dueling scar: all these are named objects of revulsion. The following paragraph describing a crowd before a toy-and-sugar-pig-shop
window is as deady an indictment of a cultural psyche as it is an
astonishingly graphic and aggressive word-painting:
.
,

"

.

_ With their nervous dogs wailing in their arms, the people, shameless
mounds of fat, stood in a trance of pig worship, gazing with eyes damp
with admiration and appetite. They resembled the most unkind caricatures of themselves" but they were the very kind of people that Holbein
and Durer and Urs Graf had. drawn, too: not vaguely, but positively like,
their late-medieval faces full of hallucinated malice, and a kind of sluggish
but intense cruelty that worked its way up from their depths slowly through
the layers of helpless gluttonous fat.

.

.

, After all.. these, unambiguous portents have been'duly noted and
Tadeusz the ;pole has plainly told Hans that the Germans have a great
culture but no civilization, it is wholly anticlimactic for Charles to 'be
visited by so ten~ous a premonition as he fee~s before the patched and
precarious Leaning Tow~r. Either he should have ,bee~ portrayed
as' having no insight 'at all, thus enabling the reader to watch his
innocent journey through horror >with ironic fascination, or as having
mor~ sustained perceptions than he is given. In the latter case, the
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desperateness and latent brutality which we have observed around him
would need fulfillment in a greater denouement than the story has.
, Though this novelette fails, in its own right, to establish an illumination of character equal in subtlety to that of "Old Mortality," or a
situation equal in dramatic irony to that in "Pale Horse, Pale Rider," it
is, none the less, a decisive prosecution of a people without dignity or
humor in defeat, and a disquietingly fluent addition to Miss Porter's
prose achievements. Conceivably it is an earlier work than the others,
published later, but this assumption must wait upon a more detailed
bibliography than is at present avaJlable.
The short stories in this volume, likewise, seem to me to be
·inferior, in total power, to those in Flowering Judas. "A Day's Work,"
featuring th~ domestic tribulations of a henpecked Irish loafer, is
amusing and pathetic. In the hands of a lesser artist, its Maggie-andJiggs background would have impelled it into bathos. Under Miss
Porter's guidance, no cliche of situation or speech is tolerated; staunch
avoidance of patneSs, is one of her greatest gifts. The opening paragraphs of "The Old Order" provide a superlative handling of her
ob'sessive subject-the rituals of domesticity, the sacred and comically
profane aspects of the war of the generations. Yet the portrait does
not dissolve into scene (as it literally did in :'Old Mortality") ; it is too
obviously a reminiscence and needs the kind of crisis that crystallized
the pathos in "The Jilting of Granny Weatherall.'~ The remaining
studies (or recollections) , of childhood, are peerless of their kind, but
at most they are vignettes. My favorite among these is "The Circus,"
in which for the child ,Miranda, her first circus is an ordeal of horror.
The climax of the event is embodied in one of the most startling
sentences in the book. "The man on the wire, hanging by his foot,
turned his head like a seal from side to side and blew sneering kisses
from his cruel mouth."
All these stories are marked by Miss Porter's characteristically
meticulous workmanship. It is simply that they appear to stand in
eV,en closer relation to herself than do the more objective earlier stories,
and one's enjoyment of them is inhibited by this proximity. One
cannot fail to recognize, however, that if this collection does not surpass the earlie~ ones, it has felicities that no respecter of truth and craft
in fiction can afford to ignore.,
; If one wishes to estimate, with any finality, the value of Miss
Porter's contribution to American literature, one will finally add to
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her perfection of form h~r disclosure, and it is hers alone, of how
immenseiy difficult, fQr all but the stupid and the cruel! is the task of
sheer day-by-day living in our time-and what precariou~ victories of
moral understanding it is possible to achieve.. The fullness of her
disclosure, neither stunted by naturalism nor bloated by romanticized
aggravation, is the crite'don by which any American realism should be
gauged.
It is i~possible, as well as presumptuous, to forecast the nature
of her future pro~uction in fiction. No living writer p~mises more.
Her short stories have already placed her beyondt anyone now working
in that genre. One can safely declare that if, with her past excellencies,
she can contrive longer novels with greater social scope and dramatic
complexity,tshe will be nothing less' than the great Atrieri~an novelist
that our age has demanded, and presumed it deserves.

J
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are publishers, and few publishers
are more than energetic business men. Not that there is anything wrong in being a business man. On the contrary, the genius
of American business is perhaps our chief national distinction. But
there is plenty wrong with the current conviction of business men
that their business success automatically qualifies them 'not only to
own and publish a newspaper, but to determine that paper's news
and editorial policies.
The point is being repeatedly made in these days, and to my mind
correctly, that publishing is too much business and not enough profession; that publishers have usurped news-room authority and that
too often they have little regard for the rigid ethical independence
which editors and reporters cherish; that, in fact, some publishers are
not capable at all, in the best professional sense, of directing their
newspapers.
The conclusion which many careful observers reach is that American papers are more in danger from their own owners than from the
government and other influences.
The difference b~tween newspaper men and publishers is indicated
in the second paragraph of the following quotation on government
pressures from Charles Michelson, former New York World chief correspondent in Washington, writing of his experiences as publicity
director for the<Democratic National Committee;
... I now question if there ever was o/YUrpose to interfere with the
legitimate functions of publication; to limit their expression of opinion
or hamper, in ",ny way, their printing the truth, except-in war times-to
insist that matters that would afford aid and comfort to the enemy be
omitted.
.
... I think back with admiration of Heywood Broun's quitting the
World because they would not permit him to express in his column his

N
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which were contrary to the views of the

The plain editorial worker, and not the publisher, otten knows
most about· what press' freedom is. That freedom belongs to the
nation and its editors and reporter~ and 'all its people, and not, in some
magic special sense, to publishers and owners. Publishers have no
privilege of seeking the subservience of' thousands of trained editorial
minds to a few score business minds.
Ownership should obligate, not excuse. The owner who forces
his newspaper into hatreds has -forgotten his obligation. How fit is
such an owner to stand back and look at the world, as newspaper men
are supposed to do, and form jU,dgments about it? It is the pub~isher's
duty to help his editors to be fair, and not to push his. prejudices
upon them.
Yet publishers use the idea of "freedom" to support this very
practice. Profe~sor Carr Becker has said that "if we modify our gqv. e~nmental processes the methods will include that of frantically proclaiming that freedom of the press is in' danger' whenever anyone
employs that freedom to promote ideals of 'which we disapprove."
Anything "government" terrifies some publishers. The Bureau
of Economic Warfare said in September, -1942, in answer to publishers'
expressed fears, that notices that they must submit. two copies of each
of their papers for examination were not intended as a threat to the
press, but for inf~rmation, adding that only 50 per cent of all papers
had complied with. the request for copies. Such failure of assi$tance
to government is a' kind of anarchy of which too many American
publishers, far from being ashamed, are rather openly proud.
Though what officeholders say does· not always indicate what they
think, it is of interest to look at some of their statements about newspaperwork.
Byron Price' and Elmer Davis 'Publicly announced themselves
as opposed, even in war, to any but the barest necessities in the. way
of censorship-'necessities, that is, of military security. Presjdent
Roosevelt said in a greeting to. editors that the duty of the press is that
of "keeping the pedple fully and truly informed." The Treasury
De.partment fought against placing any wedge of influence into news
columns by buying advertising space, though some newspaper executives .supported such a move.. There is a Civil Service rule against
j.

.
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advertisements by a governmental agency for office help. Here are
some wartime quotations from men high in the government: Secretary Ickes: I hope I never live to see the day when

~ewspapers'

can't speak above a whisper.
Then Secretary M orgenthau: [The newspapers] are using the freedom
of the press to help fight the war of the free peoples.
Then Secretary Hull: It is vital ... that the highest traditions of the
American press, not only of freedom but of personal responsibility as well,
should be maintained and constantly refurbished.
Maj. Gen. A. D. Surles, director' of the bureau of public relations of
the War Department: In America we enjoy freedom of the press in more
than a legalistic sense.

o

Eric Hodgins, editorial vice-president of Time, has said that
"there is no whit of compulsion behind any editor in the land" from
government. Indeed, it might well be demonstrated that it is the
government which' insists tlfat the press remain free.
But our newspapers, less and less in the hands of newspaper men
and more and more in the ·hands of business men, constantly declare
that they are in mortal danger from government and American radicals; and this attitude of the publishers is nowhere better illustrated
than in the pages' of the weekly journal of the daily newspapers,
Editor if Publisher, of New York.
This journal is the only real voice of American ~ailies, and as
such it is fair to assume that it is supposed to represent both the editorial rooms and the business offices of our papers. . Actually, its
columns are more and more devoted to business and advertising and
production matters, and even where it does touch upon the work of
the news-room it seems to this observer to bear the slant of the "publisher's" mind. l Advertising, circulation, profits, mechanical problems,
labor troubles, government bureaus, and· so on take up more of its
space than does news of the WQrk of reporters, rewrite men, copy
editors, and editors themselves.
The journal was edited until recent years by a sage named Marlen
Pew, who looked upon himself as an editor representing ethical newsr

1 Editor and Publisher carried many of the statements used in this article; that fact
does not alter the conviction that the bulk of its material is "pro-publisher" and in a way
"anti-editor." There is no way in which such a journal could fail to carry some news
of the news-room profession; the point is simply that the attitude has swung away from
newspaper men and toward the business office.
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paper work. He was proud to do what all editors are supposed to do,
that is, to present both sides of ,a controversy within his human lights.,
This is a~ attitude that many publishers cannot understand. Editor i7
Publisher appears not to understand it either.
The change since Pew's day could be'illustrated in the magazine's
reactions to the Associated Press suit brought by the government.
When, for example, Marshall Field sa~d that the suit if successful should
serve ito 'make th~ press free by ridding it of a monopoly practice, the
journal carried ~ little story and put prejudicial quotes around the
words "Make Press Free." When others attacked the suit, it carried
big stories and treated them more respectfully. It wrote of "One of
the most important crises that the American press has ever faced,'" and
got out a special supplement of statements from publishers. All these
statements-scores and scores of them-attacked the government. Some
of the headlines which. Editor & Publisher carried on them were:
Basic Freedom Is the Issue; Effort to' "Freeze Freedom in Perpetuity";
Free Public Protest Rights at Stake; Government Action Must Please Hitl~r; Suit Is Threat to Fundamental RIghts; "Patently a Revenge Suit";
Action "Inspired by Spite and An~er"; Mortal.Blow to Press Freedom.
Nearly all the heads were prejudicial. Worse, all the statements
were obviously solicited by Editor & Publisher, and it would appear
that they were all solicited from a group which~the journal knew would
be ~gainst the suit. The cumulative effect of -:~ll this was great. But
the evidence of lack of fair editorial approach seemed ~lear.
,
A~ng the magazine's hates was President Roosevelt. Here is
, ' part of an editorial from its pages:
We' can't congratulate President Roosevelt on the sense of humor he
displayed in givi,ng a second hand award of the German Iron Cross to john
O'Donnell, Washington correspondent of the New York Daily News ...
Presumably, the "award" was made on the theory that O'Donnell's writing
gave aid and comfort to the' enemy-although it is hard to see how a
humorous yarn about two 'former Washington correspondents now in London could help Dr. Goebbels.
' ~,
,
The story irritated every newspaper man who read it, and it marks
a new low in the President's relations with newspapers....
Many newspaper men who rea~ the statement were not irritated
at anyone but O'Donnell. And it was not too hard to see that O'Donnell might be giving" aid and' comfprt to the' enemy when, later on,
published the rumor that the WAC in North Africa had Reen

he
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provided with contraceptives. Time} recounting that story, headlined
its article "O'Donnell's Foul."
Now, O'Donnell is a newspaper man, not a pu~lisher. But he is the
kind of newspaper' man who is hand-picked 'by the publisher and who
certainly does not have the respect of his American news-room colleagues. In that sense he represents the "downstairs" influence-that of
tbebusiness office (the publisher) -and not that of editors and reporters.
In editorial offices the tradition of abhorrence for the stories which
come upstairs marked "Must" still stands. That is because newspaper
,men see threats to press freedom from the inside as well as fr?m the
outside; the difference is that what they see is not always the kind of
threat publishers and owners are talking about. To a' good newspaper man, even if he does not like the American Newspaper Guild,
or the New Deal, or Marshall Field, they deserve a fair break tn any
paper's news columns.
Publishers generally are business-minded; newspaper men are
social-minded. If there are publishers like Eugene Myer and Arthur
Hayes Sulzberger, and newspaper men like O'Donnell, it is pretty
apparent that they are the exceptions to the rules. It takes business
sense to run a paper, as well as editorial sense, and we are not -going
to be able to "do without" publishers any more than without editors.
But the point is that the publishers, in more thaD: one sense, are doing
too much without the right kind of newspaper man-which is, by and
large, nearly any self-respecting, experienced newspaper man.
That is why it is difficult to escape the conviction that publishers
had better draw up and take a look at themselves. They would do
well to examine the code of the copyreader and think .how it could
be applied to themselves. They .could do well to arm themselves with
the editor's enlightenment if they are to insisllupon running the newsrooms and editorial pages of America; or, if that is impossible, they
could do well to give the work and decisions of the news-room, along
with formation of much policy, over to editors and reporters chosen
for their open-mindedness and ability rather than for their bias.
Under poor publishers,usnrping prerogatives, the press has lost
some of its freedom-and lost it to those publishers themselves. In
addition, it has lost many of its friends. Good newspaper men, employed by wise owners and turned loose, would mean a fresh breath
of life in our journalism, and a fresh host of friends everywhere.
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SEVEN

EPIGRAMS AND' A

"

.

TRANSLATION

EPIGRAMS

1.

These the assizes. Here the charge, denial,
Proof and ~isproof: the poem is the trial.
Experience is defendane,' and the. jury
Peers of tradition, and the judge is fur):.
2.

I was concerned fOf -you, and keep that part
In these days, irres ctive of the heart:.
And not or frien hip, not for love, but cast
In that role y the p:tesence of the past.
3."

'It

This Humanist whom no beliefs constrained
Grew so broad-minded he was scatter-brained.

4·
How we desire desire( Joy of surcease
In joy's fulfilment is bewildered peace,
And harsh renewal. Life in fear' of death
Will trivialize the void with hurrying breath,
With harsh indrawal.' Nor love nor lust impels us.
Time's hunger to be realized compels us.

5·
Soft found a way to damn me undefend~d.
I was forgiven who had not offended.
347
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6.

1

I have distracted time.
In a full day your face
Has only its own place.
TiredJrom irrelevaqce
I sleep, and dream by chance,
Till passion can exact.
No faith, and fails in act,
Till timelessness recedes
Beneath the apparent needs
Of a distracted time.

7·
The scholar of theology and science
Who falls iillove must in good faith affiance
Love and ·his trades; must prove the commonplace
Of his divine research, Love goes by grace,
Never by merit.; judge by divination
Supernal from infernal· visitation;
And risk his faith:. As scientist he tries'
By the inductive leap, immense surmise,
To force the future to confirm his guessThough predisposed toward ill or good success,
Pledged to the issue': So he may discover
As scholar truth, sincerity as lover. ..
THE

CONFESSION

OF

BISHOP

GOLIAS

Written originally in Latin by the Archpoet toward the end
of the twelfth century.
Inwardly- fired with vehement wrath,
In bitterness I will speak my mind:
:Made of material light as lath,
I am like a leaf tossed by the wind.
Though it were just for the wise and brave
To place their seat on the rock of will,
Fool, I am like the flowing wave
That under' one sky is ever unstill.
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I am" borne on as a pilo~less ~hi p,
As a vagrant bird through the cloudy haze;
Ungoverned by reins,.ungoverned by whip;
I gad with my kind, I follow their ways.
I ~alk the broad path in the fashion of youth,
Forgetful of virtue, en.tangled with sin;
Avid of pleasure more than of truth
I die in soui but take care of my skin.
MostwQrthy prelate, your pardon I pray, .
I die a go~d death, swing on a sweet rope,
At sight 'of 'the ladies I still get gay;
Whpm I cannot by t~uch, I sin with in hope.
Who placed on a pyre will not burn in the fire?
Or dallying at Pavia can keep himself chaste?
Where Venus goes hunting young men.for hire,
Drooping her eyelids and fixing her face.
. Hippolytus placed in Pavia today
Would not be HipPOlytus "when the dawn came";
To the bedroom of Venu~. still runs- the broad way.
Nor in all those towers is the tower of shame.
Again, I'm charged with .playing strip' poker:
When 'play casts me out' in my naked skin.
Shivering. I sweat while my mind plays stoker.
And I write better verse than I did within.

..

The tavern. thirdly. I' note in this summing
Up of the life I 'will ever have led
Till I hear· the holy angels coming,
. Singing rest 'eternal unto the dead.
For I propose in the taVern to die
That wine may be near when the throat grows hard,
And the chorus of angels may joyfully ciy,
"0 Lord, be kindly to this drunkard."
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The lamp of the soul is lighted by wine,
Sotted with nectar it flies. to the sky;
Wine of the tavern is far more divine
Than watery wine that the priest raises high.
They say a poet should flee public places
And choose his seat in a quiet retreat:
He sweats, presses on, stays awake, and erases,
Yet comes back with scarcely one clear conceit.
The chorus of poets should fast and abstain,
Avoid public quarrels and brawls with their neighbors:
That they may compose what will ever remain,
They die in a cell, overcome by their labors.
Nature to, such gives a suitable crown:
I never could write on an .empty purse;
Myself when fasting a boy ·could knock down;
Thirsting·and hunger I hate like a hearse.
Never's the spirit of poetry given
Except when the belly is fat and sleek;
While" Bacchus is lord of my cerebral heaven,
Apollo moves through me and marvels I speak.
i

Behold, of my vice I was that informer
By whom your henchmen indicted me;
Noone, of them is his own accuser,
Though he hopes to sport through eternity.
So I stand before the blessed prelate
Urging that precept of our Lord, wherein
He casts the first stone, nor spares the poet,
Whose heart is wholly devoid of sin.
I've charged myself with whatever I knew
And vomited up my long cherished dole;
The old life passes, gives way to the new;
Man notes appearance, Jove sees the soul.
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Primate of Cologne, . grant me your blessing,
Absolve the sinner wh,o begs yqur grace;
]mpose due penance <?n him confessing;
Whatever you bid I'll gladly embrace.
J.c V. Cu N

N I N G HAM

SUMMER RAIN
~

The rain falls like mist.
The clouds move
hardly at all~
likeosleep,
somnolent!-like sheep.
The sky is rose, mauve,
.;,
amethyst. .
The rain falls like mist.
The wind, a young girl's hair,
blows odorous and fa~r.
"What men or gods are these? What maidens loth?"
A south wind blows,
the, leaves stir,
.:
the treeS are gently shaken.
--; Time, a 'wheel,
revolves.
The clairvoyant air
shimmers with the fabulous and rare.
"Who are these coming 'to the sacrifice?
To what green altars, 0 mysterious
priestl"
,
The visible world' dissolves.
All myths are true, all shadows real.
The' gods awaken.
GUSTAV
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FOUR POEMS
THE

SERIOUS

A nger, claim the serious, reverence, hate"';'
Some sort of passion for our time!
A stateliness, however late,
The hour swelling lordty to its chime
And the chime maximum. A II this grief
A rching upward in a major peal
So that we bear ourselves as chief
And dangerous knights. with our pain at heel.
And stalk £o~th haughty, stride out tall,
Fated and seductive in high sorrows.
N,ot quaint as we are today and small.
_
Vigor, ask the serious, for our mean tomorrows.

ONCE

"Once for my waking. Now qffer one more 'word
For love-everlasting in these scary woods."
No. Hush-hush hush-hush the trees, and all these birds
Give me the heartache. Dear my friend
Has lifted a hand and spoken only once.
Stumbler in the WOOdS am I. "qnce more,
Charmer, your hand.
One soul word more; for these indelicate.birds
Rule me, while wizard-like you listen
And lose me. Have you heard
Anything lonely? Come, one marvellous word!"

~

Never. There was no sudden truth, no union.
And now must I go visiting these glooms
Widowed in the soul, inquiring archly:
"Whose woods, whose woods?" and "Sirs,
Have you not heard a charitable bird
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Call once? Or seen my- darling phantom
Strolling these purlieus with a lifted hand,
Harking in twilight?". No., Naught seen, naught heard.
PRODIGAL

~.

~

Lost to the meet sameness of desire
That prodigal who travels rocks
Of shadeless love, season beyond our clocks.
Turned from such moments, tame and unrenowned, .
As rule his tribe, the one
Who burns his gaze 'out on an. alien sun.
Estranged from our ways, now ready for our laughter
(Which is a war) this saint against the night,
Aloof from littleness· or, a brothers' light,- Gone unanointed to lie in dalliance
With the whore Truth who wombs no child
But spins her angels maddened through a wild
Of absolute love, of raw, tremendous wonder:
Realms unbecoming proper man
Who sucks the breast and worships what he can.
HABITATION

Carpet me a faith with the slow dust
, Of history settling, trust on faded trust.
Wall me my faith with towerings
From the frail, leveled dead
Of young i~mensity unsaid.
And window me with delight,
~
So from old, magic death ! look
As stares the scholar
Giddy and worshipful, beyond his book.
ROSAMUND
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TWO POEMS
THE

S"HOT

The summer struck where cattle dust lay strong
On fading brush} that banked a foothill turn;
Road weary steers stung by a stumbling wrong
Broke in deep scrub swift riders leaned to spurn,
But one crashed wide, and earth the shimmered blow
Rolled horse and master in time's rocky flow.
As cowmen turned . . . he stood in waste of sun,

Whose hurt was cold, and rage ·was grief of mind,
That now his mount death's huddled course must run,
Sped by a shot whose broken haste was kind~
Far as the sky the mountains rose to green
Toward which they climbed who heard the loud ravine.
.

LINES 'PO THE PAST
,I

The peak grandfather stood on touched a lake
with deep reflection; mighty rock no bird could soar,
While tepee smoke wound upward like a snake
to coil in 'wind above a forest shore.
A stroke of silence fell among the trees,
the tribe was mute, the woods were brightly still;
Time's twisting leaf that spins-in vagrant breeze,
had brushed a king with Autumn's honored will.
The new chief stood ,in" solemn awe apart,
a forest sunbeam mocked the sh~dow in his face,
He knew the sorrow of an exile's heart,
who walked a last road homeward with his race.
II
Grandfather rOde the mesa in the wind,
where history's a wreath of whitened horn;
Thirst rose in cactus like a;stain, the path was blind,
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as in red chasms of the East the sun was born.
Of thorny seed·the fissure ·bush was cleft,
and spoiled of shade the broken viper ground,
A faint mirage of running water fled
the pony's h90f and canyon's crumbling bound,
Till stumbling deep ,one burst upon a stream
the cracked earth hid and fondled like a boulder-measured dream.
III •

At noon grandfather paused within a grove,
where giant redwoods limbed the hills with shade;
Dry amber breath of summer silence wove
through" ancient trees where centuries had stray~d.
The day hung deep and still, the forest breathed
. '
.
whIte cloud of pIne and balm of woodland floor;
Up matted slopes the rusty sun was wreathed
with cone and branch that heaped earth's rugged 'score.
-

~

A broken outcast plunged into that world,
who clutched at solid trunks but roughly feU;
, Grandfather bent to catch the curse he. hurled
at earthly chance and blood its 'bubbling well.
His humor brief and sudden as his gun,
had spurred with haste through rough camps of ~e \Vest;
Till shattered b¥ a bullet in the sun
he stumbled into shade to mend his rest.
Great evergrt:ens cast balsam on the land,
eternal as the shadow of a prayer;
But life of man ebbed low in bitter sand
'beneath tall trees that breathed the sunny air.

IV
Grandfather rode in shade of yalley oak,
and sunlight streaked beneath Sierra pine;
He breathed, the shifting haze of country smoke"
fresh air of peaks and showers in the vine;
For life was vast the earth an open range
from straw of gold to green of mountain change.
<
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On pasture slopes day trembled in the dew,
spring shudder of the racing grassy light;
Wild horses roamed the distance ridged and blue,
or plunged against the blaze of morning's height,
Like men who whirled in narrow hills to tame
dawn's rushing hoof, its neck of windy flame.
LINCOLN

FITZELL

PICASSO'S "LES DE UX AMANTS.
DANS LA RUE"
How dark wind such, death following, besi~e.
These in love's clutch midmost of the street, blinds
Greenly further, roofs by needing,espied
Of none the poor embrace, the piteous hinds.
How so red shirted she, massive 0 rough hands
Upon her, where is the sweeter lip, fat brach,
Where by nigh bush? Lingual Saint Peter stands.
Man, her man, her leman doubtless, fit match.
And seestow not yon death's-head, Guinevere?
Something seems Harlequin, seems Wagner's smirk,
Something kissing the universal lost soul.
Here urge life and death, near without fear,
And red and white on life'.s two faces lurk,
Skull lurk, she shall learn thee, tire not.old mole.
G.R 0 V E R

S MIT H

I
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FIV·E
POEMS
.'
DESERT

~

HIGHWAY

The beamed light creates the terror.
Amalgamated with _moon and .alkali
it thrusts from the blackness
the slow-moving gtacier blocking the highway.
As you wipe, the moisture from your forehead

listen
to the sweet familiar music the motor hU,ms
and tighten your fingers around the wheel's,rim.
You .are in a strange country,
encompassed by a 'steel frame,
unarmed against macadam's treachery
of grey and fluid. waters
- and the fields of snow where no snow ever falls
, and the hill of ice.

POEM

Heaven cannot find you.
Here the roots enfold 'you,
There the walls enclose you
Who asked none to bind you.

.

Enemies will take you, "
Pain and anguis~ break you.
There was none to warn you
Heaven would forsake you.
Space is all around you.
Earth and air will bring you
Facsimiles of songs you
Heard before time drowned you.
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Let the singing lead you
From the prison about you.
There are those who need you,
Heaven is less without you.

POEM

The empty cartridge for a souvenir
is a posteriori witness of
the fight. The brave have gone,
the miner to the mine, the lumberjack
back to the swinging axe, the nurse
to the medicinal emulsions
on trays in dieticians' kitchens,
- each to his unilateral life among
the million. Some, twentieth-century klephts,
preserve a comradeship in crime
or hid in hills await the night marauding.
The croupiers'are hoarse, but wheels respin
at old tables, and the game, perplexed
by innovations, draws a-..larger crowd,
each solitary eye searching olq friends.
,>

LOVE

SONG

I will walk with you to the river
If you lay your ch~ek against my cheek.
I will climb to the mountain
If you place your mouth on mine.
With you I will go to the barren rock
Though you raise your hand in anger
And strike my face.
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FOR

A.

LOST

CHRISTMAS

-1-

Break the holly fresh,
Break the holly green.
Take the bough's cry with ~you
To the Christmas scene.
Shake the cedar brail<;h,
Shake th~ cedar sno~,
Making round wreath' mirrors
Full of c~ndleglow.
-2-

CIustered beads of frost on the mistletoe
Break the green that hangs on the hallway light.
Berries dry and drop on t4e hardwood floor,
Thirsting for living tree and ,the deep snow.

-3The carollers in pa,ssing
Have silenced the night.
Against the dark hill, lanterns
No longer lift and glow.
The carols all are frozen
And tinkle in the glass,
And children's shrill-soprano
Is music in ice.
'
HELEN
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TWO POEMS
A

CONTEMPLATIVE

GENTLEMAN

The person with despotic eyes
Is not arisen from the dead;
But spiritous beyond assay,
He wears a jewel in his head.
Contemplative, the gentleman,
Bemazing simples in a ring,
Will i~provise, on how he came
To wear so elegant a thing.
How grappled from the pearly moon,
And polished on a naiad's thigns,
The gem was given him by elvesBenign it beams above his eyes.
He never tells, or seldom tells,
How once in thickets' of the night
He slashed and sought and bled and toiled,
And brought his jewel to the light.
LOVE

RECALLS

A

HOMELAND

When winter marched on Eden
With softly whirring drums,·
The redbirds and the snowbirds
Were happy for our crumbs.
A deer stole in by moonlight,
A crowned but timid stranger;
The creatures of perfection
Ate from our poor manger.
Those refugees from summer,
The fleeing and the flying,
Were stainless of our knowledge,
If not of pain, in dying.
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The four 0" clock opens its tender face
Less'shyly to the careless world
Than all your quaint desires unfurledBut gather them in and together darlin'
Pack'em up out of sight,
Use your bedroll or any old blanket
Just so you strap it up tight . . .
Highways lash across ~he land "
Like a whip laid on by a brutal hand,
And rails fan out· in steely.spokes
From the city hub to the solemn sea
Where the great ships wheel unquietly
In the midst of death will you think of me .
Blooms may sway in that field of fear
And between the green trees the sun will spear,
But trust not such, sweet frivolity;
Better clutch fist tight round the ugliness
At the core of it all, and shoulder your way
To a front seat in their chautauqua o~te;

I

For Truth is not stoic or statuesque
In an open space for the birds to spatter
But a frayed sleeve brushed in a crowded aisle
Midst moments of greater malter-
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In peace, as war, as difficult
And hard to come by: lonelier
Than man on mountain, man in battle
Hearing battle cry.
KATHLEEN

TOOLE

HYMN TO GOD THE FATHER
Wake the shifting rocks, the grinding floor
Of heaven with your yells 0 resident
And dangerous disease of too thin air;
For here, the blue savannahs of your rent
. Are daily blazed and graphed by trails of vapor;
Are nightly probed by discs of ugly light
Which prey for boys who riding Venus-cars
Drop fr?m aloft the gap-teeth of their flight.
'4

Over the_ wrecked cities do ypu hear
The bomber's accurate instrument
Level the missives of your iron stare;
Turn up to you the waif grotesquely bent
Who clutching still the medals of your care
Must blindly beg your Blessed Sacrament?
•

THE

JOH~

NERBER

MOQN STAYS UNDER

The world a red wall
The day wilts over . . .
A shudder of sun through the mold,
Wrinkle of wind scraping our wrists,
A long sea of light gone under;
Green lives scooped up in skulls . . .
Walk with a nude falcon in each hand
The moon stays under red earthThe Kavirondo Crane mourns in Africa,
Pericles pales the Grecian thistle.
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Celebes, where are your secret stones
With the bullet messages?
And Guadalcanal, under what peacock star
Dwindles the bright fawn?
Listen, Coral Sea, to your curved tongues, '
And the flame words 'crowding the foam.
ORlAN DEPLEDGE

NADIR
And fallen by the wayside drinkInveterately mine
All manner 'of a sudden brink
As bitter root and honeyed vine.
Then cogitate upon the stilled,
Unsung, uncomforted '.
No less involved nor unfulfilled·
Yet crying hunger not for bread..

, l' .

-f

And then accelerate the time,
. Instill the dying chord
With music vividly desire
Unti! the reminiscing chime
Dissevers, like;a sword,
Myself from me and I expire.
CLARENCE ALVA POWELL

1
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Can Representative Government Do the Job? by Thomas K. Finletter.
New·York: Reynal and Hitchcock, Inc., 1945. $2.00.
Democracy in America, by Alexis de Tocqueville; edited by Phillips Bradley. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1945. Two volumes. $6.00.
Are Men Equal'! an Inquiry into the Meaning of American Democracy, by
Henry Alonzo Myers. New Yor~: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1945. $2.50.
. In several respects Mr. Finletter's able little book is already out of
date. His query about representative government was published in the
last week of March, 1945. A new chapter in the relationships between the
Executive and Legislative branches of our national government, with which
he is primarily concerned, began just two weeks later. In the late afternoon
of Thursday, April 12, Vice-President Harry S. Truman was called to the
White House. There, from Mrs. Roosevelt, he learned of the sudden death
-of the President at Warm Springs. A few minutes after seven, Chief Justice
Harlan Fiske Stone administered the oath of office to the new President.
In his first statement to the press, President Truman said that he would
carry on as he ~elieved the late President would have done and that the
war in the East and the West would be fought to a successful conclusion.
It may be well to remember that the newspapers which announced the
death of President Roosevelt carried stories also of Gestapo Chief Heinrich
Himmler's decree that every German town should be defended to the last
man, and the announcement of renewed attacks by Japanese planes on
American amphibious forces off Okinawa. Although it may seem now like
a very long time ago, America was still at war. The fall of Berlin, with
the disappearance of Hitler and Goebbels in its ruins, and the dropping
of the atomic bomb on Nagasaki and Hiroshima were still events of the
future.
President Truman did carry forward the vigorous prosecution of the
war. He also assumed the full powers of the Presidency in his own right.
In the small group present at the White. House when he took the oath of
office were nine of the ten members of President Roosevelt's. Cabinet; less
than six months after the. event, only' three· members of ithat Cabinet
remain: Ickes, Forrestal, and Wallace. President Truman ha~ moved with
dispatch in making his own appointments of his chief lieutenants.
In the field which Mr. Finletter's book discusses, the relationships
<
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between the Chief Executive and the Congress, President Truman has
also acted to 'make his own policy. He has obviously sought to establish
and maintain the, most amicable working partnership. Here he has possessed many advantages of personal associations and friendships. It is not
wi~hout significance that it was from a visit to the Speaker of the House
that he was called to assume the duties of the Presidency. Truman was
elected tp the United States Senate in November 1934, was re~elected in
1940, and served until he became Vice-Pres,ident. As chairman of the
Special Committee to Investigate the Natiop.al Defense Program, he worked
intiihately not only with such members of that committee from his own
party as Senators James M. Mead of New York, Harley M. Kilgore of West
Virginia, and Mon C. Wallgren of Washington (now Governor of that
State), but also with such Republican committee. members as Senators
, Homer ferguson of Michigan anfi Harold H. Burton .of Ohio~
Since he b~came President, Truman has traveled "the long mile" from
the White House to the Capitol to lunch with members of the House and
of the Senate; J:1is list of visitors at the White H9use includes a high per
cent of Senators and Representatives; and he has invited the presiding
officer of the Senale to sit in on Cabine~ meetings. More important, his
appointme~ts have indicated his desire for the.smoothest working relationships with the Congress. His selection for Secretary of Agriculture was
Representative Clinton Po' Ander&on of New Mexico; for Secretary of Labor,
his former Senate colleague Lewis B. Schwellenbach of Washington. With
the appointments of Fred M. Vinson as Secretary of the Treasury and James
F. Byrnes as Secretary of State, he continued in. positions of new responsibility in the official family two men with long Congressional experience
who had been brought into the Executi~e Department' by President Roosevelt. The appointmel1:t of Republican Senator Burton to the Supreme
Court should lose him no good will on the Republican side of Congress.
But Mr. Finletter's thesis suggests that Presiqent Truman's troubles
haveJ:lot yet be~n. His query is whether the Constitutional machinery
of checks and balances is adequate for the needs of the twentieth century.
It was adequate, he argues, for the ends of government in the nineteenth
century: the guaranteeing of political rights, freedom of speech, fre~dom
of religion, freedom of assoc;iation and assembly, the due process of law.
It is adequate in time of war-only because it is abandoned. Mr. Finletter
points out that a special pattern of wartime government, with almost unlimited power in the Executive~ was established by Lincoln (over such Congressional protests as the Wade-Davis Manifesto) and that the precedents
of the Civil War were continued and extended by President Wilson and
by President Roosevelt.
. '
- The special pattern of wartime government, the committing of emergency power aqd responsibility to the Executive, ends with the emergency,
when, writes Mr. Finletter, we "see Congress and the Executive resume
the relationship which is normal to our government in time of peace-the
checks and balances and the spirit of arm's length dealing and.conflict."
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He traces the course of Congressional-Executive relationships in the
present century during the "strong" administrations of Theodore Roosevelt,
Wilson, and Franklin Roosevelt, and during the "orthodox" administrations of Taft, Harding, Coolidge, and Hoover, and finds that we have had
an "~lternating system" of power which is' frustrating to the national welfare. He argues that the' peac~time history even of the "strong" administrations shows that their leadership is soon challenged by the Congress
and that the resulting conflict Qetween the President and the .Cpngress
makes for negative and impotent government.
Such negative government he writes, will not be adequate for the tasks
ahead, for the United States
has taken. on new national objectives, foreign and domestic, of a most difficult
character. In foreign affairs we have committed ourselves to join with other nations
in trying to do what has never been done before-to create a pea€eful world, or
if that seems too utopian. to reduce much further than ever before the likelihood
of war. In domestic affairs we have determined to eliminate the violent fluctuations
in our economy which have characterized it to date, and to provide substantially
full and steady employment and social, economic, and personal security for our
people. While in the -past we have always regarded these objectives as desirable,
we have never committed ourselves earnestly to them. Now they have become
fundamentals of our national policy, officially accepted by both great parties,
which we mean to fulfill.

It is to be hoped that Mr. Truman's good personal relationships with
the Congress and the "honeymoon" period of enthusiasm which a new
administration normally enjoys may in a measure compensate for the
inadequacy of the governmental machinery which Mr... Finletter describes.
For the first test is already at hand.
In his September message to Congress, President Truman set forth the
tasks immediately ahead. The enactment of more adequate unemployment
compensation for those thrown out of work in the period of reconversion
from war to peace; the acceptance of the public responsibility for" the
achievement of full employment; the. increase of the minimum wage under
the Fair Labor Standards Act; the establishment of a pelimanent Fair
Employment Practices Committee to combat discriminations against minority groups; the creation of more adequate housing; the encouragement of
scientific research and development:-on these and other issues, .president
Truman, in a comprehensive and challenging message, made his recommendations to Congress. The reaction of Congress to the President's leadership on these matters will be of the first importance to the Nation. If
the program is frustrated, there may well be powerful demands for a
change in the structure of the machinery of government. One provocatiye
plan for its strengthening is offered oy Mr. Finletter.
Of American democracy in the nineteenth century, when Mr. Finletter
feels the means of government (unlike today) were adequate to the objectives of government, we possess no more penetrating examination than the
work of a young French aristocrat. Alexis de Tocq~eville was not quite
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twenty-six when he and his friend Gustave de Beaumont, armed with a
commission from the government of Louis> Philipp~' to study the prison
system in America, landed in New York in 1'831. The commission was a
convenient method for two young French magistrates, possessed of liberal
views, to leave their 'positions in a government for which they had little
sympathy and which looked upon them with suspicion. More important
to Tocqueville, it permitted hi:m to carry out a project which he had already
conceived: to examine the actual functioning ofa democracy.
The report on prisOIls was duly filed, but in his seven thousand miles
of travels in America Tocqueville also gathered the materiat for his monumental De La Democratie ,En Amerique. The 'JImst volume, a detailed
description and analysis of what he found, was published in Paris in 1835;
the second volume, a more generalized commentary upon democracy, followed in 1840. The value of the work was immediately recognized, and
it went into thirteen editions in France before Tocqueville's death. It was
translated into English, -German, Hungarian, Italian, Russian, Serbian,
Spanish, and Swedish. There were many editions of Democracy in Am.erica
in the United States_ from the 1830's to the end of the century. There ~as,
. however, no new American edition in the past thirty years, and the work
has long been out of print. '
The present edition is all one could ask. The text is based upon the
, English translation made by Henry Reeve shortly after the first publication
of the work, as revised in the 1860's by Francis Bowen. The text has been
further carefully revised by the present editor, Phillips Bradley, who has
written an able h~ndred-page introducti~n to the work. There is also
a brief foreword by Harold J. Laski, which takes on particular interest with
the election to power in England of the party of which Mr. Laski is
perhaps the most brilliant spokesman. The typography and format of the
two volumes, the work of W. A. Dwiggins, are a triumph of wartime
book~aking.
.
Tocqiteville found that in the age of democraCy equality is more
highly prized than liberty. "The ruling passion of men in thos~ periods
is the love of this equality," he wrote in the second volume of his work.
"Do not ask what singular charm the men 'of democratic ages find in being
equal, or what special· reasons they may have for clinging so tenaciously
to equality rather than to the other advantages that society holds out to
them: equality is the distinguishing characteristic of the age they live in;
that of itself is enough to explain.that they prefer it to all the rest."
Henry Alonzo Myers, in his brief Are Men Equal? an Inquiry intp the
Meaning of American DemocraCYJ explores this "singular charm" of equality which Tocqueville noted, and suggests the reasons for "clinging so tenaciously" to it. His proposition is a simple one: it is that the concept of
the superiority of one man or. group or race to another is the rationale
of the slavS society, while the concept of human e-quality is the bedrock
principle 01 American democracy. "In planning a new world order,'~ he
writes, "the author of the Declaration of Independence chose the equality
"
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of man, the author of Mein Kampf their supposed inequality, as the fundamental political axiom." In six cogently argued chapters, Myers examines.
the history of the idea of equality in America and appraises its importance
, for the future. His book will give little comfort to those, many of whom
are among us, who passionately assert the "fallaciousness" of the concept
of equality.
COL E MAN R 0 SEN B ERG E R

The Real Soviet Russia, by David J. Dallin; translated by Joseph Shaplen.
New Haven: Yale University Press, 1944. $3.50.
The Russia I Believe In: the Memoirs of Samuel N. Harper, 1902-1941,
edited py Paul V. Harper with the assistance of Ronald Thompson.
Chicago: University oCChicago Press, 1945. $3.50.
One wonders whether the editor, who asked for the reviewing of these
two books together, had the notion which occurs to the reviewer: namely,
that the titles well might be exchanged. Dallin's work discusses the Russia
he chooses to believe in (and to dislike); Harper's provides a much more
nearly objective and detached treatment.
It happens that both authors have the rare but basic requirement for
writing about the Russia of today: that, they lived there both before and
after the revolutions of 1917. Dallin, however, was a participant and twice
an exile; Harper was a visitor and observer both under the Czar and
under the Soviets.
The mood of Dr. Dallin is indicated by his explosion of "myths" about
Russia in his opening chapter. These myths turn out to be of two kinds.
They are either matters of stupid ignorance about geography and ethnology
or pro-Soviet notions current in this country. None of the prevalent antiSoviet myths is here mentioned; none is assailed. By proving too much,
Dallin gravely weakens his own case. The inquiring reader cannot help
feeling that even if modern Russia were good, Dallin woulda't like it and
that what there is of fact is indistinguishable from what there is of onesided opinion, because none but the damning facts receive any notice.
Documentation is provided only in bibliographi~al lists at the end, without
specific references, and in many cases it is wholly inadequate to support
the statements of the text.
Of greatest interest, and of some impressiveness, is Dallin's long study
of the rise of the "new upper classes," the Soviet bureaucracy. He shows
clearly how the change of system brought power and prestige to 'those who
never had known it, and how inevitably the newly powerful have sought
to entrench themselves in prestige and comfor" His recurring emphasis
upon increasing numbers of bureaucrats loses force, however, because he
. ignores the obvious facts that incr~ased industry and business require more
numerous management personnel and that government management of
business necessarily places the personnel' on public rather than private
employment lists.
The Harper book is a patchwork assembled from an incomplete and
unrevised manuscript of memoirs an~ from personal notes and correspond-
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ence. It is therefore less a study of Russia than a body of materials from
which a study may be made. Few conclusions are expres~ed, and those
(being reached at various times) are not always'mutually consistent. Many
of Harper's guesses proved to be right; some of them, wrong. 1. That both
kinds are included attests the integrity both of Harper's mind' and of his
brother's editing.
For four decades Samuel Harper commuted between Russia and the
States, inquiring there and teaching here.. He was briefly associated with
the State Department in an official capacity, long as 'an unofficial adviser.
He sympathized with the early revolutionists, approved the Kerensky
regime, w.atched the Bolshevik movement thoughtfully and quietly. By
no 'means regarding Soviet Communism as an ideal "new civilization," he
was realist enough not to damn it wholly for its "iron age." In his own
words about a'memorandum of 1920, he was "combating the tendency of
some to paint the Bolsheviks as pure angels and the tendency of others
to picture them as plain devils,"
The Harper m'emoirs' are highly personalized in style, and largely so
in content. They include numerous family. details a!1d not a few excursi
to places and episedes not very relevant, to the Russian scene. Dallin,
on the other hand, never uses the first person singular, never alludes to
where he has been and what he has seen. Yet the impact of Dallin is
acutely personal in feeling, while Harper's frankly individual impressions
convey a sense of reality almost photographic.
The Dallin is recommended, therefore, only for those who regard the
new Russia as a flawless Paradise: they ought to ponder particularly the
reporting of die "labor camps," (Unfortunately they won't read it, while
American Russophobes will haa,with delight this underscoring of their
present convictions.) The Harper merits attention by all who care to
know the facts, on whichever side of the opinion line they may fall; ana
it offers, incidentally, acquaintance with an unassuming, inquiring, engag. ing human spir,it.
G E 0 R G E H E D LEY
Black Boy: a Record of-Childhood and Youth, by Richard Wright. New
York and London: Harper ~nd Brothers, .1945. $2.50.
Primer for White Folks, edited by Bucklin Moon. New York: Doubleday,
Doran and Company, Inc., 1945. ,$3.50.
Recently two works of fiction, Freedom Road and Strange Fruit, raised
in this 'reader's mind a question dear to the pens of social scientists and
high school essayists: What is progress? Inevitably these books would,
since both deal, in their different time settings, with similar racial problems:
Howard Fast's, with that of a Negro attempt at co-operative living in the
deep South during the Reconstruction P~riod; and ~illian Smith's through
rather pallid and defensive characters, with a modern Southern community's reaction to white and Negro love. Both experiments meet with tragi~
denouement at the hands of white law and order, which 'is to say, II!0b
lawlessness and physical violence.

"
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A reading of Black Boy and Primer for White Folks raises the question
again, insistently. Wherein have we progressed? What are the social
manifestations of progress? How measured? Technology. the privilege of
suffrage, the extension of education are the familiar, if vaguely unsatisfactory, yardsticks by which our thinkers measure progress-unsatisfactory,
because from none can we adduce any profound moral consequences. By
moral I mean simply the care of man for his fellow man,' a concern which
must be at bottom of all our strivings lor social equity and peace if these
strivings are to make any sense at all. Technology produces industrial
tycoons and wars; its prospects for the future are infinitely more fearful
than constructive. Ironically, its greatest moral contribution has been
in helping to weld the sublime brotherhood of war, a brotherhood which,
in peace, it fights with every weapon at its command. Suffrage voted a
Hitler into power. Huey Long abolished the polltax in Louisiana and
won the fanatic loyalty of the people of that state. Education-well, education. Surely no one will deny that education has done a job vastly
incommensurate with the virtually illimitable educability of man's mindagain in the moral sense. If from a study of the abnormal we can learn
(as in psychology) a good deal abo~t the normal, cite antith~is to illustrate
behavior for
thesis, then the power of education to mold mass thought a
the realization of inhuman ends has been amply demonstra .d since 1933.
Science, education, and the vote are double-edged swords. The kind
of heads that fall depends on the wielder, for these three haV!e become the
accoutrements and methodological practices of all social or.·ders. Their
mer~ existence means nothingJ They can and should mean -everything.
Education-and broadly speaking the social equipment for democratic
growth, maturity, and progress can be outlined under this term-has sig':
nally failed to come to grips with the twin ogres of modem civilization
which have made this epoch the most terrorized in history. They are
(1) that which still passes respectably as the competitive "instinct," and
(2) the racial myth-myth in the most severely dyslogistic employment of
- the word. Scientifically, we have reached the Age of the' Atom. Sociologically, we are still pretty much in the Age of Protest, growing more vociferous,
to be sure, and gathering more power unto itself as the people come into
their own. Our progress will be measured, our energies will not have
been spent in vain only in so far as our collective intelligence and societal
behavior reflect an understanding of the strangling influences of the competitive spirit, and of how insidiously the vicious notions of race have
worked in shaping what is essentially a barbaric civilization. This understanding informs and permeates the tortuous pages of Black Boy and Bucklin Moon's magnificent anthology. .
.
It is difficult to give separate consideration to Black Boy without reference to Native Son and "How Bigger Was Born," an article in which
Wright relates how his novel evolved. Black Boy is the raw material of
autobiography; the slow transmutation of that raw material into the
finished product and disciplined work of art became Native Son; "How
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Bigger Was Born," standing midway between the two, allows a glimpse into
the rich associational structure of. the creative mind and how it draws
selectively on raw material for ,the artistic crystallization of experience.
"A man," Wright once remarked, "isn't born a 'nigger,' he is made
into a 'nigger. '" This statement could easily be the end result of anthropological field studies. It could also be the interpretive summation of a
battery of psychometric tests. In Black Boy it becomes for the ~eader a
deeply felt and overwhelming conviCtion. Both Native Son and Black Boy
do not derive their compelling force -rsolely from their presentation of the
liN egro problem"-as it pleases' a certain type of departmentalized mind to
refer to the plight of this minority group. If Wright has shown us the
hatred, fear and insecurity of the Negro, he has with equal power laid
bare the guilt feelings, the dread, the anxieties, and compulsive cruelties of
the whites in their "relationship" with Negroes. In "How Bigger Was
Born" (tlfere is altogether too little of this absorbing kind of artist'( confessional being done), he reveals how "the shadings and ~uances whicll
were fiIling' in nigger's picture came not so much from Negro life as
from the lives of whites I met and .grew toknow. Throughout Wright'S
story of his life, a tale of homelessness,· hunger, and merciless floggings, .
of an insatiable organic thirst ,for individual fulfillment, of street gangs,
saloons, roundhouses and prostitution, there is the growing awareness,
sink'ing to ever-deepening layers of consciousness, of black and white-"colors
which never touched, it seemed, except in violence." Dorothy Canfield
Fisher has already noted astutely that with a "stroke of literary divination"
Wright correctly sensed it would be work of supererogation to motivate
Bigger's life in terms of the environmental handicaps to wh;ich he was born.
We all knew of them and took them for granted. Black Boy fills in thisomission from Wright's own life. In scene after scene, with the force of
a pneumatic drill, he records his e~perience with the white world in trying
to get and failing to hold a job, striving. and failing to -"keep his place,"
desperately attempting and failing to live the cheerful darky existence and
the other behavioristic stereotypes decreed for and expected of him, faili~g,
in his own horrible and ugly word, to be a "non-man," failing, in short,
to admit to the crime of having been born colored. Here we can only
suggest the bare bones of the story and indicate, as I have tried to do,
some of their implications. There is' no substitute ,for reading the book
itself. The miracle' is that Wright lived through it all, lived to develop.
his tremendous artistic powers. It would seem that it was not so much a
mirror which he held up to nature as it must have been the polished shield
of Perseus through which he could see and slay the threatening Gorgons of
his life without vital injury to himself. His song is not the lament of one
living in a: world he never made, as has been too frequently the case in our
fictional and autobiographical annals. His is rathe~ the bitterly exultant
chant of one who never allowed his environment to claim him.
. In my experience, two books have rarely complemented each other
so effectively as the two un~er consideration. Betwe~n them there is no
FI

J
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significant aspect of Negro life which is not fully expounded. The plan
of Bucklin Moon's book is a simple one, consisting of three sections: historical matter, short stories, and analytic surveys and essays. There is,
however, a spiritual unity to the book which rises above the mere physical
joining of its parts. Perhaps we can best express this unity by a phrase
from Muriel Rukeyser's contribution "The Amistad Mutiny"H an incredible, dramatic, and little-known account of the trial of a group of primitive
African Negroes ~peaking only the Mendi and Gissi dialects, and the part
played by a few staid, freedom-inspired Bostonians in liberating them from
a sordid international intrigue set in motion to claim them as "lawful"
chattel. It was an event which literally brought the ends of the world
together and tolled an issue far greater than its proponents, Josiah Willard
Gibbs, "professor of theology and sacred literature," and his c~Ileagues
engaged in .a stirring struggle for a principle. Of John Quincy Adams,
then seventy-three, who was persuaded to act as counsel for t¥e bewildered
blacks, Miss Rukeyser writes: "He was one of the great peaks in democratic
civilization standing for law and human dignity, for science and faith."
There is an impressive number of such peaks in Primer for White Folks,
and on all is writ large the language of affirmation. There is W. E. B.
DuBois, the elder statesman of his race, whose "African Culture" sounds
majestic overture at the opening of the book. Densely documented,. but
with a facility of synthesis belieing the great scholarship involved, he does
some solid anthropological pleading for his people, charting their growth
and contributions to the arts, industry, social organization and religion
from their earliest cultural beginnings along the Ganges, Euphrates, and
Nile, up through the centuries; quoting Ratzel with incontestable evidence
that "there is only one species of man. The variations are numerous but
do not go deep"; finding confirmation in Boas rpat "unbiased estimate
. . . does not . .. countenance the belief in a racial inferiority which
would unfit an individual of the Negro race to take his part in a modern
civilizatioq/' and declaring such exclusion to be "unjustifiable scientifically"
and "ethically abhorrent." An excellent companion piece is the simple,
painstaking, and enormously effective "The Races of Mankind" got
together by Ruth Benedict and Gene Weltfish. There is Carey McWilliams, lucid and keenly analytical. The author of Brothers Under the Skin
(from which his contribution is drawn), offers a profoundly disturbing
study of the amputation of the gains made by the Negroes immediately
after the Civil War through Congressional inaction and the shockingly
perverse and illiberal interpretation of the Fourteenth 'Amendment by the
Supreme Court. With Northern industrialists pulling at one end of the
noose, and the plantation slavocracy at the other, both eager for reunion,
all the healthful effects which would have flowed naturally from the Civil
War amendments were completely choked off. We see here the beginnings
of that unofficial slavery which has kept the Negro in bonkIage since the
Emancipation. FOE whatever consolation our tour d'ivoir~ denizens can
extract from the fact, this section on history has been made exciting and
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-highly readable by a novelist (Henrietta Buckmaster), a poet (Muriel
Rukeyser), and an actress (Fanny Kemble}. Their chapters are knowledgeable, warm, intensely human; themselves, rendered. not one whit less adeqmlte. by their individual callings. In aggregate, their effect serves to
heighten one's sense of historic causality. in the affairs of men ·and affords
an ans'Yer to that counsel of despair whidt sees the condition of the Negro
either as insoluble or in the "natural order of things." There is no room
here for the specious wisdom and placid defeatism of the we-are-what-we-are
.
school of thought.
"There is something painfully accurate about Moon's running' title,
"Black and White Mores," over his compilation 'of short stories. They are
stories of lives tinged with sorrow and quelty, encompassing both black
and white. (Cruelty victimizes the. practitioner as well as the victim.)
They are stories of brutal cruelty (William March, James T. Farrell,
Erskine Caldwell, Andrew Nelson Lytle); or they are stories of subtle
cruelty (Tess Slesinger~ Shirley Jackson, Kay Boyle, Angelica Gibbs). They
record the sorrows which take root in earliest childhood, reach deeply into
. the psychic mechanism, until by every thought, dream, inflection, and
. nuance of behavior they become fixed and distinguished as the black and
white mores of our time. Whether it be J. F. Powers, beautifully weaving
a story of three Negroes living rich inner lives with their music-a music
bittered and quenched nightly by the life of white honky-tonks; or Dorothy
Parker, doing her usual neat joJ;> of burying people alive with the complete
approval of the reader; or Leonard Wallace Robinson, writing a sensitive
. and curiously happy story of' a Negro's encounter with a white man on
equal terms.-all are of a mood wit,h Wright, exploring in human'" terms
the tragic waste and disastrous consequence~ of a dual mores where there
should be one law for "one species of man."
'.
Tpe overturn of entrenChed folkways, the adjustment to new social
patterns was never more in evidence. than during the war. Its aftermath
.will see, as during the Reconstruction, a life-and-dea~ struggle for consolidation of wartime gains. In a very positive sense the war has accelerated
the time for putting a final Q. E. D. to the inc0!1trovertible proofs of history, sociology, psychology, anthropology, and industtial research in the
Negro's behalf.: However, mere proof, of itself, 4as never achieved the
triumph of right over wrong, although there are still faint echoes of this
delusion in Thomas Sancton's essay and in the survey written by the editors
of the New Republic. True, knowledge will help us see through" the
calculated and not-so-perverted- reasoning which views the establishment
of an FEPC as an assault on Southern womanhood; will enable us to understand that the Negro never looks so much like a rapist as when he gets
uncomfortably close to the realization of casting his vote; will make clear
the causal relationship between ignorance, filth, and delinquency and poor
housing, insufficient food, and lack of opportunity; will teach' us that
keeping the Negro in his place perpetuates a cheap labor market. But
knowledge is hardly enough when a "system of race relations produces the
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'nigger' and then
points to the product to justify the system"-as
vicious a circle as was ever completed by man or tiger. In the doing, in
the execution of pro-democratic plans for social and individual action will
knowledge acquire a moral significance? This is the ;tl1eme, the substance
the exhortation of Wendell Willkie, Lillian Smith, Margaret Halsey, Chester
'B. Himes, Roi Ottley and others. The alternate is not status quo ante.
The alternates are loss of international prestige, mounting industrial strife,
increased social tensions, race riots, and the shadow of Bigger looming
I R V I N G B ROD KIN
large and threatening over the lan<;l.
o

~

State of the Nation,· by John Dos Passos; illustrated by F. Strobel. Boston:
Houghton Millin Company, 1944. $3.00.
What the United States was in 1943 it still is, only perhaps more so
now that the war has ended and we are more free to devote our energies
to our private feuds again. And because this is true, the observations made
by John Dos Passos of conditions iIi 1943 are still pertinent today.
Traveling across the country in one of the darkest of the war years,
Mr. Dos Passos looked at what people were doing and listened to their
opinions; and what he learned from government officials, mechanics, coal
miners, truck drivers, bartenders, longshoremen, union leaders, farmers,
factory owners, boat builders, salesmen, and executives adds up to a picture of our nation as it is. Like a bookkeeper who sets down a column of
figures without adding the total, Mr. Dos Passos sums up the United States
in a series of sketches about the people who comprise the nation without
bothering to take a total, without ever saying in so many words what his
observations add up to. But, like the bookkeeper's numbers, the sketches
do add up to a total, even if not one of arithmetical precision. The
strength of our people as manifested in their convictions and their creative
and produ~tive abilities, the strength which enabled us, with the help of
our. allies, to win the war can be felt in the pages of this book. Our
weaknesses are here too, the weaknesses of stupidity, cross purposes, fear,
confusion, frustration, and reaction which have already shown themselves
to be so effective in giving direction to our postwar course.
Taken as a whole, State of the Natio1'lri.is an informal, but nonetheless
valid, report on the state of affairs in our "country as seen by a keen and
capable observer who has managed to hold his own biases to a minimum, a
report which is like a mirror in which we may, in Burns's phrase, "see
ourselves as others see us." There are few people who could not profit a
good deal from a reading of this book. It is a pity that so many who
ought to read it probably won't.
L Y L E S A U N DE R S
South America Uncensored, by Roland Hall Sharp. New York: Longmans
Green and Company, Inc., 1945. $3.50.
South America Uncensored, by Roland Hall Sharp, staff correspondent
on Latin-American affairs for The Christian Science Monitor, is' in fact
three books in one, each constituting approximately one third of the book:
l
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"Jungles of Fascism," "Portrait of a Continent/' and "In Search of Frontiers."
In the section on fascism Mr. Sharp presents what he considers to be
the true picture of fascist power politics in South America today, paying
especial attention to trends in. Brazil, Argentina, Bolivia, and Paraguay.
Highlighted" in this section is the attack on the Vargas regime which,
according to the autl~or, has gone beyond authoritarian methods and is
totaIitctrian and fascist. Mr.' Sharp does not spare even our own State
Department when he believes its de~sions .or actions to be at fault.
The second third, which falls 'in the realm of travel literature, provides a pleasant, and at times amusing, contrast to the story of fascist
machinations in. South America. In -this part of the book we share the
author's experiences as he travels by boat, train, bus, plane, on foot and
on horseback, crisscrossing the entire South American continent.
Considering the new frontiers in South America, Mr. Sharp dispels
any illusions that the reader may have about the "continent of the future/'
"the untapped storehouse of food and other naturalresources/' when he
discusses what each section has to offer to modern pioneers-the Andes,
Amazonia, Brazilian Northeast, Brazilian Highlands, chaco and pampa,
Patagonia. His contention is that South American economic possibilities
are far more limited than is g~nerally supposed.
South America Uncensored is an honest, franJ<.report by a capable
journaliSt who spent seven years in South America gathering firsthand
information on that continent." It is unfortunate that the general authoritative tone of the book is marred by the occasional mishandling of Spanish
ALB E R T R. Lop E S
and espeoially Portugues~ words and phrases.

,

Brazil: an Interpretation, by Gilberto Freyre. New York: Alfre~ A. Knopf,
Inc., 1945. $2.00.
Gilberto Freyre, the author of Brazil: an Interpretation, has enjoyed
the reputation of being one of Brazjl's foremost .sociologists si~ce the publication in 1934 of his monumental work, Casa Grande e Senzala. Since
that date he has contributed several other books which have exerted an
equally marked influence on contemporary Brazilian life. B.razil: at'Interpretation is in reality an interpretation and syn~esis for the American
public of the information contained in these several publications, and as
such constitutes a' succinct sociological history of Brazil.
Mter an excellent chapter on the European background of the
Brazilian people (which ls, parad~xically, Asiatic and ¥rican as weIll),
Mr. Freyre condenses and interprets the entire social history of Brazil sinc~
the early days of the sugar-cane planters-the days of the casa grande and the
senzala. Other topics discussed are Brazilian unity and Brazilian regional
"diversity; ethnic and social conditions in modern Brazil; Brazilian foreign
policy as conditioned by Brazil's ethnic, cultural, and geographical situation; the mocfern literature of Brazil: its relation to Brazilian social
problems.
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Any reader interested in Brazil, whether from an economic, historical,
political, sociological, or literary point of view, will find this book an
indispensable aid to a ~ore complete understanding of the complex probALB E R T R. Lop E S
lems that face Brazil in this postwar world.

The Violent Land, by Jorge Amado; translated by Samuel Putnam. New
York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. 1945. $2.50.
The Violent Land (Terras do sem fim) happily combines for us the
work of two outstanding men of letters-the author, Jorge Amado, one of
Brazil's leading contemporary-novelists, and the translator, Samuel Putnam,
a most capable re-creator.
Terras do sem fim (litet:ally, "Unlimited Lands").is the story of the
expan,sion of the important cacao district along the southern coast of the
Brazilian state of Bahia, near the city of Ilheus: a destructive exploitation
of the virgin tropical soils by people from all walks of life-gamblers,
shyster lawyers, bandits, murderers, prostitutes, and others~ All vie for
control of the land and the subsequent wealth and political power that
may be theirs. In achievement of these aims, their ruthless -methods know
no limit; their greed obeys no law. Life on the cacao plantation is uncertain; death comes violently whether from an assassin's bullet or from
..the fever."
Into this background Amado weaves the story of the bloody struggle
between Colonel Horacio da Silveira and the Badar6 brothers for the
control of an area of the forest that does not belong legally to either faction. Amado's portrayal is detailed and accurate. His materials are firsthand since he was born in the municipality of Ilheus and for a, time
worked on a cacao plantation.
Terras do sem fim'~is one of Amado's best novels. Since its publication
in 1941, it has been one of the most widely read books in Brazil.
ALBERT R. LOPES

'.

,~

• The Wine of San Lorenzo,

~

•

New York: Farrar and
Rinehart, 1945. $3.00.
Those with -a taste for substantial background in their historical novels
will find themselves amply rewarded for the reading of The Wine of San
Lorenzo. From the first chapter with its detailed account of the fall of
the Alamo, including the last reflections of a number of its heroes, to the
end of the book, Herbert Gorman has created an exceptionally rich nineteenth century atmosphere. Battlefield, hacienda, village, and city are
clean limned against the background of Mexico at war with the United
States. Natural scenery, costume, and manners are meticulously recreated;
the reader sees Mexico and its people torn, defeated, uncomprehending,
yet with a dignity and mystic faith strong enough to, survive civil and foreign war.
But unfortunately, though the reader sees and hears, and sometimes
even smells and tastes, he seldom feels. For though the plot of the novel
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is adequate and the incidents in themselveS well chosen, the treatment is
too synoptic to gather dramatic power; and the principal characters never
quite live. Mr., Gorman can create the illusion of life, as characters of
his earlier novels-Jonathan "'Bishop and Suzy for example-prove; but in
The Wine of San Lorenzo his hero and heroine simply fail to carry conviction or arouse much interest. The author says they feel this or are
torn by that emotion, but their behavior is not convincing, nor does it
seem to matter very much.
Charley Livingston was a small boy when Santa Anna stormed the
Alamo. He was grave and quiet, and when he ~did talk he preferred
talking to Mexicans. Somehow one felt that he would rather be Mexican.
If so he got his wish; for, though all the men in the Alamo were butchered,
the chivalrous Santa Anna spal:ed women and children. He even adopted
Charley Livingston, rather carelessly and informally, to be sure; but he
adopted-him and sent him to San Luis Potosi to grow up.
The journey to San Luis Potosi was made in the company of 'a pe,asant
girl, young, stupid, and vulgar, who had been duped into believing herself
Santa Anna's wife. She proves too earthy for Charley's taste, and creates
, such a powerful impression that, though he is unconscious of it, her
memory fouls all womankind. So he grows to manhood deep in Mexico,
loving Mexico and Santa Anna, despising the United States, Americans,
and women.
All this by way of prelude. The body of the book is devoted to
undoing the beginning. It shows how during the Mexican War Charley's
blood recalls h.im to his heritage as an Atrican and how his heart restores
'
his fealty to women-or at ~east to a worn n.
The book is all a neat workmanTIke 'ob, and entertaining. But (unlike
his performance in some of. his previous novels) Mr. Gorman never seems
quite to pull it together.
CH ARLE S J UDAH
.

Children of the Covenant, by Richard Sc:owcroft. Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1945. $2.50.
Here is another novel from the Mormon country. The author was
born in Ogden, Utah, of Mormon stock, and. consequently knows his subject by firsthand experience. Equally important is the fact that he traveled
widely, took his graduate studies in the East (he is now teaching at Harvard), and is able to view Ogden objectively.
For his theme Mr. Scowcroft has chosen the disintegration in a family
that cannot make the transition from the hard-fisted, heroic life of the
frontier to the subtler forces of modern society. The book does not purport to be about Mormonism as such, but about ordinary people conditioned by their background, which in this case happens to be Mormon.
And yet if Mormon doctrines condition the behavior of the family, overshadow their thinking, and direct them to ultimate happiness on. the
one hand or defeat in impotence ahd frustration on the other, then it
would seem that the book is indeed aboiIt Mormonism.
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Wisely avoiding the usual conflicts growing out of polygamy or the
colonial theocracy so characteristic of other books about the region, Mr.
Scowcroft instead develops his theme with a subtler but RO less potent
force in modern Mormon life, the Word of Wisdom.

.

,

The Prophet joseph had told them, not as a command but as a word of wisdom,
that it were better to tum their backs on the stimulants coffee and tea and alcohol;
that tobacco or drink was not wise. joseph's Word of Wisdom had been transformed, by a people set apart. into a command which would further! set them apart.
Alcohol became poison; tobacco was glorified into OI~e of the chiefest of evils. And
so the Mormon boys neither smoked nor drank.

This dietary taboo has become for many good Saints almost the only
standard of godliness. moml virtue. and social fitness. For young Burton
Curtis the Word of Wisdofn never puts down its warning finger.
Although the novel spans four generations, the action centers around
Esther Curtis and her son Burton, on whom the changing culture rubs.
Old Grandfatl!er Burton, a symbol of.strength in his pioneer community,
had three po)ygamous wives and fifteen children, served his God faithfully,
collected property, and prospered. His daughter Esther, cut from the
same tough leather, clings to tpe ideals of the passing age. But in trying
to dominate her family she is always thwarted. Her fiusband, a mild shoe
clerk with low potentialities, submits in life but triumphs in death by
leaving his insurance to his pitiful half-witted sister. Esther's older children desert her, and she is left with a grandchild, .little Caroline,· to
bring up. Her son Burton defeats himself and Esther when he turns from
a good :marriage with the intelligent Elizabeth (because he suspects her
of smoking) and instead takes up with the fleshly and brainless Hazel
with the beautiful breasts and the lowbrow family.
.
The tragic import of the book is not fully ach~eved, however. The
mother fails, but the reader callnot pity her. Strong at times when
strength is not admirable, and consistent when consistency is not a virtue,
she becomes tragic only to herself. The son is not tragic because he does
not fail; he simply never achieves. He prefers not to ~hink, not to struggle,
but only to escape to the primitive goodness of a smaller' town. Little
Caroline is pathetic but not tragic; for her the author holds (!)ut some hope
of escape. She is not the B~rton kind; she will survive the struggle and
will venture again into the brave new world to which her gentile father
introduces her at the end of the book. The minor characters ate drawn
with a delightful clearness that sometimes subtracts from the central
figures. The style is good, but not as a whole compelling~ Of the two
or three episodes outstanding for vivid realism, the ..best is when Burton
bears public testimony to the great value of his missionary experiences.
His intellectual integrity puts up only feeble resistance. to the rationalization of what he really wants to believe, that his mission was the happiest
time of his life and was more valuable than a college education.
The Church will not like this book because it is not complimentary.
But neither is it self-consciously uncomplimentary. It is this good .objective
•

I

"
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reporting that lifts Children o[ the Covenant a!>tve the level of the usual
Mormon novel. The light it sheds is clear, and one call; read a great deal
of truth by it if he will. However; it will assume greater importance
among readers. familiar with the local mores than among gentiles of "the
world." As a novel it is light-even undernourished in places. And
although it is eleasant reading, it is not a great book of the kind Wa.t must
eventually e"*rge from' this fascin..ating culture. As this is only a first
novel, perhaps Mr. Scowcroft will yet produce the book we are waiting for.
,

~

HECTOR LEE

The City o[ Trembling Leaves, by Walter Van Tilburg Clark. New York:
Random House, 1945. $3.00. __
.It is pretty'!fuch .agreed by now, I believe: that. Walter Van Tilburg
Clark's latest novelrepresents an advance over hiS earher work The Ox-Bow
Incident. Such a conclusion, if it be true, is no mean 'praise, because it
can be said with assurance that the first novel represented one of the finest
works to come out of the West-particularly the Rocky Mountain Westand is comparable with, if not superior to, the best-novels of Vardis Fisher
and Wallace Stegner, hitherto the ou~standing writers of fiction in the
area.
Something might be said about the fact that The Ox-Bow Incident
was a best-seller and a money-maker, while all indications are that The
City o[Trembling Leaves has had but a moderate sale; but this subject
has been written on innumerable times. In the present instance, it would
seem to indicate only tl;1.at the public interest was aroused by the straight
dramatic tension of the earlier book and that the more subtle, psychological
tensions of the present novel hold less int~rest for the general reader. Concerning the author, however, this fact is an indication of artistic seriousness and integrity; for. it suggests that he was more interested in probing
the depths of his material than he was in repeating his success as a popular
author.
The Ox~Bow Incident was a "social" novel in the broadest sense of
the term;. the spotlight was never put for long upbn any single -individual;
and its theme might be said to have been the search for simple justice in
the chaotic -atmosphere of the frontier West. The City of Trembling
Leaves, on the other hand, r~presents an examination of the indiyiduaI's
relationship to his environment, the individual in this case,being an artista musician-while his,nvironment is a medium-sized ~estern city-Reno,
Nevada-and its surrounding landscape of mountains, lakes and woods. It
might be called "A Portrait of the Artist as a Westerner," for Mr. Clark
is little cOlicerned with the Reno of popular reputation, .!Duch concerned
with the' general, natural atmosphere of the West~m town and its relationship to the aesthetic impulses of his hero, Timothy Hazard, who is
attempting to define that relationship in his principal musical composition:
The Symphony of the Leaves.
'
Mr., Clark's solution, although not wholly unambiguous, would seem
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to be a 'kind of oneness with nature: a psychological union with the force
of the stallion when Tim as a high school athlete is running a race; a
mystical union with Rachel Wells, his childhood sweetheart, through a
ritual-like bathing episode in a mountain lake; the integration of the
artist with all of the forces which surround him, so that he quivers like the
leaves of the asp~n responding to the mountain breeze~ his quivering
representing the artistic sensibility responding to its~ milieu. But it is a
restrained, though not overdisciplined, response: the artist as mouthpi~ce
for the community being neither the "barbaric yawp" of a Whitman nor
the scholarly Paradise Lost. It is, according to the impressionistic response
of the author, nearer to Robert Burns, to D. H. Lawrence's "The Man
Who Died" or Dubussy's "Hills of Capri."
.
If a reader is bothered by this note of irrationalism in the more
explicit passages of Mr. Clark's novel, his irritation is probably no greater
than that which results from reading any number of critical essays dealing
with the riddle of aesthetic sensibility, including T. S. Eliot's vwell-known
and much admired "Tradition and the Individual Talent;." The fact is
that Mr. Clark is responding to an urge that is as old as literature itself:
the necessity to know "Why?" What happens when the artist is confronted
by the natural facts of co?-temporary Western society, particularly the
society of Virginia City and the Comstock Lode, particularly the society
of a small town surrounded by the most impressive natural scenery, almost,
of .anywhere in the world, but particularly of twentieth-century living in
such an environment? If the specific answer is inadequate, so have, in a
certain sense, been the answe~s of critics from Aristotle to Wordsworth and
Matthew Arnold. Most important is t4e fact that the problem has been
faced and the results put on record. To expect more would be to negate
Mr. Clark
most traditional literature. To have been more conc~usive,
.
would have had to be more shallow, as-in a certain limited sense-he was
in The Ox-Bow Incident.
If The City of Tremling Leaves is not a great book, it is made of the
stuff from which great works come. It is a well-written, sincere novel, and
we can be grateful for a talent which has produced it, a talent which gives
promise of becoming one of the most important in our language.
RA Y B. WEST JR.

The Golden Rooms, by Vardis Fisher. New York: VanguaFd Press, 1944.
$2.50.
!
In the first volume of what promises to become a monumental series
of novels dealing with the origin of man, Vardis Fisher traced the beginning
of life on this planet, then followed it with a fictional portrayal of man's
earliest known ancestors, the great apes. This volume he called Darkness
and the Deep. In the second, and current, volume, The Golden Rooms}
the story is carried through the Stone Age and into the period of the
Cro-Magnon man, in whom (at least according to the theory followed by
Mr. Fisher) the idea of "spirit" or "conscience" first developed.
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With the present two volumes composing only an approximate one
tenth of the projected work, it is perhaps too early for critical pronouncements.' It is, -indeed, diffi~ult even to judge whether the reader's interest
is aroused mo:reby the novelty of the ~ubjectII].atter than by 'the skill of
the author, or whether the pleasure that comes from the reading comes
from a skilful presentation or from an element of satire inherent in the
ironic resemblance of these sub-human characters to ourselves.
Aware of these difficulties, Mr. Fish~r maintains a serious tone in his
second volume that was lacking in the fi~t, and he provides dramatic
conflict by telescoping actual historical time (if this period can be, called
"historical") and presentiI)g the action through alternate sections dealing
with Harg, the caveman, and Code, the Cro-Magnon, as though they.
actually existed side by side. . The dramatic climax of the novel comes
when Code's more ingenious people exterminate the relatively unfit followers of Harg. The major developments depicted come when Harg
accidentally discovers how to make fire and how to use it as a weapon and
as a controlled source of heat; when Code befriends an orphaned wolf-pup
and thus begins the process of domestication of animals; and, above all,
.when Code discovers the existence of realities within his mind almost as
powerful as the natural enemies, whom he had helped to kill, and begins
the process 0'£ protecting himself against theIll, a process which, Mr.
Fisher implies, is the origin of religious fear, worship, and ritual.
Disregarding the question which will certainly arise before the series
has been completed as to whether our present definition of fiction can be
so extended as to include material' so ne~r the province of natural science,
it may be asserted that Mr. Fisher's abilities as a "writer" were never more
apparent than in the first two volumes of this series. There is, however, a
sense of disappointment. Perhaps it is that such figures as Harg and Gode
can never really become real to us in the sense which the author desires;
or perhaps it is that we should like better to see the skill of the author
applied to the creation of another Toilers of the Hills or another Children
RA y B. WEST JR.
of God.
Border City~ by Hart Stilwell. New York: Doubleday, Doran and Company,
Inc.; 1945. $2.50.
.
Dayspring~ by Harry Sylvester. New York: D. Appleton-Century Company,
Inc., 1945~ $2.75.
They Change The,ir Skies~ by Letitia Preston Osborne. Philadelphia and
New York: J. B. Lippincott Company, 1945. $2.50.
Arizona Star~ by Faith Baldwin. New York and Toronto: Farrar an~
Rinehart, Inc., 1944. $2.50..
The discovery of the Southwest from the novelist's point of view (Cowboy stories don't count!) took a long time, but apparently it is completed'
at last. As a result, books with a So:uthwest setting are tumbling from the
presses-books good and bad, se,rious and frivolous, real and synthetic.
The' five-inch shelf of works listed above illustrates as well as an entire
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library these contrasting types of novels inspired by the new literary Elysia.
Border City, a first novel by a Texas newspaperman, is a serious work
with the racial discrimination practiced against the Mexicans of the Southwest as its theme. Dave Atwood, a reporter for the Nf:JIJs in a Texas border
town, first realizes the gravity of th~ situation when the courts refuse to
prosecute a local bigshot- for his attack on a Mexican girl., Reluctantly,
protesting loudly that he is no gusader, Dave allows his indignation to
goad him into championing the cause of the Mexicans. In its study of
the bitterness and evil consequences spawned by race prejudice, the book
is reminiscent of Lillian Smith's Strange Fruit, though it lacks the subjec. tive quality and literary finesse of the latter work. Border City is journalistic in style-tough, fast-moving,· hard-hitting-but it deals fearlessly with
an issue of fundamental importance, national as wet! as local.
Dayspring by Harry Sylvester, author of Dearly Beloved, is another
serious novel dealing with the growth of religious belief in the unwilling
he~rt of an intellectual. Francis Bain, protagonist, was an anthropologist
who had come to a small New Mexico village to study the mysterious
Penitente sect. In order to further his work he joined the Catholic
Church, and later became one of the few Americans ever to be accepted
into th~ fraternity of the Hermanos de Luz. Gradually, in spite of himself, Bain found the religion he tried to bend to his own. uses taking a
firmer and firmer hold upon him. The strongesr contributing factor was
the penitential ceremonies of Holy Week, in which he participated with
the Hermanos. The descriptions of the rites of the Penitentes and their
effect on the distraught mind of their Anglo practitione~ proyide some
of the best and strongest parts of the book. The ·effect of the book is marred,
however, by an unconvincing denouement and by a preoccupation with
sex which is glaringly evident throughout. Indeed, this 13j.tter trait often
obscures the ,main theme, with the inevitable result that the ordinary
reader will remember little else.
They Change Their Skies, by Letitia Preston Osborne, and Arizona
Star, Faith Baldwin's forty-seventh published novel, are botll pure romance,
but with a notable difference. While the latter has neither characters, plot,
nor genuine local color, Miss Osborne's novel has a charming group of
characters deftly and cleverly sketched in an unusual setting. Casa Lopez,
a miniature Grand Hotel, houses an interesting international group where
tragedy and comedy are interwo.ven in the mingling of their lives. Some
of the best and most understanding chapters deal with the pathos and
despair of the four Jewish refugees in the boarding house. Highlighted
with laughter and touched with tears" They Change Their Skies will provide delightful reading for relaxed moments, and its very tone of comradeship will probably contribute its bit to the solution of such problems
as those of Border City.
THE L MAC AMP BEL L
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Pardner Of the Wind" by Jack'Thorp, as told to Neil McCullough Clark.
Caldwell, Idaho: The Caxton Printers, Ltd., 1945. $4.00.
Pardner of the Wind is Howard N. Gack) Thorp's last book, published, ~ow, five years after his death. Those who knew Jack Thorp will
find here a kind of autobiography, chronicle of the cattle kingdom, and
commentary on the West written from his point of view. It is Jack Thorp
speaking with that casual dignity and quiet humor characteristic of him.
This is a book filled with the personality of a n1an. It is also filled
with the kno.wledge he had of the' West, knowledge of the peopl~ who
lived there, of their chief business, cattle growing, and of the "critters,"
horses and cattle, upon which the business depended. Those who did not
know Jack Thorp may still feel the impact of a per~onaIity, and in addition they will find this the best book in many years about the real West,
the West that was built by strength, character, and imagination, which
includes humor, fo~ nobody can laugh or make anyone else laugh who
lacks imagination.
Not everyone knows that Jack Thorp is the author of "Little Joe the
Wrangler," probably the most famous ballad of the West. Thorp was so
modest that he publish~d this ballad anonymously in 1908 in a little book
called Songs of the Cowboys. . The tune was not original with him, and
the words became known throughout the Western country. John Lomax
published them without credit' to Thorp's earlier book and, of' course,
without acknowledgment to Thorp, who had made' no claims for himself
as author. The ballad was recorded by the Victor Company and more
than three hundred thousand recordings brought profits to the singers,
to the company and manufacturers, to everyone but the author.
Thorp was the sort of person who after bringing in four horse thieves
and lodging them in jail, would write of the episode· as "a number of
happenings during the next few days, none of which matter for the -present
story." The present story tells how his horse saved Thorp's life by carrying
a message back sixty miles to bring aid. The horse thieves had "es.caped"
from jail, and in pursuit of them' Thorp was ripped down the side by a
bullet and was able only to write a message a,nd fasten it on the rope
hobble before he lost consciousness.Catchem, the horse, made it back
to the last stop where he had been fed and where there were friends of
Thorp. "When he made the run that saved my life he did sixty miles
between sun·dpwn and sun-up, over wild country, alone, without saddle,
bridle, or rider, nothing on him but his hobble rope and my note."
The book reprints Thorp's article called "Banjo in the Cow Camp,"
whicbappeared in The Atlantic Monthly in 1940, and parts of Tales of th~
Chuck Wagon" but as Thorp says of the latter, "I published that book
myself and didn't hardly sell more than three million copies of it; -m~ybe
you didn't read them there." "Terrapins," the story of a trail drive on '1
herd of turtles, is one of the rarest tall tales ever perpetrated. A cowboy
named Yost pays six bits for a dish of turtle soup in San Antone and
learns that turtle soup up North prings two dollars a plate. He calculates
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that one turtle makes about twelve dishes and that a turtle utp North would
be worth around twenty-four dollars. This is the origin of the trail drive
. of fourteen thousand nine hundred and eighty-six turtles, which at twentyfour dollars a head totaled up three hundred and fifty-nine thousand six
hundred and sixty-four dollars. That was quite a tidy sum and made the
drive worthwhile even though, progressing a quarter of a mile a day, it
was likely to last fifteen years. (A review is not worth its salt if it gives
away the story. Reader, you can get either Tales of a Chuck Wagon or
Pardner of the Wind and find out what happened to those turtles.) '~Banjo
in the Cow Country" is the finest account ever written of the way cowboy
.
ballads were sung, composed, and collected.
Thorp knew the pathos in Western life as well as its dash and humor.
"Death at Cornudas Tanks" is a moving story of how a family succumbed
to drouth, desolation, and sickness. The chapter on "Billy ('The Kid')
Bonney" is just about the last word on the facts, the legend, and the truth
concerning the most famous "bad man" of New Mexico.
Perhaps I'm dealing in superlatives in reviewing Pardner of the Wind,
-but I think the book deserves them. I believe Howard N. (Jack) Thorp
belongs in the Dictionary of American Biography as the first collector of
, Western ballads, the author of some of the best of those ballads, and one
of the most gifted of Western writers.
T. ;M. PEA R

c"

r.
; .'

Walkin' Preacher of the Ozarks, by Guy Howard. New Yonk and London:
Harper and Brothers, 1944. $2.50.
Footloose Fiddler, by Harry Miller and Page Cooper. New York and
London, Whittlesey House, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1945.
$2.75.
Like bread and jam these two books are good companion pieces, for
while both are stories of footloose men one travels for God and the other
for pleasure. However, the walkin' preacher savors his saving and baptizing
with remarkable gusto and the cheerful young bum bring~. such joy with
his fiddle to jsolated ranch families on the Western ranges that he becomes
aq apostle of ;brotherly love.
Guy H::oward is well known to' those Americans who listen over the
radio to "We the People," or read Life and Coronet, for he has recently
received tnousands of dollars of free publicity as the preacher who has
walked an average of four thousand miles a year to serve da,zens of pastorless communities in the Ozark area as pastor, teacher, musiC, director, confessor and general adviser-all this for a salary averaging fQurteen dollars
a ~onth. In his book Mr. Howard writes with the simplicity' and humorless
sincerity of the godly man, telling without a hint of self-satisfied smirk,
of his life's mission. His' book might reasonably be expected to be richer
in folklore than it is; for his close contact with that gold mine of folklorica,
the Ozarks, should pan plenty of nuggets. However, Mr. Horward does not
write with an eye toward p'opularizing his book through qu~int tales, and
his folklore is only incidental. Now and again, however, he brings in a
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telling expression, as in his description of the "Norkin" when forty-two
men and work-brittle boys report at the school ground to build a new log
schoolhouse. Whoever has tried to pin a teen-age lad down to solid labor,
whether it's in the victory garden or the apple orchard, can appreciate his
"work-brittle." But there is a calm sincerity about Walkin' Preacher that
no one can pass by lightly. A rea~er whose mind may have become a tinge
battleship grey from too much promiscuous reading might well react to
this book as the preacher's friend Lige reacts to the beauty of the Ozark
scenery when he says "My livJn' gits lak an old shirt, all worn '~' dirty but
settin' a while on this lonely mountain top hyar with God's jist lak washin'
ironin' and patchin' thet ol,d shirt. It works plump good agin."
Harry Miller, the footloose fiddler, pretends to be nothing but a
cheerful, zestful young bum who leaves a prosperous, respectable German-_
American home in Cleveland back in the 1880's and for adventure's sweet
sake travels to all points of the compass by parlor car or side-door Pullman
as his luck at faro, poker, or roulette· dictates. Messrs. Miller and Cooper
write of· this precocious seventeen-year-old's adventures with engaging
freshness and take him gaily from his various jobs as ~ew England salesman
of human hair, midwest barker, for a side show, to." J.1is foray into' Mexico
as the leader of a tipica orchestra and his final busking in southern Texas
where he plays jigs or Liebestraum in saloons, under tmoonlit windows, or
at ranch dances. Somehow Footloose Fiddler is reminiscent of the books
the kid brother once hid under his pillow,. and no one would get even a
slight wrinkle on his forehead even if he read the.. . book by candlelight.
But it should make a good Christmas .gift for the less sophisticated teenager since'" even Harry's adventures selling decalcomania sheets of naked
ladies to decorate the windows' of New Orleans' most aristocratic bawdy
houses are treated in. a disa~mingly innocent manner. The best folklore
bits come in the adventurer's busking (which is Southwestern for fiddling
at· street corners) in saloons or at dances with the Stetson passed among
the crowd. But like the walkin' preacher, Harry is apparently not folklore conscious, an obliviousness which makes his chance contributions all
the more effective. Footloose Fiddler is good adventure and as such is fun
for an idle evening.
MAR GAR E T P AGE H 0 0 D
The Economic Order and Religion~ by Frank H. Knight and Thornton W.
Merriam. New York: Harper and Brothers, 1945. $3.00.
Rarely has this reviewer read a discussion on ,the refa:tiOnship between
religion and economics of such· a highly intelligent caliber a.s that contained in The Economic Order and Religion. The book comprises mainly
two essays, the first by Knight, who is Professor of the Social Sciences at
the University of Chicago (formerly Professor of EconomicS a.t that institution,and an eminent economist), and the second by Thornton W.
Merriam, ~<who is Director of U. S. O. Training, National Council of the
. Y. ~. C. A. and formerly Chairman of the Board of Religion of Northwestern University. An introduction written jointly by the two authors,
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and supplementary discussions ot the issues raised in each of the main
essays complete the book. In all, the reader is presented with 270-odd pages
of highly intelligent discussion of ethics, morality, liberalism, Christianity,
and political and economic policy, which does much to integrate the fields
of economics and religion in their most common aspects.
In such a broad field where words are so often used loosely and
vaguely, the authors have successfully kept on common ground with the
linguistic tools at hand. Although in full agreement on most major points,
the two men do differ particularly in the field of economic and political
policy; and they also differ in the interpretation of words, the main one
. being Christianity itself. And their differences are important, especially
so far as Christian ethics and the ethics of liberalism (an each be con;
sidered as a hopeful guide to social and economic actionl : Knight can see
little hope for Christian ethics as an influential guide, bu.t believes rather
that liberal ethics developed outside of religious activity offers, the most
promise. Merriam, on the contrary, seems to think Christian ethics and
liberal morality can be harmonized and that from such unity can come
a real guide for future action. Herein, to this reviewer, lies the basic \
difference between the two men.
"
To Knight the conception of Christiapity seems to be almost entirely
historical, both as to ideas and practices; that is to say, the conception must
. be found in the Bible, particularly the New Testament, aJ\ld in the writings
and practices of the church leaders, both in the past and in the present.
Knight views the church as consistently having taken the position, in all
ages and conditions, as the conservator of the "established" and "accepted"
modes of thought and action; he admits that much Hgood" has come from
such a position in preserving social stability; nevertheleS$ he sees in such
situations considerable retardation ~f the progressive bette~ment of man's
lot. In a ~ociety based on slavery, the church sanctioned slavery; in a
monarchial form of society, the church sanctioned that form of government,
and in a democratic form of .society, church ethics identifies itself with
democratic ethics. In Knight's view, it would seem that in the main church
attitudes have been that whatever is, is Hright.', Merriam takes Knight
to task on this point, but to this reviewer the rejoinder seems rather weak.
If Knight is correct-:-and his argument is forceful-then the springs for
progressive change must come from sources outside religion.
On the other hand, Merriam, although fully consciotts of the necessity
of conceiving Christianity in its historical perspective, Seems throughout
to be stating h~s own posit~on as to. the meaning of Christianity and its
ethics.· And in ~is regard his position is weakened, since 'the more realistic
vi~w would indicate that words must mean what impartial and histor~cal
,research shows them to mean and not wha~ one person thinks they should
mean. Parenthetically, let thi~ reviewer say that Merriam's position shows
far more enlightenment than the views of most religionistS, and if his views
had been held by church people in the past, Knight would not discover
so many points of contention. To Merriam liberal ethics and church ethics

a
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are one and the same thing, or so this reviewer interprets his essay. To
Knight liberalism grew up in England, and in France, quite apart from
religion and will probably continue its separate course in the future.
On the subject of ethics and individual liberty and political policy,
the two authors seem to be in sharpest disagreement, not on basic ideas
but on emphasis. In simple lan~uag~ the question is how much government control is necessary to assure to an individual the greatest amount
of personal liberty and ethical desert consistent with the s3;me liberty and
ethical desert to all individuals? Merriam thinks we should have a great
deal of control; Knight thinks very little. Merriam sees such factors as
inequality in income distribution, poverty, poor ho.using, poor health conditions, and lays the blame on the ethics Qf th~ free market economy.
Knight, on the other hand, although admitting -that "all is not well" in
the free market economy, sees no ~essential improvement in either of two
inevitable alternatives: that is, either in a system of competitive politics
or in a pdlitical dictatorship. Knight is as 'much afraid of dictators as
Hayek or von Mises. (There is nothing in the book to indicate that Merriam does not share the same fear.} To me Knight seems to have the better'
of the argument on this point, although I must admit that I may have a
bias; I feel that Merriam's is a crusading and reformist approach with no!
too much of technical economic competence.
This book is highly provocative of deep thought. It is not a "debate"
in the ordinary sense of that term. It is more in the nature of a well
thought out "clarification" of issues, excellently written. It is a book to
be read with profit. time and again, a book which different readers will
interpret variously with real in.terest in diverse points covered. 1 hope that
it will be read widely.
V ERN 0 N G. S 0 R R E r: L

Politics and Marals, by Benedetto Croce;' translated from the Italian by
Salvatore J. Castiglione. New York: Philosophical Library, 1945. $3.00
Although these essays whiCh date from 1925 and 1928, are somewhat
heterogeneous in character, there is a major underlying theme. This theme
might be termed a "defense of liberalism," involving an emphasis upon the
importance of what Cro,ce calls "ethico-political history" as against
ueconomico-political history." .
With many interesting -comments on Machiavelli, Vico, Rousseau,
Hegel, and others, Croce examines the thesis that the State is superior to
ordinary ethical precepts and that politics is independent of morals. The
activities o{states, Croce shows, are at bott9m activities of individuals,
who must act according to their own individual wills, which in tum are
bound by moral precept., The form of the State, whether democratic or
monarchic, is not so important as tke character of the people; for· it must
not "be forgotten that in the final analysis States are what the men who
constitute them continually make them" (p. 53).
For Croce, the true ethical ideal in politics is that of Liberalism, as
contrasted with authoritarianism. Democracy, he says, may move toward
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T he Dream of Descartes~ by Jacques Maritain; translated by Mabelle L.
Andison. New York: The Philosophical Library, lQ44.
$3.00.'
....
In this collection of essays-of which the first three a~peared as articles
in 1920-22, the fourth was written especially for this volume, and the fifthwas delivered as a lecture in 1931-Professor Maritain has brought together
in his inimitable fashion the ringing critique of Cartesianism .from the
Neo-Thomist viewpoint. His graceful and poignant style has, on the
whole, been well captured by the translator.
Commencing with the theme of Descartes' famous ~eries of dreams,
which were interpreted by Descartes as a revelation of the Spirit of Truth
that wanted "to open for him the treasure of all the sdences," through
the natural light of reason, Maritain finds that the new rationalism has
however broken completely with the old Thomistic harni-ony of faith and
reason, despite the desire of Descartes to remain securely within the fold
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of the faithful. For Cartesianism elevates reason to a posItIOn superior
to that of faith, a position which it never" could acquire under orthodox
Scholasticism. Descartes unintentionally, but disastrously, Maritain asserts,
created dichotomies which wrecked the perfection of Thomistic wisdom
and produced the major evils of ensuing materialisms. Three such dichotomies are observable: first, that .of the inner light versus the outer source
of knowledge,' the. Cartesian stress on the former leading to philosophical
Idealism; second, that of human reason separate~ out of the true order of
intellectual hierarchies and made to stand autonomously, which leads to
Rationalism; .and third, th~ most unfortunate'dichotomy of man into mind
and body, leading to philosophical Dualism. In the eyes of Maritain,
nothing but a complete about face and a new espousal of the syntheses
of St. Thomas ,will relieve us of this Cartesian fragmentation.
Maritain has certainly touched a crucial point. of opposition between
the spirit of Scholasticisrp., on the one hand, and the spirit of Greek and
Mo.dern philosophy, upon the other. For the Cartesians, as for the Greeks,
there is an optimistic faith in human reason, which leads to'a faith in
science and in the ability of man to know much of his own nature and
his own destiny by the sheer use of unaided intellect. Scholasticism, on
the contrary, clings to the old Hebraic-Christian pessimism with regard
to human knowledge when unaided by divine revelation. Descartes represents the return to the Gree-f point of view in modern thought, and in
this respect he is, as Maritain so clearly realizes, the' arch enemy of Scholasticism. These two great traditions vie with each other in Western European
philosophy, clashing even in' the uneasy reconciliation of the Thomists.
J>erhaps the most amusing illustration pf this is the effort to which Maritain
must go to make Aristotle, whose ideas are so basic to the Thomistic synthesis, 'fit into the Thomistic and non-Greek attitude. . Aristotle is exonerated
, b}' the fad that he "lived under wthe regime of the Gentiles, outside the
Mosaic revelation, before the Christian revelation" (p. 87). But these
remarks only serve to heighten one's awareness of a basic difference. Whatever one's personal predilection may be, the chief merit of this l:>?ok lies
in just this clarity with which so fundamental an opposition of faiths is
indicated.
' .
HUB E R TAL E X AND E R

.
'<

New Directions 1944, Number 8, edited by James Laughlin. No~£olk,
Connecticut: New Directions, 1944. $3.50..
Men and Saints: Prose and'Poetry, by Charles Peguy, rendered into English
by Anne a.nd Julian Green. New York: Pantheon Books, Inc., 1944.
$2.75.
.
Editing an annual experimental collection such as Mr. Laughlin's New
Directions is not an easy task, and it should be said· that Laughlin probably makes as much of it as anyone could. The grea~ pitfall troubles
the anthology: that there has been relatively little striking out in new
direc~ions in recent years, particularly among Laughlin's usual contributors,
a
•
and the series tends to echo its former work.
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This time we are offered three sections, a North: American section,
a Latin-American section, and a Lorca section. Of thie North American
contributions, six stand out for solidity and quality; but ~pur are by standard
contributors. Kenneth Rexroth contributes his fine:long poem, "The
Phoenix and the Tortoise," which I have already reviewed in this quarter~y. William Carlos Williams, who probably belongs in any anthology
of experimental writing, contributes a longish poem, "To All Gentleness."
Paul GoodmCi'n, who seems a sort of resolute "new directions" man, contributes two interesting pieces in his typical manner; they represent his
work at its best, I think. This leaves only two pieces of some importance.
from writers with a new attack, Chauncey Hackett's extension of short
story technique which incorporates dream with three different views of
the same situation, and Maude Phelps Hutchins' boldly conceived play.
By and large the other contributors to this section, use methods which
have been "new directions" from 1925 to 1940.
The Latin-American section gives us, most importantly, "A Little
Anthology of Afro-Cuban poetry," not, judging from this work, ~ really
important body of poetry, but one :worth getting to know this way; a good
symbolic story, "The Man Who Resembled a -Horse," by Rafael Arevalo
Martinez; and a selection of Pablo Neruda's poems which. in no way extends
the experience of Neruda's work already available to us. The Lorca
pieces are some of his "little-known writings," poems, prose, and brief
dramatic pieces. They apparently add an appendix of' a c~mplete Lorca
~n

\

In many ways Charles PegiIy is more of a "new diiec:tion" than most
contributors to Laughlin's anthology, although the selections in Men and
Saints were taken from Peguy's periodical Cahiers de lo, Quinzaine, published in Paris 1900-1914. I did not happen to read the' earlier volume of
translations, Basic Verities; but from this volume I mQst share much of
translator Julian Green's enthusiasm for Peguy's management of simple
words in a fine rhetoric, his critical approach to contemporary culture,
a~d the poem in loose rhythm, "Night."
In these day~ of our language
and our uses of our language, Peguy's manner, and his critical approacheven to those who hold beliefs similar to his-will" repay study.
ALAN

SWALLOW

Freudianism and the Literary Mind, by Frederick J. Hoffman. Baton
Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1945. $4.00.
No Voice Is Wholly Lost, by Harry Slochower. New York: Creative Age
Press, 1945. $3.75.
These two books comprise an excellent example of the criticism of an
abuse and the abuse itself. Frederick J. Hoffm~n has painstaki~gly written
the adventure of an idea, Freudianism, its nature, inception and "influence"
-a word he does not take lightlr-upon modern fiction. Throughout his
exposition, ~e draws a bold li~ between the theory as' it was originated
and modified by its creator and the abandon with which it has been
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appropriated by ill-informed commentators ana sensationali~~practitioners.
Slochower has written of his own adventures among ide~ and is not,
himself, free from the charges of appropriation and sensationalism. Hoffman keeps a scholarly distance from his material in order to see more
clearly t4e exact limits of its dependence on a specific' theory. Slochowel
plunges into an anthology, froin Nietzsche to Steinbeck, forcing what
material he finds convenient into a theQry of his own syncretizing.
The result of Hoffman's cautious y~t sensitive, laborious but not
labored, study is a model of cri·tical decorum and compl~teness. He points
out how grossly and extensively the theories of Sigmund Freud have been
misstated, misinterpreted and, therefore, misapplied by irresponsible criticism and a gullible public. His volume outlines the history of Fr~udianism
in our time, together with an examination of Freud's precursors in emphasis, notably Schopenhauer and Dostoievsky; it explores the specific as
well as the implicit presence of the tlfeory in twentieth-century fiction,
and the precise. extent to which it was accepted or to which it was combated
by those writers who are known to have studied its findings. The degree
of indebtedness incurreq by such important writers as Lawrence, Joyce,
Kafka, and Mann is elucidated and the particular aspects of Freud's theory
which were instrumental for the purposes of these writers are carefully
distinguished. -. Especially illuminating is Hoffman's description, done with
greater brevity and pertin~nce than Slochower manages, of the transition,
in the novels 6f the forties, from the sociological imperative to the psyche;>analytic quest. A reading of this book should be mandatory for all practising critics and teachers of literature. _ They would then no longer have
an excuse for reckless application of Freud's name or the "ism" that developed from his suggestions '(or, as frequently, from Jung and Adler) to
every so-called psychological novel that appears.
Harry Slochower's design is' far mQre' ambitious in its scope than that
of Hoffman's: nothing less than a survey of the leading tendencies in intellectual theory and socio-political behavior, and the impact of these tendencies and their practical consequences upon the didactic literature of
our time. A book of this sor~ can be adventurous, stimulating and comprehensive, since the virtue of the generalizing mind is that, above all, it
makes.connections. Ideally, this approach 'will investigateo the relationships
of art and life, the artist and his times, discover the unsuspected obligations
a writer owes to his environment andJhe equally unsuspected commitments
he frequently makes to schematizations of which he is unaware. This is
the-chief importance of Hoffman's book and of Levin's James Joyce or .
Alfred Kazin's On Native Grounds. In this direction, Slochower has been
generally accepted as the authoritative interpreter of Thomas Mann's
novels, with their symbolic plan and dialectic interconnections. But in
this booJc, Slochower's extensi<?If of the pra..~tice is far less digestible.
Avowedly, his intention is to summarize the ch'!-os of stand3;fds wrought
by the collapse of confidence in nineteenth-century certainties and expectations. The varying extremes of reaction to' this collapse are emerging, as
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Slqchower sees it, in the· promise of "a social, humanism which, on the
basis of Marxian directives, is laboring towards the state which would allow
the greatest individual expression within an ordered communality:' He
initiates this grandiose survey with an "overture" by Nietzsche where, he
announces, all the themes of our confused epoch are sounded. Following
this, his program notes (chapter headings) show at a glance how wary
'\, the reader need be of his bravura scoring and desperate improvisations:Feudal Bohemia: Arthur Schnitzler; Bu'rgeois Bohemia: Huxley and Hemingway; Faustian Fascism: Oswald Spengler; 6In Quest of Everyman: Joyce
and O'Neill; The Promise of America: John Steinbeck. The finale, Transfiguration by Estrangement, includes a bogus cadenza by Slochower,
attempting to unite Freud with Marx (at which levei of experience and
legisla,tion is not clear) much in the manner of the Wellsian mind that
believed harmony would be achieved by gathering a;round a table and
agreeing on a synthesis of the most constructively human philosophies.
After the tempests of despair, recantations, and determinisms which
Slodlower has pictured vividly, if not lucidly, he is not" quite persuasive,
I think, in showing how psychoanalytic insight and wlanned economy
(a cohabitation devoutly to be wished) are infallible for converting all our
sounds of woe into hey nonny nonny.
t
What is one to think of the responsibility 'of a critic who claims to
encompass the modern Weltgeist while ignoring the real ilmportance to our
time-sense of the theories of Einstein, and skims over the enormous fact
of our technological revolution-who devotes more pages to such secondorder figures as Heinrich Mann, Anna Seghers, and Franz Werfel than to
Ibsen, Shaw, or Eddington-and who is capable of producing this jargon
when "interpreting" The Grapes of Wrath-"Casy is the dial~ctical ethical
element in the world of nevtral matter. His turn from preaching to 'talk, ing' is the transposition from 'an esoteric theology to the secular religion
, of a social humanism."?
Mter that, one is willing to turn fJ.;om Sl.ochower's preaching to the
comparatively simple "talking" of E. E. Cummings' recent lyric:
When skies are hanged and oceans drowned
The single secret will still be man.

V ERN 0

N

A. You N

G

The Young Jefferson, 1743-1789, by Claude G. Bowers. Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1945. $3.75.
This is the third volume of Mr. Bowers' trilogy on Jefferson. The
two earlier ones-Jefferson anl1 Hamilton and Jefferson i'n Power-focused
on his activities and contributions during the early years of the Republic.
It- is.a period of his life more familiar to the general il'eader than that
of the pre-Constitution phase. It is this latter gap of forty-seven years
(ending with the mission to France) that Mr. Bowers covers, in the current
volume. Therein he finds the hearty roots of 'Jeffersonian democracy."

"
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In the re-orientation of our political 'and social thinking during the
last decade or more, th.is phase has gain,ed great currency to give momentum
to the changes sought. In a vague wa,y it has been associated with attacks
upon entrenched privileges as well as experimen~, if not always noble,
at least unorthodox. Like many another well-worn shibboleth, it has
had an elastic content capable of cloaking divergent policies and issues.
Even t~e erection of a shrine to Jefferson-thereby making him a granite
peer of Washington and Lincoln-has given .the faithful lip-servers little
enIightenJl.1ent. The acceptance of the phrase has J:»een based upon the
dicta of political leaders who, it is worth noting, have been.prindpall:Y of
one political party. The discovery by the Am~rican Communists that
Jefferson w3:s really an early ~omrade has not enlarged his stature to its
proper national proportions.
.
This book is a study oLJefferson, the political leader and writer, and
to a lesser degree, of Jefferson, the humanist. By' temperament and training, he was incapable of wooing the mob with histrionic devices and rhetorical flourishes. "He was too self-conscious to display his talents on a stage,"
writes. Mr. Bowers. His strength lay in persuasive conversations with small
groups; . his weapon was the pen. Few' political writers of his day-and
not many since then-have approached him in clarity, cogency, and conviction. These were the qualities.with which he 1ed his fellow Virginians
'to ~reak the hold of the T.idewater aristocracy and laid the, foundations
for a more democratic state. Similarly, he fought successfully for religious
~eedom and toleration. The author has propedy dwelt on the' national
thinking of Jefferson in contrast to the provincialism of many of his contemporaries. At no more vital per~od was this quality displayed than in the complete co-operation that Je~erson (then Governor) gave Washington's
strategy, although ·it brought upon him the abuse of many less able men. .
Jefferson's' hearty regard for the protection of the individual's liberty made
him the outstanding champion of adoption of the Bill of Rights.
The author has produced. little that is new, but much that
been
forgotten. That is the particular merit of the book. He has challenged
the myths and attempted to re-create the flesh. In many respects Jefferson,
the man, is not an easy subject to handle. He was an intellectual figure,
lonely ·but.not morose.. By drawing upon Jefferson's catholic tastes and.
insatiable curiosity, the author is able to impart soine life. Throughout
the book there are vignettes 'of Jefferson the 'gardener, the violinist, the
host, the guest, the architect. A chapter, delicately titled "Sentimental
Interlude/' examines his relations with the many women he met in Paris.
The findings are negative, according to· Mr. Bowers, although the evidence
is open to dispute. In any case these were pleasant excursions for Jefferson,
as they are for the reader. The primary concentration, of course, is on
Jefferson as a public figure and national benefactor. The author has had
no trouble m~halling impressive material for his thesis, that "had Jefferson
died before Washington's inauguration, he would still be one of America's
few immortals."
ALB E R T C. F. WE S T P HAL

has

I-
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Food or Famine: The Challenge of Soil Erosion, by Ward Shepard. New
,York: The Macmillan Company, 1945. $3.00.
'''Can civilization conquer soil erosion before soil :erosion destroys
civilization?" 011 the basis of the appalling facts i>rese~ted in Food or
Famine, this question is not sensational. In the United States, one seventh
of all our land surface has already been ruined. AnotIier two or three
sevenths is well on its way to the same fate. Mr. Sheparq sees our nation
racing toward "a gaudy excrescence of technology and industrialism superimposed on a rotting foundation." He has written thisl book to get us
to understand our critical land erosion problem; he has ellso written it to
spur us into action. For him nothing less than "a total lightning war
of science" will suffice to stop the wanton waste of the soil, "the basic capital
of life and civilization." .
In this atomic age people are being warned from many directions that
civilization is running a race between this good and that evil. The reader
of Food or Famine, already surfeited with alarms, may just yawn and turn
to something else. But its appearanc~ recalls an incident which happened
a few years ago when a devastating hurricane ripped through New England.
Following a few days of excitement, people went back to work and forgot it.
But not Ward Shepard. He' went out to study the fifty-mile swathe of
downed timber and then went to Washington to arouseap. 'unimaginative
bureaucracy to the awful fire hazard which had been crea;ted in the midst
of a dense Eastern population. He pleaded; he resorted to the same brilIi~nt exposition and logic found in this book; he got· action.
T'8day
countless New Englanders probably owe their lives to him.
The warning of Food or Famine is pass~onate; and the program which it
espouses is well reasoned and practical. In the integrated land management
techniques developed by the Soil Conservation Service (with which he has
no connection), Mr. Shepard sees the means of accomplishing an agricultural revolution. Allergic to all forms of Washington centralism, red tape,
and wet-nursing, he sees in the conservation district system: a mechanism of
democratic action, out of which a genuine working alliance of farmers 'and
experts could evolve. He would extend this system to all our lands.
,-Mr. Shepard's criticism of the "half-programs" of floo~ control which
stop at river banks is withering and unanswerable. As an example, he
cites' $e Rio Grande Valley, where proposals are being'imade to spend
$100,000,000 for engineering works, without refereJ}ce tOL the surface of
the entire watershed where floods originate. His discussioJ\l of river valley
authorities is particularly acute, because he brings to this popular subject
of discussion a plan to make these agencies truly responsive to the people
of the areas which they seek to'serve.
Mr. Shepard proposes a number of utterly reasonable a~d nontechnical
suggestions on how to organize and finance a great national program of
conservation. We shall hear of tlfese proposals, I feel sure, in the halls
of Congress. Food or Famine may well become the classic fighting document of the postwar conservation movement.
ALL AN; G. H A R PER
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The Fabulous Frontier: Twelve New Mexico Items, by William A. Keleher.
(
Santa Fe: The Rydal Press, 1945. $3.00.
"For most lawyers, the professional achievements of a lifetime are
, wrapped up in bundles of legal papers and documents, filed away in
cabinets, marked down in entries in minute books at courthouses in which .
they pleaded cases before courts and juries, or recorded in opinions printed
in bound volumes in the state reporter system." It is with this sentence
that William A. Keleher, himself a lawyer, begins his study of William
Ashton Hawkins, another lawyer, who, as the attorney for Charles B.
Eddy, had a part in building an empire of reclamation districts, railroads,
and other enterprises in southeastern New Mexico during the period from
1870 to 1912. It is the story of this era that'Mr. Keleher tells in his new
book, 'The Fabulous Frontier. He presents the material chiefly through
biographies o( nine men, four of whom were lawyers, two cattlemen, two
financiers, and one peace officer and frontier sheriff. In the .first group were
Thomas Benton Catron, Albert Bacon Fall, Albert J. Fountain, and William Ashton Hawkins. The two cattlemen were John S. Chisum and
Oliver M. Lee. 'The financiers and promoters were James John Hagerman
and Charles Bishop :Eddy. The frontier sheriff was Pat Garrett.. But
none of these· men "stay put" in these 'classifications.' The lawyers were
also ranchers and financier&. The financiers were cattlemen as well. The
sheriff was a cowboy and rcmchet., All of them were men who could ride,
and nearly all were men who could handle a gun and did, in pursuit of
Indians, cattle thieves, or their personal antagonists.
Mr. Keleher is one of the few New Mexico historians concerned with
recent history, the story of New Mexico since the' mid-nineteenth century.
He has gone to the case'books 'of law, to the reports of state and federal
legislatures, and to the territorial newspapers for his documents. These
sources, supplemented· by firsthand acquaintance with many of the figures
in the book, have enabled the author to show the steps by which agriculture, ."
mining, and industry developeq in a vast barren area. Politics,- too, flourished a~ American democracy appeared on this frontier. It was a
time when leadership was called for, and' leaders. arose, to illustrate Mr.
Keleher's implied thesis that men make history: good men, batl men, and
men who are a mixture of both good and bad. The author of The Fabulous
Frontier sees· both sides of his figures and recognizes the. difficulty of value
judgments in such cases as die, removal of Governor Herbert H'"3.german for
timber deed transactions, the indictment of Judge Fall for the Teapot
_Dome lease, and the kinds of justice involved in the Oliver M. Lee trial
at Hillsboro i~ May and June of 1899.
.
Fr~m Mr. Keleher's book we learn ~hat not all}he frontier patterns
were desirable, for from 1857 to 1860 New Mexi~as to all purposes a
slavery state; during the entire period the legislature was subject to both
economic. and political pressqre groups, and abstract justice was m~re
than once translated into particular and personal g~in. Perhaps the most
vivid force operating within the society Mr. Keleher studies was the attach-

.~

<l-
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ment of man to man, loyalty, interdependence, and personal regard providing a stronger tie than moral or legal code.
.
Mr. Keleher could have begun his book with the opening paragraphs
of his study of James John Hagerman, the fine passage describing the
origin of the Pecos River and its progress through mountain, gorge, and
forest to the Staked Plains of Texas. He could have seen the river and
the land as the dominant forces of his saga and men as pawns in their
all-compelling power. But this was not his intent. . Men stand out in
the panorama of land, sky, mineral riches. Men master circumstances.
Mr. Keleher's engrossing story shows how from the raw ~aterial of both
physical nature 'and human nature, men of imagination and will shape
civilization. For New Mexicans and for others interested in the building
of the West, The Fabulous Frontier is an indispensable book.
T., M. PEARCE
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A GUIDE TO THE LITERATURE
OF TH~ SOUTIl,WE;ST
Lyle Saunders

a service of the Inter-American section Qf the
" University 9f New Mexico's Research Bureau in the Social
list, with as much thoroughness as time and
Sciences, attempts
resources permit, current materials dealing with the Southwest. The
Southwest, as defined here, includes all of New Mexico and Arizona
and parts .of Texas, Oklahoma, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, and California.
"_
The symbol {F) designates fiction; (J) is used to indicate material
on the juvenile level. Included here are mainly those items which
were published or came to our attention between July 1 ~nd September

T
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:Materials for this issue were compiled by Mrs. Martha Morris
and Richard Niditch.
BOOKS
Bedicheck. Lillian Greer and Arturo Leon Campa. Mastering Spanish. New York,
Macmillan Co.• 1945. $2.32. Includes as reading material tales from Texas. New
Mexico. and california.
Brent. Lynton Wright. The bird cage. Philadelphia, Dorrance, 1945. $2.50 (F) Tombstone in the early day~.
. '
Brodie, Fawn M. No man knows my history. The~ life of Joseph Smith, the Mormon
Prophet. New York, Knopf, 1945. $4.00.
Carter. George F. Plant geography and culture history in the American Southwest. New
York, Viking Fund. 1945. $1.50.
Chaffee. Allan. Western wild life. Caldwell, Idaho, Caxton Printers. 1945. $2.50• OF)
Farber. James. Those Texans. San Antonio, Naylor Co., 1945. $2.50. Brief stories of
Texas people and events.
•
""
Gray. Arthur Amos. Men who built the West. Caldwell. Caxton Printers, 1945. $8.00.
Biographical sketches of pionet:r figures.
Haystead. Ladd. If the prospect pleases. Norman, University of Oklahoml;l Press, 1945.
$2.50. Problems and possible future development of the West.
"
James. Marquis. The Cherokee strip. New York, Viking. 1945. $3.00. Growing up in
Oklahoma.
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LaFarge, Oliver. Raw material. Boston, Houghton MiHlin, 1945. $3.00. Autobiography'
containing chapters on the .$outhwest.
.
.
Leighton, .Alexander. The governing of men. Princeton, Princeton University Press,
1945. $3·75· Based on the experiences of the Japanese-American relocation center{/.
~
at Poston, Arizona.
Mathews, Joseph John. Talking to the moon. Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1945.
$3.00. Reminiscences of Osage country in Oklapoma.
O'Connor, Jack. Hunting in the Southwest. New York, Knopf, 1945. $4.00.
Short, Luke. And the wind blows free. New York, Macmillan, 1945. $1.75· (F)
Towne, Charles Way'land and Edward Norris Wentworth. Shepherds' empire. Norman,
University of oflahoma Press, 1945. $3.50.
Whipple, Maurine. This is the place: Utah. New York, Knopf, 1945. $3.50.
White, Owen P. Texas: an informal biography. New York, Putnam,. 1945. $3.50. History on the half shell.
.
1,'

PERIODICALS
AGRICULTURE AND RANCHING
Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station. Fifty-fifth annual report for the year ending
June 30 , I944. Tucson, 1945.
.
Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway. Statement of agricultural c,onditions in Santa
Fe states. Regular publication, with crop prospects for Oklahoma~ New Mexico, Arizona, and Texas.
Crops and Markets. Quarterly p.ublication of the U. S. Department of Agriculture giVing
statistics by states.
,
Current Farm Economics in Oklahoma. Bi-monthly publication of Oklahoma Agricultural
Experiment Station, Stillwater.
The Dude Rancher. Oflicial publicatioQ of the Dude Ranchers' Association.
Economic News for New Mexico Farmers. Monthly publication of New Mexico State
College Extension Service, with price and market information.
- Evans, Morris. New Mexico dry-farming areas. New Mexico AgricU!ltural Experiment
Station, Bulletin 320. State College, Jan. 1945.
Farm and Ranch. Monthly publication devoted to Southwestern farming.
.
Grandstaff, James O. and Cecil T. BIunn. "Evaluating fleece quality of Navajo sheep
from small samples." Journal of Agricultural Research, 71:183-92, Sept. 1945.
Hershey, A. L. Some poisonous plant problems of New Mexico. New Mexico Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin 322. State College, June 1945.
McG~rge, W. T. and A. H. Finch. Fruiting and physiological responses of marsh grapefruit trees to fertilization.. Ariwna Agricultural Experiment Station, Technical
.
.
Bulletin 105. Tucson, Jan. 1945.
Nelson, D. H. The ability of certain legume-grass mixtures to withstand grazing. New
Mexico Agricultural Experiment -Station, Press Bulletin 1007. State College, Aug. I,
1945·
New Mexico Agricultural Experiment Station. Effect of age on the weight and production
of range cows. Press Bulletin 1004..State College, June 28, 1945.
New Mexico Stockman. Monthly publication of the New Mexico Ca~tle Growers Assn.,
New Mexico Wool Growers Assn., and Southeastern New Mexico Grazing Assn.
Reid, E. B. "Citrus ridin' out of Rio." News for Farmer Cooperatives, 12:12-14, July
1945. Rio Grande Valley Citrus Exchange.
Staten, Glen, R. S. Strand, and John Carter, Jr. Alfalfa production investigations in New
Mexico. New .Mexico Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin 323. State College,
June 1945·
Stoddart, Laurence A. Range land of America and some research on its management.
Fourth annual faculty research lecture, Utah State Agricultural College, 1945.
.
ANTHROPOLOGY, ARCHAEOLOGY, AND SOCIOLOGY
American Public Welfare Association. A study of services for children in Dallas, Texas,
with particular reference to the treatment of jupenile delinquency. Chicago, Sept.
1945. Mimeographed.
Anonymous. "Culture changes at Zuni Pueblo." El Palacio, 52:105, June 1945.
Colton, Harold S. "The Patayon problem in the Colorado River Valley." Southwestern
Jo.urnal of Anthropology, 1:114-21, Spring 1945.
Eubank, Lisbeth. "Legends of three Navaho games." El Palacio, 52:138-39, July 1945.
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Haury, Emil W. "Arizona's ancient ~rrigation builders." Natural History, 54:800-10, Sept.
1945·
---,. Painted Cave, northeastern Arizona. Amerind Foundation, Publication No'. 3,
1945·
- - - . "The problem of contacts between the southwestern United States and Mexico."
Southwestern Journal of Anthropology, 1:55-74, Spring 1945.
.
Heizer, Robert F. "Honey-dew 'sugar' in western North America:' The Masterkey,
19: 140-45, Sept. 1945.
.
Jones, Volney H. "The use of honey-dew as food by Indians:' The Masterkey, 19:145-49,
Sept. 1945.
Mera, ll. P. "Negative painting on Southwestern Pottery:' Southwestern Journal of
Anthropology, 1:161-66, Spring-1945'
.
.
Opler, Morris Edward. "The Lipan Apache death complex and its extensi.ons:' Southwestern Journal of Anthropology, 1:122-41, Spring 1945.
Reichard, Gladys A.' "Linguistic diversity among the Navaho Indians:' International
Journal of American Linguistics, 11:156-68, July 1945.
Stuart, Bradley R. "Paiute mourners." The Masterkey, 19: loS, july 1945.
- - . "Southern Paiute staff of life:' The Masterkey, 19: 133-34, July 1945. Meal
made from mesquite beans.
"
Trumbo, Theron Marcos. "When the devils dance:' New Mexico Magazine, 23:18-19, 89,
July 1945.' Apache devil dance.
Van Comp~rnolle, MiCh. "In Taos County, community relationships begin at home:'
Public Welfare, 3:56-57, March 1945.
Van Valkenburgh, Richard. "Sacred ram of the Navajo." The Desert Maga7:ine, 8:10-12
Oct. 1945.
Watkins, Frances E. "Indians at Play. III. Mo-toun, ,the Hopi dart game," The Masterkey, 19:113-15, July 1945.
- - - . "Indians at Play. IV. Hopi game of shinny:' The Masterkey, 19:162-64, Sept.
1945·
ARTS
Anonymous. "Gray Ba'rtlett-painter:' Arizona Highways, 2'1:18-27, Aug: 1945. Biographical sketch with colored reproductions.
- - - , "Maynard Dixon-artist:' Arizona Highways, 21:14-23, Sept. 1945. Biographical
- '
,
sketch and colored reproductions.
Cassidy, Ina Sizer. "Clare Dieman, sculptor:' New Mexico Magazine, 23:22, 37, Oct. 1945.
Hilton, John. "Art-the hard way." The Desert Magazine, 8:10-11, Sept. 1945. Bill
Krehm, Southwestern artist.,
Mathews, Washington. "Sand painting:' Arizona Highways, lH :32-33, Aug. 1945. E~cerpt.
Mera, H. P. Indian silverwork of the Southwest. Band bracelets: filed and stamped.
Laboratory of Anthropology, General series, Bulletin 1,8. Santa Fe, 1945.
Miller, Joseph. "Bill Mauldin-a triumph in realism:' Arizona Highways" 21:4-11, Sept.
1945. Biographical.sketch and cartoons. ,
Robinson,A. E. "Pima bread baskets:' J!;Arizona Highway,s,21:U~-15, Aug. 1945.
Southwestern Musician. Regular publication with items of interest to Southwestern
musicians.
Spieler, Gerhard G. "A noted artist in early Colorado-the story of Albert Bierstadt,"
A1!!erican-German Review, 11:13-17, June 1945.
Walsh, Margaret. "Katchinas:' Arizona Highways, 21:1, 2, 44, 45, Aug. 1945. Includes
"
water color and kodachrome illustrations.
<

"

T

BIBLIOGRAPHIES
American Geographical Society. Current geographical publications. Monthly list including titles on Southwestern geography and related topics.
Library of Congress. Monthly check list of state publications.
u. S. Department of AgriCUlture Library. Bibliography of Agriculture. Monthly publication.
'
Winkler, E. W. ed. "Check list of Texas imprints, 1846-1876 (continued):' Southwestern
Historical Quarterly, 48:484~98, April 1945: 49: 89- 11 5, JUly 1945.
BIOGRAPHICAL
Barker. Eugene C. "Lester Gladstone Bugbee, teacher and historian:'
Historical Quarterly, 49:1-!J2, july 1945.
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Geiser, S. W. "John Wright Glenn (1836-g2), early State Geologist of Texas." Field an
Laboratory, 13:64-'70, July 1945.
~
.
Kelly, Charles. "Antoine Leroux-pathfinder." The Desert Magazine, 8:5-9, Oct. 194!
Tr~pper, scout, Indian fighter, 1850's.
Lomax, John A. "Lester Gladstone Bugb~e." Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 49:33-3!
July 1945
'1<
Whitehouse, Eula. "Sophia Hammann, an early Texas midwife and herbalist." Fiel,
and Laboratory, 13:7°-72, July- 1945.
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

,Bailey, Alfred M. "On ""the trail of the roadrunner."

Audubon Maga:ine,

47:224-2~

July-Aug. 1945.
Blake, S. F. "Asteraceae described from Mexico and the Southwestern United States b
M. E. Jones, 1908-1935." Contributions from the United States National Herbarium
, 29. pt. 2: 117-36, 1945.
/
Colton, Harold S. "An unusual accident to a broad-tailed hummingbird." Plateau
18: 15, July 1945.
'
Cowles, Raymond B. and G. L. Burleson. "The sterilizing effect of high temperature 01
the male germ plasm of the yucca night lizard, Xantusia vigiles." America'
.
Naturalist, 79:417-85, Sept.-Oct. 1945.
Dodge, Natt N. "Nature sets new booby traps." The Desert Magazine, 8:4-8, Aug. "1945
Damage to the saguaro caused by upsetting balance of nature.
Freeman, Catherine and Dick. "Candle of God:' Natural History, 54:317-21, Sept. 1945
. Interdependence of yucca whipplei and the tnoth pronuba yuccasella.
Langley, Dama. "Burbank of the Utes." The Desert Magazine, 8:23-25. Aug. 1945
Development of a new type lima bean.
Laudermilk, Jerry. "Mexicans call it tuna." The Desert Magazine, 8:13-15, Oct. 1945
Prickly pear cactus.
- - - . "When yucca flowers." The Des~t Magazine, 8: 18-22, Aug. 1945.
Markley, Merle A. "Seasonal fur primeness of the coyote in the western United States.'
Journal of Wildlife Management, 9:227-31, July 1945:
Miller, Robert R. "A new cyprinid fish from southern Arizona and Sonora, Mexico, with
the description ot a new subgenus of gila and a review of related 'Species.", Copeia, 1945,
NO.2, pp. 104009;
t
Oberholser, Harry C. "The astounding bird life of Texas." Southwest Review, 8°:877-81,
Sumtner 1945.
"
Shaw t Charles E~ "The chuckwallas, genus sauromalus."< Transactions of the San Diego
Society of Natural History, 10:26g-306, Aug. 31, 1945.
CONSERVATION AND RECLAMATION
"Problems of the. Rio Grande watershed. A symposium." New
Mexico Quarterly Review, 15:117-4°, Summer 1945.
Peterson, Elmer T. "Oklahoma's amazing soil program." Southwest Review, 3°:861-65,
Summer 1945.
EDUCATION
Anonymous. "Arizona coll~." Arizona Highways, 21:3, Sept. 1945.
- - - . "Indian education." Arizona Highways, 21:29-31, Aug. 1945.
Gleaves, Mrs. Leo. "The Southwest." Regular department in Physical Education.
Indian Education. Fortnightly field letter of the Education Division, U. $. Office of Indian
Affairs.
Nevada Educational Bulletin. Published five times a year by the Nevada State Department
of Education, Carson City.
New Mexico Library Bulletin. Bi-monthly publication of the New Mexico State Library
Association, State Library Association, and State Law Library.
New Mexico Progress. Monthly publication giving news of New Mexico School for the
Deaf.
'
Ries, Maurice. "Your laboratory of man." New Mexico School Review, 25:6, Oct. 1945·
Laboratory of Anthropology at Santa Fe.
Nickerson, Thomas.

.Jflbuquerque Progress.

FINANCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL
Monthly publication of Albuquerque National Trust Be Savings

Btnk•
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Anonymous. "State Capitals:' Regular feature in the Oil and Gas Journal•.
Cherry, Tom D. The effect of the. present freight rate structure on five industries in
Texas. Texas Agricultural and Mechanical College, Bulletin 82. College Station, 1945.
Farmer, Garland R. "Where college and industry meet:' Nation's Business, '93:124, 126-28,
13~, Oct. 1945. Cooperation between University of Texas and .small business.·
Federal Reserve Bank o(Kan~ City. Monthly review of agricultfiTaland business conditions, tenth Federal Reserve District.
Gossett, Ed. "Freight rate parity? Not yetI" Southwest Review, 30:366-68, Summer 1945.
Monroe, Keith. "Bank knight in ArizOna:' American Magazine, 140:24-25, 116-18, 120,
122, Nov: 1945. Banking in the Southwest.
\
.Jtlew Mexico Tax Bulletin. Monthly publication of New Mexico Taxpayers' Assn•
.Oklahoma Business Bulletin. Monthly summary of business conditions in Oklahoma and
adjoining states, published by the University of Oklahoma.
Texas Business Review. Monthly publication of the Bureau of Business Research, University of Texas.
.
..
GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Anonymous. "Copper-stained quartz from Arizona:' Rocks and. Minerals, 20:272, June
1945·

.

.

.

- - - . '~Review of exploration and development in 1944." Bulletin of the American
Association of Petroleum. Geologists, 29:629-856, June 1945.
Blade, O. C. Analyses of crude oils from some fields in Oklahoma. Ill. Additional
a~lyses. U. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, R. I. 8802. Washington,
M~I~.
'
1
Crain, Harry M. "Publications on work done by the U. S. G. S. in cooperation with the
state of Colorado:' Quarterly of the Colorado School of Mines,4o:S-28, Oct. 1945.
Ford, Walter. "Doodlebug prospector:' The Desert Magazine, 8:5-7, July 1945. Mohave
desert
.
Geiser, S. W. "Collectors of pleistocene vertebrates in early Texas. I. William P. Huff
(1811-86):' Field and Laboratory, 18:56-60, July 1945.
Gregory~ Herbert E. "Scientific ~plorations in Southern Utah:' American Journal of
Science, 243:527-49, Oct. 1945.
.
Laudermilk, Jerry. "Glittering stone of the Aztecs:' The Desert Magazine, 8:13-16, JUly
1945. Obsidian.
Miller, A. K. "Late paleozoic ammonoids from. the Chinati Mountains of west Texas:'
Journal of Paleontology, 19:841-4,6, July 1945.
The Mining Journal. Regular publication with notes on Southwestern mining.
New Mexico Miner and Prospector. Monthly -publication of New Mexico Miners and
Prospectors Assn.
.
Peters, Jack W. and Albert F. Dugan. . "G~vity and magnetic investigations at the Grand
Saline Salt Dome, Van Zandt County, Texas:' Geophysics, 10:876-95, July, 1945.
Romer, Alfred Sherwood. "The late carboniferous vertebrate fauna of Kounova (Bohemia) compared with that of the .Texas red beds:' American Journal of Science,
243':417-22, Aug. 1945.
'
Sayre, A. N. and Penn Livingston. . Ground water resources of the EI Paso area, Texas.
U. S. Department of the Interior, Water Supply Paper 919. Washington, 1945.
Sever, R. V. "Sand barite in Oklahoma:' Rocks and Minerals, 20:263, June 1945.
Sidwell, RAymond. "Triassic sediments in west Texas and eastern New Mexico:' Journal
of Sedimentary Petrology, 15:50-54, Aug. 1945.
Stephenson, Morton B. "Two new ostracoda from subsurface, COOk Mountain (eocene)
strata Qf Texas." Journal of Paleontology, 19:380.82, July 1945.
.
Stevenson, Frank V. "Devonian of New Mexico:~ Journal of Geology, 58:117-45, July
I

1945·

Strahler, Arthur N. "Landscape features of the Kaibab and Coconino plateaus:' Plateau,
18:'-6, July 1945.
"
'
.
Weatherby, B. B. "Early seismic discoveries in Oklahoma:' Geophysics, 10:345-67, July
19&

White,

GeOrge M.

.

"Mineral notes from Colorado Springs, ColoJCldo:' Rocks and Minerals,

20:261, June 1945.

GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS
Armstrong, O. K. "Set the American Indians free!" Readers' Digest, 47:47-52, Aug. 1945.
Ayers, C.~. "What's the matter with Texas?" NefJJ Republic, 115:275-77, Sept.!, 1945.
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DeVoto, Bernard. "The dark age in Texas." Harper's Magazine, 191:134-37, Aug. 1945.
Rainey case.
McKay, S. S. "O'Daniel, Roosevelt, and the Texas Republican counties." Southwestern
Social Science Quarterly, 26:Hll, June 1945.
Profitt, Maris M. and David Segel. School census, compulsory education, child laboT.
State laws and regulations. u... S. Office of Education Bulletin 1945, No. 1. Washing~
ton, 1945. Includes Southwestern states.
c'
HEALTH
Arizona Public Health News. Regular publication of Ariwna. Department of Public
Health.
Chapman, John. "Why bother about public health?" Southwest Review, 30:303-07,
Summer 1945.
Harding, T. Swann. "Better health for country folks. II. In the mountains of New
Mexico." Suroey Graphic, 34:374-75, Sept. 1945. Taos County Health Cooperative.
New Mexico Sunshine. Regular quarterly pUblication of the, New Mexico Society for
c Crippled Children.
U. S. Public Health Service. "Prevalence of disease." Weekly reports of states and cities in
Public Health Reports.
c.
HISTORICAL
/
Bowman, Francis J. "Graduate study in history at the University of Southern California."
Proceedings of the 25th Anniversary of the Founding of the Graduate School of the
University of Southern California, Jan. 22-28, I945. Los Angeles, 1945. pp. 200-02.
Bragg, Jefferson Davis. "Baylor University, 1851-1861." Southwestern Historical Quar. . ,
,
terly, 49:51-65, July 1945.
Brayer, H. O. "Boom-town banker. Central City. Colorado. 1880." Bulletin of the Business Historical Society, 19:67-95. June 1945.
Butcher. Harold. "Father Kino: pioneer of the Southwest." Catholic World, 161:398-4°2"
Aug. 1945.
.
Carroll, H. Bailey. ':Texas collection." Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 48:55°'94,
April 1945, News and notes of interest to Southwestern historians.
Bloom, Lansing B., ed. "From Lewisburg to California in 1849 (continued)." New,
Mexico Historical Review, 20:239-68. July 1945. Notes fJ;"om the diary of William H.
Chamberlin.
Cleland. Robert G. "Studies in the history of civilization in the Southwest." Proceedings
of the 25th Anniversary of the Founding of the Graduate School of the University of
Southern California, Jan. 22-28, I945. Los Angeles, 1945. pp. 2°5-06.
Coy, Owen C. "California in the history of the Sou thwest." Proceedings of the 25th
Anniversary of the Founding of the Graduate School of the University of Southern
California. Jan. 22-28, I945. Los Angeles, 1945. pp. 207-10.
Ferguson, Dan. "Forerunners of Baylor." Southwestern Historical. Quarterly, 49:36-5°.

~~1~.

.

~

Garrett, Julia Kathryn. "Dr. John Sibley and the Louisiana-Te as Frontier, 1803-1814
(continued)." Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 48:547-49, April; 49:116-19, July
1945·

Geiser. Samuel Wood. "100 Lashes for a good man." Southwest Review, 3°:374-76,
Summer 1945. The story of Dr. Russell, Bell County, Texas, physician.
Gray, Captain Jim and Victoria. "I found the Lost Adams diggings:' New Mexico Magazine, 23:20, 35, July 1945·
.
Haggard, J. Villasana. "The house of Barr and Davenport:' Southwestern Historical
Quarterly, 49:66-88. July 1945. Chief agency of Spanish trade in east Texas,
1798-1812.

.

Hall, R. W. "Prairie dog lawyers." Southwest Review, 30:357-60, Summer 1945. Early
lawyers in northwest Texas.
Hallenbeck, Cleve., "The king's highway:' New Mexico Magazine, 23:16-17, 39, 41. Oct.
1945·

House, Boyce. "Rip-roaring days in the oil fields:' Southwest Review, 30:324-28. Summer
1945. Texa.'l.
McKinney, Lillie G. "History of the Albuquerque Indian School (continued):' New
Mexico Historical Review, 20:207-26, July 1945.
Metzenthin-Raunick, Selma. "New Braunfels, 1845-1945." American-German Review,
11:8-9, June; 11:23-25. July 1945, Texas.
~
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.
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35: 601 -23, Oct. 1945.
.
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Langley, Dama. "I was a snake priest," The Desert Magazinel 8:5-8, Sept. 1945.
Marriott, Alice. "When you go to the Indian fair." Southwest Review, 30:335-38,
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Miller, Joseph. "On parade:' Arizona Highways, lon:34-37, Aug. 1945. _ Arizona Indiar
- - - . "Vacation land:' Arizona Highways, 21:14-17, 28, July 1945. National Par
in Arizona.
The Mountain Echo. Bi-weekly paper of the Bruns General Hospital, ,Santa Fe, begt
May 11, 1945.
Muench, joyce Rockwood. "White Mountain country:' Arizona Highways, 21:18, 2
July 1945.
.
New Mexico Alumnus. Monthly publication of the University of New Mexico alulDI
Niehuis, Charles C. "A trek to treasure." Arizona Highways, 21:ll-13, July 1945. Trol
fishing, Oak Creek Canyon, Arizona.
Nordyke-j-'Lewis. "One-man posse:' Southwest Review, 30:308-12, Summer, 1945. Also l
Realers' Digest, 47:17-20, Aug. '"1945. Frank Norfleet, Hale Center, Texas~
Oklahoma Public Welfare Review. Monthly mimeographed publication of Oklaholl
. .
Department of Public Welfare.
Oster, Ted. "Homage to New Mexico:' New Mexico Quarterly Review, 15:26-28, Sprir
1945·

Overfelt, Ellis and Marjory Hall,. "The polygamists of Arizona:' Modem Digest~ 4:79-8
Oct. 1945.
Russell, Richard Joel. "Climates of Texas:' Annals of the Association of AmericlJ
Geographers, 35:37-52, June 1945.
Southwest Wind. Monthly publication of New Mexico Highlands University.
Southwestern Baker. Monthly trade journal of the baking industry.
Storm, Barry. "~ountain treasure." The Desert Magazine, 8:25-27, July 1945. Supe:
stition Mountain, Arizona.
Sullivan, Mary E. "Is the siesta worth preserving?" Southwest Review".30:385-86, Summc
1945·

Sunset. Monthly publication devoted to western houses, gardens, home hints, etc.
Tanner, Clara Lee. , "Shepherds of the desert. Arizona Highways, 21, 7-ll, Aug. 194J
Navajo weaving.
.
Texas Bar Journal. Monthly publication of Texas State Bar Association.
The Turquoise. Quarterly publication of the New Mexico Federation of Business an
Professional Women's Clubs.
U. S. Department of Commerce, Weather Bureau. Daily river stages at river gage statioti
on the principal rivers ot the United States. Washington, 1944. Includes Soutl1
western rivers.
.
---.Monthly weather review. Regular publication with statistics for Southwester:
states.
Woods, CIee. "The catwalk." New Mexico Magazine, 23: 18-19, 43, Oct. 1945. Roc]
formations in New Mexico.
"I found the cave of a Pima god." The Deser~ Magazine, 8:8-10, July 1945.
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LOS PAISANOS
Saludo a Todos Los Paisanos:
Ages before the Pilgrims landed on PlYlJ.?outh Rock there were
people living on the rock of Acoma; centuries before the apartment
house -became a modern city necessity, the Cliff-dwellers of Frijoles
Canyon, according to the ethnologists, were happy and comfortable in
their two- and three-room way of life. From a cultural and historical
viewpoint, New Mexico has been significant because of the ~chieve. ments. of people buried in the mists of tiIlle. In a split second on a
bombing range at Alamogordo, this state' gave birth to the atomic
bomb and t4e world was projected into the Atomic Age. The violent
and' bewildering emotional shift from an ,established sense of values
in regard to cultural patterns has disturbed our equilibrium. We
pause and ask ourselves, "Where do' we go ~om here?" Back to
the unfathomable mists of time, or forward into the ~aze of the
unpredictable future?" Only this much is certain at this particular
moment: postwar guests will not be interested in seeing the rock of
Acoma, the apartment houses of the cave man, or the fairyland of .
Carlsbad Caverns; they will no doubt by:.pass 'Santa Fe in order to get
a glimpse of Los Alamos. We haven't the slightest doubt that the
children of the future will lle more interested in seeing the physics
laboratory at the University of New Mexico than an Indian D"ance..
It was in this laboratory that the VT fuse, rated by the Navy as second
in scientific, wartime importance, was largely developed under the
direction of Dr. E. J. Workman.... All we can say is that the writers
of New Mexico Guide Books had better get on the job.·
_
No other state in our nation lived throug:'tt the fall of the Philippines with such ,agony of soul as did New Mqxico. And conversely,
no other state (always proportionally speaking, of course) was so
intimately affected by the release of the Japanese prisoners of war.
A.pproximately 1,600 New Mexican members of the 200th Coast Artil-

,.;:
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lery took part in the epic defe-nse of Bataan and Corregidor. Man
were killed; many died in Japanese prison camps. Those who su
vived those four years of inhuman and barbaric treatment at the hane
of the Japanese are en route home. The exact nnmber of survivOl
is not as yet known. SO:p1e day, a New: Mexican poet, a moder
Villagni, will record the heroic epic of New Mexico's 200th. Shinin
though through that historic chronicle of self-sacrifice and, sufferin
will be the magnificent courage of the families most concerned, wh
for four years waited and prayed for this day.
It has been very obvious for some y~ars that Albuquerque i
the key city in the sta'te. No one ever argues about this fact. W
.,,/ have the only skyscrapers in the state, we have more neon lights thal
any other town, and we certainly have more children.(Just try tl
get on a bus some day.) But we did not know that there were 8l
tnany authors' in Albuquerque until "Jim" and Charlotte Threlkell
of the New Mexico Book Store gave an Albuquerque authors' part}
Everybody said, "Isn't this amazing? We thought all the author
lived in'Santa Fe." Apparently there has been a literary shift goinJ
on' under our very eyes, and we haven't been aware of it. At an
rate, die New Mexico B~ok 'Store party made literary. history, anc
everybody had lots of fun seeing all the "writing folk."
One of the outstanding formal events of the fall season was thl
authors' banquet celebrating the fifteenth anniversary of the Universit:
of New Mexico Press. The party, given at the Hilton Hotel by thl
University of New Mexico Press Club, was attended by more than c
hundred guests. Tribute was paid by all the speakers op the progran
to Fred Harvery, Director of the Press, and to those who directly 01
indirectly have been responsible for its expansion and growth durin~
the past fifteen years. JarIl;es P. Threlkeld presided at the banquet
and the following were the distinguished guest speakers: Floy Wynn
president, University of New Mexico Press Club; Fred E. Harvey
director; Dudley Wynn, director of publications; Thomas M. Pearce:
head of the English department; Wayne Mauzy, secretary, Museum oj
New Mexico and School of American Research; Dorothy Hughes
author; George P. Hammond, dean of the graduate school; Erna
Fergusson, author; Sam G. Bratton, president of the Regents; John
P. Wernette, president of the University of New Mexico.
Dorot~y B. Hughes has good reason for being proud of herself
these days, but she was just as modest and unassuming as ever when
J
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we saw her at the Press banquet. Her latest book, Dread Journey, will
be followed by another one before very long. Howard Haycraft, in
an article in the New York Times Book Review called "Evolution of
the Whodunit in the Years of World War IJ:' names Dorothy Hughes,
of New Mexico, and Manning Coles" of England, the two new writers
since the thirties whose work ranks with that of the "undoubted masters" in the "naturalistic pattern established by John 'Buchan and
developed by Eric Ambler ~nd Graham Greene."
Stith Thompson's-. book The Regions of American Folklore,
which will be published by Thomas Y. Crowell Company some time
in 1946, will contain a section by Dr. T. M. Pearce called "The Spanish
Southwest." Professor J~hn Lomax will contribute a section called
"The Cattle Range:' and the chapter by Dr. Louise Pound is to be
called "Pioneer Days in the Middle West.". Recent publications by
Dr. Pearce include an article i(l the Mexican magazine Mundo and one
in the Shakespeare Assoc~ation Bulletin called "La Misa del·Gallo· and
Shakespeare's Bird of Dawning." The article, points out t~at, in New
Mexico Spanish folklore, the people still have the tradition that on
Christmas Eve the animals worship at the manger where Christ was
born, and the evening itself is called> "La Nochenuena" or in Shakes.peare's. words a "hallowed, gracious time." The College English
Association recently published as a Chapbook a short satiric play
written by Dr. Pearce which revolves around modern educational machinery and which is called "Dr. Voder's Conversation."
"Scratch One Battlewagon:' which appeared in the August issue of
Bluebook was written. by Lt. G.g.) Charles Dickey, a former student
at the UnIversity of New ·Mexico. Campus friends remember Lieutenant Dickey as a gentle young man from Tennessee whose gift for
satire predicted a literary future. He became a torpedo pilot in '1942
and·served aboard the U. S. $. Lexington and the U. S. S. Enterprise.
"Scratch One Battlewagon" is the thrilling account of 3:n attack in which
Air Group Twenty was out for the kill of the Musashi, sister ship of
the Yamato. Lt. Dickey's closing paragraph reads as follows..

...

"

0

~

Days passed into weeks, and Air Gr.oup Twenty. went roaming the
Pacific on other missions.' Theh on January 14 we heard the news: Cincpac,
'£rom unimpeachable sources, had learned the fate of the Musashi. Admiral
Nimitz announced that the Musashi had sunk late on the afternoon of
October 24. On a serene afternoon in' the Sibuyan Sea, Air 'Group
Twenty had put the finishing touches to a "super" battleship, killing
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hundreds of highly trained personnel, wrecking the labor of thousands, and
destroying one of the hopes of an empire. A dream had become a reality.
~

, One of the most important fall publications of the University
Press is Fray Alonso de Benavides' Revised Memorial of I634, by the
following three distinguished scholars: Dr. G. P. Hammond, dean of
the graduate school of the University of New Mexico; Frederick Webb
Hodge, eminent authority on Indian life and customs, and director of
the Southwe~te~ Museum in Los Angeles; and Agapito Rey, Spanish
scholar and professor of Spanish at Indiana University. The Benavides
Memorial of I6J4 is a complete revision of the earlier Memorial of
1634, and supplementing the new edition are twen~y-five contemporary documents which have recently been revealed, )from archives of
Spain and Italy.
Ema Fergusson reports that she is about half way through the
manuscript of her forthcoming book Cuba and "is h~ving lots of fun
writing it." The publication date has been set foJ,l' March first....
Keen Rafferty's article in a recent, issue of the Sat'lrlrday Review of
Literature called "How Not to Be a Cliche Expert" is most interesting
and will no dQubt take a place" in popularity a,longsidt:; Frank Sullivan's
"Cliche Expert Tells All:'
:
Hasta la pr6xima vez.
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May 11. 1945.
Muench, Joyce Rockwood. "White Mountain country." A.riwna Highways, 21:18. 27,
July 1945.
New Mexico Alumnus. Monthly publication of the University of N.ew Mexico alumni.
Niehuis. Charles C. "A trek to treasure." Ariwna Highways, 21:11-13, July 1945. Trout
fishing, Oak Creek Canyon, Arizona.
Nordyke, Lewis. "One-man posse." Southwest Review, 80:808-12, Summer, 1945. Also in
Readers' Digest, 47:17'10, Aug. 1945. Frank Norfleet, Hale center. Texas.
Ole/ahoma Public Wei/Me Revit'fIJ..,Monthly mimeographed pUblication of Oklahoma
Department ..f Public Welfare.
OIter, 'ted. "Homage to Nti.W Mexico." New Mexit'O Quarterl, Rftliew, 1&:18'18, SprinS

'945'
.
Overfelt, Ellis and Marjoryllall. "The polypmlill of Arizon.... MotImt DI'lt'" 4:79.81,
Oct. '00.
aUllOlI, ald'llrd Jocl.' "CUmacCl 01 l'ellA'." "raMIl 01 'h,
01
ONptMm, 0=87'5" JUIl.t '04&'
Soufhlll&l' "'.....Month.1' puB1IQtlon 01 New MeXiCO. Hlpludt Unlvenlty.
tv
$QUllu".'ma ael,.,.. Mon'tily trade jo\lm.I 01 the bikini fndun".
Slot'llla. la1Tl'. "Mountaln treuure," Tit, Dam M.,.ilftlt, 8:.&~." July '94&. Super.
Iddon Mountain, ArilOftl.
.
Sullivan, Mary -B. .... the Iiall wonh praervins)" Sou"n".,' Rftf4ew. 80:88&.86, SummeY

"1I«I."on

I~.

"'",mew"

;

SU",,', Monthly publication devoled to western hOURI, proem, Ihome hinll, ete,
Tanner, aln Lee. "Shepherds of the daert.
Highw4)tJ, ." 7''', AUI. '945.
Navajo weaVing.
I
:
.
T.xa B.r Journal. Monthly publication of Texu Slate Bar Auocjation.
Th. Turquoise. 'Quarterly publication of the New Mexico Fedet-tion of BUllns and

""zon.

ProteIaional Women', Cfu'"
~rtment

•

of ComDierce, Weather Bureau. D4il, river ,,., 41 riwr gage ",'ionl
on th, principol
01 'he Uni'ed StG'e,. Washington, .944. Includes South·
western riven.
. . '
- - . Monthl, weather review. R.egular publication wl~ atatJstiC:S for Southwestern
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ltates.
Wqods. Clee. "The catwalk." New Mexico Magazine, 13:18-19, 43, Oct, 1945. Rock
formations in New Mexico.
- - . "I found the cave of a Pima god:' The Desert Magazine, 8:8-10, July 1945.
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_Age. before the Pilgrims landed on Plvmouth Il~ there were'
people living on the rock of Acoma: centuries before the apanment
houae became a modem citV necenit" the clil-dwellen of Frijole.
Canyon, according to the ethnologistl, were happ, and comfortable in
their two- and three-room waV of life. From a cultural and hi.toriCai
viewpoint; New Mexico hal been significant becaule of the achievements of people buried in
miltS of time. In a split IeCOIld on a
bombing range at Alamogordo, thil atate gave birth to the atomic',
bomb and the world was projected into the Atomic Age. The violent
. and bewildering emotional shift from an eltabU.ed sense of values
in regard to cultural patterns has distu~bed our equilibrium. We
pause and ask, ourselves, "Where do we go from heret" Back to
the unfathomable mists of time, 'or, forward into the. haze of the
unpredictable future?" Only this mu~ is certain at this particular
moment: postwar guests will not be interested in seeing the rock of
Acoma, the apartment ho~ses of the cave man, or the fairyland of
Carlsbad 'Caverns; they' ~ill no doubt by-pass Santa ~e in order to get
a glimpse of Los Alamos.' We haven't the slightest doubt" that the
children of the future will be more interested in seeing the physics
laboratory at the University of New Mexico than an Indian Dance.
It was in this laboratory that the VT fuse, rated by the Navy as second
in scientific wartime importance, was largely developed under the
direction of Dr. E. J. Workman.... All we can say is that the writers
of New Mexico Guide Books had better get on the job.
No other state in our nation lived through the fall of the Philippines with such agony of sbul as did New Mexico. And conversely,
no other state (always proportionally spe~ng, of course) was so
intimately affected by the release of the Japanese prisoners of war.
~pproximately 1,600 New Mexican members of the 200th Coast Artil-

the
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lery took part in the epic def~nse of Bataan and Corregidor. Many
were killed; many died in Japanese prison camps. Those who survived those four years of inhuman and barbaric treatment at the hands
of the Japanese are en route home. The exact number of survivors
is not as yet known. Some day, a New Mexican poet, a modern
Villagni, will record the heroic epic of New Mexico's '200th. Shining
though through that historic chronicle of self-sacrifice and suffering
will be the magnificent courage of the families most concerned, who
for four years waited and prayed for this day.
It has been very obvious for some years that Albuquerque is
the key city in the state. No one ever argues about this fact. We
have the only skyscrapers in the state, we have more neon lights than
any other town, and we certainly have more children. Uust try to
get on a bus some day.) But we did not know that there were so
lociny authors, in Albuquerque until "Jim" and Charlotte Threlkeld
of the New Mexico Book Store gave an Albuquerque authors' party.
Everybody said, "Isn't this amazing? We thought all the authors
lived in Santa Fe." Apparently there has been a literary shift going
on under our 'very eyes, and we haven't been aware of it. At any
rate, the New Mexico Book Store party made literary history, and
everybodihad lots' of fun seeing all the "writing folk."
One of the outstanding formal events, of the fall season was the
authors' banquet celebrating the fifteenth anniversary of the University
of New Mexico PresS. The party, given at the Hilton Hotel by the
University of New Mexico Press Club, was attended by more than a
hundred guests. Tribute was paid by all the speakers on the program
to 'Fred Harvery, Director of the Press, and to those who directly or
indirectly have been responsible for its expansion and growth during
the past fifteen years. James P. Threlkeld presided at the banquet,
and the following were the distinguished guest speak~rs: Floy Wynn,
president, University of New Mexico Press Club; Fired E. Harvey,
director; Dudley Wynn, director of publications; Thomas M. Pearce,
head of the Eq.glish department; Wayne Mauzy, secretary, Museum of
New Mexico and School of American Research;, Dprothy Hughes,
author; George P. Hammond, dean of the gradua~e school; Erna
Fergusson, author; Sam G. Bratton, president of thel Regents; John
P. Wernette, president of the University of New 'Mexico.
Dorothy B. Hughes has good reason for being proud of herself
these days, but she was just as modest and unassuming as eyer when
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we saw her at the Press banquet. Her latest book, Dread, Journey, will
be followed by another one before very long. Ho:ward Haycraft, in
an article in the New York Times Book Review called "Evolution of
tIle Whodunit in the Years of World War II," names Dprothy Hughes,
of.New Mexico, and Manning Coles, of England, the two new writers
since the thirties whos~ work ranks with that of the "undoubted masters" in the "naturalistic pattern established by John Bucpan and
developed by Eric' Ambler and Graham Greene."
Stith Thompson's book The Regions of American Folklore,
which will he published by Thomas Y. Crowell Company some time
in 1946, will contaip a section by Dr. T .. M. Pearce called "The Spanish
Southwest." Professor John Lomax will contribute a section called
"Th~ Cattle Range," and the chapter by Dr. Louise Pound is to be
called "Pioneer Days in the ~iddle West."!tecent publications by
Dr. Pearce include an article in the Mexican magazine Mundo and one
in the S~akespeare Association Bulletin called "La Misa del Gallo and
Shakespeare's Bird" of Dawning." The article points out that, in New
Mexico Spanish folklore,' the people still 4ave the tradition that on
Christmas Eve the animals worship at the manger when: Christ was
born, and the evening itself is called "LaNochenu~a" or in Shakes-'
peare's words a "hallowed, gracious time." The Col;i.ege English
Association recently publish~d as a Chapbook a short satiric play
written by Dr. Pearce which revolves around modern educational machinery and which is called "Dr. Voder's Conversation."
"Scratch One Battlewagon," which appeared i~ the August issue of
Bluebook was written by Lt. (j.g.) Charles Dickey, a former student
at "the pniversity of New Mexico. ,Campus'friends remember lieutenant Dickey as a gentle young man from Tennessee whose gift for
satire predicted a literary future. He became a torpedo pilot in 1942
and served aboard the U..S. S. Lexington and the U. S. S. Enterprise.
"Scratch One Battlewagon" is the thrilling account of an attack in which
Air Group Twenty was out, for the kill of the Musashi, sister ship of
the Yamato ... Lt. Dickey's closing paragr~ph reads as follows.
Days passed "into weeks, and Air Group. Twenty went roaming the ·
Pacific on other missions. Then on January 14 we heard the news: Cincpac,
from unimpeachable sources, had learned the fate of the M usashi. Act'miral
Nimitz announced wat the Musashi had sunk late on the afternoon of
October 24.' On a serene afternoon in the Sibuyan Sea, Air Group
Twenty had put the finishing touches to· a "sup~r" battleship, killing
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hundreds of highly trained personnel, wrecking the labor of thousands, and
destroying one of the hopes of an empire. A dream -,had becom~ a reality.
One of the most important fall publications of the University
Press is Fray Alonso de Benavides' Revised Memorial of r634J by the
following three distinguished scholars: Dr. G. P. Hammond, dean or
the graduate school of the University of New Mexico; 'fr~derick Webb
Hodge, eminent authority on Indian life and customs~ and director of
t~e Southwestern Museum in Los Angeles; and Agap~o Rey, Spanish
scholar and· professor of Spanish at Indiana University. The Benavides
Memorial of r634 is a complete revision of the earlier Memorial of
1634, and supplementing the new edition are twenty-five contemporary documents which have recently been revealed £rom. archives of
Spain and Italy.
Erna Fergusson reports that she is about half way through the
manuscript of her forthcoming book Cuba ,and "is having lots of fun
writing it." The publication date has been set for March first....
Keen Rafferty'S article in a recent issue of the Saturday Review of
Literature called "How Not to Be a Cliche Expert" is most interesting
and will no doubt take a place in popularity alongsid~ .Frank Sullivan's
"Cliche Expert Tells All."
IIasta la proxima vez.
JU~~A
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